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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE:
Proposed Best Practices For Public Art Projects
Throughout the United States, agencies and organizations have been using art to expand
constituents’ experience of the public realm. With so many entities involved in managing
public art projects in varying manners, the Public Art Network (PAN) Council and
Americans for the Arts (AFTA) established these Best Practices out of a desire to establish a
baseline for public art practices. The starting place, or baseline stage, must provide general
principles that are equally relevant and agreeable to administrators, artists and other
public art professionals. Once established, the baseline will provide a framework for more
in-depth conversations to tease out the more complex underlying issues.
This more detailed exchange will clarify instances where different players in the public art
field have diverse interests or specific pressures dictating their particular viewpoint. By
parsing and articulating these diverse perspectives, the baseline principles will be
annotated to provide a multi-dimensional look at public art practices.
These Best Practices are specifically drafted with discourse in mind. It is true that
enforcement at this point can only be achieved through peer opinion, but Best Practices
Standards will be a great resource for both developing and maturing programs.
Administrators, artists and other public art professionals will be able to point to clear Best
Practice Standards that have been developed and approved on a national level designed
specifically to assist in the development, drafting and execution of public art policy at the
local level.
In sum, our goals are:
1. To approve Best Practices recognized as the national standard by AFTA/PAN.
2. Disseminate the approved Best Practices through AFTA’s outreach and supportive
communication from Robert L. Lynch, President and CEO of AFTA.
3. Programs that adopt and follow these Best Practices will be recognized by
AFTA/PAN.
4. A committee comprised of PAN Council members and general members shall meet
regularly to discuss and draft annotated language to accompany these Best
Practices.
5. Communications to AFTA/PAN membership regarding amendments and
developments in the Best Practices will be regularly disseminated to the AFTA
membership and public art community.

DEFINED TERMS
Administrator: includes public art administrators, public art program representatives,
art consultants, developers and any other person or team working on behalf of a
commissioning body or entity.
Agreement: includes any written agreement pertaining to the planning, design,
development, fabrication, delivery and/or installation of an Artwork, including but not
limited to letters of intent (LOIs), memoranda of understanding (MOUs), commission
agreements, contracts and construction agreements.
Artist: includes individual artists as well as artist teams.
Artwork: unless otherwise restricted by the language of the particular statement, and
excluding ancillary deliverables such as budgets and maintenance manuals, “Artwork”
includes any permanent and/or temporary work as defined in the scope of work of an
Agreement.
PROPOSED BEST PRACTICES FOR PUBLIC ART PROJECTS
1. Administrators should clearly represent the scope and budget of project in Calls
for Artists and communications.
2. Artists should truthfully represent their role and the nature of past work when
presenting portfolios.
3. Artists should design to available budgets and propose what they can realistically
deliver within budget, especially during design competitions.
4. Administrators/Consultants should not ask Artists to appropriate or use designs
proposed by other Artists in a competition (e.g. cherry pick from among other
competitors). Nor should Artists use other Artists’ ideas or concepts proposed
during a competition.
5. Any organization or entity commissioning Artwork should pay Artists for design
proposals.
6. Administrators should ensure a legal and fair process for developing projects and
selecting Artists.
7. All organizations and entities commissioning Artwork should consider their
process for developing projects and selecting Artists in light of the principles in
Americans for the Arts Statement on Cultural Equity.
8. As reasonably possible and consistent with existing privacy policies and legal
requirements, Agencies should protect Artists’ private information.
9. Arts professionals should be involved in the Artist selection process.
10. Administrators/Consultants should not receive money from Artists being
considered or awarded a project.

11. To avoid actual conflict or the appearance of impropriety, real or perceived
conflicts of interest should be disclosed, and impacted decision-makers should
abstain from involvement in the process.
12. All projects should have a written Agreement that includes a clear articulation of:
scope of work, budget and schedule. *
13. All parties should have time to read and understand agreements prior to signing,
and may seek legal and/or business counsel.
14. Agreements should clearly articulate the process by which project changes are
approved and any changes should always be made in writing.
15. If substantial redesign of a contracted artwork or an entirely new proposal is
requested, due to no fault of the Artist, the Artist should be compensated.
16. Realistic life span of an Artwork should be mutually agreed by all parties and
written into the Agreement.
17. Artists should choose appropriate materials for artwork based on the expected
life. Care should be taken when integrating components into the Artwork that are
not warranted for the minimum warranty period required in the Agreement.
Attention should be paid to integrated components that may void underlying
warranties.
18. Artist warranties should not exceed two years.
19. With regard to manufacturer warranties for integrated components, Artists
should be required to only pass along those warranties provided by the
manufacturer.
20. Where reasonable, obtainable insurance is required by law, municipal policy
and/or in an Agreement, Administrators should work with Artists to assess the
true cost of this insurance so that Artists can budget. As only licensed
professionals can obtain professional liability and/or errors and omission
progressive insurance, Artists who are not licensed professionals should have
this requirement waived. However, Agreements may require licensed subcontractors carry professional liability or errors and omissions insurance.
21. Administrators should not ask Artists to take on unreasonable or inappropriate
liability.
22. Artists should have Agreements with their subcontractors, and include all
relevant requirements of the prime contract in the sub-contract Agreement.*
23. Project payment schedule should meet the cash flow needs of the Artwork
schedule of deliverables.
24. Artists should retain copyright to their Artwork. However, Artists should expect
to grant license to the contracting agency or ultimate owner for reasonable use of
images of the Artwork for publicity, educational, and reasonable promotional
purposes upon which the parties agree.
25. Artists and commissioning bodies and/or owners should provide reciprocal
credit for their respective roles in commissioned Artworks.
26. Maintenance and conservation plans should be discussed and mutually agreed

upon and Artists should prepare a detailed and feasible maintenance and
conservation plan.
27. Commissioning bodies and/or ultimate owners should have collection
management policies in place and notify Artists of these policies.
28. If an Artwork is damaged, Administrators should make a good faith effort to
consult the Artist about repairs. Administrators are not obligated to work with
Artists to make repairs, but should use best conservation practices.
29. If Visual Artist Rights Act (VARA) rights are waived, Agreements should
nonetheless provide that, in the event of damage, alteration, or destruction of an
Artwork that is not remedied to Artist’s satisfaction, or relocation without Artist’s
approval, if the Artist believes the Artwork no longer represents his/her work,
the Artist should have the right to remove his/her name from the Artwork.
*Look at the PAN resources available on the Americans for the Arts website for sample
documents.
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Public Art Management Plan
1.0 Executive Summary
The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission and the Parks and Recreation Department/City
of Wheat Ridge have developed a Public Art Management Plan that provides guidelines
and policies for the funding, acquisition, placement, and maintenance of public art within
the City. This management plan responds to Ordinance No. 1257, July 2002:
WHEREAS the City of Wheat Ridge wishes to enhance the public spaces and
provide for a more aesthetic and humane environment in the City by acquiring
works of art which shall become the City’s public art collection.
The intent is that public art in Wheat Ridge creates an opportunity for cultural
enhancement for citizens and draws people to the community. The Cultural
Commission firmly believes that the City of Wheat Ridge can build a public art program
to more effectively utilize the potential of public art to enhance pride in the community
and to become more competitive in plans for economic development as they are
developed.
The Public Art Management Plan addresses these essential points:
•

Guiding Public Art Policy: To develop a collection of public art by acquiring artwork
that demonstrates artistic excellence and technical competence for public benefit
and enjoyment.

•

Commission Involvement: The Cultural Commission will be responsible for
implementing and following the administrative guidelines for the selection of artwork
as outlined in the Plan. These include:
1. Public Art Acquisition Committees


Process for the removal of public art

2. Siting and Displaying Works of Art


Process for the removal of public art

3. Deaccession of Works of Art


Process for the removal of public art

4. Roles of City Council and City Agencies


The Plan outlines the respective responsibilities of the City Council, the
Cultural Commission and City staff. The City Council always has the
opportunity to review all municipal public art projects on request.
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•

Funding: A Public Art Fund has been set up to receive revenue from a percentage of
private and public site development fees. Funding also includes donations and
other funds as directed by City Council (See Section 9, Funding of Public Art).

The Public Art Management Plan is based on the belief that public art enhances and
defines a city’s image. Art makes public spaces more welcoming and it creates a
deeper interaction with the environment—the places where individuals work, live, shop,
and seek recreation.
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2.0 Vision and Mission
2.1 Vision
Public art in Wheat Ridge will create opportunities for cultural enhancement for citizens
and visitors alike. Thoughtful selection and strategic placement of an outstanding
collection of public art will contribute to achieving the Key Values of Envision Wheat
Ridge by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Helping to create a resilient local economy;
Promoting vibrant neighborhoods;
Enhancing community character and promoting quality design;
Encouraging confident utilization of transportation options through way finding
designs;
Attracting citizens and visitors to community amenities; and
Supporting sustainable practices.

2.2 Mission
To celebrate the unique character of the City of Wheat Ridge by selecting, displaying,
and maintaining exemplary artwork that demonstrates a variety of media, styles, and
points of view in public spaces and facilities throughout the City for the enjoyment of the
community and its visitors.
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3.0 Overview
3.1 Definition of Public Art
Public art is generally considered to be artwork in the public realm that possesses
aesthetic qualities; is chosen through a public selection process; is placed in an area
visible and accessible to the public; and is acquired with public funds. Public artwork
may be permanent, temporary or functional and includes, but is not limited to, the
following:
Three-Dimensional Artwork: Sculpture in the round, bas-relief, mobile, kinetic, having
light or audio properties, electronic or digital, in any material or combination of materials.
Two-Dimensional Artwork: Paintings, prints, drawings, photographs, murals, and
mosaics.
Fine Crafts: Clay, fiber and textiles, wood, metal, plastics, glass, and other materials,
both functional and nonfunctional.
Mixed Media: Any combination of forms or media, including collage.
3.2 Public Art: Art in Public Places
Traditionally, public art has been exactly that—art in public places. The term “public art”
may spawn images of a heroic soldier in the park, a bronze eagle on a bank, or a
decorative relief on the façade of City Hall, but public art entails so much more than just
those images. While traditional works like these represent the foundation of public art,
contemporary public art has grown to encompass a wide range of innovative concepts,
projects, and programs.
Historically, one might use the Statue of Liberty as a good example of “new” art born
from traditional ideals. A gift to the United States in 1885, it took over 20 years for F.A.
Bartholdi to develop, design, and create the world famous statue. Although his heroic
image of liberty was based on figurative sculptures of the past, its representation of
freedom as a woman was unusual in the United States and became cause for debate.
People were afraid she would look tired or old and be less than heroic. Rumors,
misperceptions, and concerns over its “contemporary” nature created intense
controversy in the 1880’s and the sculpture was nearly rejected. Now, almost 120 years
later, it is one of the most recognizable examples of public art in the world.
Today, public art includes “traditional” monuments and decorations along with a broad
spectrum of unique projects and programs. In many cases, artists are included early in
the design process or as part of the design team, and community leaders work to
include and educate the public throughout the development of projects. With these and
other new strategies, more often than not, public art becomes a source of pride and
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enjoyment for visitors and residents of the cities and communities it inhabits. At the
start of the new millennium, we’ve learned that a comprehensive public process is often
the key to successful public art projects.
Some works, like the Statue of Liberty, have worldwide impact while others may identify
a city or simply brighten a neighborhood. There are many examples of successful,
permanent, and temporary public art projects throughout the nation: the “Chicago
Picasso” in Chicago’s Civic Center Plaza; unique benches and bus shelters adorning
parks and sidewalks across the country; photographs, films, and television programs
projected on the side of buildings by artists for viewers gathered in the street; artists,
architects, and designers collaborating to transform landfills into scenic parks; street
musicians and performers entertaining lunch time crowds; a garden designed by an
artist and a scientist that will help remove toxins from soil; buses painted by local
citizens to celebrate and add vibrancy to city life; a quilt with sections made by people
from around the world that travels the country to raise awareness about AIDS; and the
“Gateway Arch” on the shore of the Mississippi River. 1
3.3 Advantages of Public Art
Advantages of Public Art to the Community
•

Gives meaning and enjoyment to public spaces.

•

Generates a sense of pride in the community.

•

Creates a sense of place; encourages people to gather and helps visitors navigate
the city.

•

Enhances an environment and can transform the landscape.

•

Reflects the diversity, richness, and heritage of the community.

•

Expresses community values.

•

Displays freedom of expression.

•

Heightens our awareness or questions our assumptions.

•

Demonstrates artistic excellence and technical competence.

•

Helps boost public awareness and appreciation about art.

1

All paragraphs in Section 3.2 are taken from A Reference Guide for Developing Public Art Programs and Projects.
This Guide was originally compiled and written for the St. Louis Regional Arts Commission by Porter Arneill.
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In positioning Wheat Ridge as a community attentive to its cultural life, public art will
help the City to realize its economic development goals by:
•

Attracting and retaining residents who will build strong households and families that
will engage in and contribute to a vibrant community life; and

•

Attracting businesses seeking to grow and serve the community.

Advantages of Public Art in Economic Development
•

Revitalization efforts in communities across the United States have featured public
art. Benefits include development of community identity and pride, growth of the
types of businesses that contribute to creation and installation of artwork, and
cultural tourism.

•

Large city examples include Providence, RI; Chicago, IL; and Minneapolis, MN.
Successful initiatives in smaller communities include North Adams, MA; Loveland,
CO; and Grand Junction, CO.

•

The popularity of the “Cows on Parade” project speaks to the ability to create
community partnerships and generate tourism revenues even with temporary
exhibitions.

Public art in private development offers benefits to the developers as well as to the
community.
•

Tenants respond to having artwork in their workplace. Artwork gives the building or
location an identity. Some developers believe that artwork increases the value of the
property.

•

Supporting public art can be used as a promotion and it can serve as a public
relations strategy.

•

Public art is a way to give back to the community in return for permission to develop.

•

Public art gives the development and the community an identity that can foster
cultural tourism.
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4.0 Public Art Policy
ARTICLE I. PUBLIC ART MANAGEMENT
Section 18-3. Acquisition.
The objective of this article is to develop a collection of public art by acquiring for
the City of Wheat Ridge artwork that demonstrates artistic excellence and technical
competence for public benefit and enjoyment. (Ord. No. 1257, § 2, 7-22-02)
4.1 Policy and Procedures for Defining and Acquiring Works of Art
GOAL: To develop a collection of public art by acquiring artwork for the City of Wheat
Ridge that demonstrates artistic excellence and technical competence for public benefit
and enjoyment.
A. Objectives
1. To establish procedures for the acquisition, selection, and permanent siting or
temporary placement of works of art through commission, direct purchase,
donation or loan.
2. To establish a selection process that provides for public and expert review
according to articulated criteria, and is not affected by conflict(s) of interest.
B. Definitions
1. Public Art: Artwork in the public realm that possesses aesthetic qualities and is
accessible to the public. Public artwork may be permanent, temporary or
functional and includes, but is not limited to, the following:
•

Three-dimensional artwork: Sculpture in the round, bas-relief, mobile, kinetic,
having light or audio properties, electronic or digital, in any material or
combination of materials.

•

Two-dimensional artwork: Paintings, prints, drawings, photographs, murals
and mosaics.

•

Fine crafts: clay, fiber and textiles, wood, metal, plastics, glass, and other
materials both functional and nonfunctional.

•

Mixed media: any combination of forms or media, including collage.

2. Commission: Selecting an artist or artist team and providing payment for creation
and installation of a piece of artwork, usually for a specific site.
3. Direct Purchase: Selection and purchase of an existing piece of artwork ready
for display.
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4. Donation: Acquisition of artwork either through acceptance from an individual or
organization of a donation of funds to purchase or commission artwork, or of
actual artwork.
5. Loan: Acquisition of artwork for temporary or long term display in public spaces,
as differentiated from rotating exhibits.
C. Policies
1. The City shall establish, manage, and maintain a public art collection.
a. Inventory of these assets includes documents transferring title, artist’s
contracts, reports, invoices, and other pertinent material.
ARTICLE I. PUBLIC ART MANAGEMENT
Section 18-3. Acquisition.
(2) To establish a selection process that provides for public and expert review
according to articulated criteria, and is not affected by conflict(s) of interest. (Ord. No.
1257, § 2, 7-22-02)
2. The City shall implement a selection process for acquiring artwork that includes
both community input and expert advice in order to assure that the public art
collection will be of excellent quality and appropriate to the community.
a. The City will invite public participation on acquisition committees.
b. The City will establish criteria for acquisition of artwork
3. This selection process shall include the following general criteria and would
support the work for of the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission in implementing:
a. A Public Art Campaign initiated by the Mayor or City Council.
b. Other public and or public/private campaigns for installation of public art in
Wheat Ridge.
c. Acceptance or declination of donations of artwork or funding for artwork to be
installed or displayed in public spaces.
d. Temporary exhibitions of two and three-dimensional artwork in civic facilities
as well as displaying sculptures on loan.
4. This acquisition process shall serve the public interest by adopting and
implementing a conflict of interest policy to assure that there is no actual or
perceived impropriety in the decision-making process for identifying artists or
artwork.
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D. Procedures
ARTICLE III. BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
Section 2-55. Cultural Commission.
(b) Duties. The duties of the cultural commission shall be:
(5) To seek citizen input and advice on the management of public art. (Ord. No.
1263, § 2, 9-4-02)
1. The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission would identify and convene a public art
committee or exhibition committee for projects.
a. Public art acquisition process for permanent acquisition.
b. Public art acquisition process for temporary exhibitions.
2. The Public Art Committee would proceed with an acquisition process applying
the following criteria established by the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission and
operate within the Conflict of Interest policy:
a. Artistic excellence;
b. Technical competence;
c. Suitability to potential site;






Conceptual compatibility
Scale, material, form, and content
Appropriate relationship to the function of the site
Strong contribution to the historic, ethnic or other characteristics of the site
Contribution to diversity of the City’s public art collection

d. Structural and surface integrity;
e. Accessibility to the public;
f. Resistance to damage by weather (including wind, water, and UV exposure),
vandalism or theft;
g. Ease of maintenance, minimal and low cost maintenance; and
h. Compliance with applicable public safety codes.
3. The Public Art Committee would recommend up to five (5) artist finalists to the
Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission for review and approval. The Cultural
Commission would forward these recommendations to the Wheat Ridge City
Council.
4. At the conclusion of the acquisition process, the Public Art Committee would
recommend the artist finalist(s) for the commission or artwork for direct purchase
to the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission for review and approval. If approved,
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the recommendation would be presented to the Wheat Ridge City Council for
review and approval and authorization of expenditure of public art funds.
5. The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission, or its designee, would continue with
implementation of the project by monitoring the fabrication, transportation, site
preparation and installation of the artwork. Once the artwork is installed and the
final documentation, including maintenance instructions, is received, the project
can be accepted by the City of Wheat Ridge. Going forward, the Cultural
Commission would arrange to have the artwork’s condition assessed annually
and provide for maintenance and/or conservation as necessary.
6. The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission will oversee acquisition and
administrative processes for these additional policies and make
recommendations to the Wheat Ridge City Council as appropriate:
a. Policy for accepting donations of artwork and artwork as memorials;
b. Policy for public/private partnerships for funding and selecting public art;
c. Policy on documentation, maintenance and conservation of works of art; and
d. Policy on deaccessioning of works of art.
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5.0 Public Art Acquisition Policy
5.1 Policy and Procedures for Public Art Acquisition Committees
GOAL: To establish and implement a public art acquisition process that includes both
community and professional participation to ensure selection of excellent artwork for the
City of Wheat Ridge’s public art collection.
A. Objectives
1. To identify and recruit interested individuals from the community and arts
professionals to conduct an acquisition process for public art for the City of
Wheat Ridge.
2. To establish policies and procedures for soliciting and reviewing artwork in
accordance with established criteria for installation or exhibition in public spaces
within the City.
B. Definitions
1. Community Members: Citizens of Wheat Ridge who are interested in public art.
2. Arts Professionals: Visual artists, curators, arts administrators, and art educators.
3. Key Interests: Persons associated with a proposed public art project, such as
developers, department personnel, tenants, etc.
C. Policies
1. The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission will convene a Public Art Acquisition
Committee composed of community members, visual art professionals, and
representatives of key interests.
a. Community representatives on the Public Art Acquisition Committee should
be:
i. Interested in community improvement;
ii. Interested in visual art or design; and
iii. Committed to the best interests of the entire community.
b. Voting Committee members shall be a(n):
i. Visual artist;
ii. Community representative (should have at least one from the area in
which the art is to be sited);
iii. Elected City government representative;
iv. City staff member;
v. Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission representative;
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vi. Site agency representative; and
vii. Donor representative, if appropriate (donor representative is related to
funding contributions not to an actual art donation).
c. Committee advisors as needed (non-voting member(s)) shall be:
i. Architect(s);
ii. Engineer(s); and/or
iii. Technicians.
d. The Committee shall be facilitated by a professional arts consultant (nonvoting member(s)).
e. Each member will serve on the Public Art Acquisition Committee for the
duration of the project.
f. The process for recruiting community representatives for a Public Art
Acquisition Committee is as follows:
i. Give public notification of opportunity to serve and criteria for appointment.
ii. Request a written statement of qualifications and reason(s) for wanting to
serve on the Public Art Acquisition Committee.
iii. The City Manager or his/her designee will review and appoint committee
members who best fit the needs of the project.
D. Procedures
1. Review established criteria for artwork.
2. Develop a detailed description of the project and application process.
a. Determine type of artwork that would be appropriate.
b. Define characteristics of the anticipated site:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Location and site;
Use by the public;
Department priorities; and
Conditions that would affect or inform the artwork.

c. Determine the amount of funding available.
d. Determine/calculate the time frame for expected completion and installation.
3. Inform interested parties.
a. Contact artists working in appropriate media.
b. Contact potential donors.
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4. Procedure for commissioned work:
a. Request and review images of existing artwork suitable for this project.
b. Select up to three and no more than five artists whose work would be
appropriate for this project.
c. Provide each artist with a design fee to visit the site, develop a proposal, and
model.
d. Review proposal and model, interview the artist finalists, and make a
recommendation of a finalist to the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission for
their recommendation to Wheat Ridge City Council for final approval.
Staff will advise the finalist of the decision and develop a City contract with
the artist stating all agreements and warranties with Visual Artist Rights Act
provisions.
5. Procedure for direct purchase of existing work:
a. Solicit images of existing work available for purchase that meets project
criteria.
b. Make a recommendation for suitable work to the Wheat Ridge Cultural
Commission.
Staff will advise the artist and develop a City contract with the artist stating all
agreements and warranties with Visual Artist Rights Act provisions.
6. Procedure for accepting a donation of artwork:
a. Review proposed donation in terms of established criteria.
b. Determine the fiscal impact, if any, for preparation for display transportation,
installation, and maintenance.
c. Decide whether to recommend acceptance of the donation to the Wheat
Ridge Cultural Commission for further recommendation to Wheat Ridge City
Council for final approval.
Staff will advise the donor of the decision to accept or decline the donation. If
accepted, staff will develop a City contract with the donor stating all
agreements including warranties and/or Visual Artist Rights Act provisions, if
appropriate.
7. The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission, or its designee, would continue with
implementation of the project by monitoring the fabrication, transportation, site
preparation, and installation of the artwork. Once the artwork is installed and the
final documentation, including maintenance instructions, is received, the project
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can be accepted by the City of Wheat Ridge. Going forward, the Cultural
Commission would arrange to have the artwork’s condition assessed annually
and provide for maintenance and/or conservation as necessary.
5.2 Public Art Selection Process for Permanent Acquisition
To initiate a public art project or projects, the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission will
review the prioritized sites and identify which one(s) should be launched, and when.
The Cultural Commission would determine:
1. Appropriate locations for artwork at the site based on site selection criteria.
2. Size and scale of the artwork desired at this location.
3. A budget estimate for the artwork and the selection process needed to identify a
finalist for this commission, or direct purchase of existing artwork, or donation.
4. A realistic time line that includes, if necessary, a campaign for raising sufficient
funds, a selection process, and finally, creation and installation of the artwork.
5. Key people with relevant expertise to invite to serve on the Public Art Acquisition
Committee in addition to representation from the Cultural Commission.
6. Procedures to ensure that conflicts of interest or perceptions of conflict of interest
are not present in the selection process.
The Public Art Acquisition Committee composed of community members, visual art
professionals, and representatives of key interests would conduct a selection process
based on established art selection criteria. The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission
would receive reports and recommendations from the Public Art Acquisition Committee
and, after review and approval, present these recommendations to the Wheat Ridge
City Council as required for approval of funding.
The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission, or its designee, would continue with
implementation of the project by monitoring the fabrication, transportation, site
preparation and installation of the artwork. Once the artwork is installed and the final
documentation, including maintenance instructions, is received, the project can be
accepted by the City of Wheat Ridge. Going forward, the Cultural Commission would
arrange to have the artwork’s condition assessed annually and provide for maintenance
and/or conservation as necessary.
A. Artwork Selection
The artwork will be selected by an open, fair and transparent process that involves
community members, arts professionals and other key interests. The selection process
will be governed by a conflict of interest policy. Public art selected for the City’s
collection will feature one or more of the following characteristics:
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1. Public art that reflects the diversity and richness of the community.
2. Public art that embodies community values.
3. Public art that displays freedom of expression.
4. Public art that heightens our awareness or questions our assumptions.
5. Public art that highlights a particular theme that relates to the community, its
history or location.
B. General Criteria for Acquiring Public Art
The Public Art Acquisition Committee will review potential artwork for permanent
acquisition whether by commission, direct purchase or donation. The Committee will
apply the following criteria in the review process:
1. Artistic excellence;
2. Technical competence;
3. Suitability to potential site;
a. Conceptual compatibility;
b. Appropriate relationship to the function of the site;
c. Strong contribution to the historic, ethnic or other characteristics of the site;
and
d. Scale, material, form, and content.
4. Structural and surface integrity;
5. Accessibility to the public;
6. Resistance to damage by weather (including wind, water, UV exposure),
vandalism or theft;
7. Ease of maintenance, minimal and low cost maintenance; and
8. Compliance with applicable public safety codes.
The public art acquisition committee will make its recommendation to the Wheat
Ridge Cultural Commission. The Commission will review the recommendation and
refer the recommendation to City Council for final approval.
5.3 Public Art Acquisition Process for Temporary Exhibitions
The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission will organize temporary exhibitions of artwork in
City facilities to promote local and regional artists and expand the community’s
awareness of cultural resources. This Art Acquisition Process for Temporary
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Exhibitions provides a framework and guidelines for selecting appropriate artwork that
would reflect the community’s values and culture for display in designated areas
throughout Wheat Ridge.
The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission will develop and keep current an artwork site
plan that includes opportunities for temporary exhibitions of artwork. The Cultural
Commission will determine:
1. Appropriate locations for temporary exhibitions of artwork at the site based on
site selection criteria.
2. Size and scale of the artwork desired at each location.
3. A budget estimate for the exhibition of artwork or for a sculpture on loan project,
and the selection process needed to identify the artists for these opportunities.
4. A realistic time line that includes, if necessary, a campaign for raising sufficient
funds, and promotion of these opportunities.
5. Key people with relevant expertise to invite to serve on the public art committee
for temporary exhibitions in addition to representation from the Cultural
Commission and City staff.
6. Procedures to ensure that conflicts of interest or perceptions of conflict of interest
are not present in the selection process.
A. Process for Temporary Exhibitions
1. The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission will solicit and consider solo, two-person
or group exhibits of artwork in a variety of media and styles. The Cultural
Commission will assemble an Art Acquisition Committee to evaluate proposals
for exhibitions based on the quality of the artwork, exhibition history and the
exhibition calendar, as well as the general selection criteria for public art. The
solicitation will state the length of time and the location where the artwork will be
exhibited.
2. Display of temporary artwork is at the discretion of the Wheat Ridge Cultural
Commission.
3. Selected artwork may be displayed at City facilities for up to six months.
4. City staff will be responsible for insurance, signage, and will assist the artist with
installation of the artwork.
5. Artists are requested to provide an artist’s statement for each exhibition.
6. The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission will notify the artist(s) in writing if their
artwork has been selected for exhibition.
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B. Public Artwork Acquisition for Temporary Exhibition
The artwork for temporary exhibition will be selected by an open, fair and
transparent process that involves community members, arts professionals, and other
key interests. The selection process will be governed by the conflict of interest
policy. Public art selected for Wheat Ridge collection will feature one or more of the
following characteristics:
1. Artwork demonstrates artistic excellence.
2. Artwork displays technical competence.
3. Artwork reflects the diversity and richness of the community.
4. Artwork embodies community values.
5. Artwork displays freedom of expression.
6. Artwork heightens our awareness or questions our assumptions.
7. Artwork highlights a particular theme that relates to the community, to its history
or to its location.
8. Artwork is suitable to the location in which it will be exhibited
5.4 Public Art Policy and Procedures for Accepting Permanent Donations and
Artwork as Memorials
GOAL: To expand the public art collection in the City of Wheat Ridge by accepting gifts
and donations from individuals, groups and corporations.
A. Objectives
1. To provide a framework for soliciting and accepting donations of artwork for the
Wheat Ridge public art collection.
2. To ensure appropriate review of donations of artwork or funding for artwork.
3. To ensure appropriate review of requests for memorial artwork.
B. Definitions
1. Donation: An unrestricted gift to the City of Wheat Ridge of artwork or funding for
artwork.
2. Memorial: To honor and commemorate individuals, families, organizations
and/or events.
C. Policies For Donations
1. Any proposed donation of artwork will be reviewed by a public art acquisition
committee in accordance with the City’s public art policy and procedures. The
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public art acquisition committee will make recommendations to the Wheat Ridge
Cultural Commission.
2. Donation Application Process
a. Persons interested in making a donation of artwork must submit a letter of
intent that includes:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Detailed description of the artwork to be donated and artist’s resume
Ownership and history of the artwork
Assessed value of the artwork
Maintenance records for the artwork
Contribution for transportation and/or installation costs, if possible.

b. The public art acquisition committee will review and consider this information
as well as the liability, safety, security and maintenance issues, location and
installation of the artwork.
3. Procedures for acceptance and ownership of gifts and donations of artwork to be
placed in public areas:
a. The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission will use the public art selection
policy and procedures and established criteria in the decision to accept or
decline donations of artwork.
b. Any costs incurred by the City of Wheat Ridge as a result of accepting the
donation may be charged to the donor as determined at the time of
acceptance of the public artwork.
c. The cost of ongoing maintenance and conservation of the gift or donation
will be a consideration in the decision to accept or decline the artwork.
d. The application for donation will be reviewed by a public art committee
comprised of community members, arts professionals and other key
interests including representation from the Wheat Ridge Cultural
Commission and City staff.
e. The public art acquisition committee will make its recommendations to the
Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission. The Wheat Ridge Cultural
Commission will review and present the selections and recommendations
of the art acquisition committee to the Wheat Ridge City Council for final
review and approval.
f. The donor will be informed in writing about the decision of the Wheat
Ridge Cultural Commission.
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D. Policies For Memorials
1. Requests to place artwork as a memorial to a deceased person or persons or to
an event in a public space in City of Wheat Ridge will be reviewed by a public art
acquisition committee comprised of community members, arts professionals and
other key interests including representation from the Wheat Ridge Cultural
Commission and City staff.
2. The recommendation of the public art acquisition committee will be reviewed by
the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission who will then make a recommendation to
the Wheat Ridge City Council to accept or decline the request.
a. The application for placement of a memorial must include:
i. The name of the individual(s) or the event to be memorialized through a
piece of public art;
ii. A biographical sketch or narrative description of the event;
iii. The outstanding achievement or circumstance on which the request for
memorial is based;
iv. The type of memorial requested; and
v. Planned location and installation of the memorial project and the
relationship of the individual(s) or event to that location.
b. Criteria for acceptance of a memorial include:
i. Correspondence to the criteria for selection of artwork;
ii. Appropriateness of the planned memorial and its identification and /or
signage to the location;
iii. Appropriateness of the installation plans and City codes have been
observed; and
iv. Funding has been secured for design, fabrication, installation, and
maintenance of the memorial artwork.
c. The public art acquisition committee will make its recommendation to the
Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission. The Cultural Commission will review the
recommendation and make a recommendation to the Wheat Ridge City
Council to accept or decline the request for the memorial.
d. The person or group making the request for a memorial will receive, in writing,
the decision of the City to accept (with conditions, as appropriate) or decline
the request.
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6.0 Siting and Displaying Works of Art
ARTICLE I. PUBLIC ART MANAGEMENT
Section 18-4. Art work site plan.
The objective of this article is to establish a plan for the thoughtful display, siting
and management of works of art in the public art collection. (Ord. No. 1257, § 2, 7-2202; Ord. No. 1502, § 1, 10-10-11)
6.1 Policy and Procedures for Siting and Displaying Works of Art
GOAL: To establish a plan for the thoughtful display or siting of public works of art. The
intent being to select sites for public art that will ensure the artwork will be seen to its
best advantage and that it will be available to the public.
A. Objectives
1. To establish procedures for the display or siting of public works of art.
2. To provide for appropriate engineering, security, maintenance, and amenities
such as signage and lighting for public works of art.
B. Definitions
1. Siting: The permanent installation of a work of art.
2. Display: The temporary showing of a work of art.
C. Policies
1. To ensure public enjoyment of the artwork in the City’s public art collection, the
City Manager will assure that works of art shall be placed in, on or about any
municipal building or other municipally owned, leased, or rented property. These
locations for public art will be accessible to the general public as well as to
persons with special needs.
2. The City Manager or his or her designee will develop an artwork site plan that
identifies and prioritizes locations on City property for placement of public art.
3. The artwork site plan shall address permanent locations, as well as provide for
the planned movement of appropriate works of art to various locations in the City.
4. The artwork site plan shall be updated every three years.
5. No work of art in the City collection may be moved without the written approval of
the City Manager or his or her designee.
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D. Procedures
1. Evaluation of the location should include the impact of a public art installation on
the current environment or properties and usage of the space. The site or
location priorities shall be based on specific criteria that include, but are not
limited to:
a. Maximum visibility and public benefit. The location must also be accessible to
persons with special needs.
b. Public safety.
c. Integration with formal City plans.
d. Integration and coordination with proposed or potential private sector projects.
e. Permanence or ease of relocation, if appropriate.
f. Consideration of the possibility of future public or private development plans
or potential changes to a built environment or the natural environment.
g. Compatibility with the type, scale, and scope of potential public projects.
h. Security.
i.

Protection from improper or unnecessary physical contact.

j.

Protection from heat, air conditioning, direct sunlight, water or other
potentially harmful elements, unless the work is designed for such exposure.

k. Ease of maintenance of artwork.
l.

Avoidance of interfering with vehicular or pedestrian sight lines or traffic
patterns.

m. Avoidance of interference with City operational functions (i.e., lawn mowing,
irrigation, snow removal, etc.)
n. Locations for public art should create a secure, supportive setting for the
artwork and not be filled with other visual distractions, activities or movement
that would compete with the artwork.
o. The activities or usage of the site do not diminish or interfere with the
enjoyment of the artwork as intended.
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6.2 Site Selection Guiding Principles and General Site Selection Criteria
Public art will be placed in suitable locations broadly dispersed throughout the City of
Wheat Ridge. Installation of artworks will give meaning and enjoyment to these public
spaces by:
1. Creating a sense of place;
2. Generating neighborhood and community identity;
3. Creating a spot for people to gather;
4. Enhancing the environment;
5. Transforming the landscape for greater enjoyment; and
6. Providing public access to this creative expression.
A. General Site Selection Criteria for Public Art
The intent is to select sites for public art that will ensure that the artwork will be seen
to its best advantage and that it will be available to the public.
1. Consider visibility and accessibility by the general public. The location must also
be accessible to persons with disabilities.
2. Locations for public art should create a supportive setting for the artwork and not
be filled with other visual distractions, activities or movement that would compete
with the artwork.
3. Artwork placed at this location should not endanger public safety or interfere with
pedestrian or vehicular sight lines or traffic flow.
4. Evaluation of the location should include the impact of a public art installation on
the current environment or properties and usage of the space.
5. Ensure the activities or usage of the site do not diminish or interfere with the
enjoyment of the artwork as intended.
6. The possibility of future development plans or potential changes to a built
environment or the natural environment should also be considered.
7. Placement of the artwork should not interfere with routine maintenance,
landscaping maintenance or snow removal.
6.3 Site Selection Goals, Strategies, and Recommendations
In September 2013, the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission toured locations in various
parts of the City that offered potential as sites for public art. These sites were
subsequently prioritized using established site selection criteria (See 13.3, Site Survey
for Public Art). In 2011, as part of the implementation of Envision Wheat Ridge, the
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potential options for public art expanded to include gateways to Wheat Ridge,
commercial centers and areas designated for development or redevelopment. Criteria
for site selection and artwork selection are updated to reflect these additional
opportunities. This Public Art Management Plan includes goals for public art in parks
and recreation areas and City facilities, gateways and commercial centers and future
development, including Transit-Oriented Development (TOD).
GOAL 1: To identify and prioritize sites in parks and recreation areas, City facilities and
other civic spaces for which artwork can be acquired by commission, direct purchase or
temporary loan to enhance these environments for our community and visitors.
Strategy: Survey, analyze, and rank the options for placement of public artwork.
Possible locations for public art could include but are not limited to:
•

Parks and open space areas;

•

Trails;

•

Public buildings to which the public has access both interior and exterior sites;

•

Traffic circles and medians;

•

Bridges and overpasses;

•

Sidewalks near benches that are functional and decorative; and

•

Street corners or civic plazas.

Recommendation: Review site inventory annually and reprioritize these options as
conditions change or as resources become available.
Strategy: If public schools are considered as potential sites for public art, selection and
installation should be completed in collaboration with the school. The artwork should be
placed in areas to which the general public has access.
Recommendation: Limited public art resources should be allocated to projects that
have broader public access.
GOAL 2: To identify and prioritize gateways and commercial centers for public art that
can highlight areas or serve as landmarks to emphasize Wheat Ridge as a unique and
vibrant community (See 13.3, Site Survey for Public Art).
Strategy: Survey, analyze, and rank options for placement of public artwork in primary
gateways.
Recommendation:
•

The gateways associated with I-70 offer significant opportunities to herald Wheat
Ridge as a vital community. Way finding and safety should be the priorities in these
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dynamic traffic areas. Artwork should be located in places that are easily viewed
and accessible by the public. Both the pace of traffic and spaces available in these
areas do not encourage placement of public artworks.
•

The gateways on 26th Avenue at Wadsworth Boulevard and at Kipling Street would
be desirable locations for more prominent signage welcoming people to Wheat
Ridge.

•

Anticipated development of 44th Avenue and the 38th Avenue corridor could provide
opportunities for public art. Public art installations could define Wadsworth
Boulevard, making it a unique destination for residents and visitors. Areas could be
animated by murals or include functional elements such as artist-designed benches
or bicycle racks.

GOAL 3: To continue to be alert to civic or other opportunities to incorporate public art
in areas of development in Wheat Ridge creating more livable spaces in which to work,
visit, and live (See 13.3, Site Survey for Public Art).
Strategy: Leadership would cultivate relationships and form partnerships to secure
support and potential funding for public art projects in existing Community Commercial
Centers and those planned for future development.
Recommendation: Each of the future community commercial centers appears to
present excellent opportunities for incorporating public art to heighten the image and
value of a project and increase its income-producing potential. Public art can help
create an identity for the City and help define the character of a mixed-use
development.
•

Prioritize these projects according to the potential for public art, the time line, and the
availability of funding sources.

•

Develop a collaborative process with City departments and development interests to
identify and track progress on these efforts to advocate for public art to enhance
these developments, as appropriate.

•

Initiate collaborative dialogue with commercial interests about the potential and the
benefits as well as the responsibilities associated with public art at these sites.
Explore the possibility of financial participation in the cost of the public art and
secure that support, if feasible. For example, supporting the arts through private
development can be a way for the developer to give back to the community. Involve
the collaborators in the process for selecting the artwork.

•

Negotiate agreements for the ongoing expenses of insurance and maintenance of
publicly funded artwork on private property, in advance.
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GOAL 4: To seek and implement additional opportunities for art to enhance and define
the City’s image through temporary displays in civic facilities and/or sculpture-on-loan
projects.
Strategy: Inventory possible locations for temporary exhibitions. Develop procedures, a
time line, and a budget for selecting artwork for temporary display at these locations.
Solicit proposals and conduct a selection process consistent with the guidelines and
criteria for public art.
Strategy: Explore sculpture-on-loan options for prominent locations, particularly in new
developments, to highlight the arts and attract attention to newly developed areas.
Work with local businesses to sponsor annual installations of sculpture on their
properties. Promote through such avenues as social media and “People’s Choice”
awards.
Recommendation: The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission may organize temporary
exhibitions of public art or display art-on-loan for a specified period of time. Guidelines
for these exhibitions will be consistent with the criteria for public art set forth in this Plan.
In positioning the City of Wheat Ridge as a community attentive to its cultural life, this
Public Art Management Plan will help the City realize its cultural goals and contribute to
economic development endeavors as well.
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7.0 Documentation, Maintenance, and Conservation of Works of Art
ARTICLE I. PUBLIC ART MANAGEMENT
Section 18-5. Documentation; conservation.
The objective of this section is to ensure the care and accounting of works of art
in the public art collection through systematic record keeping and conservation. (Ord.
No. 1257, § 2, 7-22-02; Ord. No. 1502, § 1, 10-10-11)
7.1 Policy and Procedures for Documentation, Maintenance, and Conservation of
Works of Art
GOAL: To ensure the accounting of and care for public works of art through systematic
record keeping and management.
A. Objectives
1. To provide appropriate management and care of a City asset.
2. To ensure regular examination, preservation and restoration of public works of
art.
B. Definitions
1. Maintenance: The routine cleaning and removal of debris from the site.
2. Conservation: A broad concept of care of works of art encompassing three
activities; examination, preservation, and restoration.
3. Preservation: Actions taken to retard or prevent deterioration or damage in
works of art, and to maintain them in as unchanging a state as possible.
4. Restoration: The treatment of a deteriorated or damaged work of art to
approximate as nearly as possible its original form, design, color, and function
with minimal further sacrifice of aesthetic integrity.
C. Policies
1. The City Manager or his or her designee shall systematically document all works
of art which represent assets in the City’s collection.
2. The City Manager or his or her qualified designee will examine all works of art on
a regular basis and develop a condition report that represents the current
condition of the artwork.
3. The City Manager or his or her designee will arrange for the conservation of all
works of art in a planned and orderly manner and arrange for any qualified
professional conservation services necessary to the preservation and/or
restoration of the artwork subject to available funds.
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4. The City will develop a process to fund a conservation program.
D. Procedures
1. Each work of art shall be listed on the City’s master inventory and maintenance
schedule.
2. Additional documentation shall include the following information:
a. Acquisition documents and a unique accession number.
b. Curatorial information to include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Artist’s biography;
Title of artwork and date completed;
Edition, if appropriate;
Purchase price and insurance value; and
Other descriptive or identifying information.

c. Conservation information to include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Materials and sources used in the artwork;
Methods of fabrication and who did the work;
Installation specifications; and
Method and frequency of maintenance recommended.

d. Administrative information to include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Legal instrument of conveyance;
Artist contract;
Significant agencies involved and their roles and responsibilities;
Significant dates;
Permits and project costs; and
Insurance information.

e. Photographic, architectural/engineering and media documentation of the
artwork, when installed.
f. Conservation history documentation:
i. Who performed conservation work; what were the conservator’s
qualifications?
ii. When was conservation performed?
iii. What methods were used? What were the results? Were there any
recommendations?
iv. Photographic documentation of conservation work before and after each
occurrence.
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8.0 Deaccessioning Works of Art
ARTICLE I. PUBLIC ART MANAGEMENT
Section 18-6. Deaccessioning; relocation or disposal.
The objective of this section is to maintain the artistic integrity of the City's public
art collection by establishing policies and procedures for deaccessioning, relocation or
disposal of artwork. (Ord. No. 1257, § 2, 7-22-02; Ord. No. 1502, § 1, 10-10-11)
8.1 Policy and Procedures on Deaccessioning of Works of Art
GOAL: To maintain the artistic integrity and safety of the City’s public art collection.
A. Objectives
1. To establish policies and procedures for reviewing the status of public works of
art.
2. To establish procedures for the deaccession, disposal, or relocation of public
works of art.
B. Definitions
1. Deaccessioning: The removal of an artwork from permanent display, whether it
is disposed of or not.
2. Disposal: Actions that result in the cessation of ownership and possession of an
artwork.
3. Temporary Work of Art: Artwork on short-term loan (less than one (1) year) or
with an intended or anticipated life span of less than five (5) years.
C. Policies
1. The City shall seek to ensure the ongoing presence and integrity of all works of
art at the sites where they are located. Guidelines apply to artwork which has
been purchased from or donated by professional or emerging artists and is part
of the City’s public art collection. Student generated projects are excluded.
2. The continued display of all works of art acquired by the City shall be reviewed
by the City to determine if the artwork relates to the City’s goals and policies for
public art.
3. Artwork that no longer relates to the City’s goals and policies for public art may
be considered for deaccession or disposal after careful review that shall include
input from art professionals and the public.
a. For temporary works of art on display, removal or relocation shall generally
not be considered before the work has been in place for 60 percent of its
anticipated life span.
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b. For permanent works of art, removal or relocation shall generally not be
considered until the work has been on display for five (5) years.
4. This review shall be taken cautiously in order to avoid the potential influence of
short-term fluctuations in taste or any immediate pressures of public controversy.
Criteria for reviewing public art shall address the quality of the work itself and
how it relates to the City’s goals and policies for public art.
5. A work of art may be considered for deaccessioning or disposal for one or more
of the following reasons:
a. Security of the work of art cannot be reasonably assured in its present
location.
b. The work endangers public safety.
c. The work is damaged and repair is not practical or feasible, or it no longer
represents the artist’s intent.
d. The work requires excessive maintenance or has faults of design or
workmanship.
e. A suitable site for display of the work is no longer available. This could
include a significant change in the use, character, or design of an existing site
which affects the integrity of the work or its display.
f. The work is not or is rarely displayed.
g. The work has received significant and sustained adverse public opinion for
five (5) or more years.
h. The quality, authenticity or provenance of the work is called into question.
i.

The work has been stolen.

j.

The work was purchased as a temporary acquisition and the predetermined
exhibition period has been reached.

k. The work has been determined to be of inferior quality relative to the quality of
other works in the collection.
l.

The City wishes to replace the artwork with a work or works of more
significance by the same artist.

D. Procedures
1. The review process shall be initiated by the City Manager or his or her designee
as part of regular care of the public art collection.
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a. The City Manager or his or her designee will convene the Public Art
Acquisition Committee that approved acquisition of the artwork, if feasible, to
review the request for deaccessioning.
b. If not feasible, the City Manager or his or her designee will convene a
committee with representation from the community and professional expertise
to develop recommendations for the City regarding deaccessioning the
artwork under review.
2. A request for review of a work of art may be submitted by the artist, a host
agency or an outside party.
3. The request for a review for deaccession should include:
a. The reason deaccession is requested;
b. The estimated current value of the work;
c. The acquisition method and cost;
d. Written evaluation from disinterested and qualified professionals such as an
engineer, conservator, architect, safety expert or art historian;
e. Photographs indicating the current status of the work;
f. Contract with the artist or any other relevant agreement concerning the artist’s
rights;
g. Written recommendations of other concerned parties including the City
Manager, the host agency, the artist, and the outside party;
h. Cost estimate of deaccession and identification of the funding source for
deaccessioning;
i.

Media reports regarding the work or evidence of public debate, if pertinent;
and

j.

Written correspondence concerning the work.

4. If deaccessioning or disposal of a work of art is being contemplated, a
recommendation from the review Committee based on these policies and the
following information shall be reviewed and discussed at an open public meeting.
a. Discussion of the recommendation with the artist, if s/he can be notified by
reasonable means.
b. Written opinions of several independent professionals qualified to make
recommendations (conservators, architects, engineers, safety experts, art
historians, etc.)
c. Review of all evidence of public comment and debate.
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5. The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission will review all the information and
materials relating to the deaccessioning and make a recommendation to City
Council.
6. If reasonable measures do not exist to address the concerns, or the City
Manager determines that the recommended measures do not resolve the
concern, City Council shall consider the removal or disposal of the work.
7. If removal or disposal is directed; the City shall consider, in order of priority, the
following:
a. Relocation;
b. Removal of the work and placement in storage, with the intent of finding a
new site for the work. If a new site is not found in a six-year period, disposal
of the work shall be considered;
c. Removal and deaccessioning of the work from the City collection by sale,
trade, or gift; and
d. Destruction of the work.
8. Works that are deaccessioned can be disposed of in the following manner
(excluding any prior contractual agreement entered into by the City with the artist
or donor at the time of acquisition):
a. For the current market value to the original artist or his/her heirs;
b. As a gallery consignment;
c. At auction, in accordance with the standard City practice with a
predetermined opening bid; or
d. After exhausting above disposal methods, transferring ownership without
consideration to:
i. The artist or the estate of the artist.
ii. A government agency.
iii. A non-profit agency.
9. Funds received from the sale of deaccessioned art shall be utilized by the City for
future purchase of public art.
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9.0 Funding of Public Art
ARTICLE II. FUNDING OF PUBLIC ART
Sec. 18-21. Public art fund—Private site development funding. (Ord. No. 1502, § 2, 1010-11)
9.1 Current Funding
Source of funds. There is hereby created a public art fund (private site development
funding), into which shall be deposited the following revenues:
A. Private Site Development Funding
1. One (1) percent of the total amount received by the City for plan review, building
permit fees and use tax charged in connection with all private site development
(as defined in Section 26-123), having an anticipated construction cost of
$100,000 or greater.
2. One (1) percent of the total amount received by the City for the development
review fees charged in connection with all private site development (as defined in
Section 26-123), having an anticipated construction cost of $100,000 or greater.
3. Any funds which may be donated by private parties for the purposes of the Public
Art Fund.
4. Other funds as directed by City Council.
B. Public Site Development Funding
1. One (1) percent of the budget of city and state capital construction projects of fifty
thousand dollars ($50,000.00) or more (which projects are located within any
urban renewal area within the city) shall be deposited in said fund.
2. Unless otherwise directed by City Council, all public projects (as defined in
Section 18-22(a)) shall include an appropriation of funds for public art, within the
project area, at the rate of one (1) percent of the project cost.
9.2 Policy and Procedures for Public/Private Partnerships to Fund Public Art in
Development Projects
GOAL: To increase the value and enhance the presence of a development and to
provide a community amenity by incorporating public art.
A. Objectives
1. To provide a framework for selecting and including public art in developments
throughout the City of Wheat Ridge.
2. To promote collaboration and partnership between the City, developers,
businesses, and the community to expand cultural opportunities for the City.
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3. To ensure appropriate selection processes for public artwork that involves all
stakeholders and key interests.
B. Definitions
1. Public Funding: Funds allocated from a municipal, county, state or federal
sources.
2. Public Art Fund: Private site development funding collected from building permit
fees, use tax and development review fees.
3. Private Funding: Funds allocated from corporate or private sources.
C. Policies for Including Public Art in Public or Private Development
1. Opportunities for public/private partnerships in funding public artwork will involve
all interested parties. The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission or its designee
shall:
a. Identify and seek partnership opportunities for placement of public art.
b. Contact and convene all interested parties to begin working on potential
public art projects, such as:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

City departments
Developer representatives
Business interests
Community representatives
Arts professionals

c. Explore options for public art in a development or other project area.
i. Types of art projects that could be considered include:






One-of-a-kind building features designed by artists such as gates,
benches, bicycle racks, or shade structures;
Artist-designed landscape features such as walkways, plazas or
bridges;
Mosaics, murals, terrazzo floors or wall features;
Sculpture: freestanding, wall-supported or suspended, kinetic in
durable materials suitable for the site; and
A collection of two-dimensional artwork such as paintings, prints,
photographs, fine crafts in durable media and/or electronic media for
interior lobbies accessible to the general public.

ii. Types of projects that are not eligible for consideration as public art:



Reproductions or unlimited editions of original work;
Mass-produced art objects;
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Architectural rehabilitation or historic preservation;
Playground equipment that is mass produced; and
Logos or signage.

d. Review and plan for the public art process selection and approval processes
in accordance with the City’s Public Art Management Plan by:
i. Identifying members for the Public Art Committee for this project;
ii. Reviewing options such as commission, direct purchase, selection
process and time line; and
iii. Reviewing established criteria for site selection and for artwork selection.
e. Review and agree on the type(s) of public art desired for this project and
funding commitments from each party.
f. Develop and agree on a budget and management plan for this project by
asking:
i. Who will contract with the artist?
ii. Who will oversee and monitor the creation, fabrication, and installation of
the artwork?
iii. Who will monitor and make payments as provided in the contract with the
artist.
iv. Who will own and maintain the artwork?
2. Conduct the selection process as established in the Public Art Management Plan
by:
a. Encouraging frequent reports and communication with all interested parties;
and
b. Monitoring and make payments for costs incurred for the selection process.
3. Make recommendations to the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission for review and
finally, make a recommendation to City Council for approval.
4. Encourage frequent reports and communication with all parties involved as the
project progresses.
5. Plan for dedication at the completion of the project.
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10.0 Administration
ARTICLE I. PUBLIC ART MANAGEMENT
Section 18-7. City manager authority.
The City Manager or his or her designee is authorized to promulgate and
administratively amend, from time to time, any rules and regulations necessary to carry
out the public art management policies set forth in this article. (Ord. No. 1257, § 2, 722-02; Ord. No. 1502, § 1, 10-10-11)
The Director of the Parks and Recreation Department of the City of Wheat Ridge, or
his/her designee, will manage the Public Art Program established by this ordinance
establishing a public art fund on behalf of the City of Wheat Ridge and the Wheat Ridge
Cultural Commission.
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11.0 Conflict of Interest
11.1 Policy for Conflict of Interest
In order to ensure that the public art selection process conducted by the Wheat Ridge
Cultural Commission (hereafter “the Commission”) is and is perceived to be open,
accessible, and fair, the Commission will implement the following policy with respect to
conflicts of interest:
1. It is essential to the work of the Commission that people with varying interests,
backgrounds, and experience participate in this work. Each individual member of a
Commission committee is expected to serve in the best interests of the City of
Wheat Ridge (hereafter, “the City”) and to avoid any bias in favor of or against any
particular individual, media or geographic area.
2. A member of an advisory or selection committee, such as a public art committee,
must be alert to avoid any action which could possibly be interpreted as using their
committee membership to further his/her interest or the interest of any organization
or individual with whom he/she is affiliated.
3. Each member must also be alert to avoid taking action that benefits anyone with
whom he/she has a close personal relationship because that action may create the
appearance of impropriety, even if no actual impropriety exists.
4. Individual artists who serve on the Commission or its committees may participate in
and/or receive benefit from projects in the City if they do not participate in the review
and decision-making process on such projects.
5. A member of the Commission or its committees may not participate in deliberation
and recommendation on any application with respect to which the member feels
he/she cannot bring an unbiased judgment, even if not otherwise required to do so
by this policy.
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12.0 Ordinances and Resolutions
12.1 Ordinance No. 1263 Establishing the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission
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12.2 Ordinance No. 1257 Amending Chapter 18 of the Code of Laws Establishing
the Arts and Culture Chapter with the Addition of Article I. Public Art Management
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12.3 Ordinance No. 1502 Amending Chapter 18 of the Code of Laws Renumbering
Article II. as Article I. and Enacting a New Article II. Funding for Public Art.
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12.4 Resolution No. 63 Establishing a Public Art Fund
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13.0 Appendices
13.1 Public Art Sample Timeline

TASK

TIME FRAME

Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission meets to:
• Identify project site(s), type of artwork, materials.
• Recommend funding allocation(s)
• Determine whether the project will be commission, direct
purchase and/or solicitation of donation
• Suggest candidates for the public art committee
• Recommend the geographical area from which artists may
apply; metro area, Front Range, Colorado, western region or
United

May

Recruit Public Art Committee members for this project.

June

Schedule Meeting #1
Public Art Committee Meeting #1
• Visit and confirm site for artwork
• Identify specific criteria for project:
1. media
2. size
3. theme (if appropriate)
4. budget

July

Draft Request for Qualifications and distribute to the Public Art
Committee for approval.
Determine deadline for applications
Disseminate Request for Qualifications

July
(4 weeks)

Schedule Meeting #2
Deadline for Applications

Mid-August

Assemble applications, images, and materials.

Mid-August

Public Art Committee Meeting #2
• Application and Image Review
• Recommend 3-5 finalists
Submit list to Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission for acceptance.
Notify finalists; provide design fees/travel subsidy.

Late August
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TASK

TIME FRAME

Arrange for group site visit by finalists.
Schedule Meeting #3
Site visit for artist finalists

Late September

Public Art Committee Meeting #3
• Review proposals; interview finalists
• Select one finalist for the commission
Recommend to Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission for review
and recommendation to City Council.
Contract issued and approved;
First payment issued;
Creation and fabrication of artwork;
Second payment issued;

November
(6 to 8 weeks later)

December

Completion and installation of artwork;
Fulfillment of contract requirements (e.g., maintenance
instructions, narrative description, photo documentation, and
identification plaque);
Final payment; and
Dedication.
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13.2 Sample Task Outline
Process for Selecting Public Art
•

Identify opportunity for placing artwork to animate, enhance or define a space
to and/or through which the public has access.

•

Recruit and convene an art selection committee that is composed of key
interests present in the opportunity area and appropriate art expertise.

Meeting #1 (Approximately 2 hours)
•

Visit the site and develop a full description of the opportunity.

•

Define the scope, criteria, range of media, budget, and time line of the project.

•

Determine the type of selection process that will result in a successful
product.
Commissions:
1. Request for Qualifications: seek qualified artists for commission or to
inform the design of the site.
2. Call for Entry/Request for Proposal: seek proposals for the site.
Invitational:
1. Identify and contact a small number of artists (10-15) whose work would
be uniquely appropriate for the site.
2. Review their work and interview them.
3. Request proposals from two or three whose work seems most suitable for
the project. They should be paid a design fee for preparing a formal
proposal including a model/maquette.
Direct Purchase:
1. Solicit specific artwork to install and/or display at the site.
2. Have artists submit images of existing work for the art acquisition
committee to review and select.

•

Determine the application materials you want (letter of intent, resume/CV,
number and format of images, artist statement, references, etc.)

•

Decide the universe of artists to whom you want to distribute this information
and the deadline.
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Issue Call (Allow 3-4 Weeks)
•

Select mechanism for application ((e.g., Internet, Web based application
system, CaFÉ, U.S. mail or other mechanism).

•

Publicize to the appropriate universe in print and electronically.

Receive and Organize Responses
•

Assemble equipment necessary to view the images submitted.

•

Prepare ballots.

•

Schedule a prescreening meeting of the full committee or a subcommittee if
you receive more than 50 responses (3 hours). Apply Conflict of Interest
policy.

Meeting #2 (Schedule approximately 2 weeks following the deadline.)
(Approximately 3-4 hours)
•

Apply Conflict of Interest policy.

•

Review images (all images submitted or those remaining from the
prescreening).

•

Discuss constructively in relation to criteria established.

•

Reach “short list” of 10-15 applicants and review application materials.

•

Continue review to identify up to 5 finalists (usually 3).

If commission, notify artists of selection, provide design fee and, if appropriate,
travel stipend for preparation and presentation of a proposal (allow 6-8 weeks).
•

Notify remaining applicants no longer under consideration.

•

Arrange and conduct a site visit for all the finalists

•

Request contact information for at least three references that can speak to
the artist’s professional work and work habits.

If direct purchase, notify artists of selection. Arrange for transportation of
artwork. Note: the purchase contract must stipulate that if the artwork is not as
represented in the digital images, the client has the option to reject the piece.
The client may want to negotiate with the artist for a similar piece or simply
cancel the sale with no penalty.
•

Notify remaining applicants no longer under consideration.

•

Check artists’ references.
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•

Notify the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission of the art selection committee’s
selection of finalists.

Meeting #3 (Allow 1 hour per finalist plus final deliberation and selection).
•

Apply Conflict of Interest Policy.

•

Interview each finalist and inspect each model/maquette and proposal
materials.

•

Discuss the proposals in relation to established criteria. Select a finalist for
this commission.

•

Convene the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission to introduce the artist and
present the proposal for review.

•

Notify all finalists of the selection and return materials to finalists not selected.

•

Contract with the winning finalist.

•

Monitor progress on the artwork and fulfillment of the terms of the contract.

•

Monitor installation.

•

Arrange for dedication.

•

Provide documentation, specifications, and a comprehensive maintenance
plan to the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission to be included in the
Collections Management Plan.
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13.3 Site Survey for Public Art
Members of the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission toured potential sites for
public art on July 26, 2007 and on November 14, 2007, the evaluation was
reviewed and the sites were prioritized.
With the adoption of the Public Art Management Plan and the availability of
public art funding, the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission proposed a reassessment of available sites. This tour took place on Friday, September 27,
2013. Members of the Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission reviewed the site
selection criteria from the Public Art Management Plan and then toured the
following sites to re-examine their potential for public art. The following
suggested priorities reflect the discussion during this tour.
* Denotes locations with public art already installed.
PARKS
Comment: The parks in Wheat Ridge would be a strategic area for placement of
public art. They are located in all areas of Wheat Ridge and would provide good
opportunities for access to the artwork and public enjoyment.
High Priority
1. Prospect Park – 44th & Robb: A master plan is being developed for this large
regional park which may include incorporation of adjacent property to the
east. This park continues to be a high priority for public art because artwork at
this location would have high visibility; and offers a lot of opportunity and
potential sites for an artist. This site would be the first public art in the
western part of the city. The lake makes it attractive to geese as well.
2. Anderson Park – 44th & Field: This large regional park, with its pool, athletic
fields, recreation center, and playground equipment received lots of use. A
skate park here has been removed. There are several entry points to the
park and some could provide a supportive environment for public art.
Because many different groups use this park, the artwork would need to have
universal appeal.
3. Gold Line transit station (RTD) – 40th & Ward Road: The design for this endof-line station has not been finalized but there is an expectation that there will
be opportunities for public art at this location which is scheduled to open in
2016.
4. Kendall Park – 44th & Kendall: Development of this park is in the early design
stages but space has been identified for public art. Once the final design has
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been approved and a construction time line is determined, a public art
selection process can be explored.
5. Ridge @ 38 - the redevelopment along 38th Avenue that is now in progress.
Mid-Level Priority
1. Panorama Park - 35th & Fenton: The public art formerly installed at this park
was deaccessioned. This neighborhood park offers softball, baseball and
soccer fields. It also has a shelter, tennis courts and playground equipment.
As a result, it’s a busy, active space. Identifying an appropriate site for public
art would be a challenge in this park.
2. City Hall/Hayward Park – 29th & Wadsworth: This park is the setting for City
Hall. It has a bas relief wall treatment on the west entrance wall and a newly
installed bronze sculpture at the Wadsworth entrance. The surrounding park
could accommodate additional sculptures at this important civic location.
3. Randall Park – 43rd & Gray: Baseball/softball fields, playground equipment
and a shelter fill this area. There is green space but it appears to be too full
of activity for public art.
4. Paramount Park – 29th & Kipling: This long, narrow park is active with youth
sports. In addition to the athletic fields and playground equipment, there is a
large electric transmission tower. These features and many mature trees limit
the space available for quieter activities or public art.
Low Priority
1. Wheat Ridge Historical Park – 46th & Robb: The focus of this park and the
nearby historic Baugh house and grounds is the history of Wheat Ridge. The
park is maintained by the City and the Historical Society programs the
activities at this park. The arrangement of historic buildings (a sod house, a
post office, museum, and outbuildings) creates an environment and patterns
of foot traffic that limit the potential or appropriateness of a public art
installation.
2. Discovery Park* – 38th and Kipling: This new park, formerly known as the
Einarson property, features a sculpture by Kevin Robb. It’s an active park
with playground equipment and a large shelter area.
3. Lena Gulch – 41st and Kipling: This area had been considered as a good site
for public art but is prone to flooding. Also, it is across from the Wheat Ridge
Recreation Center which already has public art installations.
4. Louise Turner Park – 38th & Parfet: The small park in this high density area is
surrounded by apartments. There is a playground area here and some open
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space. It would be difficult to identify a successful site for a public art
installation. Artwork at this site would need to be very child friendly.
5. Bonnie’s Park – 37th & Upham: This is a very small neighborhood park,
somewhat difficult to find. It does have playground equipment.
6. Founders Park* – 37th & Jay: This park already has a public art installation.
7. Fruitdale Park – 4700 Miller: This park includes a dog park, two sets of
playground equipment and a shade shelter. The open areas are used
frequently for sports practice. Since this is an area surrounded by a number
of hotels/motels and multi-family dwellings, there continue to be concerns
about transient traffic, questionable usage, and the potential for vandalism.
8. Stites Park – 29th & Newland: This is a small neighborhood park with a
baseball field, basketball court, and playground equipment. In this active
environment, it would be difficult to identify a place to install artwork.
9. Creekside Park – 4900 Marshall: This park has nice baseball fields, a
playground and football field. It’s adjacent to the greenbelt but there is not a
lot of visibility nor are there areas for public art.
10. Town Center Park – 40th & Wadsworth: This park is situated adjacent to
shopping malls and a decommissioned fountain. It doesn’t have very much
visibility but enough to attract some homeless people.
11. Boyd’s Crossing – 45th & Everett: This small triangular park is hidden away.
Neighborhood children use its playground equipment. There are no athletic
fields.
12. Apel-Bacher – 45th & Vance: This park features three tennis courts, a shelter
and playground equipment. It is tucked away and public art would not have
much public impact in this location.
13. Happiness Gardens – 42nd & Ammons: The focus here is the gardening. The
gardens are, however, somewhat difficult to find. This might be a location for
some small art feature such as a bench or a shade structure for this
neighborhood to enjoy. It could be modest in cost.
FACILITIES
Comment: These facilities were surveyed in 2007 and again in 2013. For the
reasons noted, the facilities would continue to be a low priority for public art
funds.
1. Wheat Ridge Recreation Center* – 4005 Kipling: This facility has two public
art installations on the interior and one bronze sculpture installed on the
grounds.
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2. Wheat Ridge Active Adult Center – 6363 West 35th Avenue is adjacent to
Founders Park, an existing public art site. There is no room for public art and
the park space to the east of the Center does not belong to the City.
3. Richards Hart Estate – 28th & Benton: This historic property features
demonstration gardens. It serves both as a neighborhood park and a storm
water management area. Although it is a relatively isolated area it might be a
potential site for a sculpture garden or exhibition of public art on loan. Its
history and current use as a rental for events should be taken into
consideration.
TRAILS/OPEN SPACE
Comment: Trailheads continue to be considered as too isolated an environment
for public art. They don’t have broad public use and there are security concerns
for the artwork. The 2013 tour did stop at the Youngfield Trailhead and
discussion touched on maintenance concerns for artwork at trailheads. There
might be a possibility of developing temporary projects for trailheads; it would be
a low priority.
1. Youngfield Trailhead – 41st & Youngfield
2. Lewis Meadows –32nd Drive & Union
3. 42nd & Kipling – Greenbelt/Clear Creek Trail entrance
4. 41st & Miller – Greenbelt/Clear Creek Trail entrance
5. Johnson Park – 48th & Wadsworth is now a trailhead, a continuation of the
open space trail network.
GATEWAYS
Comment: Gateways and interchanges present unique challenges for placement
of public art. If, at some point, it is determined that artwork should be placed at
the gateways in the City, a plan for all the gateways should be developed and
presented as a comprehensive public art package; a gateways initiative, for
example. The gateways were not surveyed in 2013.
1. Kipling & I-70 – north gateway to Wheat Ridge
2. West Side Gateways
3. 32nd & Youngfield – gateway to Wheat Ridge
4. 26th & Kipling – gateway to Wheat Ridge
5. Southside gateways – Wadsworth, Harlan, Pierce, and Teller
6. Eastside gateways – 29th, 32nd, 38th, and 44th
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7. Northside gateways – Marshall, Wadsworth
8. Northside gateway – 50th & Garrison (Echter’s area)
SCHOOLS
Comment: Potential sites were reviewed in 2007 and determined to be a low
priority for public art at that time. There are continuing concerns about
ownership, maintenance and security of public art at school sites as well as
issues of public access. Schools were not surveyed in 2013.
1. Everitt Middle School – 39th & Kipling
2. Kullerstrand Elementary School – W. 38th Avenue
3. Prospect Valley Elementary School – 34th & Parfet
4. Wheat Ridge High School – 32nd & Holland
5. Wheat Ridge Middle School – 38th & High
6. Stevens Elementary School – 40th & Reed
7. Wilmore Davis Elementary School – 41st & Allison
8. Pennington Elementary School – 46th & Independence
9. Martensen Elementary School – 45th & Pierce
Other Areas for Consideration
Comment: Public art would be a valuable addition to development or
redevelopment. Opportunities for public art should be incorporated as these
developments are designed.
1. Wadsworth Sub-Area
2. Fruitdale District
13.4 Current Public Art Inventory
Wheat Ridge Recreation Center:
“She Ain’t Heavy”
Artist: Walt Horton
Bronze Sculpture
2000
“Symbols in Stone”
Artist: Barry Rose
Children’s Art Tile Project
1997
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“Natural Impressions”
Artist: Carol Fennell
Clay Boxes
July 2008
“Seasons”
Artist: Carol Fennell
Clay Boxes, Leaves of Jefferson County
Fall 2008
Wheat Ridge Municipal Building
“Symbols in Stone”
Artist: Barry Rose
Children’s Art Tile Project
1997
Pennington Elementary School Tiles
Carnation Festival Plates
1970 – 2009
“Red, White and True Blue”
Artist: Bonnie Trujillo-Dickson
Bronze Sculpture
2013
Founders Park
“What Has Stood, Shall Always Be”
Artist: Josh Wiener
Marble and Rock Sculpture
2005
Discovery Park
“Discovering the Stars”
Artist: Kevin Robb
Stainless Steel Sculpture
2010
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13.5 Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 (VARA)
17 USC Sec. 101
TITLE 17 – COPYRIGHTS
CHAPTER 1 - SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT
Sec. 101. Definitions
Except as otherwise provided in this title, as used in this title, the
following terms and their variant forms mean the following:
"Pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works" include two- dimensional and
three-dimensional works of fine, graphic, and applied art, photographs,
prints and art reproductions, maps, globes, charts, diagrams, models,
and technical drawings, including architectural plans. Such works shall
include works of artistic craftsmanship insofar as their form but not
their mechanical or utilitarian aspects are concerned; the design of a
useful article, as defined in this section, shall be considered a
pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work only if, and only to the extent
that, such design incorporates pictorial, graphic, or sculptural
features that can be identified separately from, and are capable of
existing independently of, the utilitarian aspects of the article.
To perform or display a work "publicly" means (1) to perform or display it at a place open to the public or at
any place where a substantial number of persons outside of a
normal circle of a family and its social acquaintances is
gathered;
WORK OF VISUAL ART DEFINED
"A 'work of visual art' is -"(1) a painting, drawing, print, or sculpture, existing in a
single copy, in a limited edition of 200 copies or fewer that are
signed and consecutively numbered by the author, or, in the case
of a sculpture, in multiple cast, carved, or fabricated
sculptures of 200 or fewer that are consecutively numbered by the
author and bear the signature or other identifying mark of the
author; or
"(2) a still photographic image produced for exhibition purposes
only, existing in a single copy that is signed by the author, or
in a limited edition of 200 copies or fewer that are signed and
consecutively numbered by the author.
"A work of visual art does not include --
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"(A)(i) any poster, map, globe, chart, technical drawing,
diagram, model, applied art, motion picture or other
audiovisual work, book, magazine, newspaper, periodical,
data base, electronic information service, electronic
publication, or similar publication;
"(ii) any merchandising item or advertising,
promotional, descriptive, covering, or packaging
material or container;
(iii) any portion or part of any item described in
clause (i) or (ii);
"(B) any work made for hire; or
"(C) any work not subject to copyright protection under
this title.
17 USC Sec. 106A
TITLE 17 - COPYRIGHTS
CHAPTER 1 - SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT
Sec.106A. Rights of Certain Authors to Attribution and Integrity
"(a) RIGHTS OF ATTRIBUTION AND INTEGRITY. -- Subject to section 107 and
independent of the exclusive rights provided in section 106, the author
of a work of visual art -"(1) shall have the right –
"(A) to claim authorship of that work, and
"(B) to prevent the use of his or her name as the author of
any work of visual art which he or she did not create;
"(2) shall have the right to prevent the use of his or her name
as the author of the work of visual art in the event of a
distortion, mutilation, or other modification of the work which
would be prejudicial to his or her honor or reputation; and
"(3) subject to the limitations set forth in section 113(d),
shall have the right -"(A) to prevent any intentional distortion, mutilation, or
other modification of that work which would be prejudicial
to his or her honor or reputation, and any intentional
distortion, mutilation, or modification of that work is a
violation of that right, and
"(B) to prevent any destruction of a work of recognized
stature, and any intentional or grossly negligent
destruction of that work is a violation of that right.
"(b)SCOPE AND EXERCISE OF RIGHTS. -- Only the author of a work of
visual art has the rights conferred by subsection (a) in that work,
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whether or not the author is the copyright owner. The authors of a
joint work of visual art are co-owners of the rights conferred by
subsection (a) in that work.
"(c)EXCEPTIONS.
"(1) The modification of a work of visual art which is a result
of the passage of time or the inherent nature of the materials is
not a distortion, mutilation, or other modification described in
subsection (a)(3)(A).
"(2) The modification of a work of visual art which is the result
of conservation, or of the public presentation, including
lighting and placement, of the work is not a destruction,
distortion, mutilation, or other modification described in
subsection (a)(3) unless the modification is caused by gross
negligence.
"(3) The rights described in paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection
(a) shall not apply to any reproduction, depiction, portrayal, or
other use of a work in, upon, or in any connection with any item
described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of the definition of 'work
of visual art' in section 101, and any such reproduction,
depiction, portrayal, or other use of a work is not a
destruction, distortion, mutilation, or other modification
described in paragraph (3) of subsection (a).
"(d)DURATION OF RIGHTS.
"(1) With respect to works of visual art created on or after the
effective date set forth in section 610(a) of the Visual Artists
Rights Act of 1990, the rights conferred by subsection (a) shall
endure for a term consisting of the life of the author.
"(2) With respect to works of visual art created before the
effective date set forth in section 610(a) of the Visual Artists
Rights Act of 1990, but title to which has not, as of such
effective date, been transferred from the author, the rights
conferred by subsection (a) shall be coextensive with, and shall
expire at the same time as, the rights conferred by section 106.
"(3) In the case of a joint work prepared by two or more authors,
the rights conferred by subsection (a) shall endure for a term
consisting of the life of the last surviving author.
"(4) All terms of the rights conferred by subsection (a) run to
the end of the calendar year in which they would otherwise
expire.
"(e)TRANSFER AND WAIVER.
"(1) The rights conferred by subsection (a) may not be
transferred, but those rights may be waived if the author
expressly agrees to such waiver in a written instrument signed by
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the author. Such instrument shall specifically identify the work,
and uses of that work, to which the waiver applies, and the
waiver shall apply only to the work and uses so identified. In
the case of a joint work prepared by two or more authors, a
waiver of rights under this paragraph made by one such author
waives such rights for all such authors.
"(2) Ownership of the rights conferred by subsection (a) with
respect to a work of visual art is distinct from ownership of any
copy [**5130] of that work, or of a copyright or any exclusive
right under a copyright in that work. Transfer of ownership of
any copy of a work of visual art, or of a copyright or any
exclusive right under a copyright, shall not constitute a waiver
of the rights conferred by subsection (a). Except as may
otherwise be agreed by the author in a written instrument signed
by the author, a waiver of the rights conferred by subsection (a)
with respect to a work of visual art shall not constitute a
transfer of ownership of any copy of that work, or of ownership
of a copyright or of any exclusive right under a copyright in
that work."
TITLE 17 - COPYRIGHTS
CHAPTER 1 - SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT
Sec.113. Scope of exclusive rights in pictorial, graphic, and
sculptural works
REMOVAL OF WORKS OF VISUAL ART FROM BUILDINGS
"(d)(1) In a case in which -"(A) a work of visual art has been incorporated in or made part
of a building in such a way that removing the work from the
building will cause the destruction, distortion, mutilation, or
other modification of the work as described in section
106A(a)(3), and
"(B) the author consented to the installation of the work in the
building either before the effective date set forth in section
610(a) of the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990, or in a written
instrument executed on or after such effective date that is
signed by the owner of the building and the author and that
specifies that installation of the work may subject the work to
destruction, distortion, mutilation, or other modification, by
reason of its removal, then the rights conferred by paragraphs
(2) and (3) of section 106A(a) shall not apply.
"(2) If the owner of a building wishes to remove a work of visual art
which is a part of such building and which can be removed from the
building without the destruction, distortion, mutilation, or other
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modification of the work as described in section 106A(a)(3), the
author's rights under paragraphs (2) and
(3) of section 106A(a) shall apply unless -"(A) the owner has made a diligent, good faith attempt without
success to notify the author of the owner's intended action
affecting the work of visual art, or
"(B) the owner did provide such notice in writing and the person
so notified failed, within 90 days after receiving such notice,
either to remove the work or to pay for its removal.
For purposes of subparagraph (A), an owner shall be presumed to have
made a diligent, good faith attempt to send notice if the owner sent
such notice by registered mail to the author at the most recent address
of the author that was recorded with the Register of Copyrights
pursuant to paragraph (3). If the work is removed at the expense of the
author, title to that copy of the work shall be deemed to be in the
author.
"(3) The Register of Copyrights shall establish a system of records
whereby any author of a work of visual art that has been incorporated
in or made part of a building, may record his or her identity [**5131]
and address with the Copyright Office. The Register shall also
establish procedures under which any such author may update the
information so recorded, and procedures under which owners of buildings
may record with the Copyright Office evidence of their efforts to
comply with this subsection."
TITLE 17 – COPYRIGHTS
CHAPTER 3 - DURATION OF COPYRIGHT
Sec.301. Preemption with respect to other laws
"(f)(1) On or after the effective date set forth in section 610(a) of
the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990, all legal or equitable rights
that are equivalent to any of the rights conferred by section 106A with
respect to works of visual art to which the rights conferred by section
106A apply are governed exclusively by section 106A and section 113(d)
and the provisions of this title relating to such sections. Thereafter,
no person is entitled to any such right or equivalent right in any work
of visual art under the common law or statutes of any State.
"(2) Nothing in paragraph (1) annuls or limits any rights or remedies
under the common law or statutes of any State with respect to -"(A) any cause of action from undertakings commenced before the
effective date set forth in section 610(a) of the Visual Artists
Rights Act of 1990;
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"(B) activities violating legal or equitable rights that are not
equivalent to any of the rights conferred by section 106A with
respect to works of visual art; or
"(C) activities violating legal or equitable rights which extend
beyond the life of the author."
TITLE 17 – COPYRIGHTS
CHAPTER 5 - COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AND REMEDIES
Sec. 501. Infringement of copyright
INFRINGEMENT ACTIONS.
(a) Anyone who violates any of the exclusive rights of the copyright
owner as provided by sections 106 through 122 or of the author as
provided in section 106A(a), or who imports copies or phonorecords into
the United States in violation of section 602, is an infringer of the
copyright or right of the author, as the case may be. For purposes of
this chapter (other than section 506), any reference to copyright shall
be deemed to include the rights conferred by section 106A(a). As used
in this subsection, the term "anyone" includes any State, any
instrumentality of a State, and any officer or employee of a State or
instrumentality of a State acting in his or her official capacity. Any
State, and any such instrumentality, officer, or employee, shall be
subject to the provisions of this title in the same manner and to the
same extent as any nongovernmental entity.
(b) The legal or beneficial owner of an exclusive right under a
copyright is entitled, subject to the requirements of section 411,to
institute an action for any infringement of that particular right
committed while he or she is the owner of it. The court may require
such owner to serve written notice of the action with a copy of the
complaint upon any person shown, by the records of the Copyright Office
or otherwise, to have or claim an interest in the copyright, and shall
require that such notice be served upon any person whose interest is
likely to be affected by a decision in the case. The court may require
the joinder, and shall permit the intervention, of any person having or
claiming an interest in the copyright.
TITLE 17 - COPYRIGHTS
CHAPTER 5 - COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AND REMEDIES
Sec. 506. Criminal offenses
"(f) RIGHTS OF ATTRIBUTION AND INTEGRITY. -- Nothing in this section
applies to infringement of the rights conferred by section 106A(a).”
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TITLE 17 - COPYRIGHTS
CHAPTER 4 - COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DEPOSIT, AND REGISTRATION
Sec. 411. Registration and civil infringement actions
REGISTRATION NOT A PREREQUISITE TO SUIT AND CERTAIN REMEDIES.
a) Except for an action brought for a violation of the rights of the
author under section 106A(a), and subject to the provisions of
subsection (b),(!1) no civil action for infringement of the copyright
in any United States work shall be instituted until preregistration or
registration of the copyright claim has been made in accordance with
this title. In any case, however, where the deposit, application, and
fee required for registration have been delivered to the Copyright
Office in proper form and registration has been refused, the applicant
is entitled to institute a civil action for infringement if notice
thereof, with a copy of the complaint, is served on the Register of
Copyrights. The Register may, at his or her option, become a party to
the action with respect to the issue of registrability of the copyright
claim by entering an appearance within sixty days after such service,
but the Register's failure to become a party shall not deprive the
court of jurisdiction to determine that issue.
TITLE 17 – COPYRIGHTS
CHAPTER 1 - SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT
Sec. 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use
FAIR USE.
Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use
of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or
phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for
purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching
(including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or
research, is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether
the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use the factors
to be considered shall include –
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such
use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational
purposes;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation
to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value
of the copyrighted work. The fact that a work is unpublished
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shall not itself bar a finding of fair use if such finding is
made upon consideration of all the above factors.
TITLE 17 – COPYRIGHTS
STUDIES BY COPYRIGHT OFFICE
Pub. L. 101-650, title VI, Sec. 608, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5132,
provided that:
"(a) Study on Waiver of Rights Provision. "(1) Study. - The Register of Copyrights shall conduct a study on
the extent to which rights conferred by subsection (a) of section
106A of title 17, United States Code, have been waived under
subsection (e)(1) of such section.
"(2) Report to congress. - Not later than 2 years after the date
of the enactment of this Act [Dec. 1, 1990], the Register of
Copyrights shall submit to the Congress a report on the progress
of the study conducted under paragraph (1). Not later than 5
years after such date of enactment, the Register of Copyrights
shall submit to the Congress a final report on the results of the
study conducted under paragraph (1), and any recommendations that
the Register may have as a result of the study.
"(b) Study on Resale Royalties. "(1) Nature of study. - The Register of Copyrights, in
consultation with the Chair of the National Endowment for the
Arts, shall conduct a study on the feasibility of implementing –
"(A) a requirement that, after the first sale of a work of
art, a royalty on any resale of the work, consisting of a
percentage of the price, be paid to the author of the work;
and
"(B) other possible requirements that would achieve the
objective of allowing an author of a work of art to share
monetarily in the enhanced value of that work.
"(2) Groups to be consulted. - The study under paragraph (1)
shall be conducted in consultation with other appropriate
departments and agencies of the United States, foreign
governments, and groups involved in the creation, exhibition,
dissemination, and preservation of works of art, including
artists, art dealers, collectors of fine art, and curators of art
museums.
"(3) Report to congress. - Not later than 18 months after the
date of the enactment of this Act [Dec. 1, 1990], the Register of
Copyrights shall submit to the Congress a report containing the
results of the study conducted under this subsection."
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TITLE 17 – COPYRIGHTS
CHAPTER 1 - SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT
FIRST AMENDMENT APPLICATION.
Pub. L. 101-650, title VI, Sec. 609, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5132,
provided that: "This title [see Short Title of 1990 Amendment note
above] does not authorize any governmental entity to take any action or
enforce restrictions prohibited by the First Amendment to the United
States Constitution."
This title does not authorize any governmental entity to take any
action or enforce restrictions prohibited by the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution.
TITLE 17 - COPYRIGHTS
CHAPTER 1 - SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT
EFFECTIVE DATE.
(a) IN GENERAL. -- Subject to subsection (b) and except as provided in
subsection (c), this title and the amendments made by this title take
effect 6 months after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(b) APPLICABILITY. -- The rights created by section 106A of title 17,
United States Code, shall apply to -(1) works created before the effective date set forth in
subsection (a) but title to which has not, as of such effective
date, been transferred from the author, and
(2) works created on or after such effective date, but shall not
apply to any destruction, distortion, mutilation, or other
modification [**5133] (as described in section 106A(a)(3) of such
title) of any work which occurred before such effective date.
(c) Section 608 takes effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.
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13.6 Funding Strategies and Loan Programs
Countless communities throughout the country have instituted public art
programs in local agencies as well as 501(c) 3 organizations. The vast majority
of these programs are supported by a “percent for art” funding scenario. In this,
a small percentage of capital improvement funds are set aside for commissioning
or purchasing artwork for the public spaces in this construction. Other options
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual appropriation from the agency’s budget;
Dedicated tax (i.e. hotel/motel);
Portion of a broader tax such as sales tax;
Tax increment financing;
Development fees;
Foundation grants;
Private gifts;
Certain federal programs directed to transportation and community
revitalization;
Corporate sponsorships;
Benefits and fundraising events; and
Projects funded by partnerships of public and private interests.

A. Percent-for-Art Programs
Percent-for-art programs encourage or mandate that a percentage of the
construction budget for public buildings and sites be used for public art.
There are over 225 city/country and state percent-for-art programs in the
United States. Historically, projects developed through this process have
included sculpture, fountains, photographs, paintings, murals, bas-relief, floor
designs (terrazzo, tile, etc.) specialized lighting, and text (poetry, quote, etc.).
More recently, projects have included landscape design, sound, video, and
interactive computer and video kiosks. Many projects are integrated with
structural or design aspects of a building or site, and might include handrails,
window designs, light fixtures, landscape designs, railings, columns, etc.
They might also be incorporated in daily operations such as musical sounds
added to announcements in recorded airport instructions, unique benches, or
creative signs that help guide visitors.
B. Mandated Percent-for Art Programs
The typical percent-for-art ordinance stipulates that a percentage (typically
1% to 3%) of the cost of constructing or renovating a public building or site (or
a capital improvement project) shall be set aside for artwork. This allows one
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or several artists to create artwork in the building and/or on the site. In many
cases, artists work as part of a design team with architects and engineers.
This minimizes costs by integrating the design work with the construction
process. (In many cases, an artist designed railing, light fixture, or floor
design is no more expensive to fabricate than “stock” products.) Historically,
public art projects that include community participation and support are the
most successful. In most cases, these programs are administrated through
city government with a selection committee and a thorough selection process.
Education programs often evolve from these projects which increase
community awareness, participation, and support.
C. Voluntary Percent-for-Art Programs
These programs are privately sponsored by corporations, owners and/or
architects with the recognition that art and design projects greatly enhance
the environment of buildings and grounds. Enhancement of space and
artwork increases attractiveness, thereby attracting tenants, increasing
employee morale, and encouraging a greater sense of community. It also
increases corporate visibility, and improves owner image. In some cases,
there is an investment factor—works of established artists will appreciate over
time.
For many voluntary art programs and projects, a private art advisor/consultant
is contracted to coordinate the process including: project/program design,
budget, selection of the artist/s, artist contracts, insurance, documentation,
committee and community involvement, public relations, and installation of art
work.
D. Partnerships and Collaborative Public Art Strategies
The programs listed above represent the fundamental processes behind
public art programming. To enhance these programs, many public art
projects benefit from partnerships, collaborations and/or collaborative funding
strategies. For instance, a transit program or mandated percent-for-art
program might seek a grant from a local arts commission or private
foundation to pay for the cost of printing a request for art work; public or
private land might be donated as a site for public art; private donations might
be collected to fund the maintenance/preservation of artwork; in-kind
donations of equipment rental from private construction companies might be
used for the installation of art work.
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E. Arts in Transit/Civic Design Programs
These are programs developed specifically for transportation projects.
Generally, they are funded through percent for art ordinances and/or
individual project grants. Public art in this category includes a range of
projects from bench designs and mural projects to bridge and railway station
designs. Artists may be asked to create a specific work such as benches,
wall tiles, murals, railings, window designs, objects at rail stations, etc., or
work as part of a design team with architects and engineers to integrate
artwork into the facility through columns, lighting, structural components, brick
designs, or sidewalk designs. This adds a new perspective to the design
process and allows for a wider range of design solutions.
F. Artist/Architect/Engineer Design Teams
Collaborative design teams are often part of a percent-for-art, transit program
or private projects. Artists work with architects, designers and engineers
throughout a project to develop aesthetic and creative design solutions.
Through this process, the team affects the aesthetics and design differently
than an individual architect might.
G. Public Art Loan Programs
Art loan programs give the borrower (such as building owners, business
associations, neighborhood associations, cities, etc.) the opportunity to
temporarily display work on an on-going basis. In community settings this is
an opportunity to educate people about public art and how it can enhance
their surroundings, foster dialogue and encourage a greater sense of
community. It is also an opportunity for local and regional artists to show their
work. Chicago’s Pier Walk exemplifies this. In 1995, three sculptures were
displayed on Chicago’s famous pier, on loan from individual artists. Because
of its popularity, just three years later, during the annual event, 175 sculptures
were displayed for six months and seen by over a million people.
1. Long-Term Loans include a loan agreement with artists, art museums,
private collectors, galleries or art organizations to borrow works of art
(generally sculpture) for a period of a year to an indefinite amount of time.
2. Short-Term Loans include a loan agreement with art museums, art
organizations, galleries or individual artists to place art in a variety of
places for periods from one month to a year or more. This offers an
opportunity to showcase local artists, and can be combined with festivals
and events to gain more attention and add a unique sense of fun and
collaboration to a site.
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H. Community Programs, Partnerships, Collaborations
Community and education programs are gaining attention for their impact and
long-term educational value. Partnerships between individual citizens, arts
organizations, communities, schools, and businesses are producing
innovative solutions to many social challenges.
I. Education Collaborations/Partnerships
Arts organizations, museums, schools, and/or artists can be selected to
develop independent or collaborative education programs which include
public art projects. These projects are generally scheduled to occur during
the academic year and include a public celebration after the installation of the
work. With the involvement of students and residents, these projects are
generally well received by the community and sometimes become annual
events. Examples include school murals, community gardens, sidewalk
designs, painted dumpsters, etc. Grants, private donations, schools and
collaborative organizations support these programs. Basic costs include
payment for the artist(s), materials, equipment, printing (announcements or
flyers), and food and drink for a reception. Many public artists seek
opportunities to work with students, community groups, and neighborhoods to
develop projects. Several of the famous Los Angeles murals were created
collaboratively by the artist, Judy Baca, along with young people from
surrounding neighborhoods.
J. Community Projects
Communities interested in neighborhood improvement can sponsor
community based art programs. Working with local artists, architects and
landscape designers, they can develop enhancement projects or include
programs for new construction. They can also develop partnership programs
working with local businesses, churches, organizations, schools and/or area
youth to promote temporary and permanent enhancement projects.
13.7 Request for Qualifications (RFQ)
The City of Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission
The Request for Qualifications (RFQ), also known as Call for Artists or Call for
Entries, will provide specific information to enable artists to decide whether their
work or media is appropriate to the project or site that is under consideration for
artwork. Requests or calls should include the following information:
1. Project Description;
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2. Site Description: Location, activities present or anticipated, significance to the
community;
3. Budget available for the project;
4. Eligibility (who is eligible to apply);
5. Timeline for selection process;
6. Deadline for application;
7. Notification procedure;
8. Information and materials required for application;
9. Information about the City of Wheat Ridge and its public art program; and
10. Contact information if there are questions.
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SAMPLE #1
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
Ellipse at East 35th Avenue and Xenia Street
Stapleton Denver, CO
Stapleton announces a public art opportunity with a commission of $110,000.
About Stapleton
The redevelopment of Denver’s former Stapleton International Airport by Forest
City Enterprises, Inc. is one of the largest urban redevelopments in the nation.
When fully developed in 15 years, the 4,700-acre Stapleton property will become
a series of mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly, urban neighborhoods of 12,000
homes and apartments where 30,000 residents live within walking distance of
jobs, retail, schools and public transportation. Stapleton is also projected to have
13 million square feet of offices and retail providing 35,000 jobs. Stapleton
currently has more than 3,000 homes and an estimated population of 7,500.
The neighborhoods at Stapleton will be enhanced by more than 1,100 acres of
new parks and open space. Stapleton’s commitment to “smart growth” has
earned international and national recognition that includes awards from the
Stockholm Partnership for Sustainable Cities, the U.S. Conference of Mayors,
and The National League of Cities.
For more information about Stapleton and the Public Art Master Plan for
Stapleton, please go to www.StapletonDenver.com
Project Description
The focus of this public art project is the ellipse median at East 35th Avenue and
Xenia Street, an important component of the larger system of parks and
parkways that makes up the roadways and shared spaces of Stapleton. Forest
City Stapleton's development goal is to create a sustainable community—one
that balances higher density uses with generous open space and landscape, one
that uses appropriate materials, planned and designed for low life-cycle costs
with respect to the regional environment and one that has a design character that
adds value to the community.
The ellipse is located at the intersection of two important axes. The first, East
35th Avenue runs east and west linking Quebec Street on the west to Havana
Street on the east. This parkway has a generous median that features
rectangular shapes, grids or rows of trees, shrubs and light poles, and sod and
ornamental plantings. The central part of this two mile long street through the
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Westerly Creek area is more informal with native grasses evoking the landscape
of the naturalized stream corridor. The median is an active place for walking and
jogging.
The second, Xenia Street, runs south providing a sight view of Central Park,
Stapleton’s major urban park. A planter and a pergola or trellis frames this view.
The area of the ellipse is designed to be a pedestrian environment and will be
used by the residential neighborhoods that surround it. Its major features are
walking paths around the perimeter, the pergola at the south side and landscape
planting to enclose and provide shade for the site. The central area is sodded
turf grass and is intended to allow passive use recreational activities such as dog
walking, ball/frisbee toss, jogging, picnicking, etc. The ellipse slopes gently from
north to south. The pergola area on the south edge of the ellipse contains the
space and provides bench seating. The ellipse is approximately 160 feet at its
widest point and about 400 feet long. The site includes utilities below grade.
Criteria for Artwork
The Project Selection Committee considers this site as an opportunity for unique
artwork appropriate to a residential part of the diverse urban community that is
Stapleton.
•
•
•
•
•

The artwork should encourage interaction with all generations during the day
and in the evening.
The artwork could be composed of a single or multiple elements but must not
inhibit the view corridor to Central Park.
The artwork could be functional although that is not a requirement.
The artwork could be incorporated into the trellis or pergola feature at the
south side of the ellipse although that is not a requirement.
The topography of the ellipse is important; the landscape and green space
could be considered a canvas.

The concept of sustainability with respect to construction and landscaping
includes several other features that would pertain to public art in this
development.
•

Stapleton has adopted a Master Plan for Lighting including a “dark skies”
initiative that addresses concerns for light pollution and energy efficiency as
well as safety and security.

•

The artwork must be designed to be durable, require minimal maintenance
and low cost maintenance.
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•

Artwork would need to be able to withstand the intense sun, snow, wind and
temperature extremes and fluctuations characteristic of the Denver area.

•

This site in a residential area is also a traffic corridor. The artwork should not
impede or interfere with pedestrian or vehicular traffic. It should not obstruct
sight lines or otherwise affect traffic safety. The artwork will comply with
rules, regulations and guidelines of the City and County of Denver applicable
to this site.

Application Process and Materials
The Stapleton public art program is conducting an electronic application and
selection process online in partnership with Western States Arts Federation
(WESTAF). NOTE: No slides or hard copy materials will be accepted for this call.
All materials must be submitted in digital format.
Each application must be submitted via the CaFÉ™ web site at
www.callforentry.org <http://www.callforentry.org> and must include:
1. A current resume for each artist and/or team member that highlights
professional accomplishments as an artist or artist team.
2. Eight (8) digital images of relevant work. Accompanying image annotation
must list media, size, title, date and a brief description of the artwork if
necessary. NOTE: Eight images are required for the application to be
accepted.
3. An artist’s statement not to exceed 250 words that addresses the
artist’s/team’s preliminary concept for this site.
About CaFÉ™:
The CaFÉ™ (www.CallForEntry.org <http://www.CallForEntry.org>) online
application process is a Web-based service that allows users to easily and costeffectively apply for visual art calls for entry. The service, provided by Western
States Arts Federation (WESTAF), is especially designed for use in public art
and other visual arts competition programs.
CaFÉ™ provides artists with an easy-to-use system to enter contact information,
upload digital images and support materials, and enter calls. For more
information, image preparation instructions, and to begin your application, please
visit: http://www.callforentry.org.
Deadline
The application, images and other required materials must be submitted
electronically by midnight, Monday, August 6, 2007 to www.callforentry.org.
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Estimated Time Line for Selection Process
•

Deadline for submissions: Monday, August 6, 2007 by midnight.

•

Image review: On Thursday, August 16th, the Project Selection Committee
composed of residents of Stapleton, the community and arts professionals will
review application materials and images and invite three finalists to submit full
proposals for consideration. These finalists will receive a design fee.

•

Proposal review and final selection: On Tuesday, October 23rd, the Project
Selection Committee will review finalist proposals, interview the finalists and
make a recommendation for the commission. This recommendation will be
reviewed by the Public Art Advisory Committee for Stapleton and then
referred to the owner of the artwork, the Board of Park Creek Metropolitan
District for final approval.

Additional Information for Applicants:
Eligibility: Applicants must be legal residents of the United States.
Equal Opportunity: It is the policy of The Park Creek Metropolitan District that
minorities and women together with all other persons shall have maximum
opportunity to compete for and participate in the performance of all contracts,
subcontracts and services awarded for Stapleton’s Public Art Program. The Park
Creek Metropolitan District and its contractors shall not discriminate on the basis
of race, color, national origin, age or sex in the award and performance of all
contracts.
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SAMPLE #2
Bicycle Rack Call to Artists
Longmont, Colorado
Deadline for submissions: January 27, 2006
The Art in Public Places Commission of the City of Longmont is announcing a
Call to Artists to design and develop functional bicycle racks to be located in
various locations throughout the City.
Longmont has recently been awarded a “Bicycle Friendly Community” by the
League of American Bicyclists. As the City grows in population, more and more
people are riding bikes to the various City facilities, as well as to school, work
and for recreation. Many of these city facilities are lined with old bicycle racks
which often can damage wheels, or the rack itself can simply be lifted and carried
away. The Art in Public Places Commission would like to enhance the City by
providing functional artwork as Bicycle racks at several locations.
Bicycle racks must meet the following criteria and must accommodate between
four and six bicycles, locked up, each with two points of contact so as to
minimize “wheel bending.”
•
•
•
•
•

The rack must allow for relative ease when locking a bike utilizing a “U lock”
or a longer cable lock.
Racks must accommodate between four and six bicycles
Footprint of rack must not exceed 8’ in width, 25’ in length.
The racks must be constructed of durable materials for permanent exposure
to the elements, as well as bicycles and locks;
The rack must meet safety requirements as determined by the City’s Risk
Manager

Racks can be colorful, whimsical and imaginative; “pro bike” or “pro
environmental” messages may be incorporated; any “hints” as to the use of the
bicycle rack are encouraged (i.e. some artistic bicycle racks are not identifiable
as such).
Sizes of pieces will vary. Racks will be placed accordingly depending on design,
size and appropriateness of site. Sites may include:
•
•
•
•

Longmont Public Library
Centennial Park and/or pool
City of Longmont Youth Center
Sunset Pool
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•
•

Roosevelt Memorial Building, Park or (kiddie) pool
Other city parks or facilities For more information on these parks, please visit:
http://www.ci.longmont.co.us/parks/

The City of Longmont’s Public Works department will install all racks per artists’
specifications. This is to minimize insurance requirements and costs to artists.
Contact points (to ground) shall be secured down by no less than two connecting
points.
Bicycle racks must be identifiable as such, and artist may incorporate a bicycle
into the design or the AIPP Commission may choose to adhere a sticker to the
rack itself.
Submission Requirements
Artists must submit sketches on 8½ x 11 sheets of paper; color or black and
white images are acceptable. Artists may submit up to three drawings each for
consideration and may be awarded up to three racks for commission. On a
separate sheet of paper, please include contact information, including name,
address, phone number, e-mail address and website, as well as last three
projects completed by the artist and a brief statement as to why this project
appeals to the artist. Also, please include a brief description or list of materials
which will be utilized for proposed project.
Eligibility
This is open to artists residing in the USA. The AIPP Commission encourages
artists from all cultural, ethnic, and economic backgrounds to apply.
The Competition
A citizen selection panel comprised of citizens, bicycle enthusiasts, and City staff
will review all designs and select up to six winning designs. Finalists will be
asked to submit “installation specifications” for the AIPP
Commission/Engineering Task Force to review. Artists will be notified and will
then have approximately twelve weeks to complete the work and ship them to
Longmont.
Budget
Each winning artist will receive $3,000 for the final design and fabrication per
bicycle rack. Up to $500 will be available (per piece) for shipping; the City will be
responsible for all installation costs.
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Timeline
November 20
January 27
Mid-February
June 1
June 30

call to artists
submissions due
winners notified
completed projects due to AIPP
installation/dedication

Please submit materials by January 27, 2006 to:
Lauren Greenfield
Art in Public Places Administrator
City of Longmont
400 Quail Road
Longmont, CO 80501
303-651-8924
Lauren.greenfield@ci.longmont.co.us
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13.8 Envision Wheat Ridge
Please refer to the City of Wheat Ridge website at
http://www.ci.wheatridge.co.us/871/Comprehensive-Plan
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Public Art Master Plan
Toolkit
Cultural Commission Policies and Procedures - Samples
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ORDINANCE

AN ORDINANCE

and creating a new

Seattle

functions

to

new

the

and incumbents;

since

Code

WHEREAS,

and

in

connection

some of the

Arts Commission

functions

of the existing

in

197

of neighborhoods

vitality

chapter 3.56

of

certain

of the Seattle Municipal

Code.

the S cattle Arts Commission has stimulated

1,

drawing on the

aspirations,

Chapter 3.14 and various other

authorizing the transfer

therewith;

in

full

of

potential

and enriching

the

the City recognizes the importance

I

I

creation

its

Arts Commission; amending

and repealing sections

environment

concerns

10

the existing Seattle

abolishing

Arts Commission; transferring

Seattle

the Seattle Municipal

arts

Department;

an Office of Arts and

creating

Arts Commission to the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs and transferring some of

Seattle

WHEREAS,

L

;L1

of City government;

the organization

relating to

Cultural Affairs in the Executive

L

lives

of the

and communities,

artists,

of

residents

of

positions

to civic

our community; and

young people,

to Seattle

parts

a diverse and lively

and responding

members of

all

arts to

and

reflecting

its

to

and

economic
visitors;

growth,

to

the

and

I

WHEREAS,
12

Seattle

innovative

WHEREAS,

13

is

arts

a lively

and

center of creative artistic

cultural

communities

the City wishes to elevate

services within

all

embracing

the visibility

of City government;

expression

NOW

all

in

many forms and

disciplines;

is

home

to

and

and increase the effectiveness

of the City's arts

THEREFORE,

14

BE

IT

ORDAINED BY THE

CITY OF SEATTLE AS FOLLOWS:

15

ESTABLISHMENT

OF

NEW

OFFICE

16
Section

I

18

1.

Effective

of Arts and Cultural

January

1,

2003, there

January

1,

2003,

is

created

within the Executive

Department

an Office

Affairs.

11

Section 2.

Effective

some of

the functions

of the

Seattle

Arts Commission are

2011

19
transferred

to

the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs as set forth in this ordinance.

Section
11

3.

Effective

January

1,

2003,

the Executive

Director of the

21
shall

be the Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural

22

23

24

1

Affairs.

Seattle

Arts Commission
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Section 4.

new

2

Seattle

Effective

January

Arts Commission

is

created

this

the

Arts Commission created

Arts Commission created

Arts Commission shall be numbered

shall

in

alphabetical

Commission beginning

10

1

11

be taken

current commissioners

Section

12

by

other ordinances

5.

order

January

1,

ordinance.

this

to

The

the "Seattle

current

by

this

ordinance,

from one

by

last

2003

in

(1)

positions

follows:

as

through

name and

is

abolished,

and a

January

2003,

after

shall

commissioners

2003, be

1,

new

Seattle

terms on the

with position one through

new

Seattle

Arts

however many

there are.

Effective

January

1,

2003,

the Director of the Department

14

Seattle

of Finance, under the

existing on January

1,

2003, from the

Arts Commission to the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs, in order to effectuate

6.

2003,

and the current commissioners

commence new

authority of the Mayor, shall transfer the assets and liabilities

Section

who, absent

members of the

the positions on the

fifteen (15),

starting

1,

1,

Arts Commission" shall

Arts Commission as of January

Seattle

13

15

From and

ordinance.

commissioners") shall, as of January

referred to as the "current

Seattle

in

would be members of the existing

ordinance,

(hereafter

new

Seattle

the existing Seattle Arts Commission

as set forth in this

Code and

references in the Seattle Municipal

refer to

2003,

1,

Effective

January

16

transfer

along with their respective

17

those positions appear in the position

1,

this

ordinance.

2003, Seattle Arts Commission staff position incumbents

positions

list

that

to

is

the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs,

adopted

is

21

22

23

24

2

with the City's 2003 Budget.

to

shall

the extent that

MST
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v18
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CODE SECTIONS ADDED TO CHAPTER
Section

7.

Effective

January

2003,

1,

Code Chapter 3.14 under a new Subehapter

Subehapter

SMC

3.14.800

There

7

full

9

io

I

aspirations,

A.

promote

13

Seattle

as a capital

C.

Develop

City agencies,

D.

arts

and

cultural

environment

and responds

our community.

Affairs,

that

to civic

under the

draws on the

concerns

and

The functions of the Office of Arts

as

arts

and

arts

and

cultural

for

cultural

initiatives

policy;

to

encourage

Such programs and

well as other public

or private entities;

Art"

E.

Provide

20

F.

Promote

and

and innovation;

greater participation

initiatives

may include

in,

and increased public

partnerships with other

Administer and implement the City of Seattle's Municipal Arts Fund,
including

(1%)

and media

members of

and

reflects

spectrum,

culture in Seattle.

19

21

all

of creativity

Advise the City on

to,

of

arts

of Arts and Cultural

include the following:

B.

16

Percent

shall

lives

the Seattle Municipal

Assist the City in the development of high quality arts and cultural
programs and services,

access

17

a broad cultural

across

to

and Functions

stimulate a diverse and lively

and enriches the

15

18

artists

and Cultural Affairs

I

12

of

Potential

to

added

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

established in the Executive Department an Office

is

are

VI.

Office established-Purpose

of the Mayor,

direction

V1.

the following sections

3.14

the "One

appropriations;

information and resources

Seattle's

artistic

and

to

cultural

artists

and

assets in

arts.

22

23

24

3

arts

and

cultural

music, visual

arts,

organizations;

performing

and

arts,

literary

arts,
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I

18

Director-Appointment and Removal

3.14.810

The

2

Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs shall be appointed

confirmation by a majority vote

3

to

4

Mayor upon

5

SMC

his or her filing

of

members of

all

the City Council, and

a statement of reasons therefor

may be

with the City Council.

The Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

the administration of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs.

shall

be the head of and responsible for

Under the direction of the Mayor, the

duties of the Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs shall include

remove

10

Subject to the.City's personnel

all

and employees

officers

I I

B.

Prepare and update

12

C.

Manage

Cultural Affairs

14

expenditures

15

budget, develop and

D.

Administer

E.

Execute,

19

deem

20

and ordinances,

21

activities

22

programs;

24

all

Arts Plan, as required

and comment by the

for

programs,

ordinances

assign,

supervise,

and

control,

the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs;

of the preliminary proposed budget

contracts

manage

appoint,

professional

Seattle

to

SMC

20.32.040;

the Office of Arts and

Arts Commission, authorize necessary

and expert services

and undertake authorized

pertaining

for

by

in

accordance

with the adopted

activities;

the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs and

its

I

18

23

into

rules,

the following:

functions;

1711
I

subject to review

and enter

in

and

ordinances

annually a Municipal

the preparation

13

16

removed by the

Director-Duties

3.14.815

A.

by the Mayor, subject

reasonably

Administer, modify and enforce such agreements and instruments

necessary to implement arts and culture programs

as

he or she

shall

deem

appropriate

of the Office of Arts and Cultural

and

solicit

and use volunteer

Affairs;

services;

for

consistent with

all

as

he or she

shall

applicable laws

carrying out the responsibilities, functions,

apply

for

grants and donations

for

departmental

and
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Serve,

F.

representative

committees

to

in

conjunction

in

of the Mayor's Cabinet,

and public-private boards, commissions,

intergovernmental

engaged

members

with other affected

as

the City's

organizations,

and

issues pertaining to arts and culture;

commissions

with the Office of Arts and Cultural

G.

Provide

H.

Consult with and report regularly to the commissions

staff

support for

all

associated

Affairs;

6

on the workings

Cultural Affairs

7

representative,

of the Office,

attend,

either in

with the Office of Arts and

person or by designated

of the commissions;

regular meetings

all

and

associated

i

9

Make

1.

periodic

reports to the

Mayor and

of Arts and Cultural Affairs and programs

10

Promulgate

J.

SMC

12

Exercise such

K.

SMC

14

3.14.820

There

is

is

further

17

capacity

18

SMC

to

The

19

accordance

to

and

arts

culture,

of the Office

generally;

with the City Administrative

Code,

carry out Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs activities;

other and further powers and duties as shall be prescribed

established

a Seattle

Seattle Arts

Seattle

Arts Commission to promote

and public awareness

the City in connection

3.14.825

the

the activities

and

by ordinance.

Seattle Arts Commission-Established

the development

16

in

3.02, rules and regulations

Chapter

13

and amend,

for

City Council concerning

with the artistic

interest

and

in arts

cultural

Commission-Membership and

and culture and

development

initial

terms in Section 4 of this ordinance,

21

seven

(7)

shall

seven (7)

members

be appointed by the Mayor, and the

of

to act in

to

an advisory

Seattle.

Officers

Arts Commission shall consist of fifteen (15) members.

20

members

of and

and encourage public programs

shall

Except

as

provided

for

some

be appointed by the City Council,

fifteenth

member

shall

be appointed by the

H

22

Commission

23

through

as constituted.

fifteen (15).

Positions

For purposes of

on the

filling

Arts Commission shall be numbered from one (1)

Seattle

vacancies,

24

5

odd-numbered

positions from position one (1)
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Council-appointed

serve

shall

positions and even-numbered

three (3) terms or six (6) years; provided

maximum. Membership

shall reflect

diversity,

and include members from the community

members

such officers

simple majority of the

In addition

to

a term of two

for

terms,shall be one (1) year, and these initial

the initial

term or six (6)-year

5

Each member

positions.

not to exceed

renewal,

(7),

(13) shall be Mayor-appointed

position thirteen

through

as

it

shall

members

deem

for

members

the

necessary;

(2)

positions

years, with an option

for positions one (1) through

that

Seattle's

at large.

provided,

artistic,

The Commission

a Chairperson

that

shall elect

shall

from

are set forth in

set forth

above,

The terms of service related

SMC

one

(1)

13

position will terminate

14

SNIC

3.14.830

as

young adult position

designated

the young

all

adult member's role on this Commission

provisions related to this young adult

Commission-Duties

15

The

Arts Commission shall have the following

16

A.

Promote

17

B.

Advocate

is

C.

Encourage donations and grants

greater public participation

for

shall

of August 31, 2003.

Seattle Arts

Seattle

to

The Get Engaged Program and

3.51.

in,

the role of arts and culture

to

and access

in civic

duties:

to,

life,

arts

and

and

for

the Civic Arts Account

culture;

the value of arts in education;

of the General Donation

'and

19

Fund and advise the Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs regarding the receipt and

20

expenditure

21

D.

its

a one (1) year term.

SMC
I

seven

be elected by a

I I

2

for

and geographic

cultural,

temporarily be added to the Seattle Arts Commission pursuant to the Get Engaged Program,

1.

be

terms shall not count toward the three (3)-

10

Chapter 3.5

shall

of such funds;
Advise the City concerning

22

municipal property, except for

23

connection

the receipt of or purchase of works

museums

with projects reviewed

by the

or art galleries

Seattle

or works

of

art

Design Commission;

24

6

of

placed

art to

be placed on

or to be placed in

Gift
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E.

to

it

Advise

and

assist

with such other artistic

the City in connection

activities

as

may be

referred

by the City;

F.

Review

the preliminary proposed budget

for the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs as

prepared by the Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs,

the budget

G.

is

submitted

the Mayor;

alone or in cooperation

sponsor or conduct,

Initiate,

public programs

to

to

and comment as appropriate before

further the development

with other public or private

and public awareness

of,

and

interest

agencies,

the fine and

in,

performing arts;

H.

10

Hold regular public meetings and keep

public record;

11

1.

SNIC

12

A.

13

Deaccessioning

When

of artworks,

collection

15

through

16

for

17

difference

18

artwork(s); through

I

an exchange

and

disposition

the Commission

of the artwork

the City's collection,

proposals

and procedures necessary

rules

be a

shall

accomplish

for

may
one

by an

art

20

Administration

the same manner

21

governmental

22

accompanying

23

agreed upon with the donor

entity

on condition

as

that

at

surplus to the City's

its

disposition

value

or receipt of any monetary

the payment

a public auction

of the best response; through

other surplus property; through

the receiving

aggregate

and the aggregate value of such exchanged

entity

notice of the City's retained ownership;

or artist

for

gallery or dealer; through

from the public and the acceptance

is

or more other artwork(s) of comparable

with the City being responsible

a sale

purposes.

the same and arrange for

deaccession.

(1)

its

of surplus artworks.

between the value of the City's artwork

in

to

the Seattle Arts Commission determines that an artwork

14

19

which

proceedings

its

and

Adopt administrative

3.14.840

a written record of

an

7

the Director of Executive

indefinite

will maintain the artwork

or through

redonation,

the time of the City's acquisition

24

or process inviting bids or

sale

loan to another

and provide

an

or other arrangement

of such artwork;

and, in the

MSL
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event

negligible value,

B.

to

has been

the artwork

If

be disposed of

may

it

destroyed or damaged beyond

was donated

an artwork

when

another person or entity

it

is

upon the occurrence of circumstances

shall

artwork

to

condition

the donor or transfer

C.

applies,

In the event

be disposed

10

is

11

back

12

exchange

13

in

14

the City's artwork.

to

at

the

D.

The

deaccessioning

one

for

and

that

(1)

of any artwork

in

18

procured

19

sale

20

proceeds,

21

paid by the City for such artwork

22

proceeds

23

percent of such proceeds.

24

at

to

be a part of the City's

the

as

representative(s),

upon

the deduction

provided

to

and return the

appropriate,

such

if

representative.

when

the

to

an

aggregate

the City's artwork

Commission

the

is

implement, in connection

a written commitment

commissioned,

purchased,

share with such creator or donor

and removal

at least

Two

accept

made

donated,

willing to include

to

of

the creator or

or otherwise

a portion of the proceeds

if

of the

such sale

related to such sale, exceed

Hundred Dollars ($200)

it

the

with the

from the City's collection

of the expenses

all

is

may

appraised value equal to the fair market value

may

City's collection,

therefrom of

by

Alternatively,

or more other artwork(s) that the Commission

deaccessioning

its

collection,

Arts Commission

Seattle

consistent with the terms of such condition,

the time such artwork

for the City's collection,

is

be returned or transferred

the artwork

applicable,

of the donor or the donor's

has/have

donor of any artwork

that

making such condition

determined by appraisal.

as

17

after

no longer displayed or ceases

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

of such artwork

that

Arts Commission shall allow the artist a reasonable opportunity to buy

Seattle

of the artwork

the City's collection

the City on condition

the artist has reserved a right to repurchase the artwork

market value,

fair

its

of,

to

the artwork

and the directions

or has no or only a

as scrap.

from the donor or the donor's

request directions

repair at a reasonable cost,

the amount

and the portion of such

the creator or donor under such commitment does not exceed

fifteen

(15)
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No

E.

artwork

be deemed surplus

shall

administrative unit responsible

and the City's

retention

SMC

of artworks

the City's collection

if

the City

administration of the fund used to acquire the same requests

for

authority provides

legislative

for

its

maintenance of such artwork.

the continued

Application of proceeds of sale of artwork.

3.14.845

A.

to

The proceeds from the

and any percentage share due

to

sale

the

deposited to the credit of the fund

of

a

purchased artwork,

as

artist,

authorized

from which

by

after

D

subsection

the expenditure

was

the expenses

deducting

of

this section,

made

originally

to

of the

shall

sale

be

acquire the

artwork.

Any work of art

B.

may

10

fund

I

value,

I

and

may

13

the acquisition

C.

date

for

all

and expended

16

instructions,

of such work of

in

to

asset

for

one

of a revenue bond or voter-approved

(1)

bonds of the

or more other works

accord

particular

sale

of an artwork

committing the City

19

such artwork's subsequent deaccessioning

20

artwork,

21

and payment of

22

($200).

(2)

up

all

that

provide

to fifteen

is

that

served as the revenue

and offering

to

the

gift,

source

for

expenses,

and

to

24

9

the City shall be deposited

in

the absence

enter into contractual

be acquired

for sale, (1)

a

for

first

of such

agreements

the City's collection,

right to

if,

such net proceeds equal or exceed

23

to

other artworks.

(15) percent of the net proceeds of such sale

sale-related

or an aggregate equivalent

had been donated

authorized

the creator of an artwork

18

and

bond issue

Arts Fund for use in acquiring

The Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

to

art

property without being so replaced until

with the donor's direction accompanying

the Municipal

of

general obligation bond

art.

The proceeds from the

15

D.

an

not be disposed of as surplus or deaccessioned

the redemption

after

17

is

be replaced by exchange

12

14

that

purchase such

following

Two

upon

the deduction

Hundred Dollars
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AMENDMENTS TO OTHER MUNICIPAL CODE SECTIONS
Section

to

Admission Tax)

SMC

5.40.120

January

amended

is

Receipts

2003,

1,

Section 5.40.120

Code

(pertaining

General Subfund and Arts Account.

to

in this

of the General Fund, except that from and after January

I

of the Seattle Municipal

as follows:

All receipts from the admission tax levied

5

r,

Effective

8.

chapter shall be placed in the General Subfund

1,

2001, twenty (20) percent of

admission tax

all

I

receipts,

men's pro fessional
Arts Account

Subfund

I I

by men's professional

other than receipts generated

football.

games, and men's professional

of the General Subfund of the General Fund.

shall

be annually

Affairs for the following

appropriated

to

the ((Seatfle

Initiatives

to

keep

13

B.

Initiatives

to

build community through

C.

15

16

and

artists

Money

in

of the General

the Arts Account

AAs Commission))

Office of Arts and Cultural

artists

their

work;

For each new generation,

living,

in Seattle;

challenged

the arts and create

opportunities

for the public to

and

initiatives

include

that

art

youth in and out of

opportunities

for

of the

Municipal Code (pertaining

school.

Section

17

9.

Effective

the City's Gift Catalogue

18

to

19

SNIC

20

with

baseball games, shall be deposited into the

working and creatively

A.

intersect

games and, during 2001, by

purposes:

12

14

basketball

5.78.030

The

January

1,

program)

Expenditures

-

(

2003, Section 5.78.030

amended

is

Seattle

((

))

made

22

(formerly known

23

the donor; and the City Director of Executive

as

the donations

D:LToctor

to direct

for

Seattle

follows:

Arts Commiss

21

expenditures

as

to

Seattle

Office

of Arts

and Cultural

of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

the

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

Arts Commission programs) in the

Administration

24

10

is

City's

Gift Catalogue

authorized

to

Affairs

is

authorized

progams

as designated by

draw and

to

pay warrants

MSL
114400
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version
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against said program accounts

and purpose.

the applicable

If

may

Administration

Section

elect

to

fimd

January

(pertaining to All-Ages Dances

SMC

There

is

and Youth Commission

Development((

11

shall

solvent

the time payment

and Dance

is

Venues)

established a twelve

as to

payee

ordered, the Director of Executive

check.

2003, Subsection

1,

is

of the

6.295.190(A)

Seattle

Municipal Code

amended as follows:

and Authority

(12)-member Music and Youth Commission. The Music

be housed and administratively supported within the Office of Economic

shall

of sueh other- depaftment

shall

at

Music and Youth Commission-Composition

6.295.190

members

is

make payment by

Effective

10.

on vouchers approved by said Commission

or subaccounts

of oftiee

the

as

Mayef

shall

desigffate)).

be appointed by majority vote of the City Council, and

be appointed by the Mayor,

as

six (6)

Six (6) Commission

Commission members

follows:

12

Section

13

14

(pertaining

15

SMC

16

to

January

1,

2003,

Art in Public Works Construction)

20.32.020

A.

Effective

11.

"Commission7means

is

"Construction

20

any portion

21

22

23

precluded

or remodel

thereof,

((49-.))

D.

amended

as follows:

means the Office of Arts and Cultural

17

City to construct

is

20.32.020 of the Seattle Municipal Code

Definitions.

"Office"

19

Section

means any

any building,

structure,

within the limits of The

"Eligible

Arts Commission.

the Seattle

project"

Affairs.

capital

park,

project paid

utility,

street,

for

wholly or

sidewalk,

in part

or parking

by the

facility,

City of Seattle.

fund" means a source

fund for construction

projects

from which

art

is

not

as an object of expenditure.

((D-.))

E.

"Municipal

((a))Arts

((p))1!Ian"

means the plan required by Section 20.32.040 A.

24

11

or

MSL
114400

vI8

11/13/02
version 18

Section 12.

(pertaining

SMC

and exhibition

installation

acquisition,

to

costs" means

"Administrative

0--A) F.

Effective

January

Art in Public Works

Funds

20.32.030

for

works

(1)

authorization

after

When

I

appropriation

with the selection,

City-owned works of arL

is

amended

as

follows:

construction

projects

from

percent of the estimated cost of such project

expend such funds

connection

2003, Section 20.32.030 of the Seattle Municipal Code

for

(

to

in

of art.

accompanied by a request from the

10

I

one

to

1,

incurred

and publicity about,

Construction)

All requests for appropriations

amount equal

of,

costs

all

eligible

for

funds

works of

include

shall

and

art

such construction

of

Arts Commission)) Office of Arts and Culturai Affairs for

the same have been deposited

project shall be

12

funds for works

13

account

14

the ((Ad4s Conmaissie

15

(OOMunicipal

16

period of three (3) years, and upon request of the

17

Affairs,

18

special request for five (5) years, and

19

transferred

art,

at

made and

the rate of one (1) percent of project

of the Municipal Arts Fund. Money collected

in

the Municipal

carried

to

((a))Arts ((p))Plan,

and any unexpended

General

Fund

for

still

21

shall

22

period.

the ftinds

the Municipal

Arts Fund.

Arts

from which

Commissie

at

appropriated

revenues

at

as

Fund

1

24

12

the

)

of

an appropriation

into

shall

prescribed

the appropriate

be expended

by

by the

for a

Office of Arts and Cultural

funds carried over for three (3) years, or upon

the expiration of such period shall be

that

funds derived

from revenue

or other special purpose or dedicated funds

the expiration of said three (3) or five

23

art,

be carried over automatically

general art purposes only;'provided,

or general obligation bond issues or from utility

to

cost to be deposited

furids shall

Any

unexpended

20

revert

((A-r-ts

over for an additional two (2) years.

the

in

the same shall include

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs for projects

))

be

shall

the City Council approves any such request, including the one (1) percent for works of

for

an

(5)

year

MSL
114400

vI
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Section

to

Works

Art in Public

SMC

20.32,040

To

7

carry out

Construction)

its

artists

or works

works of

of

art

the

13

design, execution

14

for

Commissie

expenses

17

maintenance;

19

of

and/or

Require

16

D.

its

20

shall

22

SMC

that

responsibilities

20.32.050

this

Seattle

Municipal Code (pertaining

follows:

chapter,

and Cultural Affairs-Authori

the

Gewmissie

)

Office of Arts and

with the Mayor's approval

14.

a plan

but not be limited to, a method

include,

of

and guidelines

shall

art;

advise the department

in

responsible

consultation

placement of a work of

art,

carry out the

or methods for the selection of

or commission the design, execution

art

to

for

and/or

placement of

((Goiffinissiell

a particular construction

)

Office of

project of

with the Seattle Arts Commission, regarding

funds for which were provided

by

the

the appropriation,

project;

Promulgate

Art in Public

to

shall

any proposed work of

rules

under

Effective

Works

and regulations

this

art

requiring extraordinary operation

or maintenance

of the department head responsible for such operation or

receive prior approval

Section

21

amend

Office's decision,

such construction

18

under

of the

payment therefor from the Municipal Arts Fund. The

and provide

12

C.

as

20.32.040

authority)) Office of Arts

Authorize purchase of works

Arts and Cultural Affairs

15

amended

and for placement of works of

art

I I

(

is

Section

shall:

program, which

art

2003,

1,

responsibilities

Prepare, adopt and

City's

B.

January

-ommission

(

Cultural Affairs

A.

Effective

13.

consistent with this chapter to facilitate

the implementation

chapter.

January

Construction)

1,

is

2003, Section

amended

as

20.32.050 of the Seattle Municipal Code (pertaining

follows:

Municipal Arts Fund.

23

24

13

MSL
114400

vI

8
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There

which

is

established

in

the City Treasury a special fund designated

be deposited funds appropriated as contemplated

shall

other funds as the City Council shall appropriate

made

for

and

Section 20.32.040A,

and administrative costs

work, which

may be

Municipal Arts Fund

works of

approved by the

13

(as

(

in

SMC

and from which

consistent with the plan

SeaWe A#s Gemmissie

defined

maintenance cost

other source(s) as

specific

for

art

art,

)

Arts Fund"

into

together with such

expenditures

specified

may be

in

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs staff costs

Section 20.32.020FO-)))

that

are associated

with

and implementing the Municipal Arts Plan, but not the cost of maintaining City-owned

developing

10

and exhibition of works of

the acquisition

by Section 20.32.030,

works of

for

"Municipal

art.

to

may

specified

segregate

be paid from the Cumulative Reserve Subfund ((Fund)) or such

by

orclin-,mce.

accounts

Separate

receipts by source

Disbursements

Seattle

art

or,

from such fund

when

shall

Arts Commission on vouchers

shall

so directed

be established within the

by the City Council,

be made in connection

for

with projects

approved by the ((E*eeu6-ve)) Director of the

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs( Commission)).

Section

14

15.

15

Code (pertaining

16

SMC

to

22.900A.040

Effective

January

1,

2003,

Building and Construction

Subsection

22.900A.040(B)(5)

Code Permit Fees)

is

amended

of the Seattle Municipal

as

follows:

Administration and enforcement.

17

18
1

19

B.

provided,

The Director

is

authorized

to

administer,

interpret,

and enforce the provisions of

this subtitle

that:

20

21

The

5.

Director of the ((Seattle

Ai4s Commissie

)

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs shall

22

administer, interpret and enforce sections of this subtitle that are applicable

23

Commissia

)

the Office's review

of

projects.

24

14

to

((Seatde Ai4s

MSL
114400
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Section

to

(pertaining

16.

Effective

January

1,

Building and Construction

2003,

22.900G.040

Section

Code Fees Collected

for

of the Seattle

Municipal Code

Other Departments)

is

amended

as

follows:

SMC

22.900G.040

Fees for review by the ((Seattle

Airts

-o-m-inission)) Office

of Arts

and

Cultural

Affairs.

The fee

Affairs

is

for

services furnished

by the

Fifty Dollars ($50) per hour. The

((Seattle

Afts Commissie

minimum charge

is

Two

)

Office of Arts and Cultural

Hundred Dollars ($200).

REPEALED
Section

10

17.

Effective

January

1,

11

Municipal Code and the corresponding

12

respectively,

2003,

the following

ordinances

sections or subsections

of the

Seattle

or sections or parts of sections of ordinances,

are repealed:

Commission-Commission Established-Membership

13

3.56.010

Seattle

Arts

14

3.56.020

Seattle

Arts Commission-Organization-Chainnan

15

3.56.030

Seattle

Arts

16

3.56.040

Seattle

Arts Commission-Executive

17

3.56.060

Seattle

Arts Commission-Deaccessioning

18

3.56.070

Seattle Arts Commission-Application of proceeds of sale of artwork

Commission-Powers

and duties

Director-Appointment and duties
and disposition of surplus artworks

19

~

MISCELLANEOUS

20

Section 18.

21

22

effect,

and

shall

The headings

PROVISIONS

in this ordinance are for reference

not be codified.

23

24

15

purposes only.

They have no

legal

MSL
114400
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Section 19.

is

the

double parentheses,

showing the preexisting

change

in

text to

Seattle

20.

It

is

heretofore been enacted

herein, that

ordinance

11

amendments.

Section

amended

14

nothing

in this

16

refers to

17

new

be

deleted,

and underlining

is

that

amended

in

that,

this

22.

unless

It

it

the express

intent

to

reej-iact

of the Seattle Municipal Code amended

with equal dignity to this ordinance if

notwithstanding

by

croated by this ordinance,

this

and

or preserve

shall

that

that,

ordinance,

or

all

at

the use in this

show intended

section

full

and

or subsection.

in the event a subsequent

that

effect,

reference

shall

ordinance

be deemed

to

be

to

not be construed to resurrect the old position

the

or

expressly so provides by reference to this ordinance.

23.

or amends

It

is

the

express

intent

of the City Council

of the

20

refers to

21

that

22

ordinance, the two sets of amendments should be given

amended

to

the earlier repeal shall be given

of the City Council

or office that was abolished

ordinance has

of the Seattle Municipal Code purported to be

or subsection

herein has heretofore been repealed,

is

end, errors in

the event another

Municipal Code and by the courts,

In the event any section

or office

Section

is

To

be added.

ordinances are to be disregarded, and no

any section or subsection

Seattle

only those changes

intended thereby.

carher amendment should be effectuated

of the

ordinance makes

ordinances shown by striking out,

text to

Municipal Code or uncodified

ordinance shall be construed

a position

position

office

21.

or recodified

Section

15

that this

of an obsolete version of that part of the Seattle Municipal Code on which

10

13

of the City Council

the express intent of the City Council

possible in the codification

12

intent

the Seattle Municipal Code

Section

recodh'.Fted

express

of the Seattle Municipal Code or uncodified

sections

to the existing

inside

It

a section

or recodified

or subsection

herein,

Seattle

that,

in

the event a subsequent

Municipal Code or a previously enacted

but the later ordinance fails to account

23

24

16

ordinance

effect

together if

at

for

all

the change

possible.

ordinance

made by

this

MSL
114400
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Section 24.

the invalidity

inv,il

i

dity

The several provisions of this ordinance

of any clause,

of the application

remainder of this ordinance

Section 25.

Any

sentence,

paragraph,

are

subdivision,

declared to be separate and severable

section,

thereof to any person or circumstance,

or the validity of

act

application

its

to

or portion of this ordinance,

shall

not affect

and

or the

the validity of the

other persons or circumstances.

consistent with the authority and prior to the effective

date of this ordinance

is

hereby ratified and confirme'd.

Section

26.

This ordinance shall take effect

approval by the Mayor,

presentation,

shall

take effect

as provided

in

I

of

authentication

its

in

force thirty (30) days from and after

and returned by the Mayor within ten (10) days

by

Passed by the City Council the

10

I

it

but if not approved

and be

day of jgoae

2002, and signed by

passage this

13

1411

1

by

me

this

11

day of

.2002.

15

16

17

18

Filed by

11

me

this

2RETI'day of

LX~

~-~

19

20

21

/City Clerk

~

~

after

Municipal Code Section 1.04.020.

12

Approved

its

(Seal)

22

23

2411

17

2002.

me

in

open session

MSL

Revised

for

C.B. 114400,11/18/02

Fiscal Note

Creation of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

sea'fle

Commission

""Tts

Video 684-8803

Title:

Legislation

ORDI'N.,`,,NCE

relating to the

Cultural Affairs

and creating

a

in the

new

Commission
t1he

to

and Mcunibents;

Summary
',

egis ai o n creates

of the existing

in

com.ection
sec-11ions

of certain positions

the transfer

therewith;aiithorizing

in chapter 3.56

its

Chapter 3.t4 and various other parts of

Arts Coi-nmlis,',on, amending

and repealing

llanuan7

a

new

2003, and

1

Office

of the Seattle Municipal

of Arts and Cultural Affairs within the Executive

establishes

the Office's

scope

~

This legislation transfers

new

Through
nevv

Arts Commission

Code.

Department,

of work to reflect the mission of the former

Arts Commission department.

SeatL'Ile

to the

abolishing

he Legislation:

of
t

eff~ctlve

Code

Mwaicipat

S~:attle

an Office of Arts and

ofArts and CuItural Affairs and transferring some of

the OtTice

to

Seattle

rle\v

Depaninent;

creating

the existing Seattle

Arts Conlinission; transferring some of the functions

Seattle

functiotis

of City government;

organization

Executive

Seattle Arts

the

This

Analyst/Phone:

Nick Licata

Councilnmi,,be,~
Frauk

AN

DOF

Contact Person/phone.

Department:

legislation, the

the

"Get

exist3rqg

Arts Commission

Seattle
N[ayor,

responsibilities, assets,

and the

Engaged"

15ffi

pro

created,

is

appointed
The

gp-airi.

15-position

this

I

to the Seat~

legislation

le

amends

advisory
Tnembers

7

%~,Ith

by the other

111

4,

the

Cti'huraj

following

t'he

Arts Commission

appo-lirlted.

addibon

to

by

the

is

abolished

City Council,

7

and a

appointed by

one temporary position added as part of

the roles

and responsibilities of the Seattle

Affa~rs.

chapters

Arts Commission with references to

Arts Coiriu~ssion, as appropriate,

M

Seattle

legislafion clearly delilleates

Arts Commission and the Office ofAas and
Finally,

and staff of the Seattle Arts Commission

Office.

this

the

the functions,

Code

of the Seattle Municipal
Office

to replace references

of Arts and Cultural Affairs or the Seattle

and repeals Chapter 3.56 in

its

entirety.

Chapters amended include:

Chapter 5.40 - Admission Tax
Chapter

5.78

-

Chapter 6.295

Gift

Catalogue

- All-Ages Dances and Dance

Chapter 20.32 - Art in Public
Chapter 22.900A

Works Construction

- Administration and Enforcement

Chapter 22.90OG - Fees Collected

Appropriations

(in

$1,000s).

Fund Name and

Venues

This

legislation

For Other Departments

does not appropriate

Department

Number

funds.

Budget Control

2002

2003 Anticipated

Level*

Appropriation

Appropriation

TOTAIL
* This

is

line

of businessfor

operating budgets,

andprogram

orprojectfor

capital

improvements

MSL

Revised

for

Expenditures

C.B.

(in

114400,11/18/02

This

$1,000s):

Fund Name and

legislation

does not authorize

expenditures.

Budget Control

Department

Number

Level*

2002

2003 Anticipated

Expenditures

Expenditures

TOTAL
*

This

is line

of businessfor

operating budgets,

andprogram

or projectfor

capital

improvements

Notes.-

Anticipated

RevenualReimbursement

(in

This

$1,000s):

legislation

does not

anticipate

specific

revenue

or

reimbursements.

Fund Name and

Revenue

Department

Source

2003

2002

Number

Revenue

Revenue

TOTAL

Notes:

Permanent Positions Created Or Abrogated Through Legislation, Including

Total

This legislation does not create

Impactfor Temporary Positions:
transfer

dae staff

or

FTE Impact;

Estimated

abrogate positions, although

it

FTE

does

of the Seattle Arts Commissio-, to the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs.

Fund Name and Number

Position Title*

Department

NA

2002

FTE

2003

FTE

TOTAL
* List

Do

each

position separately

positions

sunset

in

the future?

(If yes,

identify

sunset

date):

Not applicable.

Background:

The flnancial

cost of not

implementing

the legislation

N/A.

Possible
Tli(~

alternatives

s~ructure

coutinued.

to

the legislation

and configui

instead

ation

Of creating

which could achieve

the

same or similar objectives

of the current ScattleArts Commission existing in 2002 could be

the Office

of Arts and Cultural Affairs and the new Seattle Arts

Comrn~sslollll.

_Lstli

legislation

subject to public

hearing

requirements

(If yes,

No.

have been held

to date):
I

Other Issues (including long-term implications of

the

legislation):

FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS ONLY
This

what public hearings

legislation

does not involve

capital

projects.

2

Marqqret C"rler

Nick's

-

walk-or

G

From:

Martha Lester

To:

Margaret

Carter

Date:

11/12/02

12:57PM

Subject:

Nick's

Here

is

the

title

of the C.B. that

AN ORDINANCE
Affairs

in

Office

relating

Nick

will

walk-on

the organization

Commission; transferring

of Arts

of City

abolishing

some

today:

the

authorizing

3.56 of the Seattle

government;

some

of

creating

Seattle Arts

existing

of the functions

and Cultural Affairs and transferring

Commission; amending
therewith;

to

C.B.

Executive Department;

the

Seattle Arts

walk-on

its

of the existing
functions

an Office of Arts and Cultural

Commission and
to

Seattle
the

new

Arts

creating

Municipal

Code.

and incumbents;

to

the

Seattle Arts

Chapter 3.14 and various other parts of the Seattle Municipal Code

the transfer of certain positions

a new

Commission

and repealing

in

sections

connection
in

chapter

MSL
`4rts reorg

-

NL

option

-

v17

clean

11/12/02
versi,on

17

ORDINANCE

AN ORDINANCE

relating to

the organization

Cultural Affairs in the Executive

4

and creating.a new

Seattle

functions

to

th'pew

Seattle

Code

the Seattle Municipal

and incumbents;

connection

and repealing

an Office of Arts and

some of the

functions

of the existing

of Arts and Cultural Affairs and transferring some of

Arts Commission; amending
in

creating

abolishing the existing Seattle Arts Commission

Arts Commission; transferring

Arts Commission to the Office

Seattle

of City government;

Department;

Chapter 3.14 and various other

authorizing the transfer

therewith;

of the

sections in chapter 3.56

Seattle

of

certain

its

parts

of

positions

Municipal Code.

7

WHEREAS,
arts

since

environment
and

concerns

10

WHEREAS,

creation

its

in',j

97

1,

drawing on the

aspirations,

and,

the Seattle
full

of neighborhoods

of

potential

artists,

enrichinR the lives of

the City recognizes the importance

vitality

Arts Commission has stimulated

of the

and com m1umties, and

reflecting

and responding

members of

all

to Seattle

to

civic

our community; and

young people,

arts to

a diverse and lively

to

economic

growth,

to

the

residents and visitors; and

11

WHEREAS,

innovative

12

13

Seattle

WHEREAS,

is

arts

a lively center of creative artistic

and

cultural

all

all

communitics,'embracing

the City wishes to elevate

services within

expression in

the visibility

of City government;

NOW

many forms and

disciplines;

is

home

to

and

and increase the effectiveness

of the City's

arts

THEREFORE,

14

BE

IT

ORDAINED BY THE

CITY OF SEATTLE AS FOLLOWS:

15

ESTABLISHMENTUENEW

OFFICE

16
Section

1.

Effective

January

1,

2003, there

January

1,

2003,

is

created

within the Executive

Department an Office

17

of Arts and Cultural

Affairs.

18
Section 2.

Effective

some of the

fimetions of the Seattle Arts Cornmission. are

19
transferred

to

the

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs as set forth in this ordinance.

20
Section

3.

Effective

January

1,

2003, the Executive

Director of the Seattle Arts Commission

21
shall

be the Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural

22

23

24

I

Affairs.
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\..Section

Effective

4.

January

1,

2003, the existing Seattle Arts Commission

is

and a

abolished,

N

new

Seattle

Arts Commission

is

created

references in the Seattle Municipal

refer to

this

the Seattle'Arts,

Code and

Commission created by

7

new

8

Arts Commission shall be numbered

shall

Arts Commission'created

be taken

in

alphabetical

10

Commission beginning

I I

current commissioners

Section

12

13

14

5.

by

this

order by"last

January

1,

ordinance.

Seattle

to

the "Seattle

ordinance,

2003

(1)

as

shall

in ~positions

January

The current commissioners

follows:

fifteen

2003, be

(15),

2003,

1,

who, absent

2003,

members

the positions on the

new

of the

Seattle

and the current commissioners

commence new

starting

1,

1,

Arts Commission" shall

Arts Commission as of January

through

name and

after

terms on the

with position one through

new

Seattle

Arts

however many

there are.

Effective

January

1,

2003,

the Director of the Department

assets

and

liab ilities

of Finance, under the

existing on January

1,

2003, from the

`

Arts Commission to the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs, in order to effectuate this ordinance.

Section 6.

15

this

from one

authority of the Mayor, shall transfer the

Seattle

other ordinances

commissioners") shall, as of January

(hereafter referred to as the.,"'current

Seattle

in

would be members of the existing

ordinance,

From and

as set forth in this ordinance.

Effective

January

along with their respective

16

transfer

171

those positions appear

in

1,

2003,

positions

the position

list

that

Seattle

to

is

Arts Commission staff position incumbents

the Office of Artsand

adopted

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

2

shall

Cultural Affairs, to the extent that

with the City's 2003

Budget.

\MSL
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CODE SECTIONS ADDED TO CHAPTER
2

3

Sed~ tion

Effective

7.

Code Chapter 1,14 under

a

January

new

1,

Subchapter

V1.

Subehapter

SMC

3.14.800

There

6

7

of

direction

full

aspirations,

10

I

12

Mayor,

of

artists

A.

promote

13

access

Seattle

lives

as

C.

Develop

D.

and

as

Department an Office of Arts and Cultural
and

cultural

environment

and responds

for

and

arts

and

cultural

culture in Seattle.

well as other public

Art"

Affairs,

draws on the

that

to civic

under the

concerns

and

The functions of the Office of Arts

ofbigh

quality arts

and

cultural

programs and

services,

and

and innovation;

cultural

initiatives

policy;

to

encourage

greater participation

in,

and increased public

Such programs and initiativds,may include partnerships with other

or private entities;

including

the "One

appropriations;

E.

Provide information and resources

F.

Promote

and media

arts

Administer and implement the City of Seattle's Municipal Artg,.Fund,

(I%)

the Seattle Municipal

include the following:

Advise the City on

arts

to

and Functions

of altmembers of our community.

a capital of creativity

arts

added

Cultural Affairs

a broad cultural spectrum, reflects

across

shall

and

of Arts

stimulate a diverse and lively

B.

to,

Office

Assist the City in the development

City agencies,

Percent

to

and enriches the

and Cultural Affairs

I

the Executive

establishedin

is

are

VI.

Office established-Purpose

the

potential

2003, the following sections

3.14

Seattle's

artistic

and

to

cultural

artists

assets

arts.

3

and

in

arts

and

cultural

music, visual

arts,

organizations;

performing

and

arts,

literary

arts,

'14SL
Ah,~ reorg
I

-

NL

option

-

v17

clean

I/ f--2/02

versi~h,17

SNIC SA4.810

and Removal

Director-Appointment

The Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

to

confirmation'by

Mayor upon
SNIC

members of

all

a statement of reasons

or her filing

his

3.14.815

a majority vote of

shall

be appointed by the Mayor, subject

may

the City Council, and

therefor

with the City Council.

Directa'r-Duties

The Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs
the administration of the Officeof Arts and Cultural Affairs.

shall

be the head of and responsible for

Under the direction of the Mayor, the

duties of the Director of the Office Of Arts and Cultural Affairs shall include

A.

10

remove

Subject to the

all

City's personnel

and employees

officers

in

B.

Prepare and update annually

12

C.

Manage

the preparation

13

Cultural Affairs subject to review

14

expenditures

15

budget, develop and

D.

17

functions;

and enter

into

Administer

all

rules,

appoint,

a Municipal

and modification by

for

programs,

ordinances

assign,

Arts Plan, as required

of the preliminary proposed budget

contracts

manage

and

ordinances

the following:

supervise,

'the

Seattle

and undertake authorized

to

SMC

E.

Execute,

19

deem

20

and ordinances,

21

activities

22

programs;

reasonably

administer,

the Office of Arts and

for

Arts Commission, authorize necessary

with the adopted

activities;

the Office of Aft~

and Cultural Affairs and

modify and enforce such agreements and

necessary to implement arts and culture programs

as

he or she

shall

deem

appropriate

of the Office of Arts and Cultural

and

solicit

and

20.32.040;

and expert services in accordance

professional

pertaining

by

11

18

control,

the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs;

11

16

be removed by the

and use volunteer

Affairs;

for

i

Astruments

consistent with

23

24

4

he or she

shall

applicable laws

carrying out the responsibilities

apply for grants and donations

services;

all

as

its

,

functions,

ford.9partmental

and

MSL
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reorg

NL

-

option

v17

-

clear.

102/02
Version,

17

Serve,

F\.

to

representati've

committees

4

5

7

and public-private boards, commissions,

as

the City's

and

organizations,

issues pertaining to arts and culture;

in

G.

Provide~,staff

support for

H.

Consult with

ana~,,report

on the

Cultural Affairs

all

Make

1.

all

commissions

with the Office of Arts and Cultural

associated

regularly to the commissions

working's,"of

regular meetings

periodic

reports to

the Office,

and

theMayor and

SMC

Chapter 3.02,

K.

13

SMC

There

is

further

17

capacity

18

SNIC

to

The

19

established

Seattle

Seattle

to

initial

21

seven (7)

22

Commission

23

through

members

and public awareness

designated

oilt,

the activities

of the Office

generally;

the City Administrative

Code,

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs activities;

of and

with the artistic

interest

and

as shall

and

be prescribed by ordinance.

and encourage

in artsa,.nd

cultural

Arts Commission-Membership

and

developine'tit

shall

(15).

seven (7)

members

be appointed by the Mayor, and the
Positions

For purposes of

on the

filling

of

public programs to

and

culture

to act in

Seattle.

shall

Exc

I

ept

as

be appointed b'

fifteenth

member

shall

provided

vacancies,

24

5

odd-numbered

for

some

eCityCouncil,
be appointed by the

Arts Commission shall be numbered

Seattle

an advisory

Officers,

Arts Commission shall consist of fifteen (15) members.

as constituted.

fifteen

carry

culture,

a Seattle Arts Commission to promote

terms in Section 4 of this ordinance,

20

by

Seattle Arts Commission-Established

the City in connection

3.14.825

and

arts

such other and further powers and duties

the development

16

of Arts and

with the Office

in person or

either

City Council concerning

accordan&amp;e_with

rules and regulations

Exercise

3.14.820

15

and amend, in

Promulgate

attend,

associated

of the commissions;

of Arts and Cultural Affairs and programs for the

J.

14

of the Mayor's Cabinet,

Affairs;

9

12

members

with other affected

intergovernmental

eng'aged.

representative,

10

in conjunction

from one

positions from position

(1)

oneP)

~M,

SL
reorg

,~~4s
il~

I

I i

NL

-

option

-

v17

clean

I

N102

version 17.

throughposition

Council-appointed

3

(7),

the initial

term or

positions.

not to"e xceed

renewal,

six

Each member shall serve for a term of two

(6)-year

maximum. Membership

shall reflect

and include members from the community

members

such officers as

In addition

to

it

shall

members

deem

set forth

temporarily be added to the Seattle

forth in

SMC

3.5

12

are set

13

position will terminate

14

SNIC

3.14.830

Seattle

one.(I)

to

positions one (1) through

artistic,

of August

31,

a Chairperson

shall elect

shall

from

its

be elected by a

designated young

all

to

adult position shall

the Get Engaged Program,

adult member's role on this Commission

provisions related to this young adult

Arts Commission-Duties

161

A.

Promote

7

B.

Advocate

8

C.

Encourage donations and grants

Arts Commission shall have the following

duties:

afts and culture;
greater public participation in, and access to,

for

the role of arts and culture in civic

to

life,

and

the Civic Arts Account

forlthe

of

value

of

th&amp;,,General

arts in

education;

Donation

and Gift

19

Fund and advise the Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs regardin~ the receipt and

20

expenditure

D.

of such funds;

Advise

22

municipal property,

23

connection

seven

2003.

The

21

for

and geographic

cultural,

The Commission

that

the young

The Get Engaged Program and

1.

as

at large.

Arts Commission pursuant

15

Seattle

above,

The terms of service related

Chapter 3.51.

for

with an option

(2) years,

be

for a one (1) year term.

members

the

Seattle's

provided,

necessary;

that

shall

positions

terms shall not count toward the three (3)-

term§7shall be one (1) year, and these initial

diversity,

SMC

positions and even-numbered

three (3) terms or six (6) years; provided

simple majority of the

10

(13) shall be Mayor-appointed

thirteen

the City concerning

except

for

the receipt of or purchase of works

museums

with projects reviewed by the

of

art to

be 01#ced

on

or art galleries or works of art placed or to be pla8ed in

Seattle

Design Commission;

24

6

1.

"
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17

Advise

F~.

to

it

by the
F.

and

Revi ew the preliminary proposed budget

to

G.

11

public

13

SMC

sponsor or conduct,

A.

for

the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs as

Affairs,

modify

it

as

and

appropriate,

with other public or private agencies,

alone or in cooperation

Hold regular public meetings

and public awareness

of,

and

interest

the fine and

in,

and,

keep a written record of

its

which

proceedings

shall

be a

and

Deaccessioning

3.14.840

14

referred

7

Adopt administrative

1.

may be

arts;

record;

12

as

the Mayor;

Initiate,

performing
H.

activities

Affairs to be
pr oposed budget to the Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural

public programs to further the development

10

with such other artistic

of the Office of Arts and Cultural

Dir&amp;ptor

transmit an approved

submitted

the City in connection

City;

prepared by the

6

assist

When

the Seattle

of artworks,

15

collection

16

through

17

for

18

difference

19

artwork(s); through

20

proposals

21

Administration

22

governmental

23

accompanying

and

disposition

the Commission

the City's collection,

procedur&amp;s,.

for

may
one

deaccession

(1)

that

an artwork

for

notice

that

surplus to the City's

its

disposition

and the aggregate

value

entity

of the City's retained ownership;

24

7

6f's uch

a public auction

of the best response; through

the receiving

aggregate

value

the payment~or receipt of any monetary

the same manner as other surplus property; through

on condition

is

the same and arrange for

a sale by an art gallery or dealer; through

entity

purposes.

or more other artwork(s) of comparable

with the City being responsible

from the public and the acceptance

its

artworks.

of surplus

between the value of the City's artwork

in

necessary to accomplish

Arts Commission determines

of the artwork

an exchange

and

rules

an

or process

inviting

bids or

the Direct-or of Executive

indefinite

will maintain the artwork

or through

exchanged

redonation,

sale

loan io-another

and provide

an

or other arrangement

MSL
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17

agreed

upon with the donor or
has been

event the aftwork

3

negligible value,..it

B.

4

to

If

at

was

request directions

artwork

to

condition

it

is

I I

In the event

C.

10

is

to

back

be disposed

at

fair

its

or the donor's

be returned or transferred

the artwork

to

be a part of the City's

representative(s),

as

appropriate,

a right to repurchase the artwork

market value, as determined by

and

the City's collection

one

that

(1)

and return the

such

if

of the donor or the donor's representative.

when

the Seattle Arts Commission_ shall allow the artist a reasonable

for

collection,

the Seattle Arts Commission

applicable,

consistent with the terms of such condition,

the artist has reserved,

of the artwork

exchange

in

of,

such condition

making

the artwork

and the directions

that

no longer displayed or ceases

from the~donor

the donor or transfer

applies,

and, in the

or has no or only a

repair at a reasonable cost,

donated to the City on condition

when

another person or entity

shall

of such artwork;

disposed of as scrap.

upon the occurrence of circumstances

7

the time of the City's acquisition

destroyed or damaged beyond

may be

an artwork

artist

or

more

has/have

Alternatively,

appraisal.

appraised value

opportunity to buy

the Commission

other artwork(s) that the Commission

an aggregate

the City's artwork

is

may

accept

the

willing to include

equal to the fair market value of

the City's artwork.

D.

16

The Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

of any artwork

17

deaccessioning

18

donor of any artwork

19

procured

20

sale

21

proceeds,

for

at

in

of such artwork upon

after

the City's collection,

the time such artwork

the City's collection,

its

the deduction

may

to

is

implement, in connection

a written commitment

commissioned,

purchased,

with the

made

donated,

to

the creator or

or otherwise

share with such creator or donor a portion 6-fthe proceeds

and removal

deaccessioning

therefrom of

from the City's collection

of the expenses

all

related to such

"if

of the

such sale

he amount

sale, exceed-.~
,

22

paid by the City for such

artwork

by

at least

Two

Hundred Dollars ($200)

23

24

8

it

and the portion

of"Ejuch

MSL
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17

I

proceeds that

is

provided

No'artwork

E.

to

the creator or donor under such commitment does not exceed

shall

be deemed surplus

administrative unit'responsible

and the

retention

SMC

3.14.845

A.

for

City'8,legislative

Applicatidn,

and any percentage share due

authority provides

sale

for

the continued

the City

its

maintenance of such artwork.

of a purchased artwork,

to the,artist,

as

authorized

after

D

by subsection

was

the expenses

deducting

of

this section,

originally

made

to

of the sale

shall

be

acquire the

artwork.

B.

11

may

Any work of

fund

13

value,

14

after

15

the acquisition

and

may

C.

date

for

all

and expended

18

instructions,

of such work of

in

to

an

asset

of a revenue bond or voter-approved

for one (1) or

bonds of the

more

accord

particular

sale

of an artwork

committing the City

21

such artwork's subsequent deaccessioning

22

artwork,

(2)

up

that

provide

to fifteen

is

art

or an aggregate

that

equivalent

served as the revenue

had been donated

source

for

and offering

to

the

gift,-,,,and

to

24

9

the City shall be deposited

in

the absence

enter into conir4ctual

of such

agreements

be acquired for the City's 'c'.01lection, upon

for sale, (1)

a

first

(15) percent of the net proceeds of such sale

23

to

other artworks.

authorized

the creator of an artwork

20

to

bond issue

Arts Fund for use in acquiring

the Municipal

of

property without being so replaced until

with the donor's direction accompanying

The Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

and

other works

general obligation bond

art.

The proceeds from the

17

D.

is

not be disposed of as surplus or deaccess~ioned

the redemption

16

art that

be replaced by exchange

12

19

if

(15)

of sale of artwork.

deposited to the credit of the fund from which the expenditure

10

of artworks

the City's collection

administration of the fund usedlo acquire the same requests

of proceeds

The proceeds from the

to

fifteen

right to purchas.*,,such

if,

following

the deduction

`,,MSL
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version
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17

and payment of

all

sale-related

Two

equal or exceed

such net proceeds

expenses,

Hundred Dollars

($200).

AMENDMENTS TO OTHER MUNICIPAL CODE SECTIONS
Section

to

8.

Admission Tax)

SMC

5.40.120

Effective

is

January

amended

Receipts

2003,

1,

men's professional

I I

Arts Account

12

Subfund

13

Affairs

that

from and

games, and

after

January

men7s

professional

be annually

the following

to

appropriated

baseball games,

working and creatively

to

keep

15

B.

Initiatives

to

build community through

18

admission tax

games and, during 2001, by

basketball

Money

all

shall

be deposited

in the Arts Account

)

into

the

of the General

Office of Arts and Cultural

purposes:

Initiatives

artists

living,

challenged

the arts and create

in Seattle;

opportunities

for

the public

to

with artists and their work; and

C.

17

the General Subfimd

ill

twenty (20) percent of

the ((,Seat#e Ai4s Cefmnissie

A.

intersect

2001,

men's professional

14

16

1,

of the General Subfund of the General Fund.

shall

for

football

Municipal Code (pertaining

tax levied in this chapter shall be placed

other than receipts generatedby

10

Seattle

Subfund and Arts Account.

All receipts from the admission

receipts,

of the

5.40.120

as follows:

to~.General

of the General Fund, except

Section

For each new generation,

initiatives that

include

art

opportunities

for

of the

M

youth in and out of

school.

Section

19

9.

Effective

January

1,

2003,

Section 5.78.030

Seattle

..cipal

Code (pertaining

w.

20

to

21

SMC

22

23

the City's Gift Catalogue

5.78.030

The

to direct

program)

Expenditures

SeaWe

expenditures

-

(

is

Seattle

Arts Commissie

for

amended

the donations

as

follows:

Arts Commissi

Office

of Arts

and Cultdral

Director of the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

made

to

i

Affairs

&amp;'sauthorized

the Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs proglams,,%,

24
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(fbrm6Jy known

as Seattle

Arts Commission programs) in the City's Gift Catalogue

the City Director of Executive

the donor;"4nd

against said program accounts

and purpose.

applicable

If the'

may

Administration

Section

10.

elect to

(pertaining to All-Ages

SMC

There

is

10

and Youth Commission

11

Development((

12

members

13

11

shall

or-

shall

is

January

Subsection

Venues)

be housed

and..

sueh other- depaftmepA

as

pay warrants

as to

payee

ordered, the Director of Executive

is

is

of the

6.295.190(A)

amended

as

Seattle

Municipal Code

follows:

or-

(12)-member Music and Youth Commission. The Music

administratively

effiee

be appointed by majority vote of

be appointed by the Mayor,

to

Commission-Composition and Authority

established a twelve

shall

draw and

to

by

by check.

2003,

1,

Dance

Dances.and

authorized

solvent at the time payment

-payment

Music and Youth.

6.295.190

A.

filnd

is

designated

on vouchers approved by said Commission

or subaccounts

make

Effect'.I've

Administration

as

supported within the Office

the Mayor- sha4l designate)).

as

th&amp;City

and

Council,

six (6)

of Economic

Six (6) Commission

Commission members

follows:

14

Section 11.

15

16

(pertaining

17,

SMC

to

Effective

January

Art in Public Works

20.32.020

1,

2003, Section

Construction)

is

20.32.020,of

amended

the Seattle Municipal Code

as follow'

S:

Definitions.

i

means the Office of Arts and Cultural

18

A.

"Office"

19

((A-.))

B.

"Commission" means the

20

((B-.))

C.

"Construction

21

City to construct

22

any portion

or remodel

thereof,

project"

any building,

Seattle

Arts Commission.

means any

structure,

within the limits of The

Affairs.

capital

project paid

park, utility,

City of Seattle.

23

24

11

street,

for

wholly
Po rinpartbythe

sidewalk,

or parking

facility,

or

,MSL
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D.

2

precluded

as..

((E-.))

F.

Section

SMC

"Municipal

BL-.~

to

((.a))Axts

12.

Effective,,

Art in Public

Funds

20.32.030

January

Works

for

amount equal

to

one

(1)

means

1,

2003, Section

Construction)

works

is

about,

projects

from which

art

not

is

in

connection

with the selection,

City-owned works of

art.

20.32.030 of the Seattle Municipal Code

amended

as follows:

of art.

for.construction

from

projects

eligible

percent of the estimated cost of such project

accompanied by a request from the ((Ai4s Gemi*ssie

I I

construction

costs incurred

all

exhibition of, and publicity

All requests for appropriations

10

for

((p))Plan" means the plan required by Section 20.32.040 A.

costs"

"Administrative

installationand

acquisition,

means a source fund

fund"

an object of expenditure.

((D-.))

(pertaining

"Eligible

)

for

funds shall include

works of

and

art

be

shall

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

an

for

I

expend such funds

the same ha ve been deposited in the Municipal

12

authorization

13

When

14

appropriation

15

funds for works

16

account

17

the ((AAs

18

((m))Municipal

19

period of three (3) years, and upon request of the

20

Affairs,

21

special request for five (5) years, and

22

transferred

23

or general obligation bond issues or from utility

to

after

Arts Fund.

the City Council approves any such request, including the one (1) percent for works of

for

such construction

of

art,

at

of the Municipal

Commi

((-a))A-rts

project

be made

and.,the

the rate of one (1) percent of project cost

Money

Arts Fund.

collected

in

((p))I!lan,

for

and any unexpended funds

two

still

same

to

shall

Arts

projects

shall

include

be deposited

the Municipal

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

carried over for an additional

to

shall

Fund

art,

the

of

an appropriation

the appropriate

into

shall

as prescribed

be expended

by

by

the

be carried over automatically

for

a

Office of Arts and Cultural

(2) years.

Any

unexpended

at

funds carried

24

12

years,

or upon

the expiration of such period shall be

the General Fund for general art purposes only; provided,

revenues

over for three`(~)

or other

that

funds derived

from revenue

special purpose or dedicated funds

Arts reorg

NL

-

option

-

v17

clean

11
version

17

shall

revert to the funds from which

appropriated

the expiration of said three (3) or five

at

(5)

year

period.

Section

to

20.32.040

To
I

Works

Art in Public

SMC

Effective

1-3.

Construction)

2003,

1,

amended

is

its

responsibilities

under

this

chapter,

artists

shall

include,

or works of art and for placement

B.

11

Authorize purchase of works

but not be limited

of Works

of

Arts and Cultural Affairs shall advise the department

14

the ((Gemmissio

design, execution

for

11

C.

and/or

expenses

19

maintenance;

D.

1

placement of a work of

shall

its

receive prior approval

Promulgate

responsibilities

a method

responsible

art,

or methods

for

to

carry out the

the selection of

and/or

placement of

with

the,

for a particular construction

Seattle A-rts

funds for which

rules

work

project

of

Commission, regarding the

were provided

of art requiring extraordinary operation

of the department head responsible

and regulations

under

this

for

Such

by the appropriation

chapter.

22

23

24

13

or maintenance

oneration

consistent with this chapter to facilitate

.1

of

to.,

a plan and guidelines

project;

Require that any proposed

18

21

Office of Arts and

art;

Office's decision., in consultation

such construction

17

20

)

from the Municipal Arts,Fund. The ((Cenffaissien)) Office of

13

16

the ((Genunissie

or commission the design, execution

works of

art

and provide payment therefor

art

of

12

11

and Cultural Affairs-Authori

Prepare, adopt and amend.,with the Mayor's approval

City's art program, which

15

Municipal Code (pertaining

as follows:

Office of Arts

((Conimission author-

carry out

20.32.040 of the Seattle

Section

Cultural Affairs shall:

A.

loll

January

the,

or

implementation

'~,.MSL

II

V,11

Arts reorg

-

NL

option

-

vI 7 clean

2/02

version 17

to

which

shall

Construction)

1,

amended

is

as

8

for

funds appropriated

deposited,

as

contemplated

for works

and exhibition of works of

the acquisition

and

Section 20.32.040A,

and administrative costs

for

(as

art

((Seat4e Ai4s Gemmissio

defined

in

SMC

Arts Fund" into

by Section 20.32.030, together with such

of

art,

and from which

consistent with the plan specified

))

may be

expenditures

in

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs staff costs

Section 20.32.02OF((E)))

that

are associated

with

and implementing the Municipal Arts Plan, but not the cost of maintaining City-owned

10

developing

11

work,

12

other source(s) as

13

Municipal Arts Fund

14

specific

15

approved by the

16

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs

which maintenance

works of

Section

17

follows:

a special fund designated "Municipal

other funds as the City Council shall appropriate

made

20.32.050 of the Seattle Municipal Code (pertaining

2003, Section

established in the City Treasury

is

be

January

Municipal Arts Fund.

20.32.050.,

There

5

Works

Art in Public

SMC

Effective

14.

:,Section

may

art.

18

Code (pertaining

19

SMC

to

22.900A.040

may be

paid from, the Cumulative Reserve Subfund

be specified by ordinance.

to

segregate

Separate

receipts by source

Disbursements

Seattle

15.

cost

accounts

or,'when

from such fund

shall

so directed

be made

Arts Commission on vouchers approved-b,y

Effective

January

1,

shall

in

Code Permit Fees)

is

((F+md)) or such

be established within the

by

the City Council,

connection

for

with projects

the ((E*eeuti-ve))

2003, Subsection 22.900A.040(B)(5)

Building and Construction

art

of the

Director of the

Seattle

Municipal

amendedas follows:

Administration and enforcement.

20

21

B.

The Director

is

authorized

to

administer,

interpret,

and enforce the

provisiong~,,Q

1'
,

22

provided,

that:

23

14

this

subtitle

~NISL

A
I

t

ts

reorg

NL

-

option

-

vI 7 clean

Y~2/02

version 17

The Director of the

.

((Seattle

Afts Gemmissie

administer, 'interpret and enforce sections of this subtitle

commissie

the Office's

Section 16.

review

Eff6etive

of

that

)

Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs shall

applicable

are

to

((Sea4de Ai4s

projects.

January

1,

(pertaining to Building and Construction

2003, Section 22.900G.040

Code Fees Collected

of the

Seattle

Municipal Code

Other Departments)

for

is

amended

as

follows:

SMC

22.900G.040

Fees for review(by the

_e((Seatti

A

-I~S

COMMiSS

)

Office of Arts and Cultural

Affairs.

The

10

11

Affairs

is

fee

for services furnished

Fifty Dollars ($50) per hour.

by the

Afts Gelamnissio

The minimum charge

is

Two

))

Office of Arts and Cultural

Hundred

Dollars ($200).

REPEALED

12

13

(.,,Seattle

Section 17.

Effective

January

14

Municipal Code and the corresponding

15

respectively,

1,

2003, the following

ordinances

sections or subsections

or section's.,or

of the

Seattle

parts of sections of ordinances,

are repealed:

Commission-CommissionEstablished-Membership

16

3.56.010

Seattle

Arts

17

3.56.020

Seattle

Arts Commission-Organization-Chairm~m

18

3.56.030

Seattle

Arts

19

3.56.040

Seattle

Arts Commission-Executive

20

3.56.060

Seattle

Arts Commission-Deaccessioning

21

3.56.070

Seattle

Arts Commission-Application of proceeds of sale of artw~tk

Commission-Powers

22

23

24

15

and duties

Director-Appointn~ep

t

and

duties

and disposition of sWplus artworks

MSL
'Arts reorg
11~1

NL

-

option

-

v1 7 clean

2/02

VeT*n

17

MISCELLANEOUS
Se6tion

effect,

and

shall.not

Section

5

to

the existing

inside

18.

The headings
be

19.XIt

is

in

intent

be

text to

It

heretofore been enacted

the express

that

is

amendment should-be effectuated

possible in the codification

13

ordinance of an obsolete version of that part of the

14

amendments.

16

amended

17

nothing

in this

19

refers to

20

new

21

office

23

unless

Section

refers to

It

Municipal

of the

is

the express

that

intent

Seattle-,

or amends

Seattle

It

end, errors in

was abolished by

this

Municipal Code amended

dignity to this ordinance

the courts,

notwithstanding

which
Municipal Code on

that

in

to

the

if

at

or

all

use in this

show intended

Municipal Code purported to be

the earlier~repcal

of the City Council that,

shall

be given

fall

effect,

and

section or subsection.

the

eveil-~

a subsequent

ordinance

ordinance, that reference shall be deemed

to

be to the

created by this ordinance, and shall not be construed to resurrect the old position or

expressly so provides byreference

23.

this

the event another ordinance has

with equal

Code and by

herein has heretofore been repealed,

or office

or office

it

Seattle

To

be added.

in

that,

ordinance shall be construed to reenact or preserve

a position

position

of the

only those changes

ordinances shown by striking out,

In the event any section or subsection of the Seattle

or recodified

Section 22.

18

22

21.

legal

ordinances are to be disregarded, and no

any section or subsection

12

herein, that earlier

ordinance makes

this

text to

of the City Council

recodified

Section

They have no

intended thereby.

intent

amended

and underlining

I I

15

that

Code or uncodified

Seattle-Municipal

is

of the City Council

deleted,

the Seattle Municipal Code

20.

purposes only.

the Seattle Municipal Code or uncodified

sections'o.f

Section

0

the express

double parentheses,

change

ordinance are for reference

codified.

showing the preexisting

8

in this

PROVISIONS

is

the express

a section

intent

to this

ordinance.

of the City Council

that,

in

the event a subsequent

4dinance

or subsection of the Seattle Municipal Code or a previously enacted

24

16

o~-dinance

NS~I

L

~

"e "7g

-

t F

NL

option

vI

-

7

clean

2102

Verslon

that

17

is

amended

ordinance'.

two

-the

Sectio

or recodified

In

sets

herein,

The several provisions of this ordinance

24.

the invalidity of any clause,

5

invalidity

of the application thereof

Section 25.

13

it

application

with the authority

coitisistent

shall

but if not approved

take effect

as

and

in authentication

of

its

passage

this

shall

not affect

16

Approved

by

me

17

prior to

the effective date of this ordinance

2002, and signed by

day of

2002.

of the'City Council

this

_

day of

~

2002,_

18
.

19

by me

this

_

Mayor

day of

92002.

21

23

or the

other persons or circumstances.

day of

President

22

and

the validity of the

and returned by the Mayor within ten (10) days

-

_

15

Filed

possible.

or portion of this ordinance,

14

20

made by this

declared to be separate and severable

section,

to

all

the change

is

its

after

provided by Municipal Code Section 1.04.020.

Passed by the City Council the

I

its

for

This ordinance shall take effect and be in force thirty (30) days from and after

approval by the Mayor,

presentation,

act

are

any person or circumstance,

the validity of

account

and confirmed.

Section26.

12

Any

to

to

together if at

paragraph, subdivision,

sentence,

remainder of this ordinance..or

10

fails

of amendments should be given effect

4

hereby ratified

but the later ordinance

City Clerk

Seal)

2

17

me

in

open session

STATE OF WASHINGTON

-

KING COUNTY

--SS.

No.

152259
City of

The undersigned,

and
the

has

been

for

more than

English language

and during
newspaper.

newspaper

of

as

that

he

is

newspaper

months

continuously

of said time

all

states

which

six

prior

a daily

was printed

in

an

an authorized
a legal

is

to the

newspaper
office

by

the

Superior Court of

Commerce,

The annexed

notice,

CT:ORDINANCE
was published

which

in

representative

of

of general

newspaper

The Daily Journal of

circulation

date of publication hereinafter referred
in Seattle,

maintained

The Daily Journal of Commerce was on the

The notice
Journal

oath

on

daily newspaper,

a

FULL

IN

of Publication

Affidavit

Commerce,

ORDINANCE

Office

Seattle,Clerk's

12th

at

and

to,

King County, Washington,

the

aforesaid

day of June,

1941,

it

is

now

and

it

is

place of publication of

approved

as

a

in

published

now

this

legal

King County,

the exact

form annexed,

was regularly distributed

was published
to

its

subscribers

in

regular issues of

during the

below

The Daily
stated

period.

a

121006

on

12/4/2002

Subscribed

and sworn

to

before

me

on

12/4/2002
------------

~ ~ -4-1

Notary

public for the

State of Was1iington,

residing in Seattle

Affidavit

of Publication
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BYLAWS OF THE
PUBLIC ART COMMISSION OF THE
CITY OF GOLDEN, COLORADO
ARTICLE I.
INTRODUCTION
Section 1.
Section 2.64 of the Golden Municipal Code establishes the Public Art
Commission and authorizes it to adopt bylaws for the transaction of business.
Section 2.
The within Bylaws have been adopted by the Public Art Commission of the City
of Golden, and all previously adopted bylaws are hereby repealed.
Section 3.
Pursuant to the Golden Municipal Code, this Board shall be known as the “Public
Art Commission”, hereinafter referred to as “Commission.”
Section 4.
The purpose of these Bylaws is to establish rules and procedures necessary to
carry out the purpose and duties of this Commission, as set forth in the Golden Municipal Code.
ARTICLE II.
PURPOSE
Section 1.
The Commission is established to serve in an advisory capacity and to make
recommendations to City Council on the following matters:
A.

The primary purposes of the Public Art Commission shall be to promote, select,
acquire, and maintain public art in fulfillment of the goals of the City’s Art in
Public Places program, to administer the provisions of this chapter and chapter
2.60 of this code pertaining to the City’s Art in Public Places program, and to
adopt policies and guidelines necessary for such administration.

B.

The Commission shall prepare and submit, no later than March of each year, a
report to City Council of its activities and expenditures for the prior year.

C.

The Commission shall prepare and submit an annual plan to City Council
describing its goals and plans for the City’s Art in Public Places program for the
coming year, and amend such plan as necessary.
ARTICLE III.
MEMBERSHIP

Section 1.
Membership. Membership on the Board will be in accordance with Section 2.64
of the GMC, which states that, the commission shall be comprised of seven voting members, as
follows:
A.
Five (5) of the members shall be residents of the City and appointed by the
Mayor, with approval by a majority of the City Council;
1

B.

One (1) member shall be the Executive Director of the Foothills Art Center or
their designee, with approval by a majority of City Council.

C.

One (1) member shall be selected by the board of directors of the Golden Civic
Foundation, with approval by a majority of City Council.

D.

All members shall serve without compensation.

E.

Members of the Public Art Commission shall not hold any other municipal office
or position on a standing municipal board, commission or authority, except that
members of the Commission may serve on other temporary committees, task
forces, or similar ad hoc groups.

F.

The five resident members and the one member selected by the Golden Civic
Foundation shall serve terms of four years, and shall be eligible for reappointment
for no more than two consecutive terms. Upon initial appointment, three of these
members shall be randomly selected to serve initial terms of two years. The
initial appointment counts towards the term limit, even if the initial term is less
than four (4) years. The term of the executive director of the Foothills Art Center
or their designee shall be ex officio, subject to approval by City Council.

Section 2.
Resignation. Resignations of members of the Board shall be made in writing to
either the City Clerk, or to any member of the Board, which member shall forward such
resignation to the City Clerk. The resignation of Board Members shall be effective immediately
upon receipt and verification by the City Clerk’s office.
Section 3.
City Staff Liaison. A non-voting Staff Liaison provides the following support
and assistance to the Board. Additional duties are subject to approval by the department head
based on budget and available resources.
A.
Ensure that the agenda is prepared and distributed on schedule.
B.

Post notice of meetings in the official posting places (City Hall and City website),
and in any additional places designated by the Board.

C.

Ensure that minutes are taken, posted and submitted to the City Clerk for the
City’s permanent archives.

D.

Ensure that actions and activities of the Board are consistent with policies and
procedures of the City.

E.

Offer insights about City organization, policies, and efforts.

F.

Notify the Board of events, meetings, or circumstances when the Staff Liaison is
asked to speak on behalf of the Board.

G.

Update Board’s presence on the City website.

H.

Act as point person for contact with other City liaisons, departments or boards,
unless otherwise delegated.
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I.

Facilitate communication among members in compliance with City of Golden and
Colorado open meetings laws.

J.

Assist the Chair during the meeting, if necessary.

Section 4.
A.

Attendance Requirements.
Any member who has unexcused absences from two consecutive regular meetings
or three regular meetings in a six-month period shall receive a written notification
from the Chair of the Board advising the member of his/her absences. If a
continued pattern of absences occurs the Chair shall notify the mayor.

B.

The mayor, with the consent of the Commission, may remove a commissioner for
inefficiency or neglect of duty or misconduct in office but only after the
commissioner has been given a copy of the charges made by the mayor against
him and has had an opportunity to be heard in person or by counsel before the
Commission. In the event of the removal of any commissioner, the mayor shall
file in the office of the clerk a record of the proceedings, together with the charges
made against the commissioner and findings thereon.
ARTICLE IV.
OFFICERS

Section 1.
Officer Terms and Duties. The officers of the Board shall be a Chair and ViceChair. Officers shall serve one year terms and may serve a maximum of two consecutive terms
in a single office.
A.

The Chair shall preside over all regular and special meetings of the Board, and
shall, subject to these Bylaws and rules of procedure, decide all points of
procedure, unless otherwise directed by a majority of the members present at a
particular meeting. The Chair shall sign all documents of the Board, and shall
serve as the primary contact between the Board and the City Staff Liaison.

B.

The Vice-Chair shall assume the duties and responsibilities of the Chair in the
event the Chair is absent or unable to perform his/her duties.

C.

When both the Chair and Vice-Chair are absent, the members present shall select
a member to preside over the meeting by consensus or by a majority vote.

Section 2.
Elections. Officers shall be elected by a majority vote of the Board, at the first
regular meeting of the calendar year. Nominations for an officer position do not require a
second. Nominees shall have an opportunity to speak to their nomination before the vote is
taken. A voice vote shall be taken to elect all officers. Officers shall be elected by a majority of
the members present.
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Section 3.
Vacancies of Officers. A vacancy in an officer position shall be filled by
election at the next regular or special meeting of the Board from among the Board members.
Until such election, the Vice-Chair shall serve as acting Chair, if the Chair position is vacant.
All officers elected to fill a vacant officer position shall serve until the next officer election.
ARTICLE V.
MEETINGS
Section 1.
Schedule. Meetings shall occur on the regularly scheduled meeting dates
established for the Board. Regular meetings may be postponed, rescheduled, or cancelled by the
Board, if necessary or if there is no business to conduct. If inclement weather requires that a
meeting be postponed or rescheduled, the City Staff Liaison shall have the authority to
reschedule or postpone the meeting, and shall promptly notify all Board members accordingly.
A record of the cancellation, postponement and rescheduling must be written into the minutes of
the next meeting.
Section 2.
Public Meetings. All meetings of the Board shall be open to the public, pursuant
to the Golden Municipal Code and Colorado law. All meetings of a quorum, or of three or more
members of the Board, at which any public business is discussed or at which any formal action
may be taken, shall constitute a meeting for purposes of this section.
Section 3.
Notice of Meetings. Meeting agendas shall be posted in compliance with the
Golden Municipal Code and Colorado law. The Golden City Council has determined that City
Hall and the City’s Website are the designated posting places for meeting notices of the Board.
The meeting agenda shall be posted as notice of a meeting. The Board may designate additional
posting places in for its agendas at its first meeting of each year. Notice of any regular or special
meeting shall be posted in the designated posting places no less than 24 hours prior to the
holding of such meeting, unless an emergency requires posting within 24 hours of the meeting
time. Any executive session must comply with applicable law.
Special Meetings. Special meetings may be called by the Chair plus one regular
Section 4.
Board member. When a special meeting is scheduled, all Board members must be notified at
least twenty-four (24) hours prior to the time set for such meeting by phone and written notice
(via fax, e-mail, or hand delivery), including a listing of all items to be considered (agenda) at the
special meeting, unless an emergency requires posting within less than 24 hours prior to such
meeting. Formal action taken at a special meeting called in accordance herewith shall be
considered as though it were taken in a regular meeting for those, and only those, matters
referred to in the agenda contained in the notice of the meeting.
Section 5.

Quorum; Voting Required.

A. A majority of the voting members of the Board in office shall constitute a quorum. In the
absence of a quorum, no business shall be conducted by the Board, except rescheduling
of the meeting, except as otherwise provided in subparagraph D. of this Section 5.,
below.
B. All voting members of the Board shall have equally weighted votes.
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C. All members are required to vote unless recused or disqualified from voting pursuant to
the provisions of the Golden Code of Ethics (Chapter 2.32 of the Golden Municipal
Code).
D. If any Board members are disqualified from voting pursuant to the Golden Code of
Ethics, and such disqualification causes the Board to lose its quorum (as defined by these
Bylaws) on the matter before the Board, the matter shall be tabled until the next meeting
at which a sufficient number of qualified Board members are present to constitute a
quorum. In the event that the number of disqualifications are such that tabling the matter
will not result in a quorum of qualified Board members, the quorum necessary to conduct
that item of business shall be adjusted to consist of at least fifty percent of those members
not disqualified.
E. Remote participation by Board Members via telephone, internet, or other remote
communication technology is permitted for boards that are not sitting in a quasi-judicial
capacity, if such remote participation technically feasible. Any Board Member who
wishes to participate in a meeting by remote communication shall give as much advanced
notice to the staff liaison as possible, prior to the meeting.
Section 6.
Rules of Procedure. The Board may adopt its own rules of procedure, or may
conduct its meetings in accordance with Robert’s Rules of Order.
Section 7.
Decision-Making. Decisions of the Board shall be approved by a majority of the
members present at the meeting. Any member may make a motion, which must be seconded for
further consideration. All voting on motions shall be by roll-call or voice vote.
Public Participation. Meeting agendas shall include a designated time for public
Section 8.
comments, not including comment on those items scheduled for a public hearing. All public
comments must be made during the public comment segment of the agenda. Public attendees
shall sit in the audience unless asked to sit with the Board during their comments. The Board
may identify time limits for public comments at its discretion.
Section 9.
Meeting Agendas. The form of Agendas shall be determined by the Board.
Agendas shall be posted in accordance with all open meetings laws.
Section 10. Meeting Minutes. Written minutes shall be made for all Board meetings. The
form and contents of meeting minutes shall be consistent with the form and contents of meeting
minutes for meetings of the Golden City Council. The Board’s minutes shall be posted on the
City website when the agenda for the upcoming meeting is posted. The minutes of each meeting
shall be approved by the Board at its next meeting and the signed original shall be provided to
the City Clerk.
ARTICLE VI.
SPECIAL AND STANDING COMMITTEES
Section 1.
Special Committees. Special committees may be authorized and formed for
special, limited purpose(s), and to work on specific issues or projects, as needed. A special
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committee shall serve only until completion of the special, limited purpose(s) for which it was
formed. Recommendations of a special committee must be approved by the Board before being
considered officially adopted.
Section 2.
Standing Committees. There shall be no standing committee(s) of the Board,
unless authorized by City Council.
Section 3.
committee.

Committee Chairs. A member of the Board shall serve as the chair of any
ARTICLE VII.
COMMITMENT TO THE PUBLIC

Section 1.
Commitment to the Public. Board members’ commitment to the public shall be
demonstrated by adherence to all Colorado and City of Golden laws, rules and regulations
regarding conduct of public officials, including, but not limited to, Chapter 2.32 (Code of Ethics)
of the Golden Municipal Code.
Section 2.
Conflict of Interest. The Board shall adhere to all Colorado and City of Golden
laws, rules and regulations that may pertain to the avoidance of conflict of interest, including, but
not limited to, Chapter 2.32 (Code of Ethics) of the Golden Municipal Code.
Section 3.
Communications among Members. Board members shall adhere to all
Colorado and City of Golden laws, rules and regulations governing government
communications.
Electronic Communications. Members who communicate with other members
Section 4.
of the Board by e-mail or other method of electronic communication must adhere to the
following protocol in order to comply with the Colorado Open Meetings Law and to ensure that
the business of the Board is not “discussed” by the Board through electronic means:
A.

One member of the Board may send an e-mail or electronic communication to one
other Board member on any one particular matter.

B.

E-mails or other electronic communications intended for more than one Board
member shall be sent as an e-mail to the City Staff Liaison, who shall forward the
e-mail to the entire Board.

C.

All replies shall be sent to the City Staff Liaison, who shall compile the replies
into a single e-mail message and forward the compiled e-mails to the entire
Board.

D.

The City Staff Liaison shall not edit any of the messages that are forwarded.

E.

There shall be no further electronic communication on the matter after the
compiled replies have been forwarded to the entire Board by the City Staff
Liaison. Any further communication among Board members about the matter
shall not occur unless and until a promptly posted public meeting is held.
6

Section 5.
Communications outside the Board. The Board may give individual members
the authority to speak on behalf of the Board as needs arise. Individuals shall not speak for the
Board without the Board’s authorization, and shall not make commitments on behalf of the
Board unless the Board has formally approved such a commitment.
ARTICLE VIII.
AMENDMENTS TO BYLAWS
Section 1.
Amendments. These Bylaws shall be reviewed as needed and proposed
amendments shall be approved by an affirmative vote of not less than a majority of the total
current members of the Board. Copies of the proposed amendment(s) shall be provided to each
member of the Board at least one (1) week prior to the date of any regular or special meeting at
which the bylaws amendment(s) are on the agenda for consideration. All amendments to these
Bylaws are subject to review and approval by City Council.

Approved on: __________________

Chair:________________________
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City of Lafayette Ordinances
ARTICLE III. CULTURAL ARTS COMMISSION
Sec. 50-20. Cultural arts commission established.
(a) Established. There shall be and is hereby established a cultural arts commission which shall have the principal
responsibility of serving as an advisory board to the city council with regard to cultivating the arts and cultural
components of the community.
(b) Membership. The commission shall consist of seven (7) citizens of Lafayette, who shall be appointed by the
city council upon recommendations from the existing cultural arts commission. A city employee appointed by the
city administrator shall serve as a nonvoting staff liaison to the commission.
(c) Term. All appointments to the commission shall be for a period of three (3) years, no person to serve more
than two (2) consecutive terms, and the members of the existing cultural arts commission shall retain their
appointment until the expiration of their existing term or their resignation or removal. Vacancies on the
commission shall be filled as soon as possible in the manner in which members are regularly appointed; however,
all appointments shall be for a full term. A member of the commission shall not receive a salary or other
compensation for services as a member of the commission, but necessary traveling and subsistence expenses
actually incurred may be paid from the general fund. City council may, upon recommendation of the commission,
appoint alternate members. Commission members serve at the pleasure of city council.
(d) Powers and duties. The commission shall:
(1) Adopt bylaws, rules and regulations for its guidance and government.
(2) Prepare and submit to the city council a plan for the development and furtherance of cultural art in the
community and as necessary amend the plan.
(3) Review the annual cultural arts budget request.
(4) Advise city council on the use of city funds to support and encourage cultural arts activities within the city.
(5) Monitor gifts of money which shall be segregated in the accounting records of the city or property or
endowments as may be granted to and accepted for cultural arts purposes and to encourage grants and gifts in
support of the cultural arts.
(6) Do all other necessary acts to assist in the orderly and efficient management of cultural arts activities as
directed by the city council.
(7) Review the qualifications of all final candidates for key positions pertaining to the cultural arts commission.
The commission shall have no authority over any decisions or policies involving city personnel.
(Ord. No. 2006-40, § 1, 9-19-06)
Secs. 50-21--50-29. Reserved.

ARTICLE IV. PUBLIC ART
Sec. 50-30. Definitions.
The following terms, when used in this article, shall have the meanings ascribed to them below:
Artwork includes, but is not limited to, a sculpture, monument, mural, fresco, relief, painting, fountain, banner,
mosaic, ceramic, weaving, carving and stained glass, but does not include landscaping, architectural ornamentation
or signs.
Construction cost means the budgeted cost of any construction project, including any contingency reserve, but
excluding land acquisition costs, engineering and administrative costs, costs of fees and permits, interest during
construction, advertising and legal fees.
Construction project means the construction, rehabilitation, renovation, or remodeling of any public building, park
or other public improvement within the city limits by the city or any of its agents or contractors, including without
limitation all associated landscaping, parking areas and similar areas or facilities, but excluding street
improvement projects and all water and water reclamation projects, whether related to maintenance or new
construction.
Lafayette Cultural Arts Commission means the cultural arts commission created pursuant to section 50-20 of this
Code.
Public art means any tangible artwork displayed for two (2) weeks or more in an outdoor city-owned area, on the
interior or exterior of any city-owned facility, or on non-city property if the work of art is installed or financed,
either wholly or in part with city funds or grants procured by the city.
Reserve account means the public art reserve account established for administering, acquiring and maintaining
works of art for the city's public art program.
(Ord. No. 2006-40, § 1, 9-19-06)

Sec. 50-31. Purpose.
The purpose of this article is to provide a means to fund the acquisition of artwork for display in public places, to
establish a public art committee of the Lafayette cultural arts commission, to review proposals and make
recommendations to the city council regarding the selection and display of artwork and to be responsible for the
administration, management, maintenance and repair of artwork for the city's public art program, and to set forth
guidelines for the public art committee to follow in performing its duties.
(Ord. No. 2006-40, § 1, 9-19-06)

Sec. 50-32. Goals.
The principal goals of the public art program are:
(a) To enrich the public environment for both residents and visitors to the area through incorporation of the
visual arts;

(b) To increase public access to works of art and to promote understanding and awareness of the arts in the
public environment;
(c) To encourage private sector investment in public art; and
(d) To contribute to the civic pride of the community.
(Ord. No. 2006-40, § 1, 9-19-06)

Sec. 50-33. Funds for artwork; reserve account established.
(a) Commencing with those construction projects included in the city's appropriation and budget process for
2001, for construction thereafter, the city shall cause an amount equal to one (1) percent of the construction costs
of each construction project with total costs of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00) or more to be deposited in the
city's public art reserve account and used in furtherance of the city's public art program. In years when no such
construction projects are budgeted, the city shall deposit a minimum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) in the
public art reserve account.
(b) There is hereby established a reserve account, to be known as the "public art reserve account". The funds set
aside from construction projects for public art pursuant to subsection (a) above shall be deposited in the public art
reserve account, along with all other funds for public art, whether earned, contributed, secured through grants or
otherwise obtained by the city.
(c) If any construction project is funded in whole or in part from any source that precludes artwork as an object of
expenditure of funds, then this section shall apply only to the amount of funds not so restricted, if any.
(d) The city shall encourage and support the utilization of other sources of funding, including but not limited to
grants, endowments, individual donations, and public-private partnerships, for the procurement of public art.
(Ord. No. 2006-40, § 1, 9-19-06)

Sec. 50-34. Public art in lieu of fee.
Any party who may be liable for payment of a public art fee assessed pursuant to chapter 30 of the Lafayette Code
of Ordinances may propose to provide a public art project in lieu of paying the public art fee imposed by chapter
30. Any such proposal shall have a monetary cost that equals or exceeds the public art fee that would otherwise be
imposed and shall be evaluated pursuant to the process established by section 50-36 of the Code of Ordinances,
except that the acceptance of such proposal shall be subject to specific approval by city council, following
recommendation from the public art committee. Any accepted proposal shall be documented by an appropriate
development agreement or other agreement between the city and the contractor.
(Ord. No. 2006-40, § 1, 9-19-06)

Sec. 50-35. Public art committee established.
(a) Established. There shall be and is hereby established a subcommittee of the Lafayette Cultural Arts
Commission to be known as the "public art committee," which shall have the principal responsibility of serving as
an advisory board to the city council with regard to the city's public art program.

(b) Membership. The public art committee shall consist of six (6) citizens of Lafayette, who shall be appointed by
the city council upon recommendations from the existing public art committee, and one (1) liaison from the
cultural arts commission. A staff liaison appointed by the city administrator shall serve as a nonvoting member of
the public art committee.
(c) Term. All appointments to the public art committee shall be for a period of three (3) years, excepting the
liaison from the cultural arts commission. No person shall serve more than two (2) consecutive terms and the
members of the existing committee shall retain their appointment until the expiration of their current respective
term or their resignation or removal. The liaison from the cultural arts commission shall be appointed for a period
of one (1) year. Vacancies on the committee shall be filled as soon as possible in the manner in which members are
regularly appointed; however, such appointments shall be for a full term. Council may, upon recommendation of
the committee, appoint alternate members. Committee members serve at the pleasure of the city council. A
member of the public art committee shall not receive a salary or other compensation for services as a public art
committee member, but necessary traveling and subsistence expenses actually incurred may be paid from the
general fund of the city.
(d) Organization, powers and duties. The powers of the public art committee shall be advisory only and the
committee shall have the following duties:
(1) Adopt bylaws, rules and regulations for its guidance and government.
(2) Adopt criteria for review of artwork proposals and site selection for the city's public art program, that are in
addition to and consistent with the criteria set forth in this article.
(3) Review proposals for artwork for the city's public art program and recommend approval or disapproval by the
city council of such proposals.
(4) Consider potential sites, review site proposals, and recommend to the city council for approval appropriate
site selections for the placement and display of artwork for the city's public art program.
(5) Advise city council on matters related to public art.
(6) Advise on the use of the expenditure of monies in the public art reserve account.
(7) Pursue financial assistance for public art related programs.
(8) Prepare and submit to the city council a plan for the development and maintenance of public art and as
necessary amend the plan.
(9) Review the annual public art program budget request.
(10) Adopt policies that provide for the orderly operation of the public art program. Such policies shall be
effective upon adoption or at the time specified in the policy, unless and until city council disapproves of the policy.
The committee shall promptly submit adopted policy to city council for its review.
(11) Review the qualifications of all final candidates for the staff position directly administering the public art
program. The committee shall have no authority over any decisions or policies involving city personnel.
(Ord. No. 2006-40, § 1, 9-19-06; Ord. No. 2007-38, § 6, 9-4-07)
Sec. 50-36. Artwork and site selection.

(a) A proposal for public art may be made to the public art committee by any organization, club or business, any
city official or employee, or any individual member of the public, by filing an application with the city administrator
to be forwarded by the city administrator to the public art committee for review.
(b) The public art committee shall consider all of the following factors when reviewing a proposed artwork for the
city's public art program:
(1) Compatibility of the design with the immediate environment of the site.
(2) Appropriateness of the design to the function of the site.
(3) Preservation and integration of natural features for the project.
(4) Appropriateness of the materials and design (texture, color, line, shape and value) to the expression of the
artist's concept.
(5) Permanence of structural and surface components.
(6) Extent to which the work reflects the diverse influences that make the city unique.
(c) The public art committee shall consider all of the following factors when reviewing a proposed site for
placement of artwork for the city's public art program:
(1) Relationship of the site to the artwork in terms of the physical dimensions, social dynamic, local character and
surrounding context of the site, existing or planned.
(2) Public safety.
(3) Extent to which the site helps to improve the design of an area by emphasizing a particular location through
landmarks, gateways and/or linkages to other parts of the community.
(4) Vehicular and pedestrian traffic patterns.
(5) Site design including landscaping, drainage, grading, lighting and seating considerations.
(6) Relationship of the proposed artwork to existing artworks within the vicinity of the site.
(7) Environmental impact such as noise, sound, light and odor.
(8) Public accessibility to the artwork.
(9) Impact on adjacent property owners' view.
(10) Impact on operational functions of the city.
(11) Potential for vandalism.
(12) Cost of development.
(13) Compatibility of the design and location with the historical character of the site.
(d) The public art committee shall review each artwork or site proposal for conformance with the criteria set
forth in subsections (b) and (c) above and for conformance with the purposes of this article. Within thirty (30)
days after the date of the meeting at which the proposal is first reviewed by the public art committee, the public art
committee shall either approve or disapprove the proposal and if approved, shall refer the proposal with a copy of

its report and recommendation to the city council. The public art committee shall also notify the city council
immediately of any decision disapproving an artwork or site proposal.
(e) Any decision of the public art committee referred to the city council for approval pursuant to subsection (d)
above shall be deemed accepted by the city council if the city council does not overrule such decision by majority
vote within thirty (30) days after the date of such referral.
(f) When a public art proposal has been approved by the city council as provided in this article the city
administrator shall promptly notify the applicant.
(Ord. No. 2006-40, § 1, 9-19-06)

PUBLIC ART ACQUISITION COMMITTEES POLICY AND PROCEDURES
GOAL: To establish and implement a public art acquisition process that includes both community
and professional participation to ensure selection of excellent artwork for the City of Wheat
Ridge’s public art collection.
Definitions
1. Community Members: Citizens of Wheat Ridge who are interested in public art.
2. Arts Professionals: Visual artists, curators, arts administrators, and art educators.
3. Key Interests: Persons associated with a proposed public art project, such as developers,
department personnel, tenants, etc.
Policies
1. A Public Art Acquisition Committee will be convened composed of community
members, visual art professionals, and representatives of key interests.
2. Voting Committee members shall be a(n):
a. Visual artist;
b. Community representative (should have at least one from the area in which the art
is to be sited);
c. Elected City government representative;
d. City staff member;
e. Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission representative;
f. Site agency representative; and
g. Donor representative, if appropriate (donor representative is related to funding
contributions not to an actual art donation).
3. Committee advisors as needed (non-voting member(s)) shall be:
a. Architect(s);
b. Engineer(s); and/or
c. Technicians.
4. The Committee shall be facilitated by a professional arts consultant (non-voting
member(s)).
5. The selection process will be governed by a conflict of interest policy.
6. Each member will serve on the Public Art Acquisition Committee for the duration of the
project.
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Committee Member Responsibilities
The Committee shall conduct a selection process based on established art selection criteria.
The Wheat Ridge Cultural Commission shall receive reports and recommendations from the
Public Art Acquisition Committee and, after review and approval, present these
recommendations to the Wheat Ridge City Council as required for approval of funding.
Policy for Conflict of Interest
In order to ensure that the public art selection process conducted by the Wheat Ridge Cultural
Commission (hereafter “the Commission”) is and is perceived to be open, accessible, and fair,
the Commission will implement the following policy with respect to conflicts of interest:
1. It is essential to the work of the Commission that people with varying interests,
backgrounds, and experience participate in this work. Each individual member of a
Commission committee is expected to serve in the best interests of the City of Wheat
Ridge (hereafter, “the City”) and to avoid any bias in favor of or against any particular
individual, media or geographic area.
2. A member of an advisory or selection committee, such as a public art committee, must
be alert to avoid any action which could possibly be interpreted as using their
committee membership to further his/her interest or the interest of any organization or
individual with whom he/she is affiliated.
3. Each member must also be alert to avoid taking action that benefits anyone with whom
he/she has a close personal relationship because that action may create the appearance
of impropriety, even if no actual impropriety exists.
4. Individual artists who serve on the Commission or its committees may participate in
and/or receive benefit from projects in the City if they do not participate in the review
and decision-making process on such projects.
5. A member of the Commission or its committees may not participate in deliberation and
recommendation on any application with respect to which the member feels he/she
cannot bring an unbiased judgment, even if not otherwise required to do so by this
policy.
Number and Length of Meetings
Service on a Public Art Acquisition Committee generally involves two to three meetings. Most
art selection processes are completed in four to six months.
Meeting 1- Orientation and Review Artist Portfolios: The first meeting is often up to three
hours. Tasks include visiting the site and reviewing project goals and parameters. During the
first meeting, the Committee will review a short-list of artists that qualify for the project. The
2

goal of this meeting is to select up to three semi-finalists to invite to design site specific
proposals or direct purchase options to review.
Meeting 2- Review Public Art Proposals: The second meeting will be up to four hours. Tasks
include reviewing artists’ proposals designed for the project and interviewing the artists. The goal
of this meeting is to select one artist who will be recommended to the Wheat Ridge Cultural
Commission for the project.
Voting
All voting Committee members are equal and have one vote. No member has veto power.
Members must be present for the entire meeting to vote.
Confidentiality
While all meetings are open to the public, discussions remain confidential. Each Committee
member is free to express any opinions throughout the selection process and should feel
certain that such opinions are expressed in confidence. Meeting Minutes will be recorded and
stored according to City record keeping practices.
Notice of Anti-Discrimination
It is the policy of the City of Wheat Ridge not to unlawfully discriminate on the basis of race,
color, religion, creed, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, national origin, ancestry,
disability, or any other characteristic protected by law. The City of Wheat Ridge will consider
reasonable accommodations for employment to qualified applicants UPON REQUEST to the
Human Resources Office.
Communication
Communication about meetings and periodic project updates will be sent by email.
Compensation
Public Art Acquisition Committee members are considered community volunteers; therefore,
no compensation is available.
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City of Colorado Springs
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AGREEMENT FOR SERVICES
THIS AGREEMENT For Services (the “Agreement”) is made and entered into this ____ day of
___________________, 2018 (the “Effective Date”), by and between the CITY OF COMMERCE CITY,
a Colorado home rule municipality whose address is 7887 East 60th Avenue, Commerce City,
Colorado (the “City”), and Lisa J Cameron Artworks LLC, with an address of 825 Smith Street, Fort
Collins, CO 80524 (“Artist”).
WHEREAS, the City desires to retain the services of Artist; and
WHEREAS, Artist desires to provide services to the City.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained herein, the
sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE I.
A.

B.

SERVICES; OWNERSHIP

Services; Deliverables
1.

Services. The City agrees to retain Artist to design, execute, fabricate, deliver, install, and
document the artwork specifically described in Section B of this Article I (the “Services” or
the “Artwork”), and Artist agrees to so serve.

2.

Controlling Terms. In the event of any conflict between the terms and conditions contained in
this Agreement and those contained in any exhibit or attachment hereto, the terms and
conditions of this Agreement shall prevail and as such shall supersede the conflicting terms
and/or conditions of such Exhibit or Attachment.

3.

Deliverables. Any and all deliverables and other tangible materials produced by Artist pursuant
to this Agreement shall, upon completion thereof, be considered the property of the City.

The Artwork.
1.

Description.
Title: Community Circle
Description: Description: One stainless steel wall sculpture depicting three eagles in
flight to occupy approximately 11’T x 11’W x 18”D +/- of the exterior wall near the
pool. Made of stainless steel; attachments and lighting to be determined in Final Design.
Location/Site: Eagle Pointe Recreation Center, 6060 Parkway Dr, Commerce City, CO
80022.

2.

Changes. Prior to implementation of any changes in the Artwork, Artist shall present to the
City in writing a thorough description of any proposed changes. Upon receipt of such
description of changes, the City shall determine whether such changes are significant, and if
so, shall, within twenty (20) days after receipt of such description of changes, either approve
or disapprove such changes. A “significant change” shall be any change affecting the scope,
intent, design, color, size, material or location of the Artwork not in substantial conformity with
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the approved design and shall also include changes affecting the installation, scheduling, site
preparation or maintenance for the Artwork or the concept of the Artwork as represented in the
approved design. Artist may implement any significant change only upon prior written
approval from the City.
C.

Execution of the Services.
1.

Prosecution of the Services. Artist shall begin final design and fabrication of the Artwork upon
Execution of this Agreement. Artist shall submit final design details to the City before
fabrication begins for final approval. Artist shall, at no cost to the City, furnish all labor,
supplies, materials and equipment as necessary for the design, execution, fabrication,
transportation and installation of the Artwork. Artist shall complete the fabrication and
installation of the Artwork in substantial conformity with the design as recommended by the
Art Selection Committee and approved by the City.

2.

Time of the Essence. Artist acknowledges that time is of the essence in the performance of this
Agreement. Artist acknowledges and understands that it is an essential condition of this
Agreement that Artist maintain a rate of progress that will result in completion and installation
of the Artwork in accordance herewith.

3.

Final Design.
a. The Artist shall prepare final design drawings detailing every physical feature of the
construction of the Artwork and its integration with the Site and submit within thirty (30)
days after the signing of the contract. These drawings and supplementary documents shall
indicate any issues involved in the construction, integration and maintenance of the
Artwork, as well as any third-party subcontractors needed to work on the project.
b. Approval of Final Design. Within thirty (30) days after the Artist submits the final design
drawings, the City shall notify the Artist whether it approves or disapproves of the Final
Design. The Agency shall have discretion in approving outright or with conditions, or
rejecting the Design. The City shall notify the Artist of any revisions to the Design as are
necessary for the Artwork to comply with any applicable laws, ordinances and/or
regulations and other reasons including, but not limited to, ensuring the physical integrity
of the Artwork or its installation at the Site. If agreed upon by both parties, such revisions
will become a part of the accepted Design.
c. Redesign. If the City disapproves of the Design, the City will submit to the Artist in
writing the reasons for such disapproval. In such event, the Artist will submit a Revised
Design within thirty (30) days after the City has notified the Artist of its disapproval. The
Artist will not be paid an additional fee for the Revised Design. The Revised Design will
reflect changes made to address the City’s stated reasons for disapproval, as well as any
adjustments in the budget or schedule that may be necessary.
i.
ii.

The City shall notify the Artist in writing whether it approves or disapproves of
the Revised Design.
If the Artist refuses to revise the Design pursuant to Section C.3.c., or if the Artist
fails to adequately revise the Design in the judgment of the City, this Agreement
shall terminate and the parties shall be under no further obligation to each other as
of the date of such termination. The effective date of termination shall be the date
the City submits its written disapproval of the Revised Design to the Artist. The
City shall submit to the Artist a written termination notice with the disapproval.
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The termination notice shall advise the Artist that this Agreement has been
terminated pursuant to this Article. The termination notice shall notify the Artist
that the Artist is entitled to retain the compensation paid prior to the termination
date, and that the Parties are under no further obligation to each other. The
termination notice shall confirm that the Artist shall retain ownership of all
Designs, Revised Designs and renderings thereof submitted hereunder.
4.

Structural Integrity. Within sixty (60) days of Approval of C.3. Final Design, and prior to
beginning fabrication, Artist shall cause the final design of the Artwork to be reviewed and
stamped as approved as to structural integrity by a professional engineer licensed to
practice in the State of Colorado. In the event such engineer requires changes in order to
stamp as approved, Artist shall, at no additional cost to the City, redesign the Artwork to the
extent necessary to obtain such stamp of approval as to structural integrity.

5.

Delivery and Installation
a.

Notice. Artist shall notify the City in writing when fabrication of the Artwork is
completed and Artist is ready to deliver and install the Artwork at the Site.

b.

The Artist will coordinate closely with the City to ascertain that the Site is prepared to
receive the Artwork. Artist must notify City of any adverse conditions at the Site that
would effect or impede the installation of the Artwork. The Artist is responsible for timely
installation of the Artwork. The Artist will confer and coordinate with the City to ensure
timely coordination with the City’s construction team. Site access procedures will be
identified in coordination with the development of the Artwork design and installation
schedule. Artist may not install the Artwork until authorized to do so by the City.

c.

d.

Installation Date.
i.

Except as provided in subsection iii. of this subsection 5.c., and subject to timely
completion of Site preparation by the City, installation of the Artwork at the Site
shall be completed no later than December 31, 2018 (the “Installation Date”).

ii.

In the event installation of the Artwork is not completed by the Installation Date,
Artist shall incur a penalty of five percent (5%) of the remaining balance due Artist
hereunder for each week thereafter the Artwork is not installed at the Site, which
amount shall be deducted from the final payment and total fee hereunder.

iii.

Artist may request an extension of time from the City up to thirty (30) days prior
to the Installation Date. If an extension is granted in exercise of the City’s
reasonable discretion, a new installation date shall be agreed upon in writing and
the above penalties shall apply only if the new installation date is not met.

Installation Plan. Thirty (30) days prior to the Installation Date, Artist shall provide the
City a written plan of installation of the Artwork on the Site (the “Installation Plan”).
The Installation Plan shall include the following information: (i) specifications for
installation; and (ii) specifications for site preparation, including materials needed for
Site preparation or any physical alteration of the Site as contemplated by Artist. Artist
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understands and agrees that Site preparation and installation are subject to prior City
approval.
e. Site Preparation.

D.

i.

The City shall be responsible for all expenses, labor and equipment to prepare the
site for timely installation of the Artwork, including supplying copies of
existing designs, drawings, reports and other relevant data which is needed by
the artist to perform under the terms of this agreement, unless through prior
written arrangement Artist agrees to assume responsibility for one or more of
the costs required for site preparation.

ii.

The City shall notify Artist of any delay in site preparation prior to the scheduled
delivery date. If the Installation Date is delayed as a result of the City’s failure to
complete Site preparation, the City shall reimburse Artist for reasonable
transportation and storage costs incurred as a result thereof.

6.

Early Completion of Artwork. Artist shall bear any transportation and storage costs resulting
from completion of the Services prior to the Installation Date.

7.

Drugs, Alcohol and Workplace Violence; Compliance with Applicable Law. Artist and its
employees, agents and subcontractors, while performing the Services or while on City property
for any reason during the term of this Agreement, shall adhere to the City’s policies applicable
to City employees regarding drugs, alcohol and workplace violence. A copy of such policies
will be made available to Artist upon request. Artist further covenants and agrees that in
performing the Services hereunder, it shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local
laws, ordinances and regulations.

Post-Installation.
1.

Site Restoration. Following installation of the Artwork, Artist shall be responsible for
restoration of the Site to the condition existing prior to installation or as mutually agreed upon
in writing by the City and the Artist.

2.

Photographic Documentation. Within ten (10) days after the Completion Date, Artist shall
furnish the City with the following:

3.

a.

Two (2) sets of high resolution (300dpi) digital color images of the completed and
installed Artwork taken from three different viewpoints;

b.

A CD of high resolution digital images of the above labeled with: (i) Artist’s name, last
name first; (ii) the title of the Artwork; (iii) the dimensions (height, width and depth) of
the Artwork; (iv) the date of completion; and (v) the medium.

Descriptive Documentation.
a.

Artist shall furnish the City with a full written narrative description of the Artwork.
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b.

Artist shall provide and install an identification plaque for the Artwork of such medium
and design as to be appropriate to the Artwork itself and the permanent location of the
Artwork. The written contents of such plaque shall include, at a minimum, the following
information:

“Community Circle”______
Title of Artwork)
Lisa J Cameron Artworks LLC, Fort Collins, CO.
r
(Artist)
(Artist’s City)

2018
(Year)

(State of Residence)

Commissioned by the City of Commerce City
and the Commerce City Cultural Council
with funding provided through ordinance 2037 and the Scientific &
Cultural Facilities District

E.

F.

Final Acceptance
1.

Artist Notice of Completion. Artist shall notify the City in writing when all Services, including
post installation Services, have been completed.

2.

City Inspection; Notice. Upon receipt of the notice required in E. 1. above, the City shall
inspect the Artwork and installation for final acceptance. Final acceptance of the Artwork shall
be determined solely by the City and shall constitute the City’s acknowledgement that the
Artwork has been completed, delivered, installed and accepted for all purposes according to
the terms of the Agreement. Within fifteen (15) days after final acceptance by the City, the
City shall notify Artist thereof in writing.

3.

Risk. All risk of loss or damage to the Artwork shall remain with Artist until final acceptance
by the City.

Ownership and Reproduction Rights.
1.

Title. Title to and ownership of the Artwork shall pass to the City upon final acceptance. In
addition, the City may retain all plans, drawings, slides, photographs, submittals, studies,
designs and other documents submitted to the City by the Artist related to the Artwork,
excluding maquettes and models. These items, when submitted, become and are the property
of the City, and Artist expressly licenses the City, without restriction and at its sole option and
without further approval or compensation to Artist, to make use of such documents for
educational, public relations, promotional and other non-commercial purposes. The City,
without amendment to this Agreement, shall have the right to negotiate separate license
arrangements with Artist for use of the aforementioned documents for commercial purposes.
Artist shall not be liable for any damages that may result from any use of such documents by
the City for purposes other than these described in this Agreement.

2.

Alteration, Removal, Sale, Donation or Destruction of the Artwork.
a.

Alteration of Artwork
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G.

i.

The City shall not consent to intentional alteration, modification or change,
including a change in location, or damage to the Artwork without first consulting
Artist. “Alteration” of the Artwork includes, but is not limited to, a change in the
interrelationship or relative locations of parts of the Artwork.

ii.

In the event of any alteration or damage, whether or not intentional, Artist shall
have the right to disclaim authorship of the Artwork and upon written request to
the City may remove the identification plaque at Artist’s expense. Artist may
otherwise disavow the Artwork as it may choose.

b.

Nothing in this Agreement shall preclude any right of the City to: (1) remove the Artwork
from public display; (2) move or relocate the Artwork to another location selected solely
by the City for public display; (3) donate the Artwork; (4) sell or transfer the Artwork;
or (5) correct any unsafe or hazardous condition of the Artwork, provided the City gives
Artist reasonable notice thereof in writing. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any done,
transferee or buyer of the Artwork shall be assigned and shall assume all of the City’s
duties to Artist stated herein, and shall take the Artwork subject to all of Artist’s rights
set forth herein. Moreover, such done, transferee or buyer shall be given a copy of this
executed Agreement at the time of donation, transfer or sale.

c.

Furthermore, nothing in this Agreement shall preclude any right of the City to destroy
the Artwork, provided the City shall provide Artist by written notice ninety (90) days
following receipt of such notice the opportunity to take possession of the Artwork at no
cost to Artist. In such event, title to the Artwork shall pass to Artist at the time Artist
takes possession.

3.

Duplication or Reproduction. In view of the intention that the Artwork in its final dimension
shall be unique, Artist shall not make any additional exact duplicate, two or three-dimensional
reproductions of the final Artwork, nor shall Artist grant permission to others to do so except
with express, written permission from the City. This restriction shall not apply to Artist’s use
of photographic reproductions of the Artwork in portfolio or in critical and scholarly writings.
Artist grants to the City and its respective assigns an irrevocable license to make twodimensional reproductions of the Artwork for non-commercial purposes, including, but not
limited to, reproductions used in advertising brochures, media publicity and catalogues or other
similar publications. All such reproductions by the City shall contain a credit to the Artist and
a copyright notice.

4.

Credit to Public Art Program in Commerce City. Artist shall use its best efforts to give a credit
reading substantially, “an original work commissioned through the Public Art Program in
Commerce City, Colorado,” in any public showing of a reproduction of the Artwork under
Artist’s control.

5.

Registration. Artist shall, at its expense, cause to be registered, with the United States Register
of Copyrights, a copyright of the Artwork in Artist’s name.

Rights in the Artwork – Retention and Waiver.
1.

Federal Rights. Artist retains all rights under the Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. §§101 et
seq., except for Artist’s rights under 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(2), 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(3) and 17
U.S.C. §113(d), which are specifically waived by this Agreement, or otherwise granted to the
City under this Agreement. Artist hereby expressly waives all other rights in and to the
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Artwork, including, but not limited to, all rights in the nature of “Droit Morale” in regard to
any continuing interest Artist may have in the maintenance or modification of the Artwork,
and, insofar as such rights are transferable, they are hereby assigned to the City.
2.

Waiver of Rights under 17 U.S.C. §106A(a). Artist understands and agrees that, as to its rights
in the Artwork, the provisions of this Article shall control over the provisions of 17 U.S.C.
§106A(a)(2) and 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(3), and shall constitute a waiver by Artist of any rights
in the Artwork set out in or otherwise granted by the provisions of 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(2) and
17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(3).

3.

Waiver of Rights under 17 U.S.C. §113(d). Artist understands and agrees that, as to its rights
in the Artwork, the provisions of this Article shall control over the provisions of 17 U.S.C.
§113(d), and shall constitute a waiver by Artist of any rights in the Artwork set out in or
otherwise granted by this provision. Artist acknowledges and represents it has been informed
and is aware of the method and location of installation of the Artwork at the Site and, to the
extent the Artwork is incorporated into the Site in such a way that removing the Artwork from
the Site will cause the destruction, mutilation or other modification of the Artwork, Artist
agrees that execution of this Agreement satisfies the requirements for waiver of the
requirements of 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(2) and 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(3).

ARTICLE II.
A.

B.

C.

Maintenance.
1.

Artist shall provide detailed instructions for the maintenance required for the Artwork, which
instructions shall include the materials used, finishes applied, recommended processes and/or
solutions appropriate for cleaning, and a schedule for maintenance of the Artwork.

2.

The City shall have the right to determine, in its sole discretion, if and when maintenance of
the Artwork will be made.

Repair and Restoration.
1.

The City will consult with Artist to the extent practical as to recommendations with regard to
repair or restoration made during Artist’s lifetime. To the extent practical and in accordance
with recognized principles of professional conservation, Artist or its representative shall be
given the opportunity to accomplish such repair or restoration. If Artist performs any such
repair or restoration, Artist shall be paid a reasonable fee therefor.

2.

Artist may inspect the Artwork at any time after installation and shall notify the City in writing
if Artist determines any repair or restoration is required; provided, however that the City shall
have final authority to determine whether repair or restoration will be made.

Alteration of the Site. The City shall notify Artist of any proposed significant alteration of the Site
that would affect the intended character and appearance of the Artwork.

ARTICLE III.
A.

MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND RESTORATION

COMPENSATION AND PAYMENT SCHEDULE

Fixed Fee. The City shall pay the Artist a fixed fee of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00),
which shall constitute full compensation for all Services to be performed and materials furnished by
Artist under this Agreement. This fee shall be paid in the following installments, each installment to
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represent full and final, nonrefundable payment for all Services and materials provided prior to the
due date thereof:
1.

Forty percent (40%), or ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00), upon execution of this Agreement.

2.

Thirty percent (30%) or seven thousand five hundred dollars ($7,500.00), upon completion of
fifty percent (50%) of the Artwork.

3.

Twenty percent (20%), five thousand ($5,000.00), upon City approval of the Installation Plans.

4.

Ten percent (10%), or two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00), after final acceptance of
the installed Artwork and receipt of the photo documentation, final Artwork description and
maintenance instructions by the City, as described above.

B.

Invoices. To receive all payments, the Artist shall submit a written billing or invoice to the City when
each of Sections A.1. through A.4. of Article III above has been reached. Such invoice shall be signed
by Artist, contain photographs documenting the required Services that have been completed and
include a signed payment request form. The City shall have sole responsibility for determining
whether the Artwork has reached a given state of completion. The parties agree that no interest or
other costs shall accrue on the fixed fee at any time during the operation of this Agreement. The City
shall make payment to Artist within fifteen (15) days of approval of such invoices.

C.

IRS Form W-9. If not already on file with the City, Artist shall provide to the City a current,
completed Internal Revenue Service Form W-9 not later than the date upon which Artist submits its
first invoice to the City for payment. Failure to provide a completed Form W-9 may result in delay
or cancellation of payment under this Agreement.

ARTICLE IV.
A.

B.

C.

WARRANTIES

Warranty of Title. Artist represents and warrants that:
1.

The Artwork is solely the result of Artist’s artistic and creative efforts;

2.

Except as otherwise disclosed in writing to the City, the Artwork is unique and original and
does not infringe upon on any copyright;

3.

The Artwork has not been accepted for exhibition, sale or lease elsewhere; and

4.

The Artwork is free and clear of any liens from any source whatever.

Warranties of Quality and Condition. Artist represents and warrants that:
1.

The Artwork, as fabricated and installed, shall be free of defects in material and workmanship,
including any defects of “inherent vice” or qualities which cause or accelerate deterioration of
the Artwork; and

2.

Reasonable maintenance of the Artwork will not require procedures substantially in excess of
those described in the maintenance recommendations to be submitted by the Artist to the City
according to Article II.A (Maintenance).

Warranty – Survival; Breach; Cure. The warranties described in this Section shall survive for a period
of three (3) years after the final acceptance of the Artwork. The City shall with reasonable promptness
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give notice to Artist of any observed breach of warranty. Artist shall, at the request of the City and
at no cost to the City, promptly cure the breach to the extent reasonably possible and which cure is
consistent with professional conservation standards (including, for example, cure by means of repair
or re-fabrication of the Artwork).
ARTICLE V.

INSURANCE

Artist shall, during the term of this Agreement, procure and keep in force workers’ compensation
insurance, or provide a completed Declaration of Independent Contractor Status Form, and all other
insurance required by any applicable law.
ARTICLE VI.

TERMINATION

A.

Termination for Convenience. The City may terminate this Agreement without cause if it determines
that such termination is in the City’s best interest. The City shall effect such termination by giving
written notice of termination to Artist, specifying the effective date of termination, at least thirty (30)
calendar days prior to the effective date of termination. In the event of such termination by the City,
the City shall be liable to pay Artist for services performed as of the effective date of termination, but
shall not be liable to Artist for anticipated profits. Provided, however, that if such termination occurs
before Artist has been given notice to proceed, Artist shall retain the amount identified in Section
A.1. of Article III as full payment of all Artwork and Services provided by Artist. If notice to proceed
has been given, the City shall have the right at its discretion to possession and transfer of title to all
sketches, designs and models already prepared and submitted or prepared for submission to the City
by Artist under this Agreement prior to the date of termination; provided, however, that no right to
fabricate or execute the Artwork shall pass to the City. Following receipt of the notice of termination,
Artist shall perform no additional Services unless otherwise instructed in writing by the City.

B.

Termination for Cause. If, through any cause, a party fails to fulfill its obligations under this
Agreement in a timely and proper manner, violates any provision of this Agreement or violates any
applicable law (each, a “Breach”), the non-Breaching party shall have the right to terminate this
Agreement for cause immediately upon written notice of termination to the party in Breach.

C.

1.

In the event of such termination by the City, the City shall be liable to pay Artist for Services
performed as of the effective date of termination, but shall not be liable to Artist for anticipated
profits. All finished and unfinished drawings, sketches, photographs and other work products
prepared and submitted or prepared for submission by Artist under this Agreement shall at the
City’s sole option become City property, including the right to fabricate or execute the Artwork.

2.

Artist shall not perform any additional Services following receipt of the notice of termination.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, neither party shall be relieved of liability to the other for any
damages sustained by virtue of any Breach.

In the Event of Artist’s Incapacity or Death.
a.

Successor Artist Named. Artist’s incapacity or death shall not be deemed a Breach, provided
Artist has appointed a successor to complete the Artwork (the “Successor Artist”). The
Successor Artist shall be subject to the approval of the City and if so approved shall be bound
to complete the Artwork as set forth hereunder; however, the Successor Artist shall be given
an automatic extension of sixty (60) days to each element of the timeline. The Artwork shall
pass to the City and all copyright described under this Agreement shall remain with Artist.
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Artist shall provide a copy of this Agreement to the Successor Artist, who shall, by written
acknowledgement to the City, agree to abide by the terms of this Agreement.
b.

No Successor Artist Named. In the event of incapacity or death of Artist where no Successor
Artist has been appointed or where an appointed Successor Artist fails to complete the Artwork,
all finished and unfinished drawings, sketches, photographs and other work products prepared
and submitted or prepared for submission by Artist under this Agreement shall, at the City’s
sole option, become City property. If the Artwork was at the mid-point of fabrication or beyond
at the time of death or incapacity, and no Successor Artist is appointed, the City shall retain the
right to select a Successor Artist to finish the Artwork at the City’s expense. If the Artwork
was not at mid-point of fabrication or beyond at time of death or incapacity, and no Successor
Artist is appointed, the City retains possessory rights to the Artwork as then in existence and
to exhibit the Artwork with the designation that it is “unfinished.” In the event of incapacity
or death where no Successor Artist has been appointed, all copyright described under this
Agreement shall remain with Artist.

c.

Payment Upon Artist’s Incapacity or Death. Artist shall be paid only for that portion of the
Services satisfactorily completed at the time of incapacity or death, and any remaining
payments shall be made to the Successor Artist, if any.

ARTICLE VII. NOTICES
A.

Addresses. Written notices required under this Agreement and all other correspondence between the
parties shall be directed to the following and shall be deemed received when hand-delivered or three
(3) days after being sent by certified mail, return receipt requested:
If to the City:

If to Artist:

Michelle Halstead, Director

Communications & Government Affairs
City of Commerce City
7887 East 60th Avenue

Commerce City, CO 80022
B.

Lisa J Cameron Artworks LLC
825 Smith Street,
Ft. Collins, CO 80524
lisa@lisajcameron.com

Changes. The parties shall notify each other of address changes within thirty (30) days of such
change. Artist’s failure to do so shall constitute a waiver of Artist’s right to enforce the provisions
of Article 2 requiring Artist’s express approval. Notwithstanding the foregoing, City shall make
every reasonable effort to locate the Artist when matters arise relating to the Artist’s rights.

ARTICLE VIII. GENERAL PROVISIONS
A.

Independent Contractor; No Partnership or Agency. Notwithstanding any language in this
Agreement or any representation or warranty to the contrary, the relationship between Artist and the
City shall be as independent contractors, and neither the City nor Artist shall be deemed or constitute
an employee, servant, agent, partner or joint venturer of the other. Artist is obligated to pay federal
and state income tax on any money earned pursuant to this Agreement, and neither Artist nor
Artist’s employees, agents or representatives are entitled to workers’ compensation benefits
from the City.
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B.

Surviving Covenants. The covenants and obligations set forth herein shall be binding upon the
parties, their heirs, legatees, executors, administrators, assigns, transferees and all their successors in
interest, and the City’s covenants do attach and run with the Artwork and shall be binding to and until
twenty (20) years after Artist’s death. The City shall give any subsequent owner of the Artwork
notice in writing of the covenants herein and shall cause each such owner to be bound thereby.

C.

Specific Performance; Other Rights and Remedies. In the event of a breach of this Agreement by
Artist, the City shall have the right, but not the obligation, to obtain specific performance of the
Services in addition to any other remedy available under applicable law. Nothing contained in this
Agreement shall be construed as a limitation on any rights and remedies available to the parties under
the law, which may now or in the future be applicable.

D.

Disputes. If, prior to final acceptance of the Artwork, its installation and subsequent acceptance, a
significant disagreement arises among the parties, both shall make every reasonable effort to affect a
mutually satisfactory resolution. Before terminating this Agreement or pursuing any other legal
remedy in connection with this Agreement, either party must notify the other party in writing of the
intent to terminate this Agreement or to pursue other legal remedy and take whatever steps may be
reasonably necessary to mediate the underlying dispute.

E.

Governing Law and Venue; Recovery of Costs. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of
the State of Colorado. Venue for state court actions shall be in the 17th Judicial District in Adams
County, Colorado, and venue for federal court actions shall be in the United States District Court for
the District of Colorado. In the event legal action is brought to resolve any dispute among the parties
related to this Agreement, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to recover reasonable
court costs and attorney fees from the non-prevailing party.

F.

Governmental Immunity. No term or condition of this Agreement shall be construed or interpreted
as a waiver, express or implied, of any of the immunities, rights, benefits, protections or other
provisions of the Colorado Governmental Immunity Act, C.R.S. §§ 24-10-101, et seq.

G.

No Third-Party Beneficiaries. It is expressly understood and agreed that enforcement of the terms
and conditions of this Agreement and all rights of action relating to such enforcement shall be strictly
reserved to the parties. It is the express intention of the parties that any person other than the City
and Artist shall be deemed to be only an incidental beneficiary under this Agreement.

H.

No Assignment. Except as otherwise provided herein, Artist shall not assign this Agreement without
the City’s prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or
delayed.

I.

No Waiver. The waiver of any breach of a term, provision or requirement of this Agreement shall
not be construed as or deemed a waiver of any subsequent breach of such term, provision or
requirement or of any other term, provision or requirement of this Agreement.

J.

Force Majeure. Failure to fulfill any obligation herein due to conditions beyond the reasonable
control of either party shall not be considered a breach of contract; provided, however, that such
unfulfilled obligations shall be suspended only for the duration of such conditions.

K.

Entire Agreement; Binding Effect. This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties
relating to the subject matter hereof and, except as provided herein, may not be modified or amended
except by written agreement of the parties. This Agreement shall be binding upon, and shall inure to
the benefit of, the parties and their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
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L.

Authority. The parties represent and warrant that they have taken all actions necessary to legally
authorize the undersigned signatories to execute this Agreement on behalf of the parties and to bind
the parties to its terms.

M.

Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall
be deemed to be an original and all such counterparts taken together shall be deemed to constitute
one and the same instrument.

N.

Headings. Paragraph headings used in this Agreement are for convenience of reference and shall in
no way control or affect the meaning or interpretation of any provision of this Agreement.

O.

Severability. In the event a court of competent jurisdiction holds any provision of this Agreement
invalid or unenforceable, such holding shall not invalidate or render unenforceable any other
provision of this Agreement.

P.

Acknowledgement of Open Records Act – Public Document. Contractor hereby acknowledges that
the City is a public entity subject to the Colorado Open Records Act, C.R.S. § 24-72-201, et seq., and
as such, this Agreement may be subject to public disclosure thereunder.
[Remainder of this page intentionally left blank – signature page(s) follow(s).]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first written
above.
CITY OF COMMERCE CITY
_______________________________________
Brian K. McBroom, City Manager
ATTEST:
_____________________________________
Laura J. Bauer, MMC, City Clerk
Approved as to form:
_______________________________________
Robert D. Sheesley, City Attorney

ARTIST
______________________________________
Lisa J Cameron
STATE OF COLORADO
COUNTY OF

)
) ss.
)

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________________, 2017, by
Artist.
Witness my hand and official seal.
My Commission Expires

.

Notary Public
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PUBLIC ART AGREEMENT NO. 3759
THIS PUBLIC ART AGREEMENT (the “Agreement”) is made and entered into this ____ day of
___________________, 2015 (the “Effective Date”), by and between the CITY OF LAKEWOOD,
COLORADO, a home rule municipal corporation whose principal business address is 480 South Allison
Parkway, Lakewood, Colorado 80226 (the “City”), and TIM UPHAM, INC., a Colorado corporation
whose principal business address is 5012 Sandstone Drive, Fort Collins, Colorado 80526 (“Artist”).
WHEREAS, the City desires to commission a work of public art; and
WHEREAS, Artist desires to provide such work of public art to the City.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained herein,
the sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE I.
A.

B.

SERVICES; OWNERSHIP

Services; Deliverables
1.

Services. The City agrees to retain Artist to design, execute, fabricate, deliver, install and
document the artwork specifically described in Section B of this Article I (the “Services” or
the “Artwork”), and Artist agrees to so serve.

2.

Controlling Terms. In the event of any conflict between the terms and conditions contained
in this Agreement and those contained in any exhibit or attachment hereto, the terms and
conditions of this Agreement shall prevail and as such shall supersede the conflicting terms
and/or conditions of such Exhibit or Attachment.

3.

Deliverables. Any and all deliverables and other tangible materials produced by Artist
pursuant to this Agreement shall, upon completion thereof, be considered the property of the
City.

The Artwork.
1.

Description.
Title:

Dance of the Indian paintbrush

Description:

16’ high x 12’ wide, stainless steel and glass shards sandwiched between
tempered glass and steel with LED lighting, as set forth in Artist’s
proposal: Lakewood Civic Center Plaza Sculpture, Lakewood Public Art
Committee, City of Lakewood Colorado, concept and design by Tim
Upham 11/17/14 (the “Proposal”); provided, however, that the Artwork,
as installed, shall comply with the final design approved by the City as
herein provided, which may differ from the Proposal.

Medium/Media:

Stainless steel, tempered glass, glass shards and LED lights

Location (“Site”): Civic Center Plaza, 480 S. Allison Parkway, Lakewood, CO 80226
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2.

C.

Changes. Prior to implementation of any changes to the Artwork, Artist shall present to the
City in writing a thorough description of any proposed changes (“Change Description”).
Upon receipt of the Change Description, the City shall determine whether the changes are
significant, and if so, shall, within twenty (20) days after receipt of the Change Description,
either approve or disapprove such changes. A “significant change” is defined as any change
affecting the scope, intent, design, color, size, material or location of the Artwork not in
substantial conformity with the approved design and shall also include changes affecting the
installation, weight and wind load limitations, scheduling, Site preparation or maintenance for
the Artwork or the concept of the Artwork as represented in the approved design. Artist may
implement any significant change only upon prior written approval from the City.

Execution of the Services.
1.

Prosecution of the Services. Artist shall begin design and fabrication of the Artwork upon
Execution of this Agreement. Artist shall, at no cost to the City, furnish all labor, supplies,
materials and equipment as necessary for the design, engineering, execution, fabrication,
transportation and installation of the Artwork. Artist shall complete the fabrication and
installation of the Artwork in substantial conformity with the design as recommended by the
Public Art Selection Committee and approved by the City.

2.

Time of the Essence. Artist acknowledges that time is of the essence in the performance of
this Agreement. Artist acknowledges and understands that it is an essential condition of this
Agreement that Artist maintain a rate of progress that will result in completion and
installation of the Artwork in accordance herewith.

3.

Structural Integrity. Prior to beginning fabrication, Artist shall cause the final design of the
Artwork to be reviewed and stamped approved as to structural integrity by a professional
engineer licensed to practice in the State of Colorado (“Engineer”). In the event the Engineer
requires changes in order to approve the final design for the Artwork as to structural integrity,
Artist shall, at no additional cost to the City, redesign the Artwork to the extent necessary to
obtain such approval and stamp. The final design displaying the stamp of approval as to
structural integrity shall be presented to the City’s Engineering Division for review and
approval.

4.

Delivery and Installation
a.

Notice. Artist shall notify the City in writing when fabrication of the Artwork is
completed and Artist is ready to deliver and install the Artwork at the Site

b.

Installation Date.
i.

Except as provided in subsection iii. of this subsection 4.b., and subject to timely
completion of Site preparation by the City, installation of the Artwork at the Site
shall be completed no later than June 15, 2015 (the “Installation Date”).

ii.

In the event installation of the Artwork is not completed by the Installation Date,
Artist shall incur a penalty of five percent (5%) of the remaining balance due
Artist hereunder for each week thereafter the Artwork is not installed at the Site,
which amount shall be deducted from the final payment and total fee hereunder.
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iii.

D.

Artist may request an extension of time from the City not more than thirty (30)
days nor less than ten (10) days prior to the Installation Date. If an extension is
granted in exercise of the City’s reasonable discretion, a new installation date
shall be agreed upon in writing and the above penalties shall apply only if the
new installation date is not met.

c.

Installation Plan. Thirty (30) days prior to the Installation Date, Artist shall provide to
the City a written plan of installation of the Artwork on the Site (the “Installation
Plan”). The Installation Plan shall comply with all applicable codes and include the
following information: (i) specifications for installation; (ii) specifications for Site
preparation, including materials needed for Site preparation or any physical alteration
of the Site as contemplated by Artist; and (iii) any equipment/vehicles needed for
installation and their concentrated weight. Artist understands and agrees that the Site
Plans is subject to prior City approval.

d.

Site Preparation.
i.

The City shall be responsible for all expenses, labor and equipment to prepare the
Site for timely installation of the Artwork, including landscaping, public access
and spotlighting of the Artwork, unless through prior written arrangement Artist
agrees to assume responsibility for one or more of the costs required for Site
preparation.

ii.

In the event foundation work is required to begin more than thirty (30) days prior
to the Installation Date, Artist shall provide to the City a written request not less
than thirty (30) days prior to the date such foundation work is desired to begin
and shall include therein all specifications necessary for the City to review,
approve and complete Site preparation therefor.

iii.

The City shall notify Artist of any delay in Site preparation prior to the scheduled
delivery date. If the Installation Date is delayed as a result of the City’s failure to
complete Site preparation, the City shall reimburse Artist for reasonable
transportation and storage costs incurred as a result thereof.

5.

Early Completion of Artwork. Artist shall bear any transportation and storage costs resulting
from completion of the Services prior to the Installation Date.

6.

Drugs, Alcohol and Workplace Violence; Compliance with Applicable Law. Artist and its
employees, agents and subcontractors, while performing the Services or while on City
property for any reason during the term of this Agreement, shall adhere to the City’s policies
applicable to City employees regarding drugs, alcohol and workplace violence. A copy of
such policies will be made available to Artist upon request. Artist further covenants and
agrees that in performing the Services hereunder, it shall comply with all applicable federal,
state and local laws, ordinances and regulations.

Installation.
1.

Equipment and Permits. Artist is responsible for providing all equipment required for
properly installing the Artwork at the Site. Additionally, Artist shall obtain the necessary
building permit for installation and follow all building permit processes. No fees will be
assessed or imposed for any building permit required hereunder.
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2.

Site Restoration. Following installation of the Artwork, Artist shall be responsible for
restoration of the Site to the condition existing prior to installation or as mutually agreed upon
in writing by the City and the Artist.

3.

Photographic Documentation. Within ten (10) days after the Completion Date, Artist shall
furnish the City with the following:

4.

a.

Two (2) sets of high resolution digital color images of the completed and installed
Artwork taken from three (3) different viewpoints;

b.

Three (3) 8”x10” glossy black and white prints of each piece of the completed and
installed Artwork;

c.

A CD of high resolution digital images of the above labeled with: (i) Artist’s name, last
name first; (ii) the title of the Artwork; (iii) the dimensions (height, width and depth) of
the Artwork; (iv) the date of completion; and (v) the medium.

Descriptive Documentation.
a.

Artist shall furnish the City with a full written narrative description of the Artwork.

b.

Artist shall provide and install an identification plaque for the Artwork of such medium
and design as to be appropriate to the Artwork itself and the permanent location of the
Artwork. Artist shall consult with the City regarding the cost of the identification
plaque and, upon approval, shall invoice the cost thereof to the City, which shall pay
Artist, within 30 days after receipt of such invoice, the approved cost of the
identification plaque. The written contents of such plaque shall include, at a minimum,
the following information:
____________________________________________________________________
(Title of Artwork)
(Year)
____________________________________________________________________
(Artist)
(Artist’s City)
(State of Residence)
An original work owned and commissioned by the City of Lakewood through its
Public Art Program.

E.

Final Acceptance
1.

Artist Notice of Completion. Artist shall notify the City in writing when all Services,
including post installation Services, have been completed.

2.

City Inspection; Notice. Upon receipt of the notice required in E.1. above, the City shall
inspect the Artwork and installation for final acceptance. Final acceptance of the Artwork
shall be determined solely by the City and shall constitute the City’s acknowledgement that
the Artwork has been completed, delivered, installed and accepted for all purposes according
to the terms of the Agreement. Within fifteen (15) days after final acceptance by the City, the
City shall notify Artist thereof in writing.
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F.

3.

Risk. All risk of loss or damage to the Artwork shall remain with Artist until final acceptance
by the City.

4.

Documentation. Artist shall provide final specification, materials and value of Artwork for
use for City insurance purposes.

Ownership and Reproduction Rights.
1.

Title. Title to and ownership of the Artwork shall pass to the City upon final acceptance. In
addition, the City may retain all plans, drawings, slides, photographs, submittals, studies,
designs and other documents submitted to the City by the Artist related to the Artwork,
excluding maquettes and models. These items, when submitted, become and are the property
of the City, and Artist expressly licenses the City, without restriction and at its sole option
and without further approval or compensation to Artist, to make use of such documents for
educational, public relations, promotional and other non-commercial purposes. The City,
without amendment to this Agreement, shall have the right to negotiate separate license
arrangements with Artist for use of the aforementioned documents for commercial purposes.
Artist shall not be liable for any damages that may result from any use of such documents by
the City for purposes other than these described in this Agreement.

2.

Alteration, Removal, Sale, Donation or Destruction of the Artwork.
a.

Alteration of Artwork
i.

The City shall not consent to intentional alteration, modification or change,
including a change in location, or damage to the Artwork without first consulting
Artist. “Alteration” of the Artwork includes, but is not limited to, a change in the
interrelationship or relative locations of parts of the Artwork.

ii.

In the event of any alteration or damage, whether or not intentional, Artist shall
have the right to disclaim authorship of the Artwork and upon written request to
the City may remove the identification plaque at Artist’s expense. Artist may
otherwise disavow the Artwork as Artist may choose.

b.

Nothing in this Agreement shall preclude any right of the City to: (1) remove the
Artwork from public display; (2) move or relocate the Artwork to another location
selected solely by the City for public display; (3) donate the Artwork; (4) sell or
transfer the Artwork; or (5) correct any unsafe or hazardous condition of the Artwork,
provided the City gives Artist reasonable notice thereof in writing. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, any donee, transferee or buyer of the Artwork shall be assigned and shall
assume all of the City’s duties to Artist stated herein, and shall take the Artwork subject
to all of Artist’s rights set forth herein. Moreover, such donee, transferee or buyer shall
be given a copy of this executed Agreement at the time of donation, transfer or sale.

c.

Furthermore, nothing in this Agreement shall preclude any right of the City to destroy
the Artwork, provided the City shall provide Artist by written notice ninety (90) days
following receipt of such notice the opportunity to take possession of the Artwork at no
cost to Artist. In such event, title to the Artwork shall pass to Artist at the time Artist
takes possession.
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G.

3.

Duplication or Reproduction. In view of the intention that the Artwork in its final dimension
shall be unique, Artist shall not make any additional exact duplicate, two- or threedimensional reproductions of the final Artwork, nor shall Artist grant permission to others to
do so except with express, written permission from the City. This restriction shall not apply
to Artist’s use of photographic reproductions of the Artwork in portfolio or in critical and
scholarly writings. Artist grants to the City and its respective assigns an irrevocable license
to make two-dimensional reproductions of the Artwork for non-commercial purposes,
including, but not limited to, reproductions used in advertising brochures, media publicity and
catalogues or other similar publications. All such reproductions by the City shall contain a
credit to the Artist and a copyright notice.

4.

Credit to City. In any public showing of a reproduction of the Artwork under Artist’s control,
Artist shall give a credit reading substantially, “an original work owned and commissioned by
the City of Lakewood through its Public Art Program.

5.

Registration. Artist shall, at its expense, cause to be registered, with the United States
Register of Copyrights, a copyright of the Artwork in Artist’s name.

Rights in the Artwork – Retention and Waiver.
1.

Federal Rights. Artist retains all rights under the Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. §§101, et
seq., except for Artist’s rights under 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(2), 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(3) and 17
U.S.C. §113(d), which are specifically waived by this Agreement, or otherwise granted to the
City under this Agreement. Artist hereby expressly waives all other rights in and to the
Artwork, including, but not limited to, all rights in the nature of “Droit Morale” in regard to
any continuing interest Artist may have in the maintenance or modification of the Artwork,
and, insofar as such rights are transferable, they are hereby assigned to the City.

2.

Waiver of Rights under 17 U.S.C. §106A(a). Artist understands and agrees that, as to its
rights in the Artwork, the provisions of this Article shall control over the provisions of 17
U.S.C. §106A(a)(2) and 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(3), and shall constitute a waiver by Artist of any
rights in the Artwork set out in or otherwise granted by the provisions of 17 U.S.C.
§106A(a)(2) and 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(3).

3.

Waiver of Rights under 17 U.S.C. §113(d). Artist understands and agrees that, as to its rights
in the Artwork, the provisions of this Article shall control over the provisions of 17 U.S.C.
§113(d), and shall constitute a waiver by Artist of any rights in the Artwork set out in or
otherwise granted by this provision. Artist acknowledges and represents it has been informed
and is aware of the method and location of installation of the Artwork at the Site and, to the
extent the Artwork is incorporated into the Site in such a way that removing the Artwork
from the Site will cause the destruction, mutilation or other modification of the Artwork,
Artist agrees that execution of this Agreement satisfies the requirements for waiver of the
requirements of 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(2) and 17 U.S.C. §106A(a)(3).

ARTICLE II.
A.

PRESERVATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND RESTORATION

Preservation and Maintenance.
1.

Artist shall provide detailed instructions for the preservation and maintenance required for
the Artwork, which instructions shall include the materials used, finishes applied,
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recommended processes and/or solutions appropriate for cleaning, and a schedule for
preservation and maintenance of the Artwork.
2.
B.

C.

The City shall have the right to determine, in its sole discretion, if and when maintenance of
the Artwork will be made.

Repair and Restoration.
1.

The City will consult with Artist to the extent practical as to recommendations with regard to
repair or restoration made during Artist’s lifetime. To the extent practical and in accordance
with recognized principles of professional conservation, Artist or its representative shall be
given the opportunity to accomplish such repair or restoration. If Artist performs any such
repair or restoration, Artist shall be paid a reasonable fee therefor upon completion and
acceptance by the City of the repair or restoration. Artist shall present the City with an
itemized invoice for payment.

2.

Artist may inspect the Artwork at any time after installation and shall notify the City in
writing if Artist determines any repair or restoration is required; provided, however that the
City shall have final authority to determine whether repair or restoration will be made.

Alteration of the Site. The City shall notify Artist of any proposed significant alteration of the Site
that would affect the intended character and appearance of the Artwork.

ARTICLE III.
A.

B.

COMPENSATION AND PAYMENT SCHEDULE

Fixed Fee. The City shall pay the Artist a fixed fee of eighty thousand dollars ($80,000.00) (the
“Fee”), which shall constitute full compensation for all Services to be performed and materials
furnished by Artist under this Agreement. The Fee shall be paid in the following installments, each
installment to represent full and final, nonrefundable payment for all Services and materials
provided prior to the due date thereof:
1.

Twenty percent (20%) of the Fee, or sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000.00), upon execution of
this Agreement.

2.

Twenty percent (20%) of the Fee, or sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000.00), upon approval by
the City of the final design as set forth herein.

3.

Twenty percent (20%) of the Fee, or sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000.00), at the midpoint of
fabrication of the Artwork.

3.

Thirty percent (30%) of the Fee, or twenty-four thousand dollars ($24,000.00), upon
installation of the Artwork.

4.

Ten percent (10%) of the Fee, or eight thousand dollars ($8,000.00), after final acceptance of
the installed Artwork and receipt of the photo documentation, final Artwork description and
maintenance instructions by the City, as described above.

Invoices. The Artist shall submit an invoice to the City when each milestone in Sections A.1.
through A.4. of this Article III has been met. Such invoice shall be signed by Artist and contain
documentation evidencing Artist’s progress under this Agreement, including, as applicable,
photographs documenting the portion of the Artwork completed and copies of permits and
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approvals required for the particular milestone for which payment is requested. The City shall have
sole discretion in determining whether Artist has reached a particular milestone entitling Artist to
payment. The parties agree that no interest or other costs shall accrue on the fixed fee at any time
during the operation of this Agreement. The City shall make payment to Artist within fifteen (15)
days after approval of each invoice.
ARTICLE IV.
A.

B.

C.

Warranty of Title. Artist represents and warrants that:
1.

The Artwork is solely the result of Artist’s artistic and creative efforts;

2.

Except as otherwise disclosed in writing to the City, the Artwork is unique and original and
does not infringe upon on any copyright;

3.

The Artwork has not been accepted for exhibition, sale or lease elsewhere; and

4.

The Artwork is free and clear of any liens from any source whatsoever.

Warranties of Quality and Condition. Artist represents and warrants that:
1.

The Artwork, as fabricated and installed, shall be free of defects in material and
workmanship, including any defects of “inherent vice” or qualities which cause or accelerate
deterioration of the Artwork; and

2.

Reasonable maintenance of the Artwork will not require procedures substantially in excess of
those described in the maintenance recommendations to be submitted by the Artist to the City
according to the Section 1.4 (Post-Installation).

Survival, Breach and Cure. The warranties described in this Article shall survive for a period of
three (3) years after the final acceptance of the Artwork. The City shall with reasonable promptness
give notice to Artist of any observed breach of warranty. Artist shall, at the request of the City and
at no cost to the City, promptly cure the breach to the extent reasonably possible and which cure is
consistent with professional conservation standards (including, for example, cure by means of
repair or re-fabrication of the Artwork).

ARTICLE V.
A.

WARRANTIES

INSURANCE

Required Coverages. Artist shall procure and continuously maintain during the term of the
Agreement, the following minimum insurance coverages:
1.

Commercial General Liability. Artist shall procure and maintain Commercial General
Liability coverage with a limit of not less than ONE MILLION DOLLARS ($1,000,000) each
occurrence, plus an additional amount sufficient to pay related defense costs and attorney
fees. This coverage shall include contractual liability, products/completed operations liability
and shall include the City and its officers, officials and employees as additional insureds as
respect to this Agreement.

2.

Automobile Liability. Artist shall procure and maintain Comprehensive Automobile Liability
insurance, covering each of Artist’s owned, hired or non-owned vehicles assigned to or used
in performance of this Agreement, with minimum limits for bodily injury and property
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damage of not less than ONE MILLION DOLLARS ($1,000,000) per occurrence, statutory
personal injury protection and uninsured motorist coverage, plus an additional amount
sufficient to pay related attorney fees and defense costs.

B.

3.

Workers’ Compensation. Artist shall provide proof of Workers’ Compensation Insurance.
Should Artist have no employees, Artist shall sign the attached Worker’s Compensation
Representation form and hereby acknowledges that the City will not be held liable for injuries
sustained while performing this Agreement.

4.

Other Insurance. Artist shall procure and keep in force any other insurance required by
applicable law.

Terms of Insurance.
1.

General. Insurance required by this Agreement shall be with companies authorized to
conduct business in Colorado and acceptable to the City and may provide for deductible
amounts as Artist deems reasonable for the Services, but in no event greater than Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000). Not less than thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any
cancellation of, or material change in, any insurance policy required herein, Artist shall
provide written notice of such cancellation or change to the City. Artist shall identify
whether the type of coverage is “occurrence” or “claims made.” If the type of coverage is
“claims made,” which at renewal Artist changes to “occurrence,” Artist shall carry a twelve
(12) month tail. In the case of any “claims made” policy, the necessary retroactive dates and
extended reporting periods shall be procured to maintain continuous coverage as required
herein. Artist shall not do or permit to be done anything that shall invalidate the policies.

2.

Artist Insurance Coverages Primary. The policies described in this Section shall be for the
mutual and joint benefit and protection of Artist and the City. All insurance policies required
herein shall provide that the City, although named as an additional insured, shall nevertheless
be entitled to recovery under such policies for any loss occasioned to the City or its officers,
employees or agents by reason of the negligence of Artist or of Artist’s officers, employees,
agents, subcontractors or business invitees. Such policies shall be written as primary policies
not contributing to, and not in excess of, coverages the City may carry.

C.

Evidence of Coverage. Before commencing the Services, Artist shall furnish to the City certificates
of insurance policies and all necessary endorsements evidencing insurance coverage required by
this Agreement. Artist understands and agrees that the City shall not be obligated under this
Agreement until Artist furnishes such certificates of insurance and endorsements. In the event the
Term of this Agreement extends beyond the period of coverage for any insurance required herein,
Artist shall, not less than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of any such insurance coverage,
provide the City with new certificates of insurance and endorsements evidencing either new or
continuing coverage in accordance with the requirements of this Agreement.

D.

Subcontracts. Artist shall include the insurance requirements set forth in this Agreement in all
subcontracts. The City shall hold Artist responsible in the event any subcontractor fails to procure
and maintain, for the duration of this Agreement, insurance meeting the requirements set forth
herein. The City reserves the right to approve variations in the insurance requirements applicable to
subcontractors upon joint written request of subcontractor and Artist if, in the City’s sole discretion,
such variations do not substantially affect the City’s interests.
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ARTICLE VI.

TERMINATION

A.

Termination for Convenience. The City may terminate this Agreement without cause if it
determines that such termination is in the City’s best interest. The City shall effect such
termination by giving written notice of termination to Artist, specifying the effective date of
termination, at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the effective date of termination. In the event
of such termination by the City, the City shall be liable to pay Artist for services performed as of
the effective date of termination, but shall not be liable to Artist for anticipated profits. However, if
such termination occurs before Artist has been given notice to proceed, Artist shall retain the
amount identified in Section A.1. of Article III as full payment of all Services provided by Artist. If
notice to proceed has been given, the City shall have the right at its discretion to possession and
transfer of title to all sketches, designs and models already prepared and submitted, or prepared for
submission, to the City by Artist under this Agreement prior to the date of termination; provided,
however, that no right to fabricate or execute the Artwork shall pass to the City. Following receipt
of the notice of termination, Artist shall perform no additional Services unless otherwise instructed
in writing by the City.

B.

Termination for Cause. If, through any cause, a party fails to fulfill its obligations under this
Agreement in a timely and proper manner, violates any provision of this Agreement or violates any
applicable law (each, a “Breach”), the non-Breaching party shall have the right to terminate this
Agreement for cause immediately upon written notice of termination to the party in Breach.

C.

1.

In the event of such termination by the City, the City shall be liable to pay Artist for Services
performed as of the effective date of termination, but shall not be liable to Artist for
anticipated profits. All finished and unfinished drawings, sketches, photographs and other
work products prepared and submitted or prepared for submission by Artist under this
Agreement shall at the City’s sole option become City property, including the right to
fabricate or execute the Artwork.

2.

Artist shall not perform any additional Services following receipt of the notice of termination.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, neither party shall be relieved of liability to the other for any
damages sustained by virtue of any Breach.

In the Event of Artist’s Incapacity or Death.
a.

Successor Artist Named. Artist’s incapacity or death shall not be deemed a Breach, provided
Artist has appointed a successor to complete the Artwork (the “Successor Artist”). The
Successor Artist shall be subject to the approval of the City and if so approved shall be bound
to complete the Artwork as set forth hereunder; however, the Successor Artist shall be given
an automatic extension of sixty (60) days to each element of the timeline. The Artwork shall
pass to the City and all copyright described under this Agreement shall remain with Artist.
Artist shall provide a copy of this Agreement to the Successor Artist, who shall, by written
acknowledgement to the City, agree to abide by the terms of this Agreement.

b.

No Successor Artist Named. In the event of incapacity or death of Artist where no Successor
Artist has been appointed or where an appointed Successor Artist fails to complete the
Artwork, all finished and unfinished drawings, sketches, photographs and other work
products prepared and submitted or prepared for submission by Artist under this Agreement
shall, at the City’s sole option, become City property. If the Artwork was at the mid-point of
fabrication or beyond at the time of death or incapacity, and no Successor Artist is appointed,
the City shall retain the right to select a Successor Artist to finish the Artwork at the City’s
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expense. If the Artwork was not at mid-point of fabrication or beyond at time of death or
incapacity, and no Successor Artist is appointed, the City retains possessory rights to the
Artwork as then in existence and to exhibit the Artwork with the designation that it is
“unfinished.” In the event of incapacity or death where no Successor Artist has been
appointed, all copyright described under this Agreement shall remain with Artist.
c.

Payment Upon Artist’s Incapacity or Death. Artist shall be paid only for that portion of the
Services satisfactorily completed at the time of incapacity or death, and any remaining
payments shall be made to the Successor Artist, if any.

ARTICLE VII. NOTICES
A.

Addresses. Written notices required under this Agreement and all other correspondence between
the parties shall be directed to the following and shall be deemed received when hand-delivered or
three (3) days after being sent by certified mail, return receipt requested:
If to the City:

If to Artist:

Lorene Joos, Arts Programming Curator
Department of Community Resources
470 S. Allison Pkwy.
Lakewood, CO

Tim Upham
5012 Sandstone Drive
Fort Collins, Colorado 80526

With a copy to:
Wally Piccone, Projects and Maintenance Manager
Department of Community Resources
480 S. Allison Pkwy.
Lakewood, CO 80026
B.

Changes. The parties shall notify each other of address changes within thirty (30) days of such
change. Artist’s failure to do so shall constitute a waiver of Artist’s right to enforce the provisions
of Article 2 requiring Artist’s express approval. Notwithstanding the foregoing, City shall make
every reasonable effort to locate the Artist when matters arise relating to the Artist’s rights.

ARTICLE VIII. GENERAL PROVISIONS
A.

Independent Contractor; No Partnership or Agency. Notwithstanding any language in this
Agreement or any representation or warranty to the contrary, the relationship between Artist and the
City shall be as independent contractors, and neither the City nor Artist shall be deemed or
constitute an employee, servant, agent, partner or joint venturer of the other. Artist is obligated to
pay federal and state income tax on any money earned pursuant to this Agreement, and
neither Artist nor Artist’s employees, agents or representatives are entitled to workers’
compensation benefits from the City.

B.

Surviving Covenants. The covenants and obligations set forth herein shall be binding upon the
parties, their heirs, legatees, executors, administrators, assigns, transferees and all their successors
in interest, and the City’s covenants do attach and run with the Artwork and shall be binding to and
until twenty (20) years after Artist’s death. The City shall give any subsequent owner of the
Artwork notice in writing of the covenants herein and shall cause each such owner to be bound
thereby.
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C.

Specific Performance; Other Rights and Remedies. In the event of a breach of this Agreement by
Artist, the City shall have the right, but not the obligation, to obtain specific performance of the
Services in addition to any other remedy available under applicable law. Nothing contained in this
Agreement shall be construed as a limitation on any rights and remedies available to the parties
under the law, which may now or in the future be applicable.

D.

Disputes. If, prior to final acceptance of the Artwork, its installation and subsequent acceptance, a
significant disagreement arises among the parties, both shall make every reasonable effort to affect
a mutually satisfactory resolution. Before terminating this Agreement or pursuing any other legal
remedy in connection with this Agreement, either party must notify the other party in writing of the
intent to terminate this Agreement or to pursue other legal remedy and take whatever steps may be
reasonably necessary to mediate the underlying dispute.

E.

Governing Law and Venue; Recovery of Costs. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of
the State of Colorado. Venue for state court actions shall be in Jefferson County, Colorado, and
venue for federal court actions shall be in the United States District Court for the District of
Colorado. In the event legal action is brought to resolve any dispute among the parties related to
this Agreement, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to recover reasonable court
costs and attorney fees from the non-prevailing party.

F.

Governmental Immunity. No term or condition of this Agreement shall be construed or interpreted
as a waiver, express or implied, of any of the immunities, rights, benefits, protections or other
provisions of the Colorado Governmental Immunity Act, C.R.S. §§ 24-10-101, et seq.

G.

No Third-Party Beneficiaries. It is expressly understood and agreed that enforcement of the terms
and conditions of this Agreement and all rights of action relating to such enforcement shall be
strictly reserved to the parties. It is the express intention of the parties that any person other than
the City and Artist shall be deemed to be only an incidental beneficiary under this Agreement.

H.

No Assignment. Except as otherwise provided herein, Artist shall not assign this Agreement
without the City’s prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld,
conditioned or delayed.

I.

No Waiver. The waiver of any breach of a term, provision or requirement of this Agreement shall
not be construed as or deemed a waiver of any subsequent breach of such term, provision or
requirement or of any other term, provision or requirement of this Agreement.

J.

Force Majeure. Failure to fulfill any obligation herein due to conditions beyond the reasonable
control of either party shall not be considered a breach of contract; provided, however, that such
unfulfilled obligations shall be suspended only for the duration of such conditions.

K.

Entire Agreement; Binding Effect. This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties
relating to the subject matter hereof and, except as provided herein, may not be modified or
amended except by written agreement of the parties. This Agreement shall be binding upon, and
shall inure to the benefit of, the parties and their respective heirs, personal representatives,
successors and assigns.

L.

Authority. The parties represent and warrant that they have taken all actions necessary to legally
authorize the undersigned signatories to execute this Agreement on behalf of the parties and to bind
the parties to its terms.
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M.

Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall
be deemed to be an original and all such counterparts taken together shall be deemed to constitute
one and the same instrument.

N.

Headings. Paragraph headings used in this Agreement are for convenience of reference and shall in
no way control or affect the meaning or interpretation of any provision of this Agreement.

O.

Severability. In the event a court of competent jurisdiction holds any provision of this Agreement
invalid or unenforceable, such holding shall not invalidate or render unenforceable any other
provision of this Agreement.

P.

Acknowledgement of Open Records Act – Public Document. Artist hereby acknowledges that the
City is a public entity subject to the Colorado Open Records Act, C.R.S. § 24-72-201, et seq., and
as such, this Agreement may be subject to public disclosure thereunder.
[Remainder of this page intentionally left blank – signature page(s) follow(s).]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the Effective Date.
CITY OF LAKEWOOD
_______________________________________
Kathleen E. Hodgson, City Manager

ATTEST:
_____________________________________
Margy Greer, City Clerk

Approved as to form:
_______________________________________
Gregory D. Graham, Deputy City Attorney

Recommended for approval:
_____________________________________
Kit Newland, Director
Department of Community Resources

TIM UPHAM, INC.
_______________________________________
Timothy Upham, President and CEO
STATE OF COLORADO
COUNTY OF

)
) ss.
)

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________________, 2015,
by
, Artist.
Witness my hand and official seal.
My Commission Expires

.
Notary Public
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City of Colorado Springs
Public Art Master Plan
Toolkit
Public Art Ordinance - Samples

CITY OF LOVELAND MUNICIPAL CODE
Chapter 12.60 - Art in Public Places
Section 12.60.010 - Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a means to fund the acquisition of works of art by the
city, which shall become the city's collection, to provide a means to select works of art for the
collection, to provide for the display of the collection and to provide for the maintenance and
repair of the works of art in the collection. (Ord. 3214 § 1 (part), 1985)
Back to top
Section 12.60.020 - Definitions
For the purpose of this chapter the following words or phrases shall be defined as set out below:
A. “Art in public places” means any visual work of art displayed for two weeks or more in an
open city-owned area, on the exterior of any city-owned facility, inside any city-owned
facility in areas designated as public areas, or on non-city property if the work of art is
installed or financed, either wholly or in part, with city funds or grants procured by the city.
B. “Commission” means the visual arts commission created and codified in Section 2.60.260
of this code.
C. “Construction cost” means actual cost of any construction project with an estimated
construction cost of fifty thousand dollars or more, excluding, however, engineering and
administrative costs, costs of fees and permits and indirect costs, such as interest during
construction, advertising and legal fees.
D. “Construction project” means the construction, rehabilitation, renovation, remodeling,
equipping or improvement of any building, street, park, utility line or other public
improvement by or for the city, including all associated landscaping, parking and the like,
but excluding any improvements made by any special improvement district and any other
improvements excepted by the city council from the requirement of Section 12.60.030 of
this chapter after a public hearing thereon.
E. “Reserve account” means the art in public places reserve account established by this
chapter.
F. “Work of art” includes, but is not limited to, a sculpture, monument, mural, fresco, relief,
painting, fountain, banner, mosaic, ceramic, weaving, carving and stained glass. Work of
art would normally not include landscaping, paving, architectural ornamentation or signs.
(Ord. 3214 § 1 (part), 1985)
Back to top
Section 12.60.030 - Funds for works of art
There shall be included in all estimates of necessary expenditures and all requests for
authorizations or appropriations for construction projects an amount for works of art equal to at
least one percent of the construction cost. If any project is partially funded from any source which
precludes art as an object of expenditure of funds, then this section shall apply only to the amount
of funds not so restricted. All funds set aside for works of art shall be paid into the reserve
account. (Ord. 3214 § 1 (part), 1985)
Back to top
Section 12.60.040 - Account established
There is established a reserve account within the general fund-capital to be known as the art in
public places reserve account. Such reserve account shall be credited with such funds as
determined by the city council and with all funds received by the city for visual art in public places,
whether contributed, earned, secured through grants or otherwise obtained. Moneys credited to
such account shall be expended only for acquisition of works of art, maintenance and repair of
works of art and expenses of administration of this chapter. (Ord. 3214 § 1 (part), 1985)

Back to top
Section 12.60.050 - Administration
The visual arts commission shall administer the provisions of this chapter relating to acquisition of
works of art and display. The Loveland Museum and Gallery shall provide administrative support
and assistance to the commission as necessary to accomplish the purposes of this chapter, and
shall be reimbursed for actual expenses incurred as expenses of administration. The commission
shall submit, not later than March of each year, a report of its activities for the prior year. (Ord.
3214 § 1 (part), 1985)
Back to top
Section 12.60.060 - Guidelines
The commission shall adopt guidelines:
A. To identify suitable art objects for city buildings;
B. To facilitate the preservation of art objects and artifacts that may be displayed in public
places;
C. To prescribe a method or methods for competitive selection of art objects for display;
D. To prescribe procedures for the selection, acquisition and display of art in public places;
and
E. To set forth any other matter appropriate to the administration of this chapter. (Ord. 3214
§ 1 (part), 1985)
Back to top
Section 12.60.070 - Selection & display standards
In performing its duties with respect to art in public places, the commission shall give special
attention to the following matters:
A. Conceptual compatibility of the design with the immediate environment of the site;
B. Appropriateness of the design to the function of the site;
C. Compatibility of the design and location with a unified design character or historical
character of the site;
D. Creation of an internal sense of order and desirable environment for the general
community by the design and location of the work of art;
E. Preservation and integration of natural features for the project;
F. Appropriateness of the materials, textures, colors and design to the expression of the
design concept; and
G. Representation of a broad variety of tastes within the community and the provision of a
balanced inventory of art in public places to insure a variety of style, design and media
throughout the community. (Ord. 3214 § 1 (part), 1985)
Back to top
Section 12.60.080 - Display of art in public places
A. Works of art selected and implemented pursuant to the provisions of this chapter may be
placed in, on or about any public place or, by agreement with the owner thereof, any
private property with substantial public exposure in and around the city. Works of art
owned by the city may also be loaned for exhibition elsewhere, upon such terms and
conditions as deemed necessary by the commission. City officials responsible for the
design and construction of public improvements in the city shall make appropriate space
available for the placement of works of art, in consultation with the commission. The
commission shall advise the department responsible for the particular public
improvement of the commission's decision regarding the design, execution and
placement of work of art in connection with such project. For any proposed work of art
requiring an extraordinary operation or maintenance expense, the commission shall
obtain prior written approval of the department head responsible for such operation or

maintenance before approving the same.
B. All art in public places shall receive the prior review and approval of the commission.
None shall be removed, altered or changed without the prior review and approval of the
commission.
C. No work of art financed or installed either wholly or in part with city funds or with grants
procured by the city shall be installed on privately owned property without a written
agreement between the commission, acting on behalf of the city, and the owner
specifying the proprietary interests in the work of art and specifying other provisions
deemed necessary or desirable by the city attorney. In addition, such written agreement
shall specify that the private property owner shall assure:
1. That the installation of the work of art will be done in a manner which will protect
the work of art and the public;
2. That the work of art will be maintained in good condition; and
3. That insurance and indemnification will be provided as is appropriate.
D. Installation, maintenance, alteration, refinishing and moving of art in public places shall
be done in consultation with the artist whenever feasible.
E. The director and the Loveland Museum and Gallery shall maintain a detailed record of all
art in public places, including site drawings, photographs, designs, names of artists and
names of architects whenever feasible. The director shall attempt to give appropriate
recognition to the artists and publicity and promotion regarding art in public places. (Ord.
3214 § 1 (part), 1985)
Back to top
Section 12.60.090 - Ownership
All works of art acquired pursuant to this chapter shall be acquired in the name of, and title shall
be held by, the city. (Ord. 3214 § 1 (part), 1985)
Back to top
Section 12.60.100 - Exemptions
The following are exempt from the provisions of this chapter:
A. All works of art in the collections of, or on display at, or under the auspices of, the
Loveland Museum and Gallery and the Loveland Public Library; and
B. All works of art in display in private city offices or other areas of city-owned facilities
which are not generally frequented by the public. (Ord. 3214 § 1 (part), 1985)
Back to top
©

, City of Loveland, Colorado

ARTICLE XI. PUBLIC ART PROGRAM
------*Editor's note--Ord. No. 174-00, passed 4-24-00, repealed §§14-851-14-860 of this article and enacted
new provisions as herein set out.
------Sec. 14-850. Preamble.
It shall henceforth be the policy of the City to provide on an annual basis regular funding for the
preservation, restoration and enhancement of its public art collection. This ordinance and the funding contemplated
are in recognition of the fact that only by instituting a steady stream of funding for this effort and standing by that
commitment, will the City over time be able to fulfill its role as steward of its public art collection and help nurture
and enrich thereby the quality of life in this City.
(Ord. No. 174-00, 4-24-00)
Sec. 14-851. Purpose.
The purpose of the Public Art Ordinance is to promote the educational, cultural, economic and general
welfare of the City of Portland by providing the means to fund the acquisition and care of art works by the City of
Portland, which shall be the City's Public Art Collection. The Public Art Program seeks to:
(a)

care for and maintain the Public Art Collection of the City of Portland by documenting, preserving
and restoring and repairing the collection;

(b)

acquire works of public art, and to seek donations of art work for the City's Public Art Collection;

(c)

provide curatorial expertise and project management for the care of Portland's Public Art
Collection;

(d)

enhance and enrich the lives of the City's residents, visitors and employees by incorporating the
visual arts into public spaces;

(e)

contribute to the City's civic pride and sense of identity;

(f)

increase access to works of art for residents and visitors to the area;

(g)

enhance Portland's growing reputation as a City which celebrates the arts;

(h)

celebrate the multi-cultural and diverse character of Portland's communities with place specific
art; and

(i)

encourage collaboration between artists, landscape architects, urban planners, architects, engineers
and other designers.
(Ord. No. 246-91, 3-11-91; Ord. No. 174-00, 4-24-00)
Sec. 14-852. Definitions.
(a)

For the purposes of this section, art work shall include:

(1)

Sculpture, statues or monuments in any material or combination of materials;

(2)

Painting;

(3)

Graphic arts, printmaking and drawing;

(4)

Photography;

(5)

Crafts in clay, fiber and textiles, wood, metal, plastics, glass and other materials; and

(6)

Mixed media, any combination of forms or media, including collage.

(b)

For the purposes of this ordinance public art shall not include:

(1)

Reproductions by mechanical or other means of original works of art, except for limited editions,
controlled by the artist, of original prints, cast sculptures, photographs or other works of art.

(2)

Decorative, ornamental, or functional elements which are designed by the building architect or
consultants engaged by the architect which are a traditional and typical element of architectural
design.

(3)

Those elements generally considered to be components of a landscape architectural design
including, but not limited to, plant materials, pools, paths, benches, receptacles, fixtures and
planters.

(4)

"Art objects" which are mass produced or of a standard design, such as playground sculpture or
fountains.

(5)

Directional or other functional elements, such as supergraphics, signage, color coding and maps.

(6)

Electrical, water or mechanical service for activation of the work.

(7)

Exhibitions and educational programs related to the work.

(8)

In connection with the works of art, before or after they are installed: lighting (unless an integral
element of the work of art), registration, dedication, unveiling, insurance, security, publicity or
publications, and maintenance, including preservation, conservation, restoration and repair.

(9)

Performing Arts.

(c)

Public Art Collection: Art objects that are owned by the City of Portland which are permanently
installed in public, accessible locations. Permanent public art must be located in a public place
with public visibility and impact, and shall have a permanence at least comparable to associated
capital projects.

(d)

Public Art Guidelines: The regulations adopted by the Committee and approved by the City
Council which establish procedures to carry out the purpose of this Ordinance. The guidelines
shall include but not be limited to criteria for selection of artists and art works, maintenance of a
file of interested artists, procedures for artistic competitions, and requirements for the maintenance
of works of art.
(Ord. No. 246-91, 3-11-91; Ord. No. 174-00, 4-24-00)
Sec. 14-853. Funding.
(a)

Establishment of Public Art Fund

(1)

The City shall establish a special revenue fund designated as the "Public Art Fund" in the City
treasury from which expenditures may be made in accordance with this ordinance. The Public Art
Fund shall contain a capital account to fund permanent public improvements in the form of the
purchase or acquisition of new public art, or major restorations, and an operations and

maintenance account. Capital funds may come from any source, including the sale of general
obligation bonds. The City's Capital Improvement Program shall contain an annual appropriation
for the Public Art Fund calculated in accordance with paragraph B below. Funds for the operation
and maintenance account may come from any source except bonds.
(b)

City Funded Projects.

(1)

A percentage of the city's Capital Improvement Program (CIP) shall be calculated and
appropriated annually to the city’s Public Art Fund. The annual appropriation shall be .5% of the
total annual CIP.

(2)

Nothing contained herein shall preclude funding the acquisition of art for municipal property in
other ways.
(Ord. No. 246-91, 3-11-91; Ord. No. 174-00, 4-24-00)

Sec. 14-854. Administration.
(a)
The City Public Art Program shall be administered by the Public Art Committee whose
members shall be appointed by the City Council. The Public Art Committee shall develop an annual art
plan for Portland, which shall be presented to the City Council, and shall also have the following
responsibilities:
(1)

Establish such guidelines as are necessary to carry out the purpose of the ordinance. The
guidelines shall include but not be limited to criteria for selection of artists and art work,
maintenance of a file of interested artists, review criteria for proposed gifts of art work to
the city, procedures for artistic competitions, and requirements for the maintenance of art
work. Any and all guidelines or changes to guidelines shall be placed on a City Council
public agenda as a communication requiring a public hearing. Any guideline may be
vetoed, in whole or in part, by order of the Council within forty-five (45) days of the date
of filing with City Clerk. No guideline changes shall take effect until that time period has
elapsed. If a part of a guideline is vetoed, the remainder shall continue in effect. Any
guideline adopted, which is not required by the statutes of the state or by this article, may
be waived by the chair upon good cause being shown.

(2)

Recommend to the City Council the expenditure of funds for the acquisition of public art,
for maintenance of public art and for administration of this program.

(3)

Seek private donations of funds and/or works of art for the purposes of expanding the
public art collection, or the maintenance of the collection.

(4)

Oversee the maintenance, care and repair of the public art collection.

(5)

Review the appropriateness of proposed public art which is intended to fulfill all or part
of the contribution required by this article.

(6)

Recommend appropriate locations and accessibility to the public for permanent art, with
suggestion as to the type of art which is appropriate.

(7)

Solicit advice from arts professionals, the business community, and from local residents
on the appropriateness of proposed art.

(8)

Recommend revisions to policies and guidelines for the improved implementation of this
program.

(9)

Develop an annual art plan for Portland.

(10)

Ensure that the use of funds collected under this program will increase the amount of art
in the city that is available to the public.

(b)

Public Art Committee - Structure.

(1)

The Public Art Committee shall be composed of nine voting members who are appointed
by the City Council. The City Council shall appoint one of its members, the City
Manager shall recommend a member, and The Portland Arts and Cultural Alliance shall
recommend one of its members to serve on the Public Art Committee. The City Council
shall appoint the remaining six members who shall be volunteers and have interest and/or
expertise in public art. Such experience may include, but shall not be limited to,
education and experience as an architect, a landscape architect, a professional curator, a
professional artist and/or an art educator. Persons appointed to the Public Art Committee
must live or work in Portland and shall be appointed through the City's annual
appointment process.

(2)

Each Public Art Committee member shall serve for a period of three years.
appointments shall be staggered so that three appointments terminate each year.

(3)

Whenever a vacancy shall occur, the vacancy shall be filled by the City Council.

(4)

The Public Art Committee shall adopt its own rules for the conduct of its business not
inconsistent with the statutes of the state and this article. Such rules shall be filed with
the staff secretary of the Committee and with the City Clerk. Any and all rule changes
shall be placed on a City Council agenda as a communication requiring a public hearing.
Any rule may be vetoed, in whole or in part, by order of the Council within forty-five
(45) days of the date of filing with the City Clerk. No rules change shall take effect until
that time period has elapsed. If a part of a rule is vetoed, the remainder shall continue in
effect. Any rule so adopted, which is not required by the statutes of the state or by this
article, may be waived by the chair upon good cause being shown.

(5)

The

The members of the Public Art Committee shall annually elect one (1) of their members
as a chair to preside at all meetings and hearings and to fulfill the customary functions of
that office, and another of their members as vice-chair.
(Ord. No. 246-91, 3-11-91; Ord. No. 174-00, 4-24-00)

City of Colorado Springs
Public Art Master Plan
Toolkit
Public Art Policies - Samples

III. SCOPE
This policy applies to all works of art that are commissioned or acquired, including both
temporary and permanent works, and meet all of the following criteria:
A. Funded in whole or in part through City funds or under the agreement that maintaining the
artwork is the responsibility of the City;
B. Sited on City property, building, or right-of-way;
C. Consistently accessible to the public.
IV. LIMITATIONS
The policy does not extend to:
A. Artworks on display within City offices or City buildings that have restricted public access
or regulated access. This includes artworks acquired for the sole purpose of office
adornment and not for overall public experience.
B. Temporary exhibitions of artworks (such as gallery displays, booth displays at art festivals,
individual artworks, or museum exhibits) displayed on City-owned or –managed property
where the owner of such artwork has or intends to: retain ownership of the work; assume
all responsibility associated with that display; remove it after an agreed upon duration has
concluded, which shall not exceed two years.
1. One-time, temporary exhibitions require a Temporary Art Permit which shall be
obtained through the Office of Arts and Culture. These permits will be vetted for
feasibility through an internal Technical Review Committee.
2. Ongoing programming and exhibitions in City-owned cultural venues are at the
discretion of the facility operator.
V. APPLICABILITY
The placement of public art on public property is a form of government speech and as such, is
not subject to scrutiny under the Free Speech Clause. Therefore, the City has broad discretion
to make decisions related to public art on public property.
The City shall honor other local, state and federal laws that may apply, including but not
limited to the Colorado Fair Campaign Practices Act. The City shall exercise final approval
authority over all decisions regarding public art on City property.
VI. DEFINITIONS
For full definition list, see Appendix A: Definitions (pp 20-22)
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For the purposes of this policy, public art is defined as, but need not be limited to, unique, oneof-a-kind artwork conceived with its site in mind and of the following:
A. Sculpture
B. Painting
C. Mixed Media, Collage
D. Earth works, Environmental Art, Installations
E. Sound Art
F. Time-based Media, Film/Video, Digital Art, Web-based Art, Projections
G. Light-based Art Installations
H. Temporary Art, Conceptual Art, Social Practice Events
I. Music
J. Performance Art, Dance, Movement
K. Literary Works
L. Original Printmaking and Photography, Original Graphics
M. Fiber Arts, Textile, Stained Glass, Metalwork, and Other Crafts
N. Ceramic Arts, Mosaics
For the purposes of this policy, the following are not considered public art:
A. Directional Elements, Wayfinding, Signage, Color-Coding (except where these elements
are an integral part of the artwork.)
B. Donor Bricks and Plaques
C. Decorations
D. Non-Original Works of Art of All Media, including reproductions
E. Public Improvements for Safety such as area or path lighting, protective railings, etc.
(except where these elements are an integral part of the artwork.)
F. Landscape Design or Gardens (when used for decoration unless designed by an artist and
are an integral part of the artwork.)
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VII. ADMINISTRATION
Oversight and coordination of the City of Boulder Public Art Program and all works of public
art acquired by the City of Boulder, including their budgets, are the sole responsibility of the
Library & Arts Department Office of Arts and Culture, and its Public Art Program staff. The
Office of Arts and Culture will additionally serve as the leading expert commissioning and
overseeing the maintenance of the public art collection. The Boulder Arts Commission (Arts
Commission) will serve as an advisory, engagement group in support of the execution of this
policy.
A. Public Art Implementation Plans – Commonly known as public art master plans, these
Public Art Implementation Plans are supplemental strategic documents that provide
guidance to all City staff on planned public art projects. Project Managers are encouraged
to notify the Office of Arts and Culture of capital projects that have a potential for public
art as early as possible for successful integration. Project Managers will support the Office
of Arts in Culture in the creation of the Public Art Implementation Plans. These Plans will
provide direction to the following:
1. Project(s) Goals
2. Site Context, Narrative and Themes
3. Project Budget
4. Project Timeline
5. Selection Process
6. Anticipated Artwork Lifespan
7. Project Site and Anticipated Scale
8. Selection Panel Participants
9. Technical Review Committee Participants
10. Public Inquiry Process
These plans are generated biennially by the Office of Arts and Culture, and may
occasionally be generated to serve individual projects of significant size or special
significance to the community.
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VIII. FUNDING FOR ACQUISITIONS:
A. Sources of Funding
1. Percent for Art – As described in section VIII B of this policy, one (1) percent of the
construction budgets of New Capital and Capital Enhancement projects will be
allocated for the express purpose of commissioning works of art in accordance with the
terms of this policy.
2. Special Designated Funds – From time to time, special funds may be established for
the express purposes of commissioning works of art in accordance with the terms of
this policy. For example, a special increment tax may be established by voters for
capital projects with a portion assigned to public art.
3. Voluntary Allocations – Departments may deposit additional funds into existing
public art accounts or create new public art accounts at the department’s discretion.
These funds will be spent in accordance with this policy.
4. Donated Artwork or Funds – Funds or works of art may be donated to the city in
accordance with Section X of this policy.
5. Public Art Maintenance Funding – The funding to maintain and conserve acquired
works of art, though not governed by this policy, is a critical component of the public
art program. It is recommended that city staff carefully consider and implement the
necessary funding to properly care for the collection under the terms found in Section
XI of this policy.
6. Private Development Art in Public Places (Forthcoming) – This section is held for
future use.
B. Percent for Art Rule
1. Determining if a New Capital or Capital Enhancement Project (Parent Project)
Qualifies for the Percent for art Rule – Parent Projects which meet all of the
following criteria will follow the procedures described in section VIII C of this policy.
Criteria for determining applicability are as follows:
a. Projects with an overall budget of $100,000 and greater. Projects may not be
divided by site, phase, budget, or any other means for the express purpose of
avoiding the percent for art rule.
b. Projects that include new construction, including expansion or significant
improvement of an existing facility. This includes improvement to or construction
of buildings or other structures permanent in nature including any building or
structure; roads and streets, streetscape projects, pedestrian malls and plazas; and
construction of or improvement to designated parks.
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c. Projects that include finished public space. Examples of projects that do not include
finished public space include renovations of non-public offices, updating existing
utilities such as data or electrical upgrades, infrastructure projects such as storm
drains, etc.
d. Projects that have any portion of their budget derived from the following eligible
funds: 0.25 Cent Sales Tax Fund, Facility Renovation and Replacement Fund,
Capital Projects funded through the General Fund, Permanent Parks and Recreation
Fund, Transportation Fund and Transportation Development Fund.
1. Projects that have budgets derived entirely from the following non-eligible
funds are exempt from the percent-for-art rule: Airport Fund, Boulder Junction,
Capital Development Fund, Computer Replacement Fund, Downtown
Commercial District Fund, Lottery Fund, Open Space Fund, Stormwater Utility
Fund, Telecommunications Fund, Wastewater Utility Fund and Water Utility
Fund.
2. Should any parent project that is otherwise applicable to the percent for art rule
have a portion of the budget from both eligible and non-eligible sources, the
calculation of the full percent-for-art will be on the entire construction budget
for the parent project, as described below in section VIII C, but the funding will
be derived entirely from an eligible fund.
C. Percent for Art Allocation Process
Once a parent project has been found eligible for the percent for art rule, the following
steps must be taken to allocate funding:
1. Calculating the Public Art Allocation
a. Staff from the department managing the parent project will contact the Office of
Arts and Culture. It is advised that departments estimate the percent for art as soon
as is possible in developing project budgets.
b. The public art budget is calculated to be no less than one (1) percent of the total
parent project construction budget. The allocation must include all construction
services costs and construction contingency costs. These costs include:
preconstruction services, construction management services, construction
supervision and administration, all hard costs of construction (materials, labor,
equipment and subcontractor costs, etc.) and materials testing, inspection and
commissioning.
c. The overall project budget, for the purposes of applicability, and construction
component, for the purposes of calculating the percent for art budget, may not be
divided. All funding sources must be included in the calculation of the total project
construction cost. All multi-phased projects are calculated as a single percent for art
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calculation. Percent for art allocation should be sourced from unrestricted fund
sources to ensure project flexibility. (Unrestricted funds include CIPs, general fund,
etc. Restricted funds include grants, donations, etc.)
d. A public art account will be created as a line item within the parent project’s
budget.
i. The amount calculated for the public art allocation will be deposited into
the public art account at the same time as funding is deposited for the
construction budget of the parent project.
e. Exceptions
i. Pooling – Pooling is defined as the combining of public art budgets from
distinct, eligible parent projects. Any public art project budget of $10,000
or lower may be pooled. Any project generating $10,001 or higher will be
reviewed by staff to determine if a distinct public art project is possible, or
if funds should be pooled.
Below are situations in which pooling will be considered:
1.

Intra-department projects - Some parent projects will generate
relatively small funds and may be pooled within the department’s
public art projects for added impact.

2.

Geographically-relevant projects - Parent projects within a related
physical area may mutually contribute to a public art project for
greater impact. This may be sourced from multiple departments.

3.

Underserved locations - Funding may be allocated from across the
overall public art budgets to provide opportunities within areas that
have not benefited from capital improvements and are comparatively
lacking in public art.

IX. PROCEDURES FOR THE ACQUISITION OF PUBLIC ARTWORK
A. Acquisition Criteria – The following criteria shall be used when considering acquisition
of artwork by purchase, commission or donation, and additional criteria may be established
at the discretion of the Office of Arts and Culture to meet the needs of individual projects.
1. Inherent Artistic Quality – The assessed aesthetic merit of the piece as an artwork,
independent of other considerations.
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2. Context – The compatibility of the artwork in scale, material, form and content with its
surroundings. Consideration should be given to the architectural, historical,
geographical and social/cultural context of the site.
3. Ability to Install and Maintain - The anticipated ability of the artist to complete the
artwork and considerations towards the City’s ability to provide maintenance and
conservation to maintain the asset over time. Considerations shall also apply to
temporary projects.
4. Time Horizon of Artwork – The anticipated lifespan of the project and/or its host site.
5. Diversity – The City is committed to commissioning and acquiring artworks that
reflect diverse perspectives and approaches to art. To that end, the City shall seek
opportunities accessible to a broad audience. The City shall seek artwork from artists of
diverse racial, gender and cultural identities, and strive for diversity of experiences
through a variety of styles, scales, narratives, and media. The City shall also encourage
both experimental and established art forms.
6. Uniqueness – To ensure that the artwork will not be duplicated, the City shall require
the artist to warrant that the work is unique and limited to an edition of one unless
stated to the contrary in a contract.
B. Selection Process – The City may choose from several selection processes to solicit a
public art opportunity. These include but not limited to:
1.

Open Call via Request for Qualifications (RFQ)

2.

Open Call via Request for Proposals (RFP)

3.

Open Call to Establish an Artist Roster

4.

Limited Call / Invitational Call

5.

Direct Commission

6.

Direct Purchase

C. Acquisition Process Participants – The following participant groups will be formed for
each project. The composition, roles, and meeting structure of each group may need to be
adjusted to meet the individual needs of each project:
1. Public Art Program Staff – The director of the Library & Arts Department delegates
responsibility of the Public Art Program, and full responsibility for the execution of this
policy, to the manager of the Office of Arts and Culture (Manager).
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2. Selection Panel – A selection panel shall be convened to recommend the appropriate
artist for the project to staff. It is recommended that the panel include at least the
following voting members:
a. One Artist,
b. One Arts Professional/Educator,
c. Two Community Members and/or Facility Users, and
d. One Member of the Arts Commission.
The panel shall be moderated by the Manager or his/her delegate. All selection panel
meetings are considered public meetings: an announcement of the meeting must be
made, reasonable access to the public must be provided, and minutes and meeting
records maintained.
Exclusions – Staff of the City of Boulder may not be appointed as voting members of a
selection panel. See Roles and Responsibilities of Selection Panel Members (Appendix
D, pp 26-28)
3. Technical Review Committee – The Technical Review Committee (TRC) is a projectspecific, advisory committee comprised of individuals with technical knowledge of the
project, materials or techniques that will contribute to the success of the selection
process. Members of the TRC are invited to participate as advisory, non-voting
members of the selection panel. TRC members will consult on public art projects at
several points, including Public Art Implementation Plans, project proposal, design and
construction. It is recommended that the TRC include the following members:
a. Capital Project Management Team Representative(s),
b. Representatives of City Departments,
c. Risk Management Representative(s),
d. Representative(s) of the City Attorney’s Office,
e. Project Architect(s),
f. Project Engineer(s),
g. Conservator(s),
h. Art Fabricator(s),
i. Arts Professional(s),
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j. Technical Engineer(s),
k. and Member(s) of Advising Boards and Commissions, as applicable and
nominated by the appropriate department.
Internal participants will be identified by departmental directors and/or their liaisons.
D. Art Selection Approval Process – Below is the recommended selection process. At the
discretion of the Manager, aspects of this process may be altered to meet the needs of the
project. In the case of public art projects associated with capital projects, it is
recommended that the timeline of the selection process be set by the Manager to best align
with the design and construction timeline of the capital project to ensure the overall success
of both the public art and capital project.
1. Project Initiation
a. Budget Identified
b. Selection Panel Proposed
c. Public Art Implementation Plan Drafted and Approved – must follow the following
process to inform the City Manager for approval:
1. Review from City Staff and, as needed, Boards and Commissions,
2. Preliminary Public Input,
3. Presented to Arts Commission,
4. Memo of recommendation from the Arts Commission to the City Manager
2. Selection Panel Orientation – review the goals of the public art implementation plan
and advise the Manager on the details of the RFQ or other selection process.
3. Call for Artists – solicit applications through criteria identified in Section IX.B. The
call must include project goals addressed within the Public Art Implementation Plan.
4. Selection of Semifinalists – once the application window has closed, the selection
panel will convene to review all applications. The selection panel will narrow the
candidates to a reasonable group of semifinalists. Semifinalists will be invited to:
a. Site Visit and Proposal Development
b. Participate in a Public Inquiry –Public inquiry opportunities include, but are not
limited to, the following formats:
1. Public Forum
2. Public Lecture
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3. Town Hall Meeting
4. Online Platform
The public inquiry process is intended only to inform the artist, selection panel,
and TRC. The public inquiry process does not include voting on finalists or
decision authority.
c. Preparation of Proposals– Proposals will be submitted prior to presentations for a
preliminary analysis by the TRC.
5. Finalist Selection and Recommendation to the Arts Commission –The selection
panel will review the proposals, interview the semifinalists, and review the analysis of
the TRC. The selection panel will select a finalist as a recommendation to the Arts
Commission. One-to-two alternate artists may also be identified.
6. Arts Commission Process Approval and Recommendation to the City Manager–
The recommendation of the selection panel shall be made to the Arts Commission. The
Arts Commission shall review the acquisition process and determine if all aspects of
this policy were appropriately executed. The Arts Commission may a) approve the
acquisition process and recommend that the City Manager give final approval, b) deny
approval and ask that the Manager revisit a part of the process, or c) delay approval and
ask for additional information. After the approval of the acquisition process, the Arts
Commission shall review the finalist and proposal to give advice on the successful
completion of the public artwork.
7. Final Approval – It is the sole authority of the City Manager to approve the selection
of an artist and direct staff to proceed with a contract. The recommendations of the
selection panel and Arts Commission shall be forwarded in writing to the City
Manager. Upon review of the recommendations, the City Manager may choose to a)
approve the selection, b) deny the selection and return the decision to the Manager for
reconsideration, or c) delay approval until such time as more information is provided.
8. Contracts – A contract, waiver, or other agreement between the City and the Artist
shall be executed before acquisition process is finalized. Contracts will follow all rules
and guidelines following appropriate City policies and laws. Contracts shall be initiated
within 30 days of final approval by the City Manager. The Artist or the City has the
right to terminate the contract at any time, with final settlement between the parties as
set forth in the contract. Some projects may warrant that the artist(s) enter into a
design-only contract; in such cases, with specific oversight from the artist(s), the City
will issue separate contracts for fabrication and installation.
Contracts will name staff from the Office of Arts and Culture to manage all remaining
phases of design, construction and installation of artwork in accordance with the
contract.
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E. Public Art Selection for Unique Opportunities, Donations, Relocations, and
Deaccessions – A standing public art panel will be assembled at the discretion of the
Manager for the purposes of reviewing and approving:
1. Unique Opportunities – Opportunities will arise that may not be suitable to the process
describe above due to timeline, budget size or other considerations. Qualification of a
project as being a “unique opportunity” will be determined through the
recommendation of the Arts Commission. These unique opportunities will follow the
above process as much as is possible, at the discretion of the Manager. In addition to
the Acquisition Criteria (see Section IX.A), the panel will consider a project’s
feasibility within its existing parameters, including timeline and budget.
2. Donations (see Section X)
3. Relocations (see Section XII.B)
4. Deaccessions (see Section XII.A)
The Arts Commission will review and approve staff recommendations for membership
to the standing public art panel participants. Members of the standing public art panel
will serve a two-year term, up to three terms. Thereafter, a one-year lapse must occur
before reappointment. Additional roles and responsibilities are identified in Roles and
Responsibilities of Selection Panel Members (Appendix D, pp 26-28)

X. DONATIONS AND UNAUTHORIZED OR ABANDONDED ARTWORK
A. Criteria for Proposal of Donations – Works of art are occasionally offered to the City of
Boulder. All proposals to donate works of art to the City must be submitted to the Office
of Arts and Culture by the party proposing donation (Donor). Any worked proposed for
exhibition exceeding two years will be considered a donation. The donation request shall
contain the following:
1. Provenance – includes artwork information, conservation history, and transfer of
ownership
2. Maintenance Recommendations – all pending donations shall be required to include
maintenance recommendations that outline how the artwork is to be maintained, and
what materials and maintenance procedures are needed to conduct routine maintenance
of the artwork (cleaning schedules and minor repairs).
3. Proposed Site, if any.
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4. Community Feedback – the Donor will provide community feedback about the
proposed donation. If a site is proposed, the community feedback must represent the
views of residents adjacent to the site or other stakeholders to the site. The method of
community feedback is identified at the discretion of the Manager, and may include a) a
petition, b) notes from a public meeting, c) letters of support, d) online comments to a
video or website, or other methods. Depending on the nature of the project, further
public engagement may be required according to the specific requirements for permit
application or development review.
5. Selection Process Description, if any.
6. Images or Renderings, if any.
7. Budget and Funding Strategy.
Donations will also enter into a contracting process as described above in Section IX.C.8.
B. Coordination with the Office of Arts and Culture
The Donor must maintain communication with the Manager regarding fundraising, design,
construction, maintenance planning, and full coordination. The Manager will facilitate a
project team of staff from across all affected City departments.
C. Sequence for Donation
1. Reviewed by Office of Arts and Culture staff for compliance with this policy. The
Manager will consult with the Donor on the refinement of their proposal for a period of
no more than three months after receipt of the proposal.
2. Analysis by the TRC for feasibility and compliance with all regulations.
3. Submitted to the standing public art panel for review, which will take into account
considerations listed above in Section IX.
4. Review by the Arts Commission for compliance with this policy and recommendation
to the City Manager.
5. Appeal of Arts Commission Recommendations – Appeals for reconsideration will only
be accepted from the Donor. Appeals will be made in writing to the Manager within 30
days of the decision of the Arts Commission. Appeals will be forwarded to the Arts
Commission for their review and consideration. Additional appeals are not accepted.
6. Presented to the City Manager for final approval.
7. Upon approval, the Donor will enter into a contract or other agreement with the City.
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D. Limitations
1. Compliance with the Approved Proposal, Contract, Policies and Laws – It is the sole
authority of the City Manager to cancel the project in writing at any time if the Donor
or any participant in the process has been determined to be violating the terms of the
approved proposal, the contract, or any pertinent City policies or laws.
2. Completion Deadline – Approved proposals for donation must complete the full
process, including installation of the artwork, by no more than one year after final
approval. The Donor may request an extension to the deadline of no more than one
additional year. The extension request must be submitted to the Manager for review
and approval by the City Manager. Fundraising requests will only be considered if
there are new circumstances that have affected the ability of the Donor to complete the
project on time.
E. Unauthorized and abandoned artwork - The City is under no obligation to consider for
acquisition unauthorized and abandoned art. Instead, the City Manager may choose, at his
or her full discretion, to remove and/or dispose of it or consider the work for acquisition
consistent with the donation process outlined in Section X.A.

XI. PROCEDURES FOR PUBLIC ARTWORK MAINTENANCE AND CONSERVATION
The City is committed to maintaining the financial value, safety, and effectiveness of these
public assets, and preserving the enduring value of the collection of public artworks to the
community. Additionally, the City will carefully consider aspects of the Visual Artists Rights
Act (VARA), copyright, and licensing agreements articulated in the Artist(s) contract. It is the
goal of the Office of Arts and Culture ensure proper stewardship and conservation of the
collection through regular maintenance, conservation and inventory and condition assessment.
A. Maintenance plan for new acquisitions – All public art commissions shall be required to
include maintenance recommendations that outline how the artwork is to be maintained and
conserved, and what materials and maintenance procedures are needed to conduct routine
maintenance of the artwork. A maintenance plan will include the following elements:
1. Materials, and sources of the materials, used in the artwork;
2. Methods of fabrication and the name of any individual other than the artists who was
involved in the construction or creation of the artwork;
3. Installation specifications;
4. Method and frequency of required maintenance, and;
5. Additional contacts for maintenance issues, if warranted.
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B. General maintenance – maintenance of the artwork, as distinguished from technical
maintenance, conservation, restoration or repair, shall be the responsibility of the host
department. This may include cleaning schedules and protective measures against normal
wear, weather, and vandalism.
C. Technical Maintenance and Conservation- The City will, by its own qualified staff in the
Office of Arts and Culture and through professional services contract with art conservation
specialists, be responsible for the following:
1. Maintain a comprehensive Collection Database of all existing artwork in the City's
public art collection. This inventory will include but not be limited to:
a. an accession number unique to the specific artwork;
b. artwork information – title, year of commission, location of artwork;
c. artist information – artist name, contact information, artist copyright;
d. maintenance and conservation information – materials, fabrication methods,
installation specifics, ongoing photographic documentation, additional parties
contact information, material-specific warranties;
e. commissioning information – commission amount, contract reference number,
contract amendments, final contract amount, funding source, additional departments
or organizations involved, warranties and insurance.
2. The Office of Arts and Culture will conduct biennial condition reports and periodic
conservation/preservation assessment of its public art collection.
3. The Office of Arts and Culture will annually identify restoration and repair needs for
the public art collection that surpass general maintenance. This reporting will be used in
creating annual work plans and appropriating funding.
XII. PROCEDURES FOR DEACCESSION OR RELOCATION OF PUBLIC ARTWORK
A. Grounds for deaccessioning – The City may consider deaccessioning of artwork for one
or more of the following reasons:
1. Damage beyond reasonable repair – the public art has been damaged or deteriorated
beyond the point where repair is practical or feasible.
2. Excessive maintenance – the artwork requires excessive maintenance or has faults of
design, material, or workmanship and repair or remedy is impractical or unfeasible.
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3. Significant changes in use, character, or design of the site have occurred, which affect
the integrity of the work:
a. Site alteration – for site-integrated or site-specific works of art, the site for which
the public art was specifically created: i) is structurally or otherwise altered and can
no longer accommodate the artwork; ii) is made publicly inaccessible as a result of
new construction, demolition, or security enhancement, or; iii) has its surrounding
environment altered in a way that significantly and adversely impacts the public art.
b. Site acquisition or sale – for site-integrated or site-specific public art, the site for
which the public art was specifically created is sold or acquired by an entity other
than the City, which affects the integrity of the artwork.
4. Safety – the artwork endangers public safety in its current location.
5. Security – the condition and security of the artwork cannot be reasonably guaranteed.
6. Theft – a piece was stolen from its location and cannot be retrieved.
7. Disassociation under VARA – the artist legally exercises the right of disassociation
granted by VARA, preventing the use of his or her name as the creator of the public art.
8. Provenance – at the time of accessioning, complete information on the provenance of
the public art was not available and additional information has since become available
indicating that the public art should not be part of the City's public art collection.
B. Grounds for relocation – The City may consider relocation of artwork for one or more of
the following reasons:
1.

Safety – the artwork endangers public safety in its current location.

2.

Site acquisition for sale – For site-integrated or site-specific public art, the site for
which the public art was specifically created is sold or acquired by an entity other than
the City, which affects the integrity of the artwork and accessibility to the public.

3.

Significant site changes or alterations.

4.

Written request from the artist.

5.

More appropriate location for the artwork has been determined.

C. Sequence for Deaccession or Relocation
1. Request for Review – submitted to the manager of the Office of Arts and Culture.
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2. Notice to Artist – Artists whose works are being considered for relocation or
deaccession will be notified by all diligent means, including a legally-verifiable means
of communication.
3. Review by the Standing Public Art Panel – The standing public art panel will provide
recommendations in the form of a report including the following information:
a. The grounds for the proposed deaccessioning;
b. Identification of the existence or non-existence of legal limitations including issues
of copyright and ownership as determined by the City Attorney's Office;
c. Acquisition method, cost and estimated current value;
d. Written evaluation from a disinterested and qualified professional such as an
engineer, conservator, architect, safety expert or art historian;
e. Written recommendations from the TRC
f. Written recommendations of the artist or documentation of correspondence with the
artist regarding the deaccession or relocation;
g. Photo documentation of site conditions (if applicable);
h. In the case of damage, a report that documents the original cost of the public art,
estimated value and the estimated cost of repair;
i. In the case of theft, an official police report and a report prepared by the department
responsible for the site of the loss, and;
j. Proposed removal, relocation, and/or demolition work plan and justification for that
option.
4.

Public Engagement – The Office of Arts and Culture will facilitate the opportunity for
the public to provide feedback on the decision with the purpose of informing the
decision of the standing public art selection panel and the Arts Commission.

5.

Review by Arts Commission – The Arts Commission may request the involvement of
other Boards & Commissions as is necessary to the project. The Arts Commission will
review the recommendations of the standing public art selection panel for compliance
with this policy and other considerations. Approval is considered a recommendation by
the Arts Commission for final review by the City Manager.

7.

Appeal of Arts Commission Recommendations – Appeals for reconsideration will only
be accepted from the artist or their representatives. Appeals will be made in writing to
the Office of Arts and Culture within 30 days of the decision of the Arts Commission,
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and must be based on new information that was not considered during the process.
Appeals will be forwarded to the Arts Commission for their review and consideration.
Additional appeals are not accepted.
8.

Final Decision – A decision to relocate or deaccess public art shall be made by the City
Manager. The City Manager may decide to a) accept the recommendations, b) reject the
recommendations, or c) delay the decision and request more information.

D. Removal from the Collection – Any contractual agreements between the artist and the City
regarding removal or resale will be honored. To the extent removal is not addressed by a
contract, the City may choose to use any of the following methods to remove public art that
was either deaccessioned:
1. Return of the Work to the Artist, including all ownership of the material and copyright
of the artwork. This method is preferred, and the artist shall have first right to refuse
the offer. Other methods of removal from the collection, below, will be considered
only after notice of this refusal by the artist is received.
2. Trade through artist, gallery, museum, or other institutions for one or more other public
art(s) of comparable value.
3. Donation to a museum collection or other caretaker.
4. Sale through art auction, art gallery, dealer, or direct bidding by individuals. Any
revenue generated from such sale shall be directed to the budget of the Office of Arts
and Culture.
5. Destruction or recycling of materials comprising the public art. This method should
only be used as a last resort after considering all other possible methods. If this method
is used, it is recommended that no piece be recognizable as part of that public art.
E. Deaccessioning File – Documentation of the above grounds, decision and removal option
should be preserved in the inventory of the public artworks.
XIII. FORTHCOMING: Private Development Art in Public Places
XIV. FORTHCOMING: Art in Public Places Policy
XV. INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION
Employees who have questions concerning the interpretation of application of this policy
should be directed to the City Manager's Office or the library/arts director.
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XVI. EXCEPTIONS/CHANGE
This policy supersedes all prior editions of this policy and conflicting provision of other
policies covering the same or similar topics. Only the City Manager may grant exceptions to
this policy, including the eligibility of parent projects and the calculation of percent for art
funding. The City Manager may review and change this policy at any time.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS
As referenced in this policy plan, the following terms are defined as follows:
Accession: The steps taken to officially acquire and designate an artwork as part of an art collection.
Acquisition: The inclusion of an artwork in the permanent collection of the City, whether by commission,
purchase, donation or other means.
Art in Public Places: Any artwork with a site that is visible from public places, but not funded or
commissioned by the City of Boulder (in whole or in part) and therefore not applicable to the City of
Boulder’s “Policy on Acquisition and Maintenance of Public Art by the City.” This includes temporary
and permanent artwork commissioned by an entity other than the City of Boulder including, but not
limited to: individuals, businesses, non-profit organizations, education organizations, parochial
organizations, private developers, districts including transportation districts, the state government
including universities, the Federal government, and others. Though not applicable to the City of
Boulder’s “Policy on Acquisition and Maintenance of Public Art by the City”, there is still public interest
in the success of Art in Public Places projects. Therefore, staff of the Office of Arts and Culture will take
an active role in advocating for good practices and results in these projects. Art in Public Places projects
may be subject to other ordinances and policies of the City of Boulder.
Artist Roster: A compilation of artists working within an appropriate realm conceptually, materially,
and scale to be considered for a public art commission. This is a standing roster of local, national and
international candidates and may be used in addition to a solicitation or Request for Qualifications.
Artwork: Refer to VI for a full definition of “artwork”.
Boulder Arts Commission (Arts Commission): The City of Boulder's Arts Commission, which consists
of five members appointed by the city council serving five-year staggered terms.
Capital Improvement Program (CIP) - New Capital Projects: Project that: result in the construction
or acquisition of a new asset or construction that results in additional square footage of an existing asset;
have a discrete start and end date; have a specific location; are typically over $100,000 in total project
cost; result in a durable, long lasting asset, with a useful life of at least 15 years.
Capital Improvement Program (CIP) - Capital Enhancement Projects: Projects that: have a discrete
start and end date; have construction results in the expansion or significant improvement of an existing
facility or asset; are location specific; are typically over $100,000 in total project cost; result in a durable,
long lasting asset, with a useful life of at least 15 years.
City's Public Art Collection: Artwork that has been acquired and approved through the City's
acquisition process with the specific intention of being physically placed in a public setting and accessible
to the community
Collection Database : A currently existing or future database or physical record of the City's public art
collection. This may include photo documentation of the artwork, title, artist, dimensions, media, value,
provenance, display location, maintenance information, and any other pertinent details about the artist
and/or artwork.
Commission/commissioning: Artwork created at the request of the City—in which the funds to design
and produce the art are provided by the City and acquired through the process outlined in the Policy on
Acquiring and Maintenance of Public Art by the City.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS, CONTINUED
Conservation: preservation, repair, and prevention of deterioration of public artworks and artifacts.
Deaccessioning: The act of removing artwork from the City's public art collection through any method
(i.e. sale, return to the artist, donation, auction, demolition). This includes the removal from its public site,
removal from a maintenance cycle, and transferring of all associated records, both hard copy and
electronic, into the City's deaccessioned collection file.
Direct Commission: The approval of a specific artist by the Technical Review Committee and the Arts
Commission, commissioned based on merit and not proposal.
Direct Purchase: Unique circumstances of limited funds where it is reasonably more practical to
purchase an existing artwork than commit limited funds to the selection and design process. This
threshold will be determined by the Technical Review Committee and/or the Selection Panel.
Donation: Existing artwork that has been given to, and accepted by, the City, free and clear of any liens,
for inclusion in its art collection.
Joint Venture: Commissioning process which includes City funds in addition to outside municipal
commissioning funds or private contributions. This selection process could vary slightly as determined by
the procedures of the additional partners (RTD, Colorado Creative Industries, private partners, etc.), but
will follow City procedures as consistently as possible.
Limited Call: Advertisement of a public art opportunity limited by specific criteria (such as artist’s place
of residency, specific material, etc). These criteria will be determined by the Selection Panel and/or the
Technical Review Committee.
Maintenance: An ongoing approach to conserve architecture, paintings, drawings, prints, sculptures, and
objects of the decorative arts (furniture, glassware, metal ware, textiles, ceramics, and so on) that have
been adversely affected by negligence, willful damage, or, more usually, the inevitable decay caused by
the effects of time and human use on the materials of which they are made.
Open Call: A process in which a public art opportunity is promoted broadly within a region or nationally.
A selection process is used to determine an artist to commission. This method can employ an RFP or RFQ
process, however RFPs are no longer considered ethical by most artists.
Parent Project: a qualifying construction project from which the percent for art funding is derived.
Percent for art: a funding model which allocates a percent from a capital construction budget
specifically for a public art project.
Pooling: combining public art funds for impact. This includes, but is not limited to, intra-department
opportunities, geographically-relevant opportunities with funding from multiple department parent
projects, and opportunities within underserved locations. Any project that generates $10,000 or lower will
be pooled. Any project generating $10,001 or higher will be reviewed by the project manager and public
art administrator to determine if a distinct project is possible or if pooling is more appropriate.
Public Art: Artwork displayed in a location consistently accessible to the public; sited on City property,
building, or right-of-way; and funded in whole or part through City funds or under the agreement that
maintaining the artwork is the responsibility of the City.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS, CONTINUED
Public Art Implementation Plans: A biennial document that governs the use of public art funds with
specificity: the sites, the selection processes, funding levels, schedules and detailed goals of each project
written annually by the Office of Arts and Culture with guidance by the Technical Review Committee
and appropriate departmental stakeholders.
Public Art Program: A program within the Office of Arts and Culture charged with administering the
development and management of public art. The methods used to build a public art program include—but
are not limited to—commissioning artwork for permanent display, commissioning artwork for temporary
installation, purchasing existing artwork for permanent or temporary display, placing artists on project
design teams, and creating artist-in-residence opportunities. In addition to creating new work, the public
art program is charged with maintaining the public art collection, developing educational programming,
creating public art resources including printed materials and websites, seeking out partnerships and
opportunities with public and private organizations, and acting as a source for public art information.
Request for Proposal (RFP): As used in this Policy, a term for competitive projects, in which applicants
must submit a description of their idea or concept for consideration.
Request for Qualification (RFQ): As used in this Policy, this process, involves the submission of work
samples, resumes and letters of interest to determine a small group of finalists. Once finalists are selected,
they will be paid an honorarium to develop proposals, followed by the selection of an artist or team to be
commissioned.
Restoration: The attempt to conserve and repair architecture, paintings, drawings, prints, sculptures, and
objects of the decorative arts (furniture, glassware, metal ware, textiles, ceramics, and so on) that have
been adversely affected by negligence, willful damage, or, more usually, the inevitable decay caused by
the effects of time and human use on the materials of which they are made.
Site-Specific: This term refers to public works of art or projects that take into account, interface with, or
are otherwise informed by the surrounding environment. The physical limitations of a site, weather
conditions, history, audience demographics and usage, lighting and additional aspects all inform the
specificity of a project thus deeming the project a site-specific work of art.
Temporary Public Art: Commissioned, original works of art in public places for which it is the intention
to display the work of art for no more than 2 years. The City is encouraged to commission temporary
public art as such installations can be significant assets for a dynamic program, can allow for more
experimental or controversial works of art that elicit community conversation, and add to the vibrancy of
the city. Each temporary public art project will include a plan for documenting the project and retaining
that documentation and making it available to the public. For the purposes of this policy, temporary
public art is distinct from temporary exhibitions of artwork which is described in section IV.B.
Unauthorized and Abandoned Public Art: The surreptitious and anonymous, creation and installation
of public art on City-owned or -managed property without the City's approval. This can consist of
reclaiming space and changing its dynamics with images or counter images, such as the placement of
sculptures in public squares or images on walls.
Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 (VARA): 17 U.S.C. §106A, as amended. Federal copyright
legislation which grant protections to moral rights. VARA entitles authors of works of art, that meet
certain requirements, additional rights in the works regardless of any subsequent physical ownership of
the work itself, or regardless of who holds the copyright to the work. Specific VARA rights will be
articulated in individual artist contracts.
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Appendix B: Reference to City Policies and Plans

a. City of Boulder Charter
https://www.municode.com/library/co/boulder/codes/municipal_code

b. 2015 Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan
https://bouldercolorado.gov/bvcp

c. 2015 Community Cultural Plan
http://boulderarts.org/about-us/community-cultural-plan/
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Appendix C: 2015 Community Cultural Plan – Public Art Program Excerpts
The following excerpts are pertinent language from the Boulder’s Community Cultural Plan, adopted
November 17, 2015. The full Cultural Plan is available at: http://boulderarts.org/about-us/communitycultural-plan/
Strategy: Reinvent Our Public Art Program
Community Priority – Focus on the expression of culture and creativity in the public realm
through public art, the urban landscape, culture in the neighborhoods, and serendipitous
encounters with the arts.
Goal – Many individuals, businesses, organizations, and developers will be encouraged to invest
in improvements to public spaces through the addition of meaningful, innovative, and quality
works of art. The municipal investment in public art will be a model, using a system of publicly
transparent, sustainable, and innovative practices to commission artworks of enduring cultural
value.
Program Areas:

a. Public Art Commissioning – a fully managed program to commission many permanent
and temporary works of public art. The program will govern public spending on art in
public places across all city agencies and be considered strategically through a series of
Public Art Implementation Plans.

b. Maintenance and Conservation – asset management systems to maintain the permanent
collection of public artworks as an enduring legacy for future generations.

c. Interpretation, Communications, and Legacy Initiatives – a set of tools for staff to
promote the public art collection as an important part of daily life in Boulder including
tours, signs, online programs, and continuing relationships with artists.

d. Mural Program / Facilitation of Urban Art and Design – partnerships and collaboration
with private individuals, businesses, organizations, and state or Federal government
agencies who wish to install art in public places.
Priority Recommendations:
A Sophisticated Program – In considering the full lifecycle of a public art project, the
Office of Arts + Culture will build a high-performing public art program that is an
industry leader. In terms of process, this involves a thorough updating of practices,
among them: a high standard of public inquiry, strategic and thoughtful selection
processes, sustainable funding, and carefully executed design review. In addition, the
collection itself must meet the highest of standards and represent the most important
developments in contemporary practice. This pursuit of quality works of art implies
variety and diversity, not necessarily popular taste. It is important for the city to be
confident in this measure of success; no work of art will be universally loved. The ability
to take risks is important to the program. The public art program will actively seek
temporary and permanent public art in traditional media, yes. And, also, in time-based
media, performance, music, interactive projects, design, social practice, conceptual art,
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web-based art, and all emerging forms of public art. The collection of public artworks
will be successful when it is diverse, thought-provoking, and vibrant.
Sustainable Funding – After the initial launch of the public art program, the Office of
Arts + Culture will explore a source and mechanism for permanent public art funding in
the 2018 budget. An important consideration will be the ability to create a robust program
through commissioning several new works of art every year. Public art needs to be
considered in terms of decades, with a funding structure to achieve a vibrant public art
program well after the time horizon of this plan. To do this, a diverse portfolio of various
sources of funding is needed. It should be secure, flexible, and at an adequate level to
acquire and maintain new works of art on a regular basis.
Unified Approach – There have been substantial investments in public art over the years,
particularly by the Transportation, Parks, and Parking Services divisions of the City of
Boulder. However, a strategic and consistent process is needed to advance the
investments in public art. The Office of Arts + Culture will assume leadership in the
public art process while maintaining close collaborations with those agencies that are
most affected by the public art program.
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Appendix D: Roles and Responsibilities of Selection Panel and Technical Review Committee Members
1.

Protocol
Selection Panel Members, including the Technical Review Committee, play a critical role in the selection
of public art for the City of Boulder. The members of the Selection Panel select the best possible artist for a
public art project, and will create a lasting legacy for the citizens of Boulder which will be appreciated long
into the future.
Full participation from each member of the Selection Panel is required to take the best possible advantage
of the selection process. The required number of meetings throughout the full life of the selection process
for a project has been kept to a minimum, generally no more than three. It is important that each member
attend all of the scheduled meetings. While your role as a member of the Selection Panel is one that should
be taken seriously, it is also one that can be enjoyable and rewarding.
At the discretion of the Manger, it is recommended that each public art project have a unique selection
panel, with a minimum of five voting members. Voting members include, at minimum: one artist, one arts
professional/educator, two community members and/or facility users, and one member of the arts
commission. Staff of the City of Boulder may not be appointed as voting members of a selection panel.
With the exception of the arts commissioner, individuals may only participate on one selection panel per
year.

2.

Confidentiality
While all meetings are open to the public, everything discussed in the Selection Panel meetings is to remain
confidential. Each panelist is free to express any opinions throughout the selection process and must feel
confident that such opinions are express in confidence.
The names of members of each Selection Panel are publicly available information. The names of Selection
Panel members are made available to artists who may be under consideration. However, such artists are not
to contact member of the Selection Panel outside of regularly established meetings in regard to any
selection process or decision. All correspondence by and between artists and members of Selection Panel is
to be directed through the Office of Arts and Culture to ensure fairness in the selection process. Any other
communication may disqualify an artist from consideration.

3.

Roles of Members
Each Selection Panel is comprised of approximately five voting members and the project’s Technical
Review Committee.
Roles of TRC Members
a.

Provide background information and technical advice to the selection panel to ensure that
the decisions are made by voting members with the best information possible.

b.

To advise the Manager on how the process can best fulfil the criteria of the Public Art
Implementation Plan. To advise on considerations that may affect the success of the
commissioning, contract, design, fabrication, installation, and maintenance of the project.

c.

To participate in discussions during the selection process and to produce a
recommendations document which can be used by the Manager to ensure the best success
of the selection panel, and to better inform the review by the Boulder Arts Commission
and the City Manager.
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Roles of the Voting Selection Panel Members

4.

5.

a.

To review and consent to a final commissioning process including site details, the
number of semi-finalists to be selected, whether the review is open or blind, the selection
method, the criteria to be included in the prospectus, and the aesthetic criteria.

b.

To attend all meetings and participate in discussions with the full selection panel in order
to ensure fully informed and thoughtful decisions.

c.

To fully consider and vet applications and semifinalist proposals, as is relevant, to
provide the Manager with advancement of artists through the stages of the process.

d.

Ultimately, to make a final recommendation to the Boulder Arts Commission on the best
artist for the project.

Review Criteria - The following considerations must be taken into account by the above mentioned
entities when considering acquisition of artwork by purchase, commission or donation:
a.

Inherent artistic quality: The assessed aesthetic merit of the piece as an artwork, independent of other
considerations.

b.

Context: The compatibility of the artwork in scale, material, form and content with its surroundings.
Consideration should be given to the architectural, historical, geographical and social/cultural context
of the site.

c.

Ability to Install and Maintain: The anticipated cost required to install the artwork as well as the
anticipated cost and amount of maintenance and repair and the City's ability to provide that
maintenance. Particular consideration will be given toward whether or not the proposed artwork
includes an adequate maintenance plan. Any proposed artwork that is determined to require
extraordinary operations or maintenance expense is subject to prior review by the appropriate
department director.

d.

Diversity: The City is committed to acquiring artworks that reflect diverse cultural communities and
perspectives. To that end, the City shall seek artwork from artists of diverse racial, gender and cultural
identities, and strive for diversity in style, scale, and media. The City shall also encourage both
experimental and established art forms and recognize emerging artists whenever feasible.

e.

Uniqueness: The City shall require the artist to warrant that the work is unique and limited to an
edition of one unless stated to the contrary in a contract.

Conflict of Interest
As its policy on conflict of interest, the City of Boulder acknowledges that members of the Arts
Commission and members of subcommittees, panels or any other ad hoc committees should be alert to
avoid any action which could possibly be interpreted as a use of membership. Panel or group participation
to further his or her interest or the interest of any organization with which he or she is affiliation is
prohibited.
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It is expected that selection panel members may be aware of the work of some artists and arts organizations
who submit to be considered for public art projects. Such awareness alone does not constitute a conflict of
interest, nor does owning a piece of work by a submitting artist. A conflict of interest is deemed to exist if a
panelist is related to an artist, either through family or marriage, any other relationship of economic
dependence, a business relationship such as representing the work of an artist as a gallery owner, or if a
panelist stands to gain direct benefit, whether financial or otherwise, from the selection of a particular artist.
If you are related to a particular artist under consideration in one of the ways mentioned above, you are
asked to state that you have a conflict of interest and to refrain from discussing or voting on any decisions
regarding that artist.
In furtherance of this policy, each person covered by the policy shall act according to the following
guidelines (these guidelines are not exclusive and the policy shall also apply to situations not necessarily
covered by the guidelines):
a.

A selection panel member is expected to serve the City at large and represent the best interests of the
City and its cultural development.

b.

Individual artists who serve as selection panel members may participate in and/or receive benefit from
City of Boulder public art projects if they do not participate in the review and decision-making process
on such projects.

c.

A selection panel member may take part in activities supported by the Arts Commission fund. The
propriety of receiving remuneration will depend on the nature of the activity and other relevant factors,
and the Arts Commission shall determine that propriety at the time funds are awarded.

d.

A selection panel member shall excuse himself or herself from deliberation and recommendation on
any application with respect to which the selection panel member cannot or believes that he or she
cannot exercise an unbiased judgment, even if not otherwise required to do so by this policy.

e.

A selection panel member shall leave the room during the discussion and voting on any application
room, or any action affecting, any organization by which he or she is employed or with which he or
she is affiliated.

f.

No selection panel member shall receive a benefit of any kind whatsoever in exchange for taking
action in his or her membership capacity, nor shall he or she receive any remuneration whatsoever
from any source as payment for services in that capacity, provided however he or she shall receive
reimbursement from the Arts Commission or the Library and Arts Department for actual expenses
advanced in relation to those services.

g.

A selection panel member shall bear in mind his or her close personal relationships, such as marriage,
so as to avoid any appearance of a conflict of interest arising from those relationships.

Selection Panel members will sign a document acknowledging all of the above.
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Art in Public Places Handbook 2

Introduction
The City of Golden’s Art in Public Places Program create a healthy,
vibrant atmosphere that contributes to the quality and cultural identity
of our community. It is inspired by a variety of goals including
encouraging cultural expression and inspiring a sense of civic pride.
Artists bring a unique perspective to design development. They provide
an aesthetic balance to capital improvement projects and create
memorable spaces for residents, businesses and visitors.
Enhancing the character of our community through public art directly
supports cultural tourism and economic development.

Butterfly, Patrick Madison, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Section 1: City Ordinance
City of Golden Ordinance 1940 established the Art in Public Places
Program and the Public Art Commission. This ordinance serves as the
conduit for community enrichment by providing a wide range of art in
public places, recognizing that art in a public setting is vital to a livable
community and contributes to economic development.

Monarch, Buck McCain, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Golden Municipal Code Chapter 2.60 Art in Public Places
2.60.010: Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a means to fund the acquisition of artwork by
the City for display in public places, to establish guidelines for selection of artwork for
the City's public art collection, to provide for the display of the City's collection and to
provide for the management, maintenance and repair of artwork in the City's public art
collection.
2.60.020: Definitions
As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the following words or
phrases shall have the meanings ascribed below:
Artwork includes, but is not limited to, a sculpture, monument, mural, fresco, relief,
painting, fountain, banner, mosaic, ceramic, weaving, carving and stained glass, but
would not normally include landscaping, paving, architectural ornamentation or signs,
unless such elements are an essential component of the artwork itself.
Commission means the public art commission created and established in section
2.64.010 of this Code.
Construction Cost means the actual cost of any construction project, including any
contingency reserve, but excluding land acquisition costs, engineering and
administrative costs, costs of fees and permits, and indirect costs, such as interest
during construction, advertising and legal fees.
Construction Project means the construction, substantial renovation or addition to any
public building, facility, park or other public improvement by the City or its agents,
including, without limitation, all landscaping, parking areas and similar areas and
facilities associated with such improvement, with an estimated total construction cost
of $50,000.00 or more. "Construction project" includes only those projects designed to
create a permanent improvement and does not include projects that are primarily for
the purpose of ordinary maintenance, repair or replacement. The term "construction
project" does not include any improvements made by any special improvement district,
and any other improvements exempted by the City Manager from the requirements of
section 2.60.040 of this chapter. If a question arises as to whether a construction
project is subject to the provisions of this chapter, the City Manager shall make the final
determination.
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Public Art means any artwork displayed for two weeks or more in or on City-owned
property in an area open to or viewable by the public, on the exterior of any City-owned
facility, or on non-City property open to or viewable by the public, if the artwork is
installed or financed, in whole or in part, with City funds or grants procured by the City,
or if the artwork is owned by, donated to, or on loan to the City.
Reserve Account means the art in public places reserve account established by this
chapter.

Cameron’s Dragon, Mary Zimmerman, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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2.60.030: Account Established
There is hereby established a reserve account within the sales and use tax capital fund,
to be known as the "Art in Public Places Reserve Account." The funds set aside from
construction projects pursuant to section 2.60.040 of the Code, and all funds received
by the City for public art, whether donated, earned, or secured through grants or
otherwise obtained by the City, shall be deposited in this account. City Council may also
fund the account in its discretion and subject to appropriation. The funds in this
account shall be expended only for acquisition, installation, maintenance, repair or
removal of public art and for expenses incurred by the City in the administration of this
chapter and chapter 2.64 of this Code.
2.60.040: Funds for Public Art
a) The City shall cause an amount equal to one-percent (1%) of the construction
cost of each construction project for which the total estimated construction
cost is fifty-thousand dollars ($50,000) or more to be deposited in the City’s Art
in Public Places Reserve Account, and that amount shall be included by the City
in all estimates of necessary expenditures and all requests for authorizations or
appropriations for such construction projects. If any project is partially funded
from any source that precludes art as an object of expenditure of funds, then
this section shall apply only to the amount of funds not so restricted. All funds
set aside for artwork shall be paid into the reserve account. Alternately, the City
may include public art as part of the overall design of a City construction project
pursuant to section 2.60.050 of the code.
b) As an alternative to determining the funding level based upon the construction
costs as provided in subsection (a) above, and in an effort to create a more
predictable and consistent funding level, the City Council may, in conjunction
with the annual adoption of the City Capital Improvement Program, adopt a
resolution to establish a policy pertaining to a fixed amount of funds to be
deposited in the Art in Public Places Reserve Account. Such resolution will
consider the average or typical level of funding that would otherwise be
deposited based upon the construction cost calculation in subsection (a) above.

c) Funds in the Art in Public Places Reserve Account shall be expended as directed
by the Public Art Commission consistent with the terms of this chapter and
chapter 2.64 of this code, the City’s policies regarding Art in Public Places, and
the City’s purchasing policy.”
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2.60.050: Site-Integrated Public Art
Artistic elements incorporated into the original designs of buildings and public spaces
create opportunities to enhance the aesthetic character of public spaces through siteintegrated public art. In lieu of the one percent deposit in the art in public places
reserve account provided for in section 2.60.040 of the Code, the City may choose to
include site-integrated public art as a part of the overall design and installation of a City
construction project. The value of the public art provided must be equal to or greater
than one percent of the total estimated construction cost of the project. Artwork
included as part of a City construction project design must comply with all applicable
ordinances, rules, and regulations, and with the City's policies regarding art in public
places. All proposals for site-integrated public art shall be subject to review and
approval by the public art commission.

Checkmate, Herb Minerary, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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2.60.060: Public Art Selection Criteria
The public art commission shall review all artwork proposed for the art in public places
program for conformance with the following criteria and the purposes of this chapter.
For more information about the Community Proposal Policy, please see page 27:
a) Conceptual compatibility of the design with the immediate environment of the
site;
b) Appropriateness of the design to the function of the site;
c) Compatibility of the design and location with the architectural or historical
character of the site;
d) Creation of an internal sense of order and desirable environment for the
community by the design and location of the artwork;
e) Preservation and integration of natural features for the project;
f) Appropriateness of the materials, textures, colors and design to the expression
of the design concept;
g) Representation of a broad variety of tastes within the community and the
provision of a balanced inventory of art in public places to ensure a variety of
style, design and media throughout the community;
h) Anticipated costs and labor to install, maintain, or repair the artwork;
i) Compliance with all aspects of the City's art in public places safety policy; and
j) Whether the proposed artwork will further the following goals of the City's art
in public places program:
i. Enrich the public environment for residents and visitors
through the incorporation of the visual arts;
ii. Increase the livability and artistic richness of the Golden
community
iii. Enable the City to attain recognition on state and national
levels as a leader in the visual arts;
iv. Increase public access to artwork and to promote
understanding and awareness of the visual arts in the public
environment;
v. Make the mundane interesting, fun, playful or inspiring;
vi. Promote diversity and pluralism in public art and to reflect a
wide range of multicultural expression; and
vii. Contribute to the economic vitality, quality of life, and civic
pride of the Golden community.
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2.60.070: Approval and Display of Public Art and Site Selection
All public art installed or relocated in the City after the effective date of this chapter
shall first be reviewed and approved by the public art commission prior to installation
or relocation.
a) Artwork selected by the public art commission for inclusion in the City's public
art collection pursuant to the provisions of this chapter may be placed in, on or
about any City property, or on private property by agreement with the owner
thereof if the artwork will be visible and exposed to the public on the private
property. Placement of public art shall comply with the City's policies applicable
to art in public places, and the name of the artist shall be identified on or near
all public art.
b) Public art owned by the City may also be loaned for exhibition elsewhere, upon
such terms and conditions recommended by the public art commission and
subject to approval by the City Manager.
c) City officials responsible for the design or construction of construction projects
in the City shall make appropriate space available for the placement of public
art, in consultation with the public art commission. The public art commission
shall advise the department responsible for the particular construction project
of the commission's decision regarding the design, implementation and
placement of public art in connection with such project.
d) Public art may be installed on privately owned property with a written
agreement between the City and the property owner specifying the proprietary
interests in the artwork. Any such agreement shall be subject to review and
approval as to form by the City attorney before execution by the City, and shall
ensure that:
i. The installation of the public art will be done in a manner that
will protect the artwork and the public; and
ii. The public art will be maintained in accordance with the City's
policies concerning art in public places; and
iii. The property owner shall indemnify the City and provide
adequate property insurance for the artwork.
e) Installation, maintenance, alteration, refinishing and relocation of public art
shall be done in consultation with the artist whenever feasible.
f) No public art shall permanently be removed, altered or changed without the
review and approval of the public art commission; except that review and
approval of the public art commission shall not be required for temporary
removal of public art by City personnel for maintenance or repair, or for
temporary or permanent removal of public art that, in the sole discretion of the
City Manager, poses a public health or safety hazard.
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g) The staff liaison to the public art commission shall maintain a detailed record of
all public art, including site drawings, photographs, designs, names of artists
and names of architects whenever feasible, shall give appropriate recognition
to the artists, and shall appropriately publicize and promote the city's public art
and art in public places program.
h) All other provisions of this chapter notwithstanding, the placement of public art
shall be subject to the city manager's authority to issue and adopt rules, orders,
and regulations as are reasonably necessary for the administration, protection
and maintenance of buildings and property belonging to the City of Golden and
any other public buildings and property under the control, management or
supervision of the city manager, as provided in section 2.08.110 of this Code.
2.60.080: Ownership
All artwork donated to the city and all artwork purchased or acquired by the city at the
direction of the public art commission and using city funds shall be titled in the name of,
and owned by, the city.
2.60.090: Exemptions
The following artwork is exempt from the provisions of this chapter:
a) All artwork in the collections of, or on display at, or under the auspices of, the
Golden History Museums; and
b) All artwork on display in private city offices or other areas of city-owned
facilities that are not generally accessible to or frequented by the public.

2.08.010: Authority of City Council Generally
The corporate authority of the City of Golden being by law vested in the city
council, the council shall be the body of final responsibility in all matters affecting
the city, and shall have all powers, and be subject to responsibilities and
limitations, which may now or hereafter be granted or imposed by law.
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Golden Municipal Code Chapter 2.64 Public Art Commission
2.64.010: Creation and Appointment
a) There is hereby created a public art commission for the City, which shall be
comprised of seven voting members, as follows:
b) Five of the members shall be residents of the City and appointed by the mayor,
with approval by a majority of the City council;
i. One member shall be the executive director of the Foothills Art
Center or their designee, with approval by a majority of City
council.
ii. One member shall be selected by the board of directors of the
Golden Civic Foundation, with approval by a majority of City
council.
iii. All members shall serve without compensation.
c) Members of the public art commission shall not hold any other municipal office
or position on a standing municipal board, commission or authority, except that
members of the commission may serve on other temporary committees, task
forces, or similar ad hoc groups.
d) The City Manager shall appoint a Staff Liaison to provide administrative support
and assistance to the commission as necessary to accomplish the duties of the
commission and the purposes of this chapter.
2.64.020: Terms
The five resident members and the one member selected by the Golden Civic
Foundation shall serve terms of four years, and shall be eligible for reappointment for
no more than two consecutive terms. Upon initial appointment, three of these
members shall be randomly selected to serve initial terms of two years. The term of the
executive director of the Foothills Art Center or their designee shall be ex officio,
subject to approval by City council.
2.64.030: Authority to Adopt Procedures
The public art commission shall have the authority to adopt rules of procedure
governing its proceedings consistent with applicable requirements and provisions of the
Golden Charter and Municipal Code, and shall conduct all of its proceedings in
accordance with such rules. The rules of procedure shall be posted and available to the
public.
2.64.040: Meetings
The rules of procedure shall include the time and place of regularly scheduled meetings,
which shall be open to the public. A record of all meetings will be kept at City Hall.
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The commission may call special meetings, as it deems necessary, subject to public
notice within reasonable time before the meetings. Such meetings shall be open to the
public. In the event there is no business pending before the commission, the regular
monthly meeting may be cancelled.
2.64.050: Officers
The public art commission shall choose one of its members to act as chair and one
member to serve as vice-chair. The chair shall preside at all meetings of the board,
except that in his/her absence, the vice-chair shall preside. The City shall provide a
secretary to the board.
2.64.060: Duties of the Commission
a) The primary purposes of the public art commission shall be to promote, select,
acquire, and maintain public art in fulfillment of the goals of the City's art in
public places program, to administer the provisions of this chapter and chapter
2.60 of this Code pertaining to the City's art in public places program, and to
adopt policies and guidelines necessary for such administration.
b) The commission shall prepare and submit, not later than March of each year, a
report to City council of its activities and expenditures for the prior year.
c) The commission shall prepare and submit an annual plan to City council
describing its goals and plans for the City's art in public places program for the
coming year, and amend such plan as necessary.
2.64.070: Adoption of Policies and Guidelines
a) The public art commission shall adopt policies and guidelines:
i. To identify suitable art objects for City buildings or property;
ii. To facilitate the preservation of art objects and artifacts that
may be displayed in public places;
iii. To prescribe a method or methods for competitive selection of
art objects for display;
iv. To prescribe procedures for the selection, acquisition,
placement, display, rotation and Deaccessioning of public art;
v. To address safety and other precautions with respect to the
selection, location and maintenance of public art; and
vi. To address any other matter necessary for the administration
of chapters 2.60 and 2.64 of this Code and the City's art in
public places program.
b) All policies adopted by the public art commission and any amendments thereto,
are subject to review and approval by City council, and shall be effective upon
City council's adoption of same by resolution.
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Section 2: Acquisition Policy
The City of Golden maintains a large collection of public art and will
continue to expand, refresh and add variety to the collection to
enhance the tourist and economic potential of Golden and the
community.

Monarch, Buck McCain, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Background
This policy provides a framework for acquiring works of art through Golden’s Art in
Public Places Program (AIPP). The Public Art Commission (PAC) is responsible for the
acquisition and maintenance of such art. The PAC’s mission is to enhance the cultural
landscape of the City of Golden through the acquisition, placement and preservation of
diverse artworks in public places.
Definitions
a) For purposes of this policy, Art in Public Places is defined as any visual work of
art displayed for two weeks or more in (1) an open City-owned area, (2) on the
exterior of a City-owned facility, (3) in the interior of a City-owned facility (in
public areas), or (4) on non-City owned property if the work of art is installed or
financed (either wholly or in part) with City funds or grants obtained by the City.
b) The terms work of art and artwork include, but are not limited to, a sculpture,
monuments, murals, frescos, reliefs, paintings, fountains, banners, mosaics,
ceramics, weaving, carving, electronic media, photography, stained glass or site
integrated public art.
c) Artwork can be placed inside or outside; be representational or abstract. It can
be integrated with architecture, landscape, or infrastructure. It can be
functional commemorative, decorative, or interactive. It can employ
technology, text, or sound. Artwork would not normally include basic
landscaping, architectural ornamentation, or signs.

Butterfly, Patrick Madison, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Program Goals
a) The principal goals of Golden’s AIPP Program are:
b) To enrich the public environment for residents and visitors through the
incorporation of the visual arts;
c) To increase the livability and artistic richness of the Golden community;
d) To increase public access to works of art and to promote understanding and
awareness of the visual arts in the public environment;
e) To make the mundane interesting, fun, playful or inspiring;
f) To promote diversity and pluralism in public art and to reflect a wide range of
multi-cultural expression; and
g) To contribute to the economic vitality, quality of life, and civic pride of the
Golden community; and
h) To enable Golden to attain recognition on a regional level as a leader in the
visual arts.
The AIPP fund shall not be used for:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Reproductions or unlimited editions of original work;
Objects that are mass produced;
Architectural rehabilitation, or historical preservation; or
Other works deemed inappropriate for the collection

Budget
At the time of an acquisition, whether by donation or purchase, the proposed budget
for an artwork should cover costs of installation, which may include:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Pedestals, bases or other display components;
Site development; and
An identification plaque.
Maintenance
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Selection Process
Acquisition of an artwork may be PAC, or otherwise, initiated. This policy applies to all
methods of acquisition. An additional policy applies to the following acquisition
methods: proposal, donation, and loan.
Direct Purchase
The PAC may purchase existing artwork from an artist/owner in unique circumstances
(e.g. when the price presents an economic advantage) or to meet one of the AIPP
program goals. The PAC may approach an artist or an artist may approach the PAC.
Artists who have contemplated or finished work that they wish the PAC to consider for
purchase should submit the following to the PAC:
a) A proposal sheet with the artist’s name, title of the artwork, dimensions,
medium, date produced, price, location, number in the edition if applicable,
restrictions on reproduction, and other information the artist deems pertinent.
b) A resume and references.
c) A maquette and/or images or the actual work for review. (Images can be
provided electronically or by hard copy and should show all sides and provide
the proper scale of the work).
d) A cover letter explaining why the work should be added to the City’s public art
collection.
e) A conservation assessment describing the artwork’s condition, along with a
maintenance plan. (The plan should include an explanation of the expected life
span of the work while placed in a public environment, specifying the type of
environment in which the artwork may be placed. It should also discuss
whether the artwork may be prone to vandalism and how the effects of any
vandalism may be mitigated; it should be authored by the artist or a qualified
conservator.)
f) A signed statement indicating that they have read and will comply with all
aspects of the Art in Public Places Safety Policy and other relevant policies.
g) Each piece must have provenance.
h) The artist must provide a release of image rights for the piece to permit
publishing of photographs of the piece as the City of Golden sees fit.
i) The PAC may request additional information. The PAC typically reviews direct
purchases twice per calendar year; however, exceptions can be made if deemed
appropriate by a majority of the PAC.
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Open Competitions
Competitions are open to artists within the geographic limits and other specifications
set by the PAC (which varies from competition to competition). The PAC strives to
maintain balance between competitions involving local artists only and artists from a
larger area. The PAC process for competitions is typically as follows:
a) The PAC provides a project description, budget, time schedule, and summary of
duties and obligations;
b) The artist shall provide a maquette and site drawing (if appropriate), design,
concept statement, budget, photographs, resume and references.
c) The PAC has the opportunity to serve as the jury for open competitions,
however, may alternately select a jury to review submissions. In such cases,
proposals shall be considered by the jury and a final choice or choices will be
presented to the PAC for acceptance.
d) Entry materials will be returned to the artist only if appropriate packaging,
postage and insurance are included with the entry by the artist.
e) The artist may be paid a design fee for creating materials during the selection
process.
Artist Selection Criteria
When evaluating the possibility of working with a particular artist, the PAC generally
considers:
a) The artist’s experience with public art projects;
b) The ability of the artist to work cooperatively and effectively with the PAC and
the City of Golden;
c) The artist’s presentation;
d) The technical feasibility of a proposed project and the artist’s technical ability;
and
e) Other factors deemed by the PAC to be important.
Community Proposals
The Golden Municipal Code section 2.60.060: Public Art Selection Criteria allows for a
proposal for public art to be made to the Public Art Commission (PAC) by any
organization, club or business, any City official or employee, or any individual member
of the public. The PAC will review proposals every April and October unless otherwise
stated. Reference the Community Proposal Policy on page 27 for more details.
Contracts
Following the final selection of an artwork or artist, a written contract shall be prepared
by the PAC and the Staff Liaison and approved by the City Attorney, prior to being
signed by the City Manager or City Council, as appropriate. Executed contracts shall be
filed with the City Clerk.
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Site Selection
The PAC is charged with selecting artwork for capital projects (designated sites) and for
selecting sites for purchased or donated artwork, with the goal of enhancing the
community, the travel corridor or the right-of-way. The policy does not rule out any
particular application, as every installation should be weighed related to the location,
the factors noted below, as well as the other site impacts.
Public Works can and will provide support, professional expertise, and advisement as
needed for installations selected by the PAC. Primary contact will be through the Public
Works Director and any staff member who will be supporting the project(s).
Considerations of Placement
In order to ensure public art is fairly and equitably distributed throughout the City of
Golden, and that it is sited in such a way as to enhance and activate public spaces by
making them interesting, fun, playful or inspiring, the PAC will follow specific criteria to
guide the placement of art projects. When considering a possible site for an artwork, it
is the role of the PAC to determine the relative importance of each of the
considerations listed below for any given proposal.

Return of Cutthroat, Patrick Madison, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Relationship
a) Relationship of artwork and site shall be considered in terms of the physical
dimensions, social dynamics, and local character and surrounding context of the
site, existing or planned;
b) Helps to improve the design of an area by emphasizing a particular location
through landmarks, gateways and/or linkages to other parts of the community;
c) Relationship of proposed artwork to existing artworks within the site vicinity;
d) Compatibility of the design and location with the character of the site;
e) Artwork should not be placed in a site where it is overwhelmed by nor
competing with the scale of the site or adjacent architecture, large retail
signage, billboards, etc.
Visibility
There should be visibility of the site by the general public:
a) On-site locations for public art projects on City-owned property include, but are
not limited to parks, greenways, neighborhood gateways, plazas, bridges,
historic places and landmarks, as well as buildings, walls, ceilings, floors,
windows, staircases, escalators, entrances and exits, and rooftops.
Access
The site shall be accessible to the general public, with particular attention paid to
handicap access;
a) Work displayed in interior public spaces will be accessible to the public at least
during normal building operating hours without requiring the public to obtain
special passes or permits to view the work and without requiring payment to
view the work;
b) Work displayed in exterior public spaces should be accessible to the public 24
hours per day. If a work is sited in a park or similar setting, it should be
accessible during the normal operating hours of that site or facility;
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c) Site access should consider Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements,
providing appropriate ingress and egress for the site and ensuring site does not
impede movement;
d) Site access should consider vehicular and pedestrian traffic patterns;
e) Site access should consider the impact of public accessibility on the artwork,
including potential for damage.
Public Safety
The PAC will make every attempt to ensure that artwork is a safe as possible, per safety
policy standards. See Safety Policy for more information.
Impacts
a) Environmental
i. Environmental impact such as noise, sound, light and odor.
b) Operational Functions
i. Impact on operational functions (snowplowing, etc.), of the
City.
ii. Artwork should not block windows or entranceways, nor
obstruct normal pedestrian circulation in and out of a building
(unless such alteration is specifically a part of the experience or
design of the artwork).
c) Adjacent Property Owners
i. Impact on adjacent property owners’ views.
d) Right of Way (ROW)
i. The City of Golden uses the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUT CD) when determining uses, signage, visual
sightline requirements, and other issues that impact the R OW.
The MUTCD is nationally accepted as the primary standard for
these requirements.
ii. In installations that involve Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) ROW, the PAC, Staff Liaison and Public
Works will develop a joint plan to address the separate
contract, review, and inspection requirements necessary with
these projects; this may include cost considerations for project
management if the size of the installation is large.
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e) When considering installations along the ROW the following factors shall be
considered by the PAC, with input from Public Works, in making a
determination about a particular installation.
i. ADA requirements
ii. Impact on flow of pedestrians, bicycles, or traffic
iii. Safety Impacts (please refer to the Safety Policy)
iv. Does the installation cause undue distraction for drivers, so
that vehicles are more likely to cause accidents from slowing or
disorientation?
v. Does the installation cause an obstruction of sightlines such
that safety for drivers, pedestrians, or cyclists is compromised?
vi. These sightlines will be different in each installation so size may
be a factor at certain locations. For example, in an installation
at a traditional intersection location close to the sightlines at
the corners may create a significant hazard; or within
roundabout; installations that create blind spots for drivers
related to pedestrians will create a significant hazard.
vii. Height of installations is not generally an issue except when a
foundation structure is required that may limit visibility for
pedestrians in wheelchairs or may cause drivers to “rubber
neck” for better viewing.
viii. In installations that are within the ROW project planners must
be sensitive to pieces that may draw pedestrians into the traffic
flow for viewing.
ix. In roundabout situations this is a critical factor. Generally
roundabout islands are not designed in such a manner as to
accommodate pedestrian traffic.
x. It is also recommended that placement of recognition for
pieces (artist signatures, piece descriptions, etc.) are placed
outside of the roundabouts flow of traffic versus on the island
itself.
xi. Maintenance requirements that may be created by the
installation, such as landscaping, lighting, plumbing and artwork
accessibility for upkeep.
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f)

Vandalism

i.
The susceptibility of artwork and/or site to vandalism
g) Site Development
i.
Site design including landscaping, drainage, grading, lighting
and seating considerations, and all costs associated with such
placement, to include one-time costs and ongoing costs and
maintenance
ii.
The cost of site development
h) Other Criteria
i.
Any other criteria deemed by the PAC to be important.
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Collaborative Efforts for Placement
a) In cases where the Public Art Commission is seeking to locate a piece adjoining
the ROW or within the ROW, prior to final selection, the PAC will provide the
Public Works Department, through the Staff Liaison, with a sketch drawing with
estimated measurements of the proposed artwork. The earlier in the process
that detailed information can be provided; the better staff will be able to
identify potential issues. Public Works staff will review the particular piece for
the factors noted above. If the department has particular issues with one or
several factors Public Works will provide a detailed description of the issues to
the PAC, with recommendations on possible adjustments that may remedy the
noted issues.
b) In the event that a particular installation is felt by City staff, such as those in
Public Works or the Police Department, to be “provoking” enough to potentially
cause distraction to drivers, the final decision on a particular piece and the
potential “distraction factor” lies with the City Engineer, who will approve or
deny such installation.
City Department Input
a) Whether working to select artwork for a designated site, or selecting a site for
an already acquired artwork, the PAC strives to get input from relevant City
departments. Relevant departments will typically be either a department
receiving artwork for its building/ grounds, or a department whose general
responsibilities will be materially impacted by the placement of artwork at a
particular site.
b) The Staff Liaison will contact the director of a relevant department(s) to discuss
potential sites and will invite the director to provide input to the selection
committee. The PAC encourages participation by the relevant department
director and will provide the department director an opportunity to address the
PAC during a public meeting. Selection processes, which are determined by the
PAC, vary by project. The chair of the PAC will ask the director of the relevant
department to provide any concerns he or she has about the sites and/or their
impact on department operations before a selection process begins.
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Approval Process
a) Public Input
i. After the PAC has selected a proposed artist, artwork and site,
such information will be presented at a regularly scheduled
public meeting of the PAC in order to permit public input prior
to a final vote. Information presented should include the
background of the artist, photographs, renderings, maquettes
or other suitable sample of the proposed artwork and a
detailed description of the proposed site. The PAC will weigh
public input on the proposal before making a final vote to
acquire and place the artwork.
b) Purchasing Policy
i. All decisions made by the PAC which involve spending public
funds from the reserve account for Art in Public Places will
comply with the City’s Purchasing Policy. The reserve account
allocation will be at the discretion of the PAC, with the goal of
achieving a balanced and sustainable program that meets the
needs of the City and the community. Annually, an expenditure
plan will be prepared by the PAC for City Council consideration,
through the City’s budget process. The expenditure plan will
include recommendations for general allocations towards a
broad range of public art and administrative costs, and may be
amended from time to time.

Installation Plan
Once a site has been selected, an installation plan will be developed by the PAC and the
Staff Liaison with input from the artist, donor, and contractor when appropriate.

Post Installation
a) Once an artwork is installed, it will not be considered for removal unless the
following shall occur.
b) In cases where issues are identified after installation (such as public safety
concerns, the potential for significant damage or traffic concerns, but will not
include complaints regarding aesthetics), Public Works, the Staff Liaison and the
PAC will work collaboratively to develop a post-installation monitoring plan for
traffic flow, accident data, and other factors to determine if future alterations
to the installation are necessary. If alterations are identified the Staff Liaison
will work with the PAC to develop possible remedies to alleviate the noted
impacts.
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b) Site Inspection
i. After installation, the designated representative(s) of the PAC
and the relevant department director or designee will meet to
inspect the site.
c) Artist Identification and Plaque
i. The identification plaque shall contain the name of the artwork,
artist credit, year created, medium used and donor name (if
applicable). The size of the work is optional.
d) The identification plaque shall conform to the guidelines provided in the Art
Plaque Guidelines.
e) File Provenance, to include a photo, for each piece. Add artwork to publicity,
including digital and print media.
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Section 3: Community Proposal Policy
Section 3:

Bac

The Golden Municipal Code section 2.60.060: Public Art Selection Criteria allows for a
proposal for public art to be made to the Public Art Commission (PAC) by any
organization, club or business, any City official or employee, or any individual member
of the public.
This policy provides a framework for the submittal, review and approval of proposals
made by the community, donations and/or loans. The PAC is responsible for overseeing
these processes, and will review proposals every April and October, unless otherwise
noted, as posted on the PAC website.
(http://www.cityofgolden.net/government/boards-commissions/public-artcommission/) After review, the PAC may choose to accept or decline the proposal, or to
table a proposal until more information can be gathered.
The PAC will consider proposals for artworks to be included as part of the public art
collection and to be placed on City property or on private commercial property that is
highly visible to the public and allows public access during the facilities operating hours.
The PAC may be able to contribute funds to proposed projects; however, funds are
limited and not all proposals can be funded. When approving funding, the PAC requires
that the proposed project have a primary funding source other than the requested
funding, and that funding requests shall be no greater than 1/3 of the total project
budget or $5,000 whichever is less. Additionally, proposals that include a funding
request must have the primary funding source in place within two years of the
approved request or the approved PAC funding will be reverted back to the PAC.
Funding for ongoing maintenance of artwork is also limited; therefore, the PAC may
require that the applicant sign an agreement accepting responsibility for maintenance,
or establish a maintenance endowment to ensure adequate care for the artwork.
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Process for Consideration
The PAC requests that individuals or entities (Applicant) interested in submitting a
proposal to the PAC for an artwork follow these steps:
Contact the PAC Staff Liaison to discuss if the preliminary proposal idea is within the
scope of the PAC’s mission.
Submit a completed Proposal Form, obtained from the PAC Staff Liaison or City website.
http://www.cityofgolden.net/government/boards-commissions/public-art-commission/
Submit a cover letter explaining the following:
a) purpose of the proposal,
b) If the proposed artwork is intended for loan to the Public Art Commission,
please include the loan details and terms
ii.
description of the proposed artwork, including if the artwork is in
existence or to be commissioned,
iii.
preliminary budget, including fabrication, artist fee, installation and
ongoing maintenance,
iv.
the source of funds, including proposed funding request,
vi.
description of the proposed site and a site plan,
vii.
list of the individuals or organizations that will be involved in the
project, and at what level,
viii.
explanation of why the proposed artwork or conceptualized public art
project should be included in the City's collection, and
ix.
acknowledgement that the artwork complies will all aspects of the Art
in Public Places Safety Policy (page 38 in the Art in Public Places Handbook).
c) Ideally at the time of application, the applicant will provide a maquette or
images of the proposed artwork for review. Images can be provided
electronically or by hard copy should show all sides and provide the proper
scale of the work.
d) If the artist is known at the time of application, provide a copy of the artist’s
resume or biography and images showing a sampling of the artist’s past work.
e) If the artwork is known at the time of application, provide information about
the artwork’s provenance, exhibition history, a current estimate of value, and a
letter of authenticity from the artist, if possible.
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f)

Section 3:

If the artwork is in existence or the design to be commissioned is known,
provide a conservation assessment describing the artwork’s condition and a
maintenance plan, including projected costs for maintenance. The plan should
be authorized by the artist or a qualified conservator and include:
i.
explanation of the expected life span of the work while placed in a
public environment,
ii.
the type of environment (interior/exterior) in which the artwork may be
placed.
iii.
discuss whether the artwork may be prone to vandalism and how that
may be mitigated
g) If needed, the PAC may request additional information.
Review Considerations
In reviewing proposals, the PAC considers the information requested above, as well as
aesthetic quality (including craftsmanship), compatibility with the City’s existing public
art collection, appropriateness of the artwork and proposed location, and budget. The
PAC shall review all artworks proposed for conformance with the following criteria and
the purposes of the Golden Municipal Code Chapter 2.60 Art in Public Places, including
but not limited to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

h)

i)

Conceptual compatibility of the design with the immediate environment of
the site;
Appropriateness of the design to the function of the site;
Compatibility of the design and location with the architectural or historical
character of the site;
Creation of an internal sense of order and desirable environment for the
community by the design and location of the artwork;
Preservation and integration of natural features for the project;
Appropriateness of the materials, textures, colors and design to the
expression of the design concept;
Representation of a broad variety of tastes within the community and the
provision of a balanced inventory of art in public places to ensure a variety
of style, design and media throughout the community;
Anticipated costs and labor to install, maintain, or repair the artwork; (The
PAC is unlikely to consider proposed artworks that require immediate or
extensive maintenance.)
Compliance with all aspects of the City's Art in Public Places Safety Policy);
and
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Section 3:

j)
Whether the proposed artwork will further the following goals of the
City's art in public places program:
i.
Enrich the public environment for residents and visitors through the
incorporation of the visual arts;
ii.
Increase the livability and artistic richness of the Golden community
iii.
Enable the City to attain recognition on state and national levels as
a leader in the visual arts;
iv.
Increase public access to artwork and to promote understanding
and awareness of the visual arts in the public environment;
v.
Make the mundane interesting, fun, playful or inspiring;
vi.
Promote diversity and pluralism in public art and to reflect a wide
range of multicultural expression; and
vii.
Contribute to the economic vitality, quality of life, and civic pride of
the Golden community.
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Section 4: Donation Policy
The foundation of the City of Golden’s public art has been built from
the generous donations of others.

Joy of Music, George Lundeen, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Background
The City of Golden’s art collection may consist in large part of donations from arts
organizations and private parties. Golden’s Art in Public Places (AIPP) program has
limited funds for administration, protection and maintenance. Likewise, there are a
limited number of suitable municipal sites appropriate for the installation of artwork. To
ensure the quality of the collection, the Public Art Commission (PAC) uses the guidance
in this policy to decide if a proposed donation is appropriate for addition to the City’s
collection. The PAC accepts only those works that will, in its discretion, further the goals
of the AIPP program

Process for Consideration
The PAC requests that individuals or entities interested in donating an artwork follow
these steps:
a) Submit a complete donation application to the PAC, obtained from the City
website or from the Staff Liaison.
b) Provide a maquette, images or the actual work for review. Images can be
provided electronically or by hard copy and should show all sides and provide
the proper scale of the work.
c) Submit a cover letter explaining that the artwork is offered to the City as a gift
and why the work should be added to the City’s collection.
d) Provide a copy of the artist’s resume or biography information about the artist’s
significance; and images showing a sampling of the artist’s work.
e) Provide information about the artwork’s provenance, exhibition history, a
current estimate of value; and a letter of authenticity from the artist, if
possible.
f) Provide a conservation assessment describing the artwork’s condition and a
maintenance plan, including projected costs for maintenance. The plan should
include an explanation of the expected life span of the work while placed in a
public environment, and the type of environment (interior/exterior) in which
the artwork may be placed. The plan should also discuss whether the artwork
may be prone to vandalism and how that may be mitigated; it should be
authored by the artist or a qualified conservator.
g) Review the Art in Public Places Safety Policy and sign an acknowledgement that
the artwork complies with all aspects of the safety policy.
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h) The PAC may request additional information.
i) Funds to maintain artwork are limited. When accepting a gift into the
collection, the PAC may require that the donor sign a maintenance agreement
or establish a maintenance endowment to ensure adequate care for the
artwork. The PAC is unlikely to consider donations that require immediate or
extensive maintenance.
j) The PAC typically reviews gifts twice per year; as posted on the PAC website,
however, exceptions can be made if deemed appropriate by a majority of the
PAC. After review, the PAC may choose to accept or decline a gift, or to table an
offer
Review Considerations
In reviewing a potential donation, the PAC considers the information requested above,
as well as aesthetic quality (including craftsmanship), compatibility with the City’s
existing public art collection, appropriateness of the artwork and selected location, and
budget. The PAC may consider other factors contained in its Acquisition Policy.

Newsboy, James Muir, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Section 5: Loan Policy
The City of Golden will occasionally display work owned by others in
order to further enhance the aesthetic character of the City.

The Kayak Racer, Tyler March Ricardella, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Background
To increase the visual and artistic quality of the community, the City of Golden will
occasionally display art loaned to the City by artists, institutions or organizations. This
allows the art displayed in the City to remain fresh and enables a larger number of
artists to participate in the program at little cost to the City. To ensure the quality of the
works displayed, the City’s Public Art Commission (PAC) uses the guidance in this policy
to decide whether a proposed loan is appropriate. The PAC accepts only those works
that will, in its discretion, further the goals of the AIPP program.

Process for Consideration of Loaned Artwork
The PAC requests that individuals or entities interested in loaning artwork follow these
steps:
a) Submit a complete official loan application to the PAC. This form may be
obtained from the PAC page of the City website or from the Staff Liaison.
b) Provide a maquette and/or images or the actual work for review. Images can be
provided electronically or by hard copy and should show all sides and provide
the proper scale of the work.
c) Include a cover letter explaining that you are offering the artwork to the City on
loan and explain why the work should be temporarily displayed in the City’s
public art collection.
d) Provide a copy of the artist’s resume or biography; information about the
artist’s significance; and digital images showing a sampling of the artist’s work.
e) Provide information about the artwork’s provenance, exhibition history, and a
current estimate of value. Include a letter of authentic City from the artist, if
possible.
f) Provide a conservation assessment describing the artwork’s condition, along
with a maintenance plan. The plan should include an explanation of the
expected period of loan of the work, stipulating the type of environment
(interior/exterior) in which the artwork may be placed. The plan should also
discuss whether the artwork may be prone to vandalism and how the effects of
any vandalism may be mitigated; it should be authored by the artist or a
qualified conservator.
g) Review the Art in Public Places Safety Policy and sign an acknowledgement that
the artwork complies with all aspects of the safety policy.
h) The PAC may request additional information.
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Loan Agreement
The City will prepare a loan agreement which will include the following stipulations:
a) The artworks should be ready to install, either indoors or outdoors, and be able
to sustain without maintenance for one year. Transportation is the
responsibility of the owner. Installation and removal will take place with the
assistance of the appropriate City department.
b) The artist or other owner must retain liability insurance on the loaned artwork
for the duration that it is on display by the City. Such insurance must name the
City as additional insured. Proof of insurance must be provided prior to the City
displaying the artwork.
c) The City will strive to exercise the same care of loaned artwork as it does the
safekeeping of its own property. The City is not responsible for normal wear
and tear, damage resulting from the exposure to the elements, gradual
deterioration, vandalism or damage due to force majeure.
d) The artist or entity must own the copyright for all artwork loaned to the City
and grant the City and its agents a non-exclusive, unlimited and irrevocable
license to make, and authorize the making of, photographs and other twodimensional reproductions of the artwork for all promotional uses, including
advertising, educational and promotional materials.
e) Generally, artwork is accepted on loan for one year, unless otherwise agreed
upon between the PAC and the artist or owner. Contracts can be renewed
during a regular meeting of the PAC. Before approving the renewal of a
contract, the item will be placed on the agenda for a regular PAC meeting so
that public comment can be considered prior to voting.

Exemptions
These guidelines shall not apply to:
a) Artwork loaned for inclusion in temporary exhibitions in City facilities or City
owned spaces managed by the City.
b) Artwork loaned to City employees or appointed City officials for display in their
personal offices.
c) Gifts of State presented to the City by other governmental entities (municipal,
state, national or foreign).
d) Artwork loaned to the private collections of nonprofit organizations that
manage City entities, or included in temporary exhibitions at those facilities.
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Review Considerations
a) The PAC typically reviews loans twice per calendar year, as publicly posted;
however, exceptions can be made if deemed appropriate by a majority of the
Commission. After review, the PAC may choose to accept or decline a loan, or
to table an offer.
b) In reviewing a potential loan, the PAC typically considers the information
requested above, as well as aesthetic quality (including craftsmanship),
compatibility with the City’s existing public art collection, appropriateness of
the artwork and selected location, and budget. The PAC may consider other
factors contained in its Acquisition Policy.

Nighthorse on the Mesa, Jeff Rudolph, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Section 6: Safety Policy
All art taken into Golden’s public art collection is evaluated upon
acceptance and regularly thereafter to maintain a safe environment for
the Golden community.

Secret Garden, Mark Lundeen, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Background
Art in public places, by its nature, is accessible to the public for up close viewing.
Children and others often want to touch or play on art structures, whether or not they
have been designed for this purpose. As such, the City of Golden through the Public Art
Commission (PAC) should endeavor to follow safety precautions provided by the City’s
risk management agency when considering art for purchase and placement.

Implementation
Design of the art: If the piece will be openly displayed without supervision, the pieces
should be constructed with consideration given to the following points.
a) No sharp points, corners or edges that could cut or puncture
b) Absolutely no protrusions or projections that could entangle clothing, possibly
causing strangulation
c) The absence of pinch, crush or shearing points that could entrap a body part or
clothing
d) The artwork design shall not cause hazards that could trap a child’s head
i. Completely bound openings greater than 3.5 inches and less
than 9 inches fall into this hazard.
e) Tripping hazards that may cause a fall, or cause injury if fallen upon must be
avoided
f) Suspended hazards that could injure if capable of entangling or striking a
member of the public cannot be a part of the artwork
g) The art should be securely anchored to avoid toppling
A review process should take place to evaluate the art piece. PAC members should
ask the following questions:
a) Is it suitable content for public display in accordance with community
standards?
b) Does it pose any physical hazards, such as those stated above?
c) Could it be easily damaged?
d) Should it be accessible for the public to touch, or should such access be
prohibited?
e) Even if such access is prohibited is it likely that people, especially children,
would attempt to play on or around the art piece, especially if it is an
unmonitored location?
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Review the intended display location of each art piece. The PAC should consider the
following points:
a) Avoid situating pieces near playgrounds, which may invite children to play on
the art piece, unless the art piece was designed for that purpose.
b) Consider the proximity to roadways so that the art piece does not obstruct
traffic line of sight or risk being struck by traffic.
c) Consider signage that warns of climbing or touching the art
i. Not a Play Structure
ii. Do Not Climb
iii. Do Not Lean on Case
iv. Please Keep Off
d) Once the art is on display, an inspection checklist and schedule should be in
place to ensure ongoing safety. If a piece is damaged, it should be repaired or
removed immediately.
e) This safety policy should be provided to any artist as part of the public art bid
process.
f) The artist should sign a Release/Waiver to hold harmless and indemnify the City
in order to participate in the art display program, if the art is being loaned to
the City.
g) If the artist of loaned artwork believes the piece holds a high value, the artist
should obtain his/her own appraisal and insurance.
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Section 7: Memorials, Monuments, Markers and
Plaque Policy
It is important to honor our heritage and the lives of those who have
made a difference to the community.

Sons of Liberty, James Muir, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Background and Definitions
The goal of this policy is to provide the City Council, City Staff, the Public Art
Commission (PAC), and the general public with guidelines for the acceptance,
placement, and appropriateness of monuments, memorials, markers, and plaques. This
policy is not intended to address street naming requests. From time to time requests
are received from individuals and organizations for permission to place monuments,
memorials, markers or plaques to an individual, organization or event on City property.
When properly designed, planned, and displayed, monuments, memorials, markers and
plaques can provide the general public with essential knowledge about Golden’s
history.
The City of Golden is committed to protecting the parks, open spaces, public buildings,
and other public areas of the City while providing opportunities for appropriately
designed monuments, memorials, markers, and plaques that honor an individual,
organization or event beneficial to the greater good of the community.
In order to preserve space for future generations, the significance of monuments or
memorials of the type in A through F below sunsets after 15 years and are subject to
deaccession unless the PAC determines that the relevance of the monument or
memorial should be extended. Monuments and memorials will be deaccessioned in the
manner prescribed in the Art in Public Places Deaccessioning Policy.
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Definitions
A distinction is made between simple plaques and more elaborate memorials. The
seven types of memorials will be categorized as follows:
Adorned Plaques are those installed as part of a larger, more intrusive setting. These
plaques include installations such as those that are pedestal mounted or affixed to a
boulder, wall or vertical element.
Basic Site Accessories and Amenities such as landscaping, site furnishings, benches,
seating, picnic tables, drinking fountains, sun dials, shade structures, mosaics, unique
pathways, etc.
Fountains may be fairly simple or large and complex. These will require additional
consideration and review because of the infrastructure required (plumbing and
electrical), additional maintenance implied and environmental issues.
Markers are small scale, conspicuous objects used to distinguish or mark something.
Memorials are medium scale and serve as a remembrance of a person or an event.
Memorial Gardens and Plazas may include some of the objects listed above but include
a spatial experience.
Monuments are large scale and venerated for their enduring historic significance or
association with a notable past person or event.
Other Memorials is a category to cover proposals that may not fit into any of the
categories previously described.
Simple Plaques are those that are mounted flush with the ground. The size should be
appropriately designed per the limitations and consideration of the setting.
City Installations Construction plaques, markers designations or other indicia installed
as part of a City project is exempt from this policy.
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Process
The PAC will consider requests during the first quarter of each year and generally will
approve no more than one request per year of the type described in A through F above.
Before proceeding with the subsequent steps of this process, applicants desiring to
place a monument, memorial, marker or plaque should submit a letter to the PAC that
outlines in sufficient detail the main purpose and concept of their proposal.
Members of the PAC will then schedule a feasibility consultation with the applicant and
advise him or her of the content of this policy, the appropriateness of the proposed
memorial or monument in light of this policy, and the necessary courses of action
required to complete the application. The proposed project must meet the following
criteria in order to be considered by the PAC

Strength, Dedication, Discipline, Determination, Jeffery Burnham Rudolph, Photo courtesy of Arts
Management and Planning Associates
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a) Use of Public Space: Donors of monuments, memorials, markers, and plaques
shall consider the primary uses of public open space in their request for a
location or suitable site. While appropriate memorials may enrich an area,
public open space is also a precious commodity. Therefore, monuments,
memorials, markers, and plaques should be carefully reviewed to balance these
two public benefits to protect the greater good.
b) Timelessness: The quality of timelessness shall be considered in the significance
of the individual, community or event being memorialized. Memorial proposals
should represent the values and principles of the community that will be
relevant to future generations.
c) Community Significance: Proposed projects must serve to commemorate or to
identify a particularly significant historic event or person. Projects that seek to
honor particular individuals or events by placing them into the public realm
should appeal to the broader interests of the community. To assure that the
significance of an event or person has withstood the test of time, a project may
only commemorate an event one (1) year or older and a person one (1) year or
more posthumously. The PAC may waive this requirement for those individuals
with exceptional community significance in cases of unusual and compelling
circumstances.
d) Past Honors: The City inventories all publicly owned fine artworks, public art,
and design enhancements, in addition to all commemorative monuments,
memorials, markers, and plaques in order to enable the City to effectively
evaluate proposed memorials. The PAC will consider that specific individuals,
organizations or events may have been sufficiently honored in the past.
e) Maintenance Planning: Maintenance concerns should be a primary
consideration, with adequate financial provision made for continued future
maintenance. In all cases, permanent memorials should be made from durable
materials that will stand up over time. Memorials that include moveable parts
or technological elements will require additional consideration and review and
must conform to the
f) Financial Responsibility: The donors of the proposed memorial are required to
pay for the complete design, manufacturing, installation, and a future
maintenance fee to ensure adequate quality of care for the memorial. To allow
for the installation of new public art projects, as well as maintenance of existing
art inventory and commemorative artworks, donations made to the City shall
be credited to the Art in Public Places Reserve account. Contributions toward
this account may be combined towards larger scale projects, which will
recognize both individual and group donations. The City shall be responsible for
maintenance of all art and memorials acquired as part of this program/policy.
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g)

Ownership: Improvements made on City lands become the property of the City
of Golden.
h) Structures over Six Feet in Height: The International Building Code, the current
building code adopted by the City, requires that any structure over six feet in
height should be designed according to professional engineering practices.
These structures will require an engineer’s letter.

Criteria for Design and Placement Review
The basic types of memorials vary greatly in the impact they have upon the community
and open spaces; the review process for allowing them to occur on City owned land
should reflect those differences. A public art review process is required for any
proposals for public artwork memorials, which is outlined in Chapter 2.60 Art in Public
Places. All memorials, however, will be judged for appropriateness according to the
following criteria.
Design Criteria
a) The quality, scale, and character of the memorial should be at a level
commensurate with the particular location or setting.
b) The memorial contributes to the location from a functional or design
standpoint.
c) The memorial should be designed by a qualified professional in the field
appropriate to the size, scale, and complexity of the proposal.
Placement Criteria
a) The location under consideration shall be an appropriate setting for the
memorial; in general, there should be some specific geographic justification for
the memorial being located in the proposed location.
b) It should be considered that a particular location may reach a saturation point
and it would be appropriate to limit future memorial installations at a particular
location or area.
c) The location of the memorial should complement and enhance existing and
proposed circulation and use patterns.
d) The location of the memorial should be supported by any master plans in effect
at the time of the submission
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The following items must be provided in order to file an application for review by the
PAC.
a) All Inclusive Costs: The cost of design, fabrication, plaques, transportation,
installation, site preparation work, foundation, lighting, electrical, permits etc. must be
financed by the requesting party. The memorial proposal shall include all-inclusive costs
and any exclusion shall be stated clearly in the proposal. Additionally, any party hired or
employed by the requesting party must provide proof of insurance approved by the City
that may include and not limited to: general liability, automobile insurance, professional
liability insurance, performance insurance bonds, workman’s compensation coverage,
and others as required by the City.
b) Site: All proposed monuments or memorials must relate to and support their
proposed site and/or community. Any party proposing to install a monument, plaque or
memorial must propose three feasible sites, public or private, for their project along
with an explanation of the significance and relationship to each site Maintenance: All
monuments, memorials, markers, and plaques require insurance, bond and endowment
fund (as appropriate), and a maintenance schedule by the memorial donor adequate to
ensure its care conditions satisfactory to the donor and the City. The posted insurance
or bond should also cover costs of installation and/or removal. If an adequate level of
maintenance is not continued, the City reserves the right to remove or modify the
memorial or any portion of the memorial.
c) Wording on memorial plaques: Individuals and groups may be recognized for their
contributions towards a memorial project. All text and design\ must be approved by the
PAC prior to the fabrication of the plaque and it shall not include logos of any kind.
Logos (symbols or trademarks designed for easy and definite recognition) may not be
used in the overall design concept of the memorial. Logos may not appear on a plaque
acknowledging the memorial’s donors. The acknowledgment plaque should be
incidental to the memorial and not the main focus of the memorial.
d) Artwork: All proposed public art memorials shall complete the public art review
procedures as set forth in Chapter 2.60, the Art in Public Places Policy.
Approval Process for Adorned Plaques, Simple Plaques, and other Site accessories and
Amenities
a) Written Proposal: Once the initial feasibility of the applicant’s proposed
memorial has been established by the PAC, the applicant will be requested to
submit a written proposal with as much information as possible as to the
design, size, materials, appropriateness of preferred site, map identifying the
proposed site, plaque wording, sketches, renderings, a rendering of the plaque
or site accessory at the proposed site, and estimated costs. A maintenance plan
must also be submitted prior to final approval
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b) Proposal Review: The requesting party is required to complete the following
steps before presentation to the PAC for recommendation:
i.
Prepare any additional submission requests as required by
staff.
ii.
Provide evidence of financing or fund raising activities.
iii.
Submit proof of insurance requirements.
iv.
Notify the appropriate neighboring community or business
associations that may be affected by the location of the plaque
or site accessory. Provide the comments and feedback from
these organizations.
v.
Provide site plans, detailed designs, and schematic drawings.
vi.
Any engineering, structural, or site impact questions must be
addressed before the proposal can be placed on the PAC’s
agenda for recommendation.
vii.
Submit information concerning the type of materials to be
used, the type of coatings and patinas.
Once all of the requirements listed above have been completed, the proposal will be
placed on the next available PAC agenda. The PAC will consider all information,
including the staff recommendation, the written proposal and concepts, and public
testimony in its decision making process. The PAC may recommend approval of the
placement of the proposed plaque; it may request additional information on the
proposal; or it may recommend denial of the placement of the plaque.
Upon approval, the requesting party will be required to enter into a contractual
agreement with the City of Golden prior to the commencement of any work. No work
may begin unless the applicant can provide evidence of funding sufficient to cover 100
percent of all costs associated with the design, construction, and placement of the
memorial. The applicant must also provide evidence of funding of a maintenance
endowment equal to 10 percent of the total cost of the memorial. All construction
documents must be reviewed by the appropriate City departments before the
commencement of construction.
Approval Process for Memorial Benches and Trees
The City of Golden supports the needs and principles of allowing memorial benches or
trees downtown, on trails and in parks and green space areas, but is also mindful that
these facilities have many uses and are enjoyed by a wide range of people. Therefore,
the City desires to manage and regulate memorial benches and trees for the mutual
benefit of all. It is the intention that the memorial bench and tree donation program
only covers the broad sense of memorial benches and trees and is not meant to be
exhaustive.
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Tree Memorials
Tree memorials are a great way to honor a friend or family member and contribute to
Golden’s beautiful landscape. Placement of tree memorials will follow these guidelines:
a) After initial contact with the donor, the City Forester will make arrangements
on site at the approximate tree location. The Forestry Division will provide
location options for the donor;
b) The City Forester will make tree species selection as appropriate, with trees
being at least 2” caliper at the trunk for hardwood species or 6’ in height for
coniferous species;
c) After confirmation of location with donor, the City Forester will purchase the
tree and provide a copy of the invoice to the donor.
d) City staff will plant the tree at the agreed upon location and time and receive
payment from the donor;
e) Staff will place a memorial tag on the permanent tree donation plaque located
near the 8th Street entrance inside the Golden Community Center. N o on-site
plaque is permitted.
f) The City reserves the right to remove any memorial trees that have been
damaged, either through age or vandalism, and is, in the view of City staff,
unrecoverable.
g) The City accepts no liability for damages to any memorial trees from vandals or
third parties.
Memorial Benches
Memorial benches have become an increasingly popular way to pay tribute to loved
ones. Placement of memorial benches will follow these guidelines:
a) The City of Golden Parks Division has determined desired locations where
benches can be placed based on needs and the maximum number of benches
appropriate for each location or park. The Parks Division will provide location
options to the donor;
b) Bench placement is not currently available along the Clear Creek Corridor due
to the extensive number of benches currently in the corridor and the continuing
development of the Clear Creek Corridor Master Plan.
c) Memorial park benches are maintained by the City for 10 years.
d) After 10 years, the bench shall be self-supporting, e.g., all costs related to the
memorial shall be at the expense of the donor including repair or replacement,
if necessary, at the discretion of City staff.
e) If staff recommends replacement, the donor may purchase a new bench for the
location or the bench will be removed. The bench location will then be available
for future park bench memorials.
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f)

Memorial bench donations will have a memorial plaque embedded into the
bench.
g) All memorial benches will be recycled material and of uniform style per the
discretion of staff. Benches will be surface mount to ensure easy removal and
replacement as needed and should conform to the American Disabilities Act
(ADA) resting bench program and long range City planning goals.
h) Content for plaques will be subject to approval of staff.
i) City staff will maintain a record of each donation.
j) The City reserves the right to remove any memorials that have been damaged,
either through age, use or vandalism, and is, in the view of City staff, beyond
repair.
k) The City accepts no liability for damages to any memorials from vandals or third
parties.
Gifts
The City may, from time to time, accept memorial gifts in the form of public art. Plaques
acknowledging the gift shall be bronze and no larger than ten inches by four inches
(10”x4”). Memorial plaques for a tree or other plantings are not permitted.
Plaques recognizing donors for significant improvements or plaques acknowledging the
naming of significant improvement such as, but not limited to, pocket parks,
footbridges, fountains, grottos, gardens, gazebos, overlooks and other significant
features may be placed on City property. The plaques may be no larger than 144 square
inches and must be made of either cast bronze, cast aluminum (or other suitable
metal), carved stone, or tile. An individual, corporation or foundation must be
acknowledged with wording similar to “sponsored by, underwritten by, a gift from...”
and shall not contain corporate logos. This does not preclude the official City logo from
being included on any plaque.
Placement of gifts and plaques of acknowledgment are under the jurisdiction of the PAC
after coordination with applicable City departments.
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Section 8: Maintenance Policy
Public Art in the City’s collection shall be preserved and maintained.

Nighthorse on the Mesa, Patrick Madison, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Background and Definitions
The goal of the Public Art Maintenance Policy is to maintain the City’s collection of
publicly owned artwork to ensure the long-term enjoyment of the collection by Golden
citizens and visitors. The Public Art Maintenance Policy spells out the documentation,
preservation, and maintenance processes that will support that goal. The Public Art
Maintenance Policy will be implemented on a piece specific basis that recognizes the
value of each work of art in the collection.
Definitions
Art in public places The term “art in public places” refers to any visual work of art
displayed for more than two weeks in an open City-owned area, on the exterior of any
City-owned facility, inside any City-owned facility in areas designated as public areas, or
on non-City property if the work of art is installed or financed, either wholly or in part,
with City funds or with grants the City has procured.
Documentation includes, but is not limited to, periodic condition reports, records of
actual maintenance performed and an assessment of those efforts, photographs,
artist’s maintenance recommendation, methods and materials information, potential
problems with the work, finishes information (e.g., painter’s name; when, where, what,
and how the piece was finished), quality of materials used, installation information,
warranties, professional and/or other knowledgeable opinions regarding preservation
and maintenance. The documentation may also include the artist’s resume, artwork
history, estimated value, where the work has been exhibited, and a personal interview
with the artist. This documentation will become part of the permanent documentation
of the specific piece and will reside with the Staff Liaison.
Maintenance will be performed according to a scheduled piece-specific plan to clean,
repair, and preserve each piece in the public collection. This plan will include measures
to assess the ongoing effectiveness of preservation.
Preservation includes placement; installation; security; relocation; regularly scheduled
maintenance and emergency repairs (with consideration to the natural process of
aging).
Work of Art or Artwork The term “work of art or artwork” refers to, but is not limited
to, a sculpture, monument, mural, fresco, relief, painting, fountain, banner, mosaic,
ceramic, weaving, carving, electronic media, photography, stained glass or siteintegrated public art. The term “work of art” would not normally include landscaping,
architectural ornamentation, or signs, unless such elements are an essential component
of the artwork itself.
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Process
a) Documentation. The initial documentation will occur before a piece is accepted
into the City collection. The PAC, appropriate City departments (Facilities
Maintenance, Parks & Recreation, Public Works), City Council, outside
contractors, service people and experts may be asked to review this
documentation. Documentation will reside in the records of the Staff Liaison.
b) Maintenance documentation when artwork is accepted into the City collection,
an initial level of maintenance and a maintenance schedule will be established
for it. The documentation will include a standard for regular maintenance (e.g.,
timing, type of maintenance) and identify any maintenance issues that may
require special attention. Each medium will require that personnel with the
appropriate expertise be consulted with in order to develop maintenance
criteria. In addition, the maintenance criteria may include future historic and
aesthetic considerations for each piece. The maintenance documentation may
be reviewed and revised as needed.
c) Inspection and Condition Report Once each calendar year, the PAC, through the
Staff Liaison will complete an inspection and condition report. Paid professional
condition appraisers/conservators and/or knowledgeable volunteers,
craftspeople or industry experts will perform the inspection for each piece. The
inspection and condition report will become part of the permanent
documentation of the specific piece and will reside with the Staff Liaison.
d) Regular maintenance. Paid professionals and/or trained and supervised
volunteers will perform regular maintenance according to the maintenance
schedule and condition report for each specific piece. The Staff Liaison will
initiate and coordinate the regular maintenance activities.
e) Special Maintenance. Paid professionals/ craftspeople or knowledgeable
volunteers will perform maintenance that requires specialized tools,
equipment, or knowledge on an “as needed” basis. The PAC will use the
condition report and/or site visits to determine need.
f) Emergency Maintenance or Repair. Paid professionals/craftspeople or
knowledgeable volunteers will perform emergency maintenance or repair on an
“as needed” timely basis as determined by the PAC, Public Works staff or other
qualified professional.
g) The PAC will make every effort to stay informed about damage to artwork and
will consider such damage when making decisions with regard to acquisition,
location, safety, deaccessioning and maintenance of specific pieces in the
current collection and future works of art or artwork.
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Implementation
a) Policy Implementation. The Staff Liaison and interested persons will implement
and monitor the Public Art Maintenance Policy and will report to the PAC each
quarter or more often if needed, on the status of artwork maintenance. City
staff will oversee the quality control, evaluation and corrective maintenance
actions carried out by this policy.
b) Funding for maintenance will be established through a budget developed by the
PAC and presented to City Council during the budget process. Funds will come
from the PAC Art in Public Places reserve account, established in 2.60.040.
Maintenance funding will take precedence over art purchases.
c) Contract Services. Contracts with paid professionals/craftspeople will follow
established City guidelines and will be handled through the appropriate City
department.
d) Quality Control. The PAC believes in regulating the quality of maintenance to an
established standard. Therefore, the PAC will work to collect maintenance data
(e.g. Lacquer vs. waxing, annual vs. biannual maintenance, professional vs.
volunteer, etc.). The PAC and Staff Liaison will use this data to develop specific
quality standards and devise ways to measure if the standards are met. Once
established, the standards will be used to collect relevant data, analyze that
data, and create corrective action plans as needed. The Staff Liaison will identify
specific areas of comparison (e.g. using multiple contractors and comparing the
results of their work) and documenting specific maintenance challenges and
failures (and their solutions).
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Section 9: Deaccessioning Policy
Occasionally, public art needs to be refreshed and deteriorating artwork
must be replaced.

Winter Wind on the Mesa, Marie Barbera, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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Background
Deaccessioning is a procedure for withdrawing a work of art from the City of Golden’s
public collection. Golden’s Public Art Commission (PAC) is responsible for deciding
whether any piece(s) should be deaccessioned. Deaccessioning occurs only for good
reason, at the PAC’s discretion.

Basis for Deaccessioning
The PAC may deaccession artwork for one or more of the following reasons:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

The artwork endangers public safety;
The artwork has been determined to be in unsatisfactory condition;
The artwork lacks a suitable display site;
The condition or security of the artwork cannot be reasonably guaranteed
where located;
The artwork is attached to a structure slated for destruction, remodeling or
repair (so that it is not practical to keep the artwork);
The artwork is or has become incompatible with the rest of the collection;
The City wishes to replace the artwork with a piece of more significance;
The artwork requires excessive maintenance or has faults in design or
workmanship.
The artwork is fraudulent or not authentic;
The City cannot properly care for or store the artwork;
For any other significant reason articulated by the PAC, at its discretion.

Works of art covered under the Memorial Policy will be considered in accordance with
that policy.

Process and Disposition
The PAC will review the pieces in the City’s Art in Public Places collection - at least once
every two years, beginning in the first year of the program - to determine whether any
piece(s) should be deaccessioned. In addition, the PAC reserves the right to deaccession
any artwork at any time deemed appropriate by the PAC. Deaccessioning may only be
considered during a monthly or a special meeting of the PAC. A majority of
commissioners in a quorum must approve deaccessioning for two consecutive
meetings. After the decision is made to deaccession, a public announcement of the plan
to deaccession must be made to permit public input prior to a formal vote at a
subsequent meeting. After the formal vote, the artwork shall be officially deaccessioned
from the City collection.
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The PAC may consider the following options for disposition of a deaccessioned artwork:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Return to the artist;
Return to the donor;
Sale or trade;
Destruction (which shall be reserved for work deteriorated or damaged beyond
reasonably-priced repair);
e) Donation; or
f) Any option deemed appropriate by the PAC

Adolph Coors, Sarah Maloney, Photo courtesy of Arts Management and Planning Associates
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City of Louisville, Colorado

Public Art Policy
2018

ABOUT THE PUBLIC ART POLICY
The City of Louisville seeks to offer high quality Public Art that engages residents and visitors and celebrates the cultural
legacy of Louisville. This policy is intended to supplement Chapter 14.20 of the Louisville Municipal Code (LMC) regarding
Public Art, to guide the acquisition of works of art by the City and their placement on public property and in public
buildings within the City.
The Public Art Policy (Policy) is created at the direction of the Cultural Arts Master Plan (adopted April 2017) and the City
of Louisville’s Comprehensive Plan (adopted May 2013), and seeks to apply the 2016 Best Practices for Public Art Projects
established by the Public Art Network Council and the Americans for the Arts.

LIMITATIONS OF THIS POLICY
For the purpose of this Policy, “Public Art” is defined as a work of art owned by the City of Louisville and placed on public
property. “Work of art” means and includes, but is not limited to, a sculpture, monument, mural, fresco, relief, painting,
mosaic, ceramic, weaving, carving and stained glass. This Policy does not address art on privately owned property that is
available for public viewing such as murals on private businesses. This policy also does not apply to works of art within
the exemptions in Section 14.20.090 of the LMC.
The Policy does not address changing the current City budget or allotting additional funds for the purchase of Public Art. It
outlines the process for selecting works of art to be purchased with City funds utilizing current City of Louisville
procurement policies, or for accepting/rejecting works of art proposed for donation to the City by individuals or
organizations.

PUBLIC ART MANAGEMENT
The Louisville Cultural Council (LCC) will have the authority to make decisions on matters of Public Art. Cultural
Arts/Special Events staff will provide support and may recommend that the LCC seek additional guidance or participation
from experts such as artists, arts professionals and design professionals.
The LCC will make decisions regarding:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Public Art site selection
Design and review of commissioned works of art
Review, acceptance and rejection of donations, loans and purchases of works of art
Planning for conservation and maintenance
De-accession and removal of works of art

The City Council may review an LCC decision regarding proposed installation of Public Art in accordance with the LMC.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR PUBLIC ART IN LOUISVILLE
Public Art in Louisville must align with the following Guiding Principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Celebrate quality art and design
Enhance community identity and place
Contribute to community vitality
Involve a broad range of people and communities
Value artists and artistic process
1

6.

Use resources wisely

PUBLIC ART VALUES
In addition to meeting the Guiding Principles, several values have been identified that are priorities of the Louisville
community and which should be considered when selecting or approving new Public Art installations. Public Art in
Louisville should strongly reflect one or more of the values outlined below.

WORK OF ART AND ARTIST SELECTION VALUES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

High artistic quality
Celebrate Louisville, Front Range, Colorado and National artists of importance
Appeal to Louisville residents and visitors
Materials that are durable and appropriate to the proposed site
Subject matter that is meaningful to the Louisville community
Diversity of thought and artistic expression
Appropriateness of the piece for all ages

SITE SELECTION VALUES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Support of economic development and revitalization efforts
Encouraging exploration and discovery throughout the City of Louisville
Sites with compelling site-specific works of art
Placemaking and opportunities for art to create community
Accessibility for all
Pedestrian access
Locations that allow viewers to pause and experience the works of art

APPROVAL PROCESS FOR PUBLIC ART INSTALLATIONS
When considering a new Public Art installation, the following process will be followed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Evaluation: The LCC will evaluate proposed Public Art donation or purchase.
Public Notice: Notice will be given and the public will have an opportunity to comment on the proposal.
Approval: The LCC will vote on whether to approve the proposed Public Art installation.
City Council Review (if applicable): The City Council may choose to review a decision of the LCC in accordance
with the LMC.
Purchase/Acceptance of Donation and Installation.

EVALUATION
The LCC will evaluate proposed Public Art installations by considering the following criteria:

CHOICE OF ARTIST AND WORK OF ART
Artist and works of art selected should reflect one or more of the Work of Art and Artist Selection Values.

SITE SELECTION
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A specific site must be selected and should reflect one or more of the Site Selection Values. The LCC must address any
permissions or permits needed for the proposed location and any concerns about future viability of the location.

PURCHASE AGREEMENT/DONATION ACCEPTANCE AGREEMENT TERMS
The LCC must research and determine that the work of art can be acquired under appropriate terms and that enough
information is known about the work of art to appropriately evaluate its durability and expected maintenance. Specific
terms that must be discussed with the donor, artist or seller include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Value of the work of art
Description including title, artist and materials
Maintenance and conservation plans
Realistic lifespan of the work of art
Rights of the City to ownership or to reasonable use of images of the work of art for publicity, educational and
promotional purposes
De-accession plan

FUNDING
The LCC must determine the cost to purchase and install the work of art and affirm that appropriate funds are available.
The LCC must further determine that funds will be available for the expected ongoing maintenance of the work of art.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Looking at the acquisition and installation of the work of art as a whole, the LCC must determine that the work of art and
proposed site meet the Guiding Principles for Public Art in Louisville.

PUBLIC NOTICE
If the LCC decides to proceed with a proposed Public Art installation after its initial evaluation, then prior to its final
decision and installation, public notice will be made and the public will have an opportunity to comment.
A sign will be placed at the proposed installation site for a minimum of 15 days prior to the date of the meeting when the
LCC will vote on whether to acquire and install the work of art. The sign should include the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Description, photograph or drawing of the work of art
Description, photograph or drawing of the proposed location
Anticipated lifespan
Maintenance plans
Source of work of art (donation/purchase)
Date, time and location of public meeting
Contact information for submitting public comment

LOUISVILLE CULTURAL COUNCIL APPROVAL
The LCC will discuss the proposed Public Art installation at the meeting announced on the public notice. The public will
have an opportunity to comment at the meeting and comments received in writing will be shared. The LCC may then vote
on whether to approve the proposed Public Artwork installation. All decisions by the LCC as to acquisition and placement
of works of art shall be considered final.
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CITY COUNCIL REVIEW
All decisions by the LCC as to acquisition and placement of works of art shall be considered final unless the City Council
within 45 days of the decision chooses to review the decision, which review shall occur at a subsequent City Council
meeting.

ARTWORK REMOVAL/DE-ACCESSING
From time to time, it may be appropriate for the LCC to consider de-accessing a piece of Public Art, the process of
withdrawing a work of art from public exhibition through storage, loan or disposal. Following current Best Practices for
Public Art, the LCC may de-access a work of art when any one or more of the following circumstances exist:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The repair of a damaged work of art is impractical or the cost is excessive in relation to the cost of the work of
art.
The work of art poses a public safety risk.
The security and condition of the work of art cannot be reasonably guaranteed in the present site.
The use of the particular public space has changed and re-siting the work of art would be inappropriate because
it would impact the contextual meaning of the work of art.
The work of art is of inferior quality to other works in the collection or is incompatible with the rest of the
collection.
The City wishes to replace the work of art with a work of more significance or appropriateness by the same artist.
The work of art does not meet the Values or Guiding Principles of the collection.
The work of art has received documented, unabated adverse reaction from the community over a period of time
and modifications to the work are not possible.

The City Council may choose to review a decision of the LCC regarding de-accession of a piece of Public Art within 45
days of the decision, which review shall occur at a subsequent City Council meeting.

DE-ACCESSION APPROVAL PROCESS
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Evaluation: The LCC will evaluate the work of art based on the Removal/De-Accessing criteria.
Public Notice: Public notice will be made and the public will have an opportunity to provide comment.
Approval: The LCC may vote to de-access a piece of Public Art.
City Council Review (if applicable): The City Council may choose to review a decision of the LCC regarding deaccession of a piece of Public Art within 45 days of the decision, which review shall occur at a subsequent City
Council meeting.
Removal/De-accession.

DE-ACCESSION PROCESS
When de-accessing a piece, the artist will first be informed in writing of the decision and will be given right of first refusal
to buy back the de-accessioned work of art. Donor will be informed in writing of the intent to de-access the Public Art (if
applicable).
The following means of de-accession will be considered (in order):
1.
2.

Re-donation, sale or other specific action as agreed upon with the donor or artist at the time of the City’s
acquisition of the work of art
Sale of the work of art
4

3.
4.
5.

Trade for one or more other works of art by the same artist
Indefinite loan to another government entity
Destruction of a work of art that is deteriorated or damaged beyond repair at a reasonable cost and deemed to
be of no or only a negligible value

5

City of Colorado Springs
Public Art Master Plan
Toolkit
Public Art Selection Process - Samples
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WHY art at this site?

WHAT kind of public art?

PUBLIC ART PROJECT

WHO makes decisions

HOW do you
select an artist?
WHERE is the art
in the site’s context?
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The Public Art Network: A Program of Americans for the Arts
Americans for the Arts Public Art Network (PAN) develops professional services for the multitude of
individuals and organizations engaged in the diverse field of public art. PAN is the only professional
network in the United States dedicated to advancing public art programs and projects through advocacy,
policy, and information resources to further art and design in our built environment.
PAN serves a membership of more than 1,000 public art programs and artists nationwide, and develops
strategies and tools based on best practices for improving communities through public art. Artists,
communities and organizations, and art and design professionals come together through online resources,
professional development and education opportunities, knowledge-sharing practices, and strategic
partnerships. For more information about PAN or Americans for the Arts, email pan@artsusa.org or visit
www.Americansforthearts.org/PAN
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INTRODUCTION
Whether your public art program has been writing calls for artists for years or your organization
is just getting started with commissioning public art, this Artist Selection Process Resource
Guide contains information about best practices that will help you navigate the process. The
guide will outline the best ways for your community or organization to develop opportunities
that clearly describe your projects that provides applicants with the information they need to
evaluate whether they are a good match for your project and community.
WHO MAKES THE DECISIONS?
Before you begin the artist selection process, the first step is to establish how the project will be
managed and to identify the required steps for approval. In every case, strong administrative
management can ensure that the best artwork is created in a fair, balanced, and properly funded
manner. Have in place a mechanism and/or structure for evaluating proposals, making selection
decisions and communicating with representatives of the local arts community. Changing the
process in midstream can only lead to confusion and lack of trust in the program on the part of
the community and the artists whose work you are trying to bring to your community to make it
a greater place to live. Remember, standing by the best process can be the best way to weather
any controversy that may arise.
Who Reviews and Who Approves?

Many programs have ordinances, policies and procedures in place regarding how a site is
selected, how an artist is chosen and who reviews/approves the proposed artwork. New
programs need to have a full understanding of how their given governmental or nonprofit support structure works before engaging in an art selection process. Make sure
everyone agrees on the final approval process well before starting the selection process.
It is recommended that every effort be made to de-politicize the process by limiting
involvement of elected officials and curbing the impulse to conduct public polls on the
web.
A review by either city staff or an arts council/commission typically includes approval of
a conceptual approach and schematic design. Reviews and approvals can be as complex
as having all facets of the process be reviewed by city arts staff, public art advisory
committees, city manager, city council and mayor. On the other hand, they can also be as
simple as a review by city staff to make sure the proposal conforms to a city policy.
These oversight responsibilities should be conducted by knowledgeable persons or
committee member/s.
Everyone knows that if you ask for an opinion you will be sure to get many. Public
opinion does not always ensure good art. Great art is the result of great vision. No
matter if a city has a weak public art policy or a strong public art ordinance, the
involvement of the public should be limited. Social media has given rise to soliciting
opinions from a “public” who may not even know anything about your community and
may live in another country or continent. On-line voting initiated by local media does not
ensure quality control of the creative process. Too many irons in the fire can lead to “art
by committee” with the artist frantically trying to accommodate everyone’s ideas while
his/her own get lost in the shuffle.
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Appointing a Selection Committee

The artist or art work may be selected by an established public art committee; by a board
or commission with defined roles; or by an ad hoc review committee that has been put
together for the sole purpose of selecting the artist and approving the work. Ideally such a
committee should consist of individuals who can candidly educate each other on art, the
construction project, site details as well as characterize the community. Participants
should be willing to engage in debate and be able to judge their peers objectively. There
is an art to appointing members to a selection committee. Personalities, knowledge, role
in the construction project or relationship to a community are important things to
consider.
Voting members on a selection committee should include arts professionals, the project's
building and/or landscape architect or engineer, a representative of the participating
city/county/state bureau, and at least one citizen at large who represents the community
where the project is located. It is recommended that the public art staff and project
manager from the public bureau be non-voting members. A conflict of interest policy
should be required to participate.
Each committee member serves through the completion of one public art project. For
complex projects, a sub-committee may be appointed to make recommendations to the
full committee. At least two of those sub-committee members must be artists.
Selection Committee Responsibilities

Clarify the role of the Selection Committee with the “powers that be” before starting the
process. Will the committee have the final say on who is selected? Do they approve the
final design or is their job completed once the artist is selected? Typically committees
approve all selections by a majority vote or consensus; yet there are instances where
scoring may be required.
Assigned committee responsibilities can vary depending upon how a particular
jurisdiction operates. For example, while project goals, sites and suitable art forms can
often be determined prior to the convening of the selection committee, some programs
opt to assign these responsibilities to an appointed selection committee. Other tasks can
include developing the project's goals, sites for artwork, and suitable art forms.
A committee should always reserve the option to make no selection from submitted
applications and to reopen the competition or propose other methods of selection if no
proposal is accepted. This is something that can be stated in the Call for Artists.

HOW DO YOU SELECT ARTISTS?
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No single selection process is the best for every public art commission. Geography,
demographics and a municipality’s culture all play significant roles. Many established programs
have developed processes well-refined over time based on experience as well as feedback from
artists.
Public art programs and organizations commissioning public art projects can enlist artists to be
considered in a variety of ways. These include calls for artists, juried slide registries, and direct
invitations. Online calls for artists have grown in use over the past few years and represent a
significant cost time savings for both artists and organizations.
There are thousands of artists interested in creating art for public spaces. A list of on-line
resources is listed at the end of this guide. Many municipal or state agencies have pre-qualified
artist rosters. juried in by arts professionals, that include artists with demonstrated capabilities
and a strong esthetic and that may be available to view on-line. At the end of this guide, there is
a list of where you can advertise a public art opportunity. There are also many curators, public
art administrators and local arts agencies employees who have a vast knowledge of artists and
their work.
Selection Process Options

Selection processes include open or limited competitions, invitationals, or direct
selection. An open competition is broadly promoted (either regionally, nationally or
internationally) to encourage numerous applicants. A limited competition is directed to a
specific group of artists, sometimes narrowed by discipline, often by geographic location
(only the state of...) On occasion the size of the project budget for art dictates limiting the
reach of a call and the selection process to direct purchase.
Invitational. The art experts on your Selection Committee as well as the public art
manager can draw up a short list of artists to interview for a project. Depending on the
budget and scope of a project, interviews should be preceded by a site tour and the artists
need to be given or referred to any relevant materials associated with the building site or
arrange a group meeting with the design team so that the artists have a general
understanding of the opportunities and limitations for a particular site. During the
interviews, the artists should be asked to share images of past work, discuss their creative
process and how they might approach this particular opportunity. This model, when
occurring while the project is still in design, allows the selected artist an opportunity to
work with the design team, agencies and community to develop a work that responds to
the specific criteria of the site and building program.
Limited Invitational. Invite three to five artists to present a conceptual proposal and pay
them a stipend. Site tours and relevant printed materials should be shared with the
finalist. Costs for travel and lodging should also be covered. Most artists do not have a
large firm that supports them as do most architects. This model is often used when a
committee or agency would prefer more visual information about how an artist might
approach a site. Following the selection of an artist using this process, there would be a
design phase contract issued in which the artist would continue to work with the client to
fine-tune the proposal. Do not expect to get details regarding engineering, construction
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or fabrication methods at this point in the process. A committee should approach the
conceptual proposal option with an open mind since during the design phase, many things
can change.
Direct Selection. In this model, an artist is invited to do a project by the selection
committee/developer/ curator/visionary/benefactor/mayor, etc. This is the simplest
method yet it depends upon the knowledge and ability of the person selecting the art
work to make an informed decision for the community at large.
Types of Calls for Artists

There are two traditional types of Calls for Artists: Requests for Qualifications (RFQ)
and Requests for Proposals (RFP). Current best practices supported by PAN endorse
payment to the artist for any creative work related to the development of a concept. An
RFP specifically and routinely incorporates a fee for the artist in addition to the
reimbursement of travel expenses. There has been discussion within the field of public art
about the appropriateness of RFPs versus RFQs, including the possibility that a Call for
Artists may include a request for brief comment (rather than a full proposal) on the
artist’s approach to the project.
A Request for Qualifications (RFQ) invites artists to send their qualifications to be
reviewed by the selection committee, but does not require a specific proposal to be
submitted. RFQs are used to choose artists based on their past and current art and
achievements. Often, a statement of interest that addresses the goals of the project is
requested. This can be a complicated, costly and prolonged process, but a wide range of
artistic styles can be viewed and a committee has the ability to discuss the merits as it
applies to the project.
Selection committees using a Request for Proposals (RFP) willingly spend proposal
funds upfront to be able to review a small number of proposals prior to selecting an artist
to work on a project from design development through installation and dedication. It is
strongly recommended that programs not ask for concepts or proposals as part of the
general application. This places the artist in the unfair situation of having to submit an
idea based on little background except perhaps what can be gleaned from the RFQ and
the internet (e.g., photograph of the site).
PAN does not recommend issuing an RFP in which artists are asked to produce
drawings/ideas based on limited information. Many talented and successful artists refuse
to be involved in such competitions. Creating ideas is the “currency” of artists, giving
away ideas for free is not fiscally responsible.
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HOW DO YOU WRITE A CALL FOR ARTISTS?
A Call for Artists is an opportunity notice that gives artists the necessary information about a
project in order to apply. The site description, budget, timeline, eligibility guidelines and public
art goals are some of the basic requirements to be included in any Call for Artists/RFQ. Issuing
a Call for Artists is a standard practice in the public art field. There are currently over 350 public
art programs in the United States can be found in both rural and urban areas; in federal, state,
county and city government agencies; or private nonprofit or for-profit organizations run
independently or as part of a local arts agency.
All versions of Calls for Artists can take place online to alleviate the processing of multiple
(sometimes hundreds) of submission materials. Currently (in 2013), there are three on-line
options (callforentry.org, slideroom.com, and publicartist.org) with many programs opting to
create their own on-line application system. These options are changing rapidly and it is best to
conduct on-line research regarding the best choice for your program.
Call Elements: Definitions & Descriptions
Once you’ve decided to write a Call for Artists, there are essential pieces of information that
should be included. Below is a reference list that includes advice on how to clearly convey your
information.
Call Summary
A brief project summary. The Call Summary helps artists quickly decide whether they are
interested or eligible for the call and lets organizations posting the call decide how it should be
promoted. Include the project name,
commissioning organization, application deadline, project timeline, budget, geographic eligibility
requirements, and whether it is an RFQ or RFP.
Project Description
An overview of the artist’s scope of services. Describe whether it is a design-team project,
commission for new work, integrated art, functional art replacing functional items, master plan,
artist residency, purchase of existing art, or other type of opportunity. Include a description of the
organization overseeing the project.
Art Goals or Criteria
A list of any predetermined objectives for the art established by the commissioning organization,
funder, or community. The specificity of the objectives will vary by commissioning organization
and reflects the characteristics of each project. The list can be broad – e.g., create a sense of place
within the community – or specific – e.g., design streetscape elements that reflect the industrial
history of the neighborhood.
Site or Art Location Plans
Site plans, maps, photographs, or other visual information of the site or art location. Describe the
site’s function; include what activities will happen there and who uses it. Be sure to include whether
or not the site is open to the public, or if the public can see but not enter the site. Include a
description or history of the site and community where the art will be and list additional resources
for the artist to research.
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Often a site for the art is determined prior to selecting an artist. Site is determined by the
administrator or public art committee along with the design team in consultation with city staff. An
alternative approach is to select an artist and let them be part of the decision about the best site.
Art Location Description
A description of where the art will be within the project site. Sometimes the location for art is
predetermined by the funder, commissioning organization, or community before a Call for Artists is
distributed. If this applies to your project, provide a highly detailed description of where the art will
be located within the site, especially for an RFP. The description should include, but not be limited
to: Engineering and architectural information about the location’s structure, materials used at the
location, visibility within the site, and lighting information. If the art location is not predetermined,
state whether or not the artist will be free to participate in selecting the art site.
Budget
The amount of funding allocated to art for the project. Clearly state the budget for art and what is
expected to be covered (not all projects have the same expectations of project costs covered by the
art budget). For instance, in a design-team project, the budget may include only the costs of artists’
fees and travel. In the commissioning of art, project costs may include the artist’s fee, travel,
engineering, materials, fabrication, transportation, documentation, and oversight of installation but
not actual installation costs.
Often costs for insurance, taxes, studio overhead, and miscellaneous items are not included in an
artist’s budget by the artist or commissioning agency. It should be clear from the beginning which
costs may legitimately be included in the artist’s budget and which are covered by others. Finally,
in some cases an actual art project budget has not been set at the time an artist is selected. It is
important to determine the amount that is secured for the project and the art and what has to be
raised to realize each.
Artist Eligibility
The qualifications that an artist must meet in order to be eligible for a project. Questions to
consider include:
• Must the artist live/work in a certain geographic area or is the call open to artists nationally?
• Is the call only open to professional artists or are students eligible?
• Are artist teams eligible for the project?
• Must the artist have completed a project with a similar budget, scale, and scope?
If you are seeking to reach out to certain types of artists, include a sentence encouraging artists that
meet those objectives to apply. For example, if the commissioning organization is seeking to reach
out to emerging artists, include a statement such as “professional artists who are new to the field of
public art are encouraged to apply.” Or if the project is one that will involve a high level of
community interaction in a specific setting, include a statement such as “artists who have
experience interacting with community are encouraged to apply.”
This is also the place to include an equal opportunity statement that may be required by the
commissioning organization, local municipality, funder, or owner.
Application Requirements
The list of materials artists should send by mail or online with their applications. Be very specific
about the information artists should include with their application since it determines how it is
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presented to the panel reviewing applicants and selecting artists. Typical application requirements
include:
• Visual support materials
• Annotated lists
• Statement of interest, often restricted to a number of words (e.g. 200 words)
• Resume or short biography
• Self-addressed stamped envelope (SASE) for the return of hardcopy materials
• Project proposal (for RFPs)
Visual support materials can include digital images in specific formats, slides, videos, CDs, and
prints or photocopies. If requesting digital images , list the number of images artists may submit
and how they should be labeled. If a panel is reviewing digital images, CDs or video, in addition to
the number of images be specific about length of time for moving images and the formats the panel
will be capable of viewing. Identify the number of copies of support materials the artist is to
include.
Examples:
 For visual art, up to a total of 10 images of past work on a CD. All images must
be in JPEG format (.jpg), and 1024 pixels (14.222 inches) on the longest side,
formatted at 72 dpi. Each image filename must be named as follows: artist’s last
name, first initial, underscore, and number corresponding to the number on the
image list (e.g. smithp_01.jpg). No personal websites will be reviewed. If using a
Mac, be sure to use the appropriate Windows filename extension (e.g.:
"smithp_01.jpg" rather than "smithj_01")


For performance or media art, video documentation formatted on a DVD as a
Windows Media Player or QuickTime file without an auto start menu. Each
CD/DVD can contain up to 3 video samples, with a total running time of no more
than 10 minutes for all samples collectively.



For media art, audio documentation must be formatted on a CD/CD-R containing
up to 5 audio samples, with a total running time of no more than 10 minutes for all
samples collectively.

The annotated image list allows the artist to describe the visual support material and usually
includes: description, material, location, budget, client or commissioning organization, and any
other relevant project information.The statement of interest allows artists to introduce themselves
and describe their specific interest in a project, their potential approach to the project or creating
public art, answer any specific questions presented in the RFQ and describe any past relevant
experience.
If artist teams may apply, clearly state if you require additional visual support materials, resume,
and references for each team member. If you are inviting and paying artists to develop proposals,
clearly list the types of submission materials you would like the artist to submit to best present their
work to the review panel. Typical proposal submission materials include: project description,
drawings, renderings, model, photographs, materials list, budget, timeline,
references, fabrication, installation, and maintenance information.
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Deadline
The date when an application must be either received or postmarked. List the date by which an
application must be either received at the mailing or online address or postmarked. Be sure to state
if overnight or express delivery is NOT permitted.
Submission Address
The address to which application is submitted or mailed. Include the online address or mailing
address. If overnight or express shipping is allowed, be sure that the address is not a post office box.
Supply an alternate address for this type of
delivery. If only online submissions are acceptable, clearly state thatthere will be no mailed
submissions accepted.
Selection Process
A description of how the applications will be reviewed and an artist selected. Include the types of
people who are on the selection panel, e.g., art and design professionals, community
representatives, agency representatives, and funders. Include the number, or range, of finalists that
will be selected and what will be required of the finalists, including interviews, proposals, dates for
presentations, and travel. Typically, there are three finalists, but no more than five. If finalists are
subject to interview, state if a fee and travel expenses are covered as well as timeline for interviews
and who will participate in the interview process and make the final artist selection.
If proposals are required, provide artists with information about what is included in a proposal,
timeline, budget, etc., and fee for proposal, travel, and presentation, and decision-making schedule.
Selection Criteria
A list of the criteria established by the commissioning agency or artist selection panel that will
guide the evaluation of applications. Listing the selection criteria establishes the priorities of the
artist selection panel. The list also assists artists when considering whether they should apply for a
project. For example, if the criteria for the RFQ includes artistic excellence, evidence of working in
the field of public art for more than five years, and experience working in community settings,
artists new to public art will be informed that their qualifications are not a good fit for the project.
Project Timeline
The timeline the project will follow from artist selection to project completion. The timeline
includes dates for the following milestones, as they apply: Submission deadline, panel review,
finalist notification, interview schedule, proposal presentations, final artist selection, contract,
design review phases, fabrication and installation schedule for art coordinated with project
construction, and completion date.
Sources for Additional Information
A list of resources the artist may consult for additional project information on the project, site,
commissioning organization, community, area history, etc. Providing artists a list of resources they
can consult about different aspects of the project can help them decide if they want to apply and if
their work is a good fit with the project parameters. In the case of an RFP, the list can be a
launching point for research. Include website addresses, publications, contact information for
organizations, and other information that would be helpful and relevant to artists as they research
the project.
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Resources for Questions
The contact information for the person or organization to be called if the artist has questions or
needs additional information. Be clear about whether telephone calls or email inquiries are accepted
or if questions may only be submitted by fax or email. Also state if there is a deadline by which
questions must be submitted.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER AN ARTIST IS SELECTED?
Proposal Contracts/Design Phase Contracts
Before an artist or artists begin their research to develop a proposal or proposals – their ideas – they are
placed under contract and paid to work on the project. Organizations use RFPs when they choose to work
with a small pool of artists, or a single artist, based on their qualifications, to develop a detailed proposal
for the site or project based on limited exposure to the project. An RFP does not guarantee the artist(s)
will be selected to implement their ideas or proposed art but PAN advocates that each artist is paid a
stipend and travel expenses for proposal development and presentation, beyond a request for a brief
comment on the artist’s initial thoughts on an approach to the commission. Some governmental
regulations require the solicitation of proposals for selection, and prior to contracting, for implementation
of a proposal.

GETTING THE WORD OUT: WHERE TO PROMOTE YOUR CALL FOR ARTISTS
Public Art Network Listserv
Available to members of Americans for the Arts/PAN, this networking tool connects colleagues and acts
as a research engine, newsletter, and stage for critical dialogue. Artist opportunities are frequently posted
on the listserv as well as in the PAN e-mail broadcast. To join, visit: www.Americansforthearts/PAN or email membership@artsusa.org . To submit information for the PAN Weekly, e-mail pan@artsusa.org.
Artists Register
https://artistsregister.com/opportunities
CaFÉ
http://www.callforentry.org

Public Art Programs that maintain lists of national/international opportunities:
4Culture (Seattle/King County)
http://www.4culture.org/
City of Las Vegas Arts Commission
http://www.lvartscommission.com/artist-opportunities/
City of Phoenix
http://phoenix.gov/arts/publicart/callstoart/natlopps/
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Questions to ask before starting a project (from LK)


Where does public art fit into the local governmental structure? Is it administered through
Arts and Culture, Parks and Recreation, Economic Development? Wherever it’s housed, how
does that affect the process? Is there an appointed Arts Commission or an established cultural
council? What are their responsibilities?



What is the approval process for your municipality? Who signs contracts and makes
payments? Who appoints selection committees? Who approves proposals? Have you ever
negotiated a contract with an artist? If not, identify resources to consult on best practices for
contracting an artist to design, fabricate and install an artwork.



Has the community ever placed, or supervised the installation of public art?



Who will maintain the art? Is there a maintenance plan? Has an art conservator reviewed the
design?



Do you know who the artists are who live and work in this community? How do you
advertise your public art opportunities?
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WHY art at this site?

WHAT kind of public art?

PUBLIC ART PROJECT

WHO makes decisions

HOW do you
select an artist?
WHERE is the art
in the site’s context?
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The Public Art Network: A Program of Americans for the Arts
Americans for the Arts Public Art Network (PAN) develops professional services for the multitude of
individuals and organizations engaged in the diverse field of public art. PAN is the only professional
network in the United States dedicated to advancing public art programs and projects through advocacy,
policy, and information resources to further art and design in our built environment.
PAN serves a membership of more than 1,000 public art programs and artists nationwide, and develops
strategies and tools based on best practices for improving communities through public art. Artists,
communities and organizations, and art and design professionals come together through online resources,
professional development and education opportunities, knowledge-sharing practices, and strategic
partnerships. For more information about PAN or Americans for the Arts, email pan@artsusa.org or visit
www.Americansforthearts.org/PAN
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INTRODUCTION
Whether your public art program has been writing calls for artists for years or your organization
is just getting started with commissioning public art, this Artist Selection Process Resource
Guide contains information about best practices that will help you navigate the process. The
guide will outline the best ways for your community or organization to develop opportunities
that clearly describe your projects that provides applicants with the information they need to
evaluate whether they are a good match for your project and community.
WHO MAKES THE DECISIONS?
Before you begin the artist selection process, the first step is to establish how the project will be
managed and to identify the required steps for approval. In every case, strong administrative
management can ensure that the best artwork is created in a fair, balanced, and properly funded
manner. Have in place a mechanism and/or structure for evaluating proposals, making selection
decisions and communicating with representatives of the local arts community. Changing the
process in midstream can only lead to confusion and lack of trust in the program on the part of
the community and the artists whose work you are trying to bring to your community to make it
a greater place to live. Remember, standing by the best process can be the best way to weather
any controversy that may arise.
Who Reviews and Who Approves?

Many programs have ordinances, policies and procedures in place regarding how a site is
selected, how an artist is chosen and who reviews/approves the proposed artwork. New
programs need to have a full understanding of how their given governmental or nonprofit support structure works before engaging in an art selection process. Make sure
everyone agrees on the final approval process well before starting the selection process.
It is recommended that every effort be made to de-politicize the process by limiting
involvement of elected officials and curbing the impulse to conduct public polls on the
web.
A review by either city staff or an arts council/commission typically includes approval of
a conceptual approach and schematic design. Reviews and approvals can be as complex
as having all facets of the process be reviewed by city arts staff, public art advisory
committees, city manager, city council and mayor. On the other hand, they can also be as
simple as a review by city staff to make sure the proposal conforms to a city policy.
These oversight responsibilities should be conducted by knowledgeable persons or
committee member/s.
Everyone knows that if you ask for an opinion you will be sure to get many. Public
opinion does not always ensure good art. Great art is the result of great vision. No
matter if a city has a weak public art policy or a strong public art ordinance, the
involvement of the public should be limited. Social media has given rise to soliciting
opinions from a “public” who may not even know anything about your community and
may live in another country or continent. On-line voting initiated by local media does not
ensure quality control of the creative process. Too many irons in the fire can lead to “art
by committee” with the artist frantically trying to accommodate everyone’s ideas while
his/her own get lost in the shuffle.
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Appointing a Selection Committee

The artist or art work may be selected by an established public art committee; by a board
or commission with defined roles; or by an ad hoc review committee that has been put
together for the sole purpose of selecting the artist and approving the work. Ideally such a
committee should consist of individuals who can candidly educate each other on art, the
construction project, site details as well as characterize the community. Participants
should be willing to engage in debate and be able to judge their peers objectively. There
is an art to appointing members to a selection committee. Personalities, knowledge, role
in the construction project or relationship to a community are important things to
consider.
Voting members on a selection committee should include arts professionals, the project's
building and/or landscape architect or engineer, a representative of the participating
city/county/state bureau, and at least one citizen at large who represents the community
where the project is located. It is recommended that the public art staff and project
manager from the public bureau be non-voting members. A conflict of interest policy
should be required to participate.
Each committee member serves through the completion of one public art project. For
complex projects, a sub-committee may be appointed to make recommendations to the
full committee. At least two of those sub-committee members must be artists.
Selection Committee Responsibilities

Clarify the role of the Selection Committee with the “powers that be” before starting the
process. Will the committee have the final say on who is selected? Do they approve the
final design or is their job completed once the artist is selected? Typically committees
approve all selections by a majority vote or consensus; yet there are instances where
scoring may be required.
Assigned committee responsibilities can vary depending upon how a particular
jurisdiction operates. For example, while project goals, sites and suitable art forms can
often be determined prior to the convening of the selection committee, some programs
opt to assign these responsibilities to an appointed selection committee. Other tasks can
include developing the project's goals, sites for artwork, and suitable art forms.
A committee should always reserve the option to make no selection from submitted
applications and to reopen the competition or propose other methods of selection if no
proposal is accepted. This is something that can be stated in the Call for Artists.

HOW DO YOU SELECT ARTISTS?
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No single selection process is the best for every public art commission. Geography,
demographics and a municipality’s culture all play significant roles. Many established programs
have developed processes well-refined over time based on experience as well as feedback from
artists.
Public art programs and organizations commissioning public art projects can enlist artists to be
considered in a variety of ways. These include calls for artists, juried slide registries, and direct
invitations. Online calls for artists have grown in use over the past few years and represent a
significant cost time savings for both artists and organizations.
There are thousands of artists interested in creating art for public spaces. A list of on-line
resources is listed at the end of this guide. Many municipal or state agencies have pre-qualified
artist rosters. juried in by arts professionals, that include artists with demonstrated capabilities
and a strong esthetic and that may be available to view on-line. At the end of this guide, there is
a list of where you can advertise a public art opportunity. There are also many curators, public
art administrators and local arts agencies employees who have a vast knowledge of artists and
their work.
Selection Process Options

Selection processes include open or limited competitions, invitationals, or direct
selection. An open competition is broadly promoted (either regionally, nationally or
internationally) to encourage numerous applicants. A limited competition is directed to a
specific group of artists, sometimes narrowed by discipline, often by geographic location
(only the state of...) On occasion the size of the project budget for art dictates limiting the
reach of a call and the selection process to direct purchase.
Invitational. The art experts on your Selection Committee as well as the public art
manager can draw up a short list of artists to interview for a project. Depending on the
budget and scope of a project, interviews should be preceded by a site tour and the artists
need to be given or referred to any relevant materials associated with the building site or
arrange a group meeting with the design team so that the artists have a general
understanding of the opportunities and limitations for a particular site. During the
interviews, the artists should be asked to share images of past work, discuss their creative
process and how they might approach this particular opportunity. This model, when
occurring while the project is still in design, allows the selected artist an opportunity to
work with the design team, agencies and community to develop a work that responds to
the specific criteria of the site and building program.
Limited Invitational. Invite three to five artists to present a conceptual proposal and pay
them a stipend. Site tours and relevant printed materials should be shared with the
finalist. Costs for travel and lodging should also be covered. Most artists do not have a
large firm that supports them as do most architects. This model is often used when a
committee or agency would prefer more visual information about how an artist might
approach a site. Following the selection of an artist using this process, there would be a
design phase contract issued in which the artist would continue to work with the client to
fine-tune the proposal. Do not expect to get details regarding engineering, construction
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or fabrication methods at this point in the process. A committee should approach the
conceptual proposal option with an open mind since during the design phase, many things
can change.
Direct Selection. In this model, an artist is invited to do a project by the selection
committee/developer/ curator/visionary/benefactor/mayor, etc. This is the simplest
method yet it depends upon the knowledge and ability of the person selecting the art
work to make an informed decision for the community at large.
Types of Calls for Artists

There are two traditional types of Calls for Artists: Requests for Qualifications (RFQ)
and Requests for Proposals (RFP). Current best practices supported by PAN endorse
payment to the artist for any creative work related to the development of a concept. An
RFP specifically and routinely incorporates a fee for the artist in addition to the
reimbursement of travel expenses. There has been discussion within the field of public art
about the appropriateness of RFPs versus RFQs, including the possibility that a Call for
Artists may include a request for brief comment (rather than a full proposal) on the
artist’s approach to the project.
A Request for Qualifications (RFQ) invites artists to send their qualifications to be
reviewed by the selection committee, but does not require a specific proposal to be
submitted. RFQs are used to choose artists based on their past and current art and
achievements. Often, a statement of interest that addresses the goals of the project is
requested. This can be a complicated, costly and prolonged process, but a wide range of
artistic styles can be viewed and a committee has the ability to discuss the merits as it
applies to the project.
Selection committees using a Request for Proposals (RFP) willingly spend proposal
funds upfront to be able to review a small number of proposals prior to selecting an artist
to work on a project from design development through installation and dedication. It is
strongly recommended that programs not ask for concepts or proposals as part of the
general application. This places the artist in the unfair situation of having to submit an
idea based on little background except perhaps what can be gleaned from the RFQ and
the internet (e.g., photograph of the site).
PAN does not recommend issuing an RFP in which artists are asked to produce
drawings/ideas based on limited information. Many talented and successful artists refuse
to be involved in such competitions. Creating ideas is the “currency” of artists, giving
away ideas for free is not fiscally responsible.
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HOW DO YOU WRITE A CALL FOR ARTISTS?
A Call for Artists is an opportunity notice that gives artists the necessary information about a
project in order to apply. The site description, budget, timeline, eligibility guidelines and public
art goals are some of the basic requirements to be included in any Call for Artists/RFQ. Issuing
a Call for Artists is a standard practice in the public art field. There are currently over 350 public
art programs in the United States can be found in both rural and urban areas; in federal, state,
county and city government agencies; or private nonprofit or for-profit organizations run
independently or as part of a local arts agency.
All versions of Calls for Artists can take place online to alleviate the processing of multiple
(sometimes hundreds) of submission materials. Currently (in 2013), there are three on-line
options (callforentry.org, slideroom.com, and publicartist.org) with many programs opting to
create their own on-line application system. These options are changing rapidly and it is best to
conduct on-line research regarding the best choice for your program.
Call Elements: Definitions & Descriptions
Once you’ve decided to write a Call for Artists, there are essential pieces of information that
should be included. Below is a reference list that includes advice on how to clearly convey your
information.
Call Summary
A brief project summary. The Call Summary helps artists quickly decide whether they are
interested or eligible for the call and lets organizations posting the call decide how it should be
promoted. Include the project name,
commissioning organization, application deadline, project timeline, budget, geographic eligibility
requirements, and whether it is an RFQ or RFP.
Project Description
An overview of the artist’s scope of services. Describe whether it is a design-team project,
commission for new work, integrated art, functional art replacing functional items, master plan,
artist residency, purchase of existing art, or other type of opportunity. Include a description of the
organization overseeing the project.
Art Goals or Criteria
A list of any predetermined objectives for the art established by the commissioning organization,
funder, or community. The specificity of the objectives will vary by commissioning organization
and reflects the characteristics of each project. The list can be broad – e.g., create a sense of place
within the community – or specific – e.g., design streetscape elements that reflect the industrial
history of the neighborhood.
Site or Art Location Plans
Site plans, maps, photographs, or other visual information of the site or art location. Describe the
site’s function; include what activities will happen there and who uses it. Be sure to include whether
or not the site is open to the public, or if the public can see but not enter the site. Include a
description or history of the site and community where the art will be and list additional resources
for the artist to research.
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Often a site for the art is determined prior to selecting an artist. Site is determined by the
administrator or public art committee along with the design team in consultation with city staff. An
alternative approach is to select an artist and let them be part of the decision about the best site.
Art Location Description
A description of where the art will be within the project site. Sometimes the location for art is
predetermined by the funder, commissioning organization, or community before a Call for Artists is
distributed. If this applies to your project, provide a highly detailed description of where the art will
be located within the site, especially for an RFP. The description should include, but not be limited
to: Engineering and architectural information about the location’s structure, materials used at the
location, visibility within the site, and lighting information. If the art location is not predetermined,
state whether or not the artist will be free to participate in selecting the art site.
Budget
The amount of funding allocated to art for the project. Clearly state the budget for art and what is
expected to be covered (not all projects have the same expectations of project costs covered by the
art budget). For instance, in a design-team project, the budget may include only the costs of artists’
fees and travel. In the commissioning of art, project costs may include the artist’s fee, travel,
engineering, materials, fabrication, transportation, documentation, and oversight of installation but
not actual installation costs.
Often costs for insurance, taxes, studio overhead, and miscellaneous items are not included in an
artist’s budget by the artist or commissioning agency. It should be clear from the beginning which
costs may legitimately be included in the artist’s budget and which are covered by others. Finally,
in some cases an actual art project budget has not been set at the time an artist is selected. It is
important to determine the amount that is secured for the project and the art and what has to be
raised to realize each.
Artist Eligibility
The qualifications that an artist must meet in order to be eligible for a project. Questions to
consider include:
• Must the artist live/work in a certain geographic area or is the call open to artists nationally?
• Is the call only open to professional artists or are students eligible?
• Are artist teams eligible for the project?
• Must the artist have completed a project with a similar budget, scale, and scope?
If you are seeking to reach out to certain types of artists, include a sentence encouraging artists that
meet those objectives to apply. For example, if the commissioning organization is seeking to reach
out to emerging artists, include a statement such as “professional artists who are new to the field of
public art are encouraged to apply.” Or if the project is one that will involve a high level of
community interaction in a specific setting, include a statement such as “artists who have
experience interacting with community are encouraged to apply.”
This is also the place to include an equal opportunity statement that may be required by the
commissioning organization, local municipality, funder, or owner.
Application Requirements
The list of materials artists should send by mail or online with their applications. Be very specific
about the information artists should include with their application since it determines how it is
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presented to the panel reviewing applicants and selecting artists. Typical application requirements
include:
• Visual support materials
• Annotated lists
• Statement of interest, often restricted to a number of words (e.g. 200 words)
• Resume or short biography
• Self-addressed stamped envelope (SASE) for the return of hardcopy materials
• Project proposal (for RFPs)
Visual support materials can include digital images in specific formats, slides, videos, CDs, and
prints or photocopies. If requesting digital images , list the number of images artists may submit
and how they should be labeled. If a panel is reviewing digital images, CDs or video, in addition to
the number of images be specific about length of time for moving images and the formats the panel
will be capable of viewing. Identify the number of copies of support materials the artist is to
include.
Examples:
 For visual art, up to a total of 10 images of past work on a CD. All images must
be in JPEG format (.jpg), and 1024 pixels (14.222 inches) on the longest side,
formatted at 72 dpi. Each image filename must be named as follows: artist’s last
name, first initial, underscore, and number corresponding to the number on the
image list (e.g. smithp_01.jpg). No personal websites will be reviewed. If using a
Mac, be sure to use the appropriate Windows filename extension (e.g.:
"smithp_01.jpg" rather than "smithj_01")


For performance or media art, video documentation formatted on a DVD as a
Windows Media Player or QuickTime file without an auto start menu. Each
CD/DVD can contain up to 3 video samples, with a total running time of no more
than 10 minutes for all samples collectively.



For media art, audio documentation must be formatted on a CD/CD-R containing
up to 5 audio samples, with a total running time of no more than 10 minutes for all
samples collectively.

The annotated image list allows the artist to describe the visual support material and usually
includes: description, material, location, budget, client or commissioning organization, and any
other relevant project information.The statement of interest allows artists to introduce themselves
and describe their specific interest in a project, their potential approach to the project or creating
public art, answer any specific questions presented in the RFQ and describe any past relevant
experience.
If artist teams may apply, clearly state if you require additional visual support materials, resume,
and references for each team member. If you are inviting and paying artists to develop proposals,
clearly list the types of submission materials you would like the artist to submit to best present their
work to the review panel. Typical proposal submission materials include: project description,
drawings, renderings, model, photographs, materials list, budget, timeline,
references, fabrication, installation, and maintenance information.
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Deadline
The date when an application must be either received or postmarked. List the date by which an
application must be either received at the mailing or online address or postmarked. Be sure to state
if overnight or express delivery is NOT permitted.
Submission Address
The address to which application is submitted or mailed. Include the online address or mailing
address. If overnight or express shipping is allowed, be sure that the address is not a post office box.
Supply an alternate address for this type of
delivery. If only online submissions are acceptable, clearly state thatthere will be no mailed
submissions accepted.
Selection Process
A description of how the applications will be reviewed and an artist selected. Include the types of
people who are on the selection panel, e.g., art and design professionals, community
representatives, agency representatives, and funders. Include the number, or range, of finalists that
will be selected and what will be required of the finalists, including interviews, proposals, dates for
presentations, and travel. Typically, there are three finalists, but no more than five. If finalists are
subject to interview, state if a fee and travel expenses are covered as well as timeline for interviews
and who will participate in the interview process and make the final artist selection.
If proposals are required, provide artists with information about what is included in a proposal,
timeline, budget, etc., and fee for proposal, travel, and presentation, and decision-making schedule.
Selection Criteria
A list of the criteria established by the commissioning agency or artist selection panel that will
guide the evaluation of applications. Listing the selection criteria establishes the priorities of the
artist selection panel. The list also assists artists when considering whether they should apply for a
project. For example, if the criteria for the RFQ includes artistic excellence, evidence of working in
the field of public art for more than five years, and experience working in community settings,
artists new to public art will be informed that their qualifications are not a good fit for the project.
Project Timeline
The timeline the project will follow from artist selection to project completion. The timeline
includes dates for the following milestones, as they apply: Submission deadline, panel review,
finalist notification, interview schedule, proposal presentations, final artist selection, contract,
design review phases, fabrication and installation schedule for art coordinated with project
construction, and completion date.
Sources for Additional Information
A list of resources the artist may consult for additional project information on the project, site,
commissioning organization, community, area history, etc. Providing artists a list of resources they
can consult about different aspects of the project can help them decide if they want to apply and if
their work is a good fit with the project parameters. In the case of an RFP, the list can be a
launching point for research. Include website addresses, publications, contact information for
organizations, and other information that would be helpful and relevant to artists as they research
the project.
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Resources for Questions
The contact information for the person or organization to be called if the artist has questions or
needs additional information. Be clear about whether telephone calls or email inquiries are accepted
or if questions may only be submitted by fax or email. Also state if there is a deadline by which
questions must be submitted.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER AN ARTIST IS SELECTED?
Proposal Contracts/Design Phase Contracts
Before an artist or artists begin their research to develop a proposal or proposals – their ideas – they are
placed under contract and paid to work on the project. Organizations use RFPs when they choose to work
with a small pool of artists, or a single artist, based on their qualifications, to develop a detailed proposal
for the site or project based on limited exposure to the project. An RFP does not guarantee the artist(s)
will be selected to implement their ideas or proposed art but PAN advocates that each artist is paid a
stipend and travel expenses for proposal development and presentation, beyond a request for a brief
comment on the artist’s initial thoughts on an approach to the commission. Some governmental
regulations require the solicitation of proposals for selection, and prior to contracting, for implementation
of a proposal.

GETTING THE WORD OUT: WHERE TO PROMOTE YOUR CALL FOR ARTISTS
Public Art Network Listserv
Available to members of Americans for the Arts/PAN, this networking tool connects colleagues and acts
as a research engine, newsletter, and stage for critical dialogue. Artist opportunities are frequently posted
on the listserv as well as in the PAN e-mail broadcast. To join, visit: www.Americansforthearts/PAN or email membership@artsusa.org . To submit information for the PAN Weekly, e-mail pan@artsusa.org.
Artists Register
https://artistsregister.com/opportunities
CaFÉ
http://www.callforentry.org

Public Art Programs that maintain lists of national/international opportunities:
4Culture (Seattle/King County)
http://www.4culture.org/
City of Las Vegas Arts Commission
http://www.lvartscommission.com/artist-opportunities/
City of Phoenix
http://phoenix.gov/arts/publicart/callstoart/natlopps/
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Questions to ask before starting a project (from LK)


Where does public art fit into the local governmental structure? Is it administered through
Arts and Culture, Parks and Recreation, Economic Development? Wherever it’s housed, how
does that affect the process? Is there an appointed Arts Commission or an established cultural
council? What are their responsibilities?



What is the approval process for your municipality? Who signs contracts and makes
payments? Who appoints selection committees? Who approves proposals? Have you ever
negotiated a contract with an artist? If not, identify resources to consult on best practices for
contracting an artist to design, fabricate and install an artwork.



Has the community ever placed, or supervised the installation of public art?



Who will maintain the art? Is there a maintenance plan? Has an art conservator reviewed the
design?



Do you know who the artists are who live and work in this community? How do you
advertise your public art opportunities?

City of Colorado Springs
Public Art Master Plan
Toolkit
Mural Policies - Samples

ARTIST DESIGNED
MURAL GUIDELINES
The application and permitting process for Artist Designed Murals is a two-phase process. During
Phase One, applicants will submit completed applications which will identify the location and any
corresponding equipment (i.e. panel brackets, lighting fixtures, etc.) of the mural. This portion of the
application will be submitted to Planning and Development Services. The mural design is not yet
needed. During Phase Two, applicants will submit a completed application containing information
about the mural and a final rendering of the mural design.
For Phase One, commercial locations within the Design Review or Downtown Design Review Overlay
zones, a Zoning Certificate or Design Review application must be submitted. For commercial locations
within the Historic District or Historic District with Design Review Overlay zones, a Commercial
Certificate of Appropriateness application must be submitted. If you have questions about which
application is correct for your project, please refer to the Frequently Asked Questions document or
contact a Planning and Development Services staff member.
Applications that meet the mural standards, after being reviewed administratively, will receive
approval with any relevant conditions after a maximum of 15 weekdays from when all the application
materials were submitted. Larger or more complex mural requests that Staff cannot approve based
on the aforementioned guidelines will be reviewed by the Design Review Committee or Historic
Preservation Commission through the public hearing process.
If the applicant would like to request approval for multiple contiguous locations the request may be
able to be submitted as a single application. Depending on the scale of the proposals, Planning Staff
may still require separate applications. Once approved, the applicant may complete Phase Two. There
are many resources available to assist the applicant at this stage, per the Mural Guidelines and
www.boiseartsandhistory.org/programs/public-art/murals.

Phase Two must be completed and

submitted to the Arts & History Department Public Art Program Manager.

This portion of the

application requires the applicant to submit the final mural design, information about the mural, and

indicate whether or not the applicant would like to participate in the Mural Registry. The approval of
the Phase Two application may take up to an additional 15 days.
SECTION I. MURAL POLICY AND THE CITY OF BOISE
In order to beautify public areas, enhance the quality of life for Boise citizens, attract tourism, promote
arts and culture and encourage businesses to locate within the City, thus expanding Boise’s economic
base, it is the policy of the Boise City to promote artist designed murals, where appropriate, through
the implementation of a clarified process for murals and the Artist Designed Mural Guidelines.
SECTION II. MURAL REGISTRATION OVERVIEW
The purpose of the Phase Two Mural Registration Program is to promote and support artists and
businesses by making a programmable mural map publicly accessible, thus encouraging tourism while
promoting professional, high-quality murals.
SECTION III. DESIGN GUIDELINES
Planning and Development Services Staff will assess applications based on adherence to the City of
Boise Zoning Code, Boise Citywide Design Standards and Guidelines, Boise Downtown Design
Standards and Guidelines, and Design Guidelines for Commercial Historic Districts.
a. MURAL LOCATION
The context of the building and the surrounding area is a critical component to the evaluation
of an appropriate location for a mural. Each building is unique, and it is recommended the
applicant reach out to the Design Review or Historic Preservation Staff to discuss potential
locations prior to planning the mural project.
Below are general guidelines to help direct location selection:
i.

Blank firewalls are the preferred location for murals and should be utilized whenever
possible.

ii.

Alley and non-street facing walls may be afforded more leeway in regard to location
guidelines than street-facing walls, depending on street visibility.

iii.

Murals should not compete with or overwhelm existing architectural features such as
windows with trim, moldings, entryways, or similar detailing. Do not engulf key
architectural features within murals.

iv.

Murals should avoid creating harsh edges where no architectural features are present
to create a natural break in the façade. Mural designs that do not contain harsh edges
may be proposed in place of architectural features.

v.

Murals should be located and sized to engage and encourage pedestrian interaction.

vi.

Context should be considered when proposing a mural. There should not be any
negative impact to the backdrop of significant historical institutions (e.g. the historic
U.S. Post Office or Idaho State Capitol Building). Outside of specific mural districts or
projects, proposed murals should be dispersed as to promote greater community
presence and neighborhood compatibility.

b. MEDIA AND OTHER COMPONENTS
The Design Review and Historic Preservation Staff does not regulate the content of murals
outside of sign regulations (see below). Colors of the mural are not restricted but should
complement the surrounding area.
Throughout the duration of the installation, the mural shall be well maintained through:
repainting; graffiti removal; application of sealants; component replacement; and other means
not specifically noted.
If the mural will be anything other than paint applied directly to the wall surface, the Design
Review or Historic Preservation Staff shall be provided details on all materials, hardware, and
installation processes for approval. If using brackets or other structural components, contact
the Permit Desk with questions pertaining to Building permits at (208) 608-7070.
Supplemental components, such as lighting, shall meet all standards as found in the City of
Boise Zoning Code and Design Review Standards and Guidelines.
Installations that contain electrical or mechanical components, or changing images, do not
qualify for the Artist Designed Mural Application Process. Such installations shall submit and
provide all details, including design, in the Design Review or Historic Preservation application.

c. HISTORIC BUILDINGS
In addition to the above guidelines, historic buildings located in one of the City’s Historic
Districts or in the Downtown Design Review Overlay Zones may have more restrictions
regarding location and how the mural is attached to the structure. The historic context of the
structure should be maintained. Drilling into or otherwise altering the historic façades must
be avoided. Painting murals directly to the building’s exterior is the preferred method of media
and installation. However, considerations to materials and condition of historic building
facades (such as brick or stucco) will further influence whether a mural is appropriate for the
proposed location.
d. ARTIST DESIGNED MURAL OR HAND-PAINTED ADVERTISEMENT: SIGN REGULATIONS
The Boise City Zoning Code defines a sign as any device visible from a public right of way that
displays either commercial or noncommercial messages by means of graphic presentation of
alphabetic or pictorial symbols or representations. Applicants looking to execute an artist
designed mural are exempt from acquiring a sign permit if the mural does not contain
advertising. Advertising includes company names, business logos, and/or symbols that are
synonymous with the company in question.
The Design Review Staff will review mural designs during Phase Two to ensure compliance
with the sign regulations.
SECTION IV. MAINTENANCE
The applicant is responsible for ensuring that a mural is maintained in good condition and is repaired
in the case of vandalism or accidental destruction. The party providing maintenance to the mural is
encouraged to establish measures that will discourage vandalism or facilitate an easier, less costly
repair of the mural in the future.
There are many maintenance best practices to prolong the mural’s lifespan, reduce deterioration and
increase the likelihood of a successful installation. Such best practices may include, but are not
limited to: proper engineering of armatures or panels that may be installed; preliminary wall prep or
pre-cleaning, priming, curing; the use of proper paints, enamels or materials that best match the
surface; top coats, sacrificial layers, graffiti coats that do not compromise the painting by yellowing or

trapping moisture; consideration of drip edges, gutters or sprinkler overspray as water may degrade
mural over time; environmental considerations such as, exposure to direct sun, bird nesting cavities,
the potential industrial trash cans to damage the surface; consider height and line of sight in relation
to how repairable the design is; etc.
While murals often prevent or decrease acts of vandalism in the form of graffiti, it is critical to report
and remove illegal graffiti as soon as possible to prevent a negative impact. Measures for preventing
vandalism may include lighting the mural at night or the application of an anti-graffiti coating. The use
of the anti-graffiti coating may not always be a necessary solution as the application is dependent on
factors such as location and materials used. Research shows that the removal of illegal graffiti within
24 – 48 hours is most effective in discouraging repeat vandalism.

Please report vandalism in the form of graffiti to the Boise City Police Department, non-emergency
phone number (208) 377-6790 or police.cityofboise.org/online-crime-reporting/. Once you have
reported graffiti on your property, remove the graffiti as soon as possible. If you want to receive
restitution in the event that a suspect is caught please call (208) 577-3837 with costs of removal.

Murals are considered more temporary in nature. In the case of excessive deterioration due to the
elements and/or the natural aging process, the mural should be considered for removal (see VARA
and Section VIII). Painting commercial structures in Design Review Overlay and Historic District zones
requires further review through Planning and Development Services.
SECTION V. ARTIST SELECTION PROCESS
A competitive selection process may be utilized, but isn’t required, to promote professional, highquality murals while ensuring a greater level of communication for ease of process. Boise City
Department of Arts & History’s Public Art Division is available as a resource to advise and help promote
your Call to Artists.
art/murals.

For more information, visit www.boiseartsandhistory.org/programs/public-

SECTION VI. PUBLIC NOTICES
A Public Notice may be provided to encourage positive community feedback. This may be important
for establishing buy-in and support for the applicant’s mural project from the neighborhood. Public
Notice may take the form of, but is not limited to, a posted notice at the mural location, a public
meeting (notice for which should be provided at least 7 days beforehand), and/or mailed notification
letters. Surrounding properties will be notified by the City of mural approvals for projects within the
Historic Districts.
SECTION VII. ARTIST CONTRACTS
A contract is used to clearly establish the project’s parameters and outline responsibilities while
establishing the expectations of both parties involved. For property owners, the document is an
opportunity to address and identify a reasonable strategy to approach and understand the Artist’s
inherent legal rights in the event a mural expires.
SECTION VIII. MURAL REMOVAL AND THE VISUAL ARTIST RIGHTS ACT (VARA)
For more information about the Visual Artist Rights Act of 1990 (VARA), 17 U.S.C. § 106A, you may
visit the U.S. Government Publishing Office online to view the United States Code titled “Rights of
Certain Authors to Attribution and Integrity.”

The City reserves the right to deny applications based upon City of Boise policies and the
qualifications stated herein. The materials available are for informational purposes only and not
for providing legal advice. You should contact your attorney to obtain advice with respect to any
issue or problem.

Mural Approval Process

The City of Denver welcomes applications for new murals in public areas
(excludes interior/exteriors of private residences). Applications for new
murals will be reviewed by Denver Arts & Venues (A&V), Public Art Staff for
adherence to the policies described below. The City does not guarantee that
every mural proposal/application will be approved and reserves the right to
reject an application for any reason.
A. Procedures
1. Application Procedure
All applicants for new murals must obtain application guidelines and
forms from Arts & Venues.
Denver Arts & Venues
Mary Valdez
Public Art Program Administrator
144 W. Colfax Ave.
Denver, CO 80202
(720) 865-5564
mary.valdez@denvergov.org
By submitting mural proposals through Denver Arts & Venues, the
project will be considered for classification as a one-of-a-kind
mural/work of art rather than signage. Each applicant will be given the
mural review criteria (see below) and is requested to fill out a Mural
Project Information Sheet and provide necessary application materials
(see Mural Application Materials below). Each application will be
reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
2. Application Review
Once the required mural application materials (see below) are
submitted to Denver Arts & Venues (A&V) Public Art department for
review, an initial review of the proposal will take place within 30 days of
receipt. A&V may request additional materials to supplement the
application.
3. Conforming Mural Proposals
Upon initial review of application materials, A&V Public Art Staff will
determine whether a mural project qualifies as a one-of-a-kind work of
art. Applicants with conforming mural proposals will be sent a letter
from A&V stating that the proposal is considered a work of art and not
advertising. A copy of this letter will be sent to Zoning Permitting, and
the mural project can be considered “permitted.” Copies of the mural
permit letter will be kept on file at A&V and at Zoning Permitting for
future reference.
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4. Non-Conforming Mural Proposals
If a mural proposal appears to not conform to the mural review criteria,
it will be presented to the Public Art Committee for review. Proposals
referred to the Public Art Committee may take 45-60 days for a
response as the Committee meets monthly. Non-conforming applicants
can make revisions to their proposal and re-submit for review or A&V
can provide a letter explaining the non-conforming issues and the
applicant can return to Zoning for review under Zoning’s signage code
(see Zoning: Sign Code below).
5. Landmark Preservation Commission
All applications will be reviewed to determine whether the proposed
mural is in a historic neighborhood or on a landmark building. If so, the
mural application must also be reviewed and approved by the Denver
Landmark Preservation Commission.
6. City Council Notification
Upon A&V’s initial approval of the mural proposal, the City Council
member for district in which the mural is proposed will also be informed
of the project. Council members may request additional materials to
supplement the application. City Council members are kept apprised of
these projects, so when necessary, they can assist in awareness and
outreach for the mural project.
B. Mural Application Materials
1. Sign Application Form
2. Mural Project Information Sheet
a. Project manager contacts
b. Location of mural
c. Artist name(s) & biographical information
d. Description of mural (whenever possible submit
drawings/full color renderings)
e. Expected dimensions and materials used
f. Timeline for execution of mural
g. Photos of executed mural (to add to file once mural
has been approved and completed)
3. Letters of Support
While a mural project can be submitted and permitted without letters of
support, the applicant is strongly encouraged to submit full color
renderings of the proposal to one or more neighborhood groups and
request a signed letter of support for the mural. If the mural is to be
placed inside of the boundaries of a Business Improvement District
(BID) then the BID is encouraged to provide a similar letter. Immediate
neighbors of the mural should be contacted and their support given in
writing. If the mural has already been reviewed and approved by the
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City Council representative in that district, please provide proof of their
support in writing.
C. Mural Review Criteria
1. Adherence to the Denver Revised Municipal Code and City
Ordinances
All murals must adhere to the Denver Revised Municipal Code and all
City ordinances.
2. One-of-a Kind Works of Art
Murals must be a “one-of-a-kind” work of art and must not appear in
any other public form including but not limited to advertising, logos, and
trademarks and including publications where the mural is used to
promote or identify the sponsor in any form.
3. Zoning: Sign Codes
Mural applicants must adhere to existing sign codes (see below). If a
proposal appears not to conform to this code, the proposal will be
rejected and/or applicants will be asked to re-submit proposal with
changes.
Excerpt from Denver Revised Municipal Code [DRMC 59-537]
(Ord. No. 852-92, eff. 11-27-92)
(10) Signs which are works of art as defined by section 20-86 of
the Denver Revised Municipal Code. Such signs shall be primarily
artistic in nature, but up to five (5) percent of the sign may be the
name or logo of a sponsoring organization. The percentage of the
sign devoted to the sponsoring organization may be increased up
to ten (10) percent of the sign if the zoning administrator, with input
from the director of the Denver Office of Cultural Affairs, determines
the portion of the sign devoted to the sponsor does not detract from
the artistic quality of the sign.
4. Non-One-of-a-Kind Works of Art
If a determination is made by A&V that a proposal does not qualify as a
one-of-a-kind work of art, the applicant will be given a letter from A&V
stating that the proposal does not qualify as primarily a work of art in
nature. The letter will be forwarded to Zoning Permitting and then the
applicant will be directed to the Zoning Permitting at 201 W Colfax
Dept 205 to complete an application for a sign permit. The Zoning
Administration makes final determination for permits.
5. Mural Sponsorship
Identification of mural sponsorship as indicated in ordinance # 460,
series of 1993 is allowed, however, overt use of logos or trademarks
may lead to a determination that the proposal is advertising in nature
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and thus subject to signage code provisions concerning advertising
and “off-site advertising.”
6. Approval of Existing Murals
If a person wishes to seek approval for an existing and/or historic
mural, the same application materials must be submitted to A&V or
Zoning Administration for review. The approval process is identical to
a new mural. If the existing mural is designated a work of art, a letter
will be sent to Zoning Administration indicating such. If not, the owner
of the mural should work with Zoning Administration to obtain the
necessary signage permits.
7. Re-Approval of Murals
The City will approve a mural as a one-of-a-kind work of art based
upon the materials submitted in an application. However, if the
completed mural is executed in a manner that differs greatly from the
description in the application, the City can discontinue its approval of
the existing mural. In this case, it is up to the artist or project manager
to seek re-approval for the new mural, so that the existing mural better
matches the approved mural on file.
D. Mural Maintenance and Repairs
1. City Responsibility
By permitting a mural project as a one-of-a-kind work of art, the City
does not assume any financial obligation for its creation, upkeep or
repair.
2. Owner Responsibility
It is the responsibility of the designated mural project manager or
owner of the facility on which the mural is executed to create and
maintain the mural. The City assumes that the mural will be kept in
good repair with periodic maintenance to be performed by the project
manager/artists/owner as needed.
3. Mural Vandalism
It is recommended that the mural be coated with a sealant or graffiti
coating so that graffiti vandalism or tagging can be more easily
removed. If vandalism to the mural occurs, it is the responsibility of the
mural owner/project manager/artist to remove graffiti within 48 hours
(consistent with City-wide ordinances regarding graffiti removal). If it is
not removed and repaired by the owner/project manager/artist, the
Public Works department could be called to remove the graffiti
vandalism using their standard removal techniques/materials.
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Introduction
Murals are an integral and traditional component of the arts scene in
Albuquerque and the southwest. Up to this point, the City of Albuquerque Murals
Program Plan, written in 1992, had not been evaluated or updated. Despite the
public demand for murals, and interest on the part of local artists for more mural
opportunities, publicly funded murals in Albuquerque have languished for more
than a decade. Several factors helped create this situation, namely the difficulty
of the Public Art Program’s ability to maintain murals into perpetuity. This newly
adopted Murals Policy seeks to update the old plan, address the needs of the
community, artists, and the City of Albuquerque Public Art Program. This policy
will also streamline the process for implementing new murals throughout
Albuquerque.
The Public Art Murals Policy is a City of Albuquerque program
administered by the Public Art Urban Enhancement Program. Proposed new
murals, which are funded wholly or in part by 1% for Art funds, are reviewed and
recommended by the Albuquerque Arts Board, and routed through the Mayor’s
Administration for final approval. The Board is comprised of artists, arts
advocates and interested professionals that are appointed by the Albuquerque
City Council and the Mayor of Albuquerque.
The Public Art Program provides funding for murals that reflect diversity in
style and media, and encourages artists from diverse backgrounds and range of
experiences to apply. The established goals for the Public Art Program, as
defined in the City of Albuquerque Public Art Program Guidelines, will apply to
the initiation and implementation of new murals. Murals approved through this
process become part of the City’s Public Art Collection for between five to ten
years. This policy will address the myriad ways in which a mural is proposed,
initiated, funded, implemented and cared for.
WHAT
What is a mural? Is it a painting on a wall surface? A mosaic tile piece
mounted to a wall? A collage of elements mounted on a wall? Can it be a hybrid
3

of these methods? There are digitally produced photographic murals, wheat
paste murals, and all manner of techniques for applying murals to surfaces. Most
murals are on outside walls, although this is not always the case. Murals are
defined as a hand-produced work of visual art that is tiled or painted by hand
directly upon, or affixed directly to an exterior (or interior) wall of a building.
The more precise question seems to be, what is not a mural? The zoning
and permitting process makes a distinction between a sign (or an advertisement)
and a mural. According to Article 16 of the City of Albuquerque Zoning Code, the
definition of a sign is “any display to public view of letters, words, numerals,
figures, statues, devices, emblems, pictures, or any parts or combinations thereof
designed to inform or advertise or promote merchandise, services, or activities…”
Therefore, a mural cannot indicate or describe in narrative, the form of
commercial activity that happens inside a building. There are some terrific murals
that have political/social content, and that utilize text, and muralists can continue
to incorporate these elements, however, in order for the Arts Board to approve
and fund a mural in Albuquerque, it cannot fall under the definition of a “sign.” All
mural proposals must also meet the Public Art Program “Code of
Appropriateness” criteria, as described in the Public Art Program Guidelines, and
at the back of this policy.

th

“The Harvest” by Gilberto Guzman, in the Very Special Arts Garage at 5 and Copper NW
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WHEN
When is a mural no longer viable as an artwork? Is there a reasonable
“lifespan” or “service life” for a mural work? Are all murals subject to on-going
conservation, maintenance and refurbishing and how often should a mural’s
condition be assessed? Is there a scale to determine what should last 5 years
and what should last 10? Artists may be offended by the reticence of a program
to guarantee conservation and maintenance “forever.” However, Albuquerque’s
harsh conditions require that the life of a mural be realistically addressed. It is in
the spirit of ensuring that murals funded and supported by the Albuquerque
Public Art Program look their very best that limits how long maintenance and
conservation can be funded. For the purpose of this policy, murals funded and
supported by the City of Albuquerque Public Art Program will be maintained for
between 5-10 years. This ensures that murals will continue to look as their artists
and designers intended. It also ensures that new murals are painted to reflect the
changing perspectives and styles of a neighborhood as well as support emerging
artists, as they move into the mural painting field. The issue of the lifespan of a
mural is addressed in greater detail under each of the “tiers” of the mural policy,
described below.
WHERE
Where can publicly funded murals be placed? Murals that are funded by
the City of Albuquerque Public Art Program can be placed on public buildings
and facilities, such as libraries, community centers, as well as walls and other
structures along bike trails and other City-owned infrastructure. Public-Private
partnerships for murals must be created in accordance with official City
requirements regarding building uses and ownership, which can vary depending
on the site.
WHO
Who can propose mural projects? Anyone can propose a mural project,
including artists, organizations, neighborhood associations, and government
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agencies. Ideas for murals will be accepted from anyone, provided they address
and meet the Mural Policy criteria.
HOW
How would a mural proposal be evaluated? What should the criteria be for
a mural? Are there different purposes for a mural? Budget limits have been
assigned to the various levels of commitment the art program can support. A
community based mural project utilizing area youth will likely be funded at a
different level from a large scale “professional” mural. This plan will address how
to appropriately budget for different types of murals and mural projects. Mural
proposals will always be evaluated by how they contribute to the context of the
urban environment, the diversity and excellence they add to the Public Art
Collection, and the strength of the original proposal.

Apprentice artists paint “Augmented Reality of Open Spaces” along the Railway Corridor
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History and Advantages of Murals in Albuquerque
(Adapted from the 1992 Murals Plan)


Murals are an important public art form in the history of New Mexico. For
centuries murals have been made by both Native Americans and Hispanics;



Nationally and globally, and across many cultures, mural making and “street
art” have become popular forms of community and self expression;



Appropriate murals can be large and colorful, and a valuable way to enhance
the built environment, often providing a significant, positive impact with
modest public investment;



The public benefits of murals can be derived from the very process of creating
them; when planned properly, the mural making process can be a valuable
social/educational experience by involving young people, the disadvantaged,
students, and others from the Albuquerque community, and beyond;



Murals which deal with social, cultural and political issues are a valuable form
of public education;



Art education in local schools needs to be supported. The mural making
process has many facets which lend it to a variety of educational experiences,
including math, measurement, color schemes, design styles, historical and
cultural exploration, and self-expression.

“Santa Madre Tierra y su Alma” by Frederico Vigil, on the Albuquerque Museum
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Murals Policy
A. Tier One: “Community and Educational Commissions”
This category includes student/mentor projects designed to foster art
making experiences and “pride-in-accomplishment” endeavors. Neighborhood
commemoration (honoring local luminaries and notable community members)
and “pride of place” projects that call attention to regional/local characteristics
and historic anecdotes.
Applications to the Program for Tier One Murals consist of:
1. Statement of need/intent explaining scope
2. Number and background of participants
3. Location diagram
4. Budget and logistics plan
5. Work schedule and appropriate safety/parental permission for each
student or community member
If the proposal is unsolicited, the budget would be funded up to $8,000. A
jointly negotiated City/Community maintenance agreement for up to 5 years of
mural life will be drafted. Muralists must abide by the Public Art Program code of
Appropriateness, found at the back of this policy. The standard Assignment of
Copyright and Visual Artists Rights Act (VARA) Waiver by the artist(s) is
required.

“Augmented Reality of Open Spaces” by Nettrice Gaskins, along the Railway
Corridor
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B. Tier Two: “Commissions to Give Focus”
This category creates interest on an existing structure. This is a broad
category that includes a variety of locations for potential mural creation and is
custom-made for theme commissions, and user-agency requests.
Applications to the Program for Tier Two murals consist of:
1. Proposal packet documents (if RFP used)
2. Location diagram
3. Budget and logistics plan
4. Work schedule and appropriate safety/parental permission for
each student or community member.
If proposed by user agency, an Art Selection Committee would be
established and the budget would be funded up to $15,000. A City maintenance
agreement for up to 5 years of mural life would be executed. Muralists must
abide by the Public Art Program code of Appropriateness, found at the back of
this policy. The standard Assignment of Copyright and VARA Waiver by the
artist(s) is required.

“Inland Empre: A Suspended Animation” by Jamison “Chas” Banks, along the Railway Corridor
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C. Tier Three: “Direct or Limited Access Commissions”
This category is reserved for notable, specific commissions by recognized
practitioners in the field, specific artists selected to highlight the Public Art
Collection and larger scale, higher budget selections made by the Arts Board.
Applications to the Program for Level III murals consist of:
1. RFP/RFQ documents as outlined in Call
2. Location diagram
3. Budget and logistics plan
4. Work schedule
If proposed by user agency, an Art Selection Committee will be
established. If it is an Unsolicited Proposal or Direct Selection by the Board, the
budget would be funded up to $30,000. Because of the higher initial investment,
a City maintenance agreement for up to 10 years of mural life would be
executed. Muralists must abide by the Public Art Program code of
Appropriateness, found at the back of this policy. The standard Assignment of
Copyright and VARA Waiver by the artist(s) is required.

“Trance Dance” by Larry Bob Phillips, along the Railway Corridor
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Materials Clause
All Contracts/Agreements executed for mural projects will reflect
standards for surface preparation and murals materials to be used. This is an
attempt to insure maximum service life of all murals commissioned and
sanctioned by the Public Arts Program. Surface preparation, base coats, UV
shielding and weather-proofing varnishes and regular condition assessment will
be standard requirements, regardless of the project tier level.
Public Art Program Code of Appropriateness
Proposals for, or existing, Works of Art that include subject matter such as
the apparent representation of violence, inappropriate nudity, denigration of
individuals or cultures, or desecration of significant cultural symbols, will be
reviewed for their appropriateness for public display. Proposals for, or existing,
Works of Art that include religious subject matter or symbols may be placed in a
public space as long as it is not in a location where it can be revered and is
solely for the purpose of exhibiting cultural or historical traditions.

“Campo Expandido XVIII” by Raymundo Sesma and student apprentices from Working
th

Classroom, at the North Fourth Art Center, 4904 4 St. NW
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